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Abstract
Wayfinding is a fundamental spatial activity that people experience in their daily lives. Human 
wayfinding is often assisted by external aids. Recent developments in mobile information and 
telecommunication technologies are stimulating demand fo r services that can deliver, to  
individuals on the move, location-specific information to  assist wayfinding. Such services are 
known as Location-Based Services (LBS). This research aims to  investigate the interaction 
and information transactions between individuals, urban environments and mobile 
technologies fo r individuals engaged in pedestrian wayfinding. A  novel conceptual model is 
proposed which explicitly focuses on these interactions and transactions. One of the 
challenges is to  objectively record the overt information transactions and behavioural 
responses when individuals use mobile technologies fo r wayfinding in urban settings. 
Therefore, in this research, an immersive virtual reality approach has been proposed and 
implemented fo r capturing data in real-time in a dynamic environment. This test environment 
integrates three main components: urban VR models that allow individuals to  ‘walk around’ 
at street level, a mobile device as information source which simulates LBS applications, and 
software fo r recording participant actions and reactions within the test environment. Multi­
source data were collected regarding movement tracking, information accessed through the 
mobile device and observations of participants’ actions using a combination of automated and 
semi-automated methods. This has provided a rich data source detailing individual overt 
behaviour in space and time fo r pedestrian wayfinding tasks. Contrasting urban models were 
constructed having their own distinctive layouts and mix o f architectures. A  series of detailed 
empirical wayfinding experiments have been carried out using this controlled setting and 
research design. Detailed analyses, both quantitative and qualitative, are performed on the 
integrated data sets. One key focus has been on establishing patterns o f spatial information 
usage preferences in terms of types of information, frequency of access, and time spent in 
consulting the information. A  classification o f spatial information usage groups has been 
developed. Characteristics of these groups in terms of their spatial abilities and information 
usage during wayfinding are explored. It has also been possible to  confirm certain effects of 
urban layout on behaviour and has highlighted key spatial loci fo r information demand and 
decision making. An integrated picture of participant behaviour and spatial information 
preferences is thus constructed through the analyses.
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CHAPTER ONE  
Introduction
Wayfinding is a fundamental spatial activity that people experience in their daily lives. It can 
be described as purposive and motivated movement by an individual to  a specific and distant 
destination that cannot be seen directly (Heft, 1983; Garling et al., 1984; Blades 1991; 
Golledge, 1992). Wayfinding is also an interactive behaviour between people and their 
environments. The environment is a dynamic source of information used by people in their 
wayfinding decision-making processes. Lynch (I960), in his seminal work, suggests that during 
wayfinding “ there is a consistent use and organization o f definite sensory cues from the 
external environment” . Furthermore, wayfinding is a form o f spatial problem solving. Thus, 
during wayfinding activities, people undertake a sequential process of decision making in 
which the purpose is to  match internal w ith external information as it is obtained (Stern and 
Portugali, 1999). There is a clear consensus, in wayfinding research, that differences exist 
between the environments that people perceive subjectively, and in the way people acquire, 
develop and use spatial information fo r their wayfinding activities (Golledge, 1999). Since 
wayfinding is purposive behaviour involving people and environments, another important 
aspect o f wayfinding is the individual’s spatial ability fo r carrying ou t such activities. Individual 
differences in spatial ability will have an effect upon spatial knowledge acquisition during 
wayfinding and hence the success of wayfinding activities. In general, the characteristics o f 
people and the attributes of environments influence whether and how well wayfinding is 
achieved (Allen, 1999b). The acquisition o f spatial knowledge and performance of spatial 
tasks such as wayfinding involves interactions between people and their environments. 
Although many models have been developed to  conceptualise these interaction processes, 
and their impacts upon spatial behaviour, most emphasis has been upon human cognition and 
the impacts o f p rio r knowledge upon behaviour. For reasons that are explored in this thesis, 
there has been rather less focus upon study o f overt behaviour during the actual process o f 
wayfinding.
Human wayfinding is often assisted by external aids such as maps, w ritten instructions and 
devices (e.g. compass). Over the last decade, there has been rapid development of mobile 
information and communication technologies. The increasing storage capacities o f mobile 
devices, the increasing bandwidth and availability o f broadband wireless communication, and 
the growing volumes of location specific information are all inevitably leading to  demand fo r 
services that can deliver location specific information to  the individual on the move. Such 
services are generally known as Location-Based Services (LBS). Thus wireless mobile devices,
14
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such as mobile phones and wireless-enabled personal digital assistants (PDA), are providing 
new ways to  deliver spatial information to  the individual. Much of this information can be 
used to  assist wayfinding. Consequently, a number o f questions and challenges are being 
raised fo r wayfinding research. The means by which people acquire spatial information is 
inevitably changed when mediated by technologies - spatial information can usually be 
acquired in real-time, at any location. Spatial information can be accessed using mobile 
devices, in multiple communication modes, and in ways that are tailored towards individual 
needs. The acquisition of the information can be interactive and the content dynamically 
refreshed w ith updates. It seems axiomatic that these new ways of accessing spatial 
information are affecting the nature o f human wayfinding, but we as yet understand rather 
litde about these developments. Specifically, how can these technologies assist our 
understanding of the process by which spatial knowledge is acquired, valued, communicated 
and applied fo r completing wayfinding activities? From a different perspective, these 
technologies are also poised to  impact the methods of spatial cognition research (Montello, 
2001). Many o f these issues are also at the core o f geographical information science (Longley 
et al. 2005). Yet to  date, the role o f new technologies has not been assimilated into 
wayfinding research. Moreover, the pivotal role of mobile devices as sources o f spatial 
information has not been considered in studies o f interactions between people and their 
environments.
This research aims to  investigate the real-time interactions and information transactions 
between individuals, their mobile devices and urban environments during pedestrian 
wayfinding activities. The technology element in the form of mobile devices is seen as a new 
and important element in the interaction between people and their environments. Thus, a 
conceptual model is proposed here which explicitly focuses on the interaction and spatial 
information transactions that occur (Chapter 5). Individuals, as one o f the elements o f the 
model, can access and acquire spatial information through a mobile device whilst acting and 
moving within the environment. They can also gain information directly from the 
environment. Mobile devices, as the technological element, act as interactive information 
sources. Spatial information delivered through the mobile device is derived from  the 
environment. The wayfinding performance and the way by which spatial information is 
acquired by individuals can be influenced by their spatial abilities, p rior knowledge and their 
social and cultural backgrounds. Such performance and spatial information acquisition are 
also likely to  be influenced by the specific environments and contexts in which the wayfinding 
is taking place. In this research, individual spatial information transactions through the mobile 
device and the overt wayfinding behaviour are studied within the framework o f this 
conceptual model.
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A further strand to  the novel methodological approach of this research concerns the ways in 
which real time interactions and spatial information transactions are captured through 
monitoring o f individuals, mobile devices and environments. The approach consists of: a set 
o f virtual reality (VR) environments, designed and implemented specifically fo r this research; 
a series o f specially constructed wayfinding experiments; self-assessments of individual spatial 
abilities; and post-experiment evaluations o f the test environment and the user interactions 
that it  fosters. The VR-based test environment provides simulated real world urban 
wayfinding scenarios in an immersive virtual reality that allows individuals to  ‘walk around’ at 
street level. The test environment was created using the following components: VR urban 
models; a simulated location-based service application using a mobile device as an 
information source; and software fo r recording participant actions and reactions w ithin the 
test environment. The multi-source data collection includes movement tracking, recording of 
spatial information accessed through the mobile device, and detailed recording of participant 
actions. Crucially, the VR-based test environment is used to  provide a stable and consistent 
setting fo r all participants during the wayfinding experiments. Furthermore, by using this 
approach, the overt interaction behaviour and real-time spatial information transactions can 
be recorded in a clearly controlled manner, and a rich data set is created.
A  series of detailed empirical wayfinding experiments concerning geographically extensive 
areas have been carried out using this controlled setting and research design. The activities 
studied in this research centre upon urban pedestrian wayfinding using mobile device as 
information sources fo r assistance. The test environments seek to  present distinctive 
contrasts between settings in terms o f their mix o f built features and street layout. They thus 
present tasks that highlight differences in participant wayfinding abilities, and differences in 
the nature of spatial information that is required to  complete the specified tasks. This study 
makes no attempt to  consider wayfinding in rural areas, and the mode of individual 
movement is restricted to  pedestrian. The wayfinding experiments are task-based and 
involve travelling to  a novel destination in an unfamiliar setting.
The attributes o f the environment can have an important influence on wayfinding behaviour, 
and the VR-based approach allows such influences to  be investigated in a systematic manner. 
This has entailed the creation of tw o  contrasting urban models w ith their own distinctive 
layouts and mix of architectures: one of them is characterised by grid-like street patterns and 
modern low-rise housing; and the other is characterised by a more irregular layout w ith the 
features of a traditional market town. Both are based on real UK towns.
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The empirical data on interactions and information transactions that have been generated by 
the wayfinding experiments have allowed a number of aspects of spatial information usage 
and wayfinding behaviour to  be investigated. To begin with, the data make possible the 
investigation o f wayfinding behaviour as expressed in route choice, distance travelled and 
time taken to  complete wayfinding tasks in the tw o spatial settings. The spatial information 
usage via a mobile device during wayfinding has been measured and coded into a set o f 
variables. One key focus has been on establishing patterns of spatial information usage 
preferences in terms of types o f information, frequency o f access, and time spent in 
consulting the information. The data have also allowed a classification of usage groups to  be 
developed. This is further investigated in relation to  the self-assessed measures of individual 
spatial ability. This is explored at both individual and group levels. Furthermore, all these 
aspects have been further explored in the tw o different urban settings in order to  investigate 
the influence of urban morphology. In this way, original insights are developed into 
wayfinding using wireless mobile devices.
The arrangement of this thesis is as follows:
■ In Chapter 2, the technological setting to  the research is examined. A  review is 
developed using a number o f technological threads, including mobile 
telecommunication networks, mobile devices, positioning technologies and 
applications o f Location-Based Services (LBS). The implications fo r research 
questions and challenges raised from the development o f technologies are examined 
from the perspectives o f LBS applications, human-devices interaction, wayfinding 
research, and GIScience and spatial information.
■ Chapter 3 reviews some important aspects of human wayfinding and its constituent 
aspects o f spatial acuity, spatial knowledge, spatial knowledge acquisition, methods of 
measuring spatial ability and human-environment interaction. The literature reviewed 
in this Chapter is derived from a range of different research disciplines, principally 
psychology, geography and GIScience. This review is organised thematically rather 
than from any traditional disciplinary perspective.
■ Issues pertinent to  using Virtual Reality (VR) as a part o f the experimental test 
environment are reviewed in Chapter 4. This includes a review o f the components 
and technical specifications of VR environments, and discusses previous research on 
issues o f realism and presence. Important research on acquiring and learning spatial 
knowledge through VR environments is also reviewed and discussed.
■ In Chapter 5, a conceptual model is proposed which brings into focus the interaction 
and spatial information transactions between three main elements: individuals, mobile
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devices and environments. Challenges in implementing the conceptual model fo r 
studying interactions and transactions between these elements are discussed. A  
novel methodological approach is developed in this research and presented.
Chapter 6 presents the design and set up o f the wayfinding experiments. These 
consist of: compiling a pre-experiment questionnaire; creating a test environment 
w ith tw o VR urban models; simulating wayfinding assistance using a PDA and 
monitoring the ways in which it  is used; and setting up a tw o-part post-experiment 
questionnaire. The design of the task-based wayfinding experiment is also described 
and explained. Finally, the implementation of a prototype fo r testing prior to  conduct 
of the main experiments is presented.
Chapter 7 describes the conduct o f the wayfinding experiments including: a brief 
account o f the preparatory w ork undertaken; description o f the participants, the site 
at which the experiments were implemented and the equipment used; description o f 
the tw o sets o f task-based wayfinding experiments carried out in the VR test 
environments; and the design o f the pre-experiment questionnaire and tw o-part 
post-experiment questionnaire. The procedure o f data collection during the 
experiments is also explained.
Chapter 8 describes the processes o f data integration, data exploration and analysis. 
The research findings and discussion are also presented. The chapter begins w ith  a 
description of the process o f integrating the empirical data to  create new data sets 
fo r analysis. Next, a classification resulting from  the analysis o f the pre-experiment 
questionnaire responses is presented and evaluated. Then follows an analysis o f the 
responses to  a post-experiment questionnaire designed to  verify the sense o f 
presence experienced in the VR environments. Also verified is the correspondence 
of the wayfinding strategies used by the participants in the VR environments as 
compared with their strategies in the real world. N ext is an analysis o f the spatial 
distribution of movement tracks and the derived variables of distance and time, and 
an analysis of the spatial information usage via the mobile device. A  classification of 
individual spatial information usage is also presented. Finally, a number of case studies 
and qualitative discussions are presented at group and individual levels in respect o f 
spatial layout and spatial information usage. The approach taken in this Chapter is to  
present results and findings in Sections immediately followed by discussions o f the 
research findings.
In Chapter 9, the conclusions arising from this research are drawn together and 
critically discussed. Based on these findings, a number o f strands fo r future research 
are identified.
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The Technological Setting
The rise of the knowledge society and the informational economy has been documented and 
discussed in detail, inter alia, by Castells ( 1989, 1996). W e have become a "netw ork society” 
founded upon modern information and communication technologies (ICTs). In the 1990s we 
saw the introduction o f the W orld  W ide W eb and the ubiquitous uptake fo r business and 
recreational use of networked PCs, the Internet and mobile communications. This period 
also saw widespread development and use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) fo r 
positioning and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) fo r the organisation and visualisation 
of spatial data. The number o f mobile ICT device users increased rapidly. By 2001, more than 
40% of the population in Europe and nearly 70% in the UK owned a mobile phone w ith 700 
million subscribers worldwide. The number of worldw ide subscribers has probably tripled by 
2005 (though there is little way o f confirming current mobile phone ownership, such is its 
ubiquity). The increasing mobility o f individuals, the availability o f broadband communications 
fo r mobile devices and the growing volumes of location specific information available in 
databases are inevitably leading to  the demand fo r services that w ill deliver location related 
information to  individuals on the move. Such services are generally known as Location Based 
Services (LBS). A  range o f applications w ill be described in §2.2 including navigation services 
which are aimed at providing information through mobile devices to  assist people’s 
wayfinding activities.
In this Chapter, a number o f technological threads will be discussed. These form the 
background to  LBS and this research. The purpose of the discussion here is to  identify some 
of the areas of research that arise as a consequence of this changed technological setting. In 
§2.1 the individual threads are discussed; in §2.2 location-based services and their 
applications are introduced; and in §2.3 a research agenda is identified which frames the 
overarching aim of this thesis.
2.1 Technological threads
For the purpose o f the research to  be undertaken, a distinction will be made between what 
has now become standard information and communication technologies infrastructure and 
what are referred to  in this research as new information and communication technologies 
(NICTs). NICTs are differentiable by the following characteristics:
■ use of mobile telecommunication networks;
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■ high-level communication protocols, such as Compact HTML (1-Mode), Wireless 
Application Protocol (WAP) and Extensible Markup Language (XML);
■ handheld, mobile and small size wireless communication devices;
■ location awareness;
■ wide usage in business and social life.
Some of the important aspects o f these characteristics are discussed in the paragraphs that 
follow.
The mobile telecommunication networks have developed rapidly from  second generation to  
third generation and towards future fourth generation. The second generation (2G) 
networks have a bandwidth o f 9.6 Kbps, and include the Global System fo r Mobile 
Communication (GSM), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and Time Division Multiple 
Access (TDMA). The 2.5 generation (2.5G) networks include General Packet Radio Service 
(GPRS) w ith their increased bandwidth o f 115 Kbps and Enhanced Data Rates fo r Global 
Evolution (EDGE) w ith bandwidth of 400Kbps. The fully implemented th ird  generation (3G) 
networks could support a bandwidth of 2 Mbps, and include the Universal Mobile 
Telecommunication System (UMTS) and Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W - 
CDMA). The fourth generation (4G) is predicted to  have a transmission rate o f up to  100 
Mbps (Peng and Tsou, 2003). Such bandwidth would be ample fo r delivering location aware 
services and applications. Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) was first implemented as a 
communication protocol in 1997 and has been developed to  facilitate the mobile Internet. 
The development of mobile telecommunications provides a combination o f speed, coverage 
and mobile devices, and has also transformed service status from  focusing on transmission o f 
voice to  various applications of transmitting multimedia information.
Over the last decade, the number o f mobile device users has rapidly increased as the costs 
of devices and services have fallen. Mobile devices are widely used in business and social life. 
In this thesis, the term ‘mobile devices’ is used to refer to  handheld, mobile and small size 
wireless devices such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) and mobile phones, which can be 
connected to  mobile communication networks. Successive developments in mobile devices 
have engendered faster processors, additional options, and improved graphics capabilities 
such as colour screens and greater display resolutions. There are also hybrid systems 
integrating the capabilities of PDA and mobile phones in a single device. Figure 2 .1 illustrates 
some of these mobile devices. W ith  the development o f location awareness technologies 
(discussed below) and increasing numbers of mobile device users, services providing location 
related information are likely to  become an application of rapidly growing importance.
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WAP MMS J2ME SmartPhone PocketPC 
*  a  . * A
Figure 2.1 Examples of mobile devices and their protocols (WAP=wireless application 
protocol, MMS = Multimedia messaging, J2ME = Java2 Micro Edition), (based on Li and
Maguire, 2003).
W ith  the widespread use of mobile telecommunication networks and mobile devices, 
location awareness has become another important aspect of NICTs. A  number of techniques 
are available for determining the position of mobile communication devices when they are in 
use. One class of positioning technologies is mainly based on mobile telecommunication 
networks, and is referred to here as network-centric methods; while another is satellite- 
based positioning technologies (i.e. GPS) and is referred to here as device-centric methods. 
There are also combined positioning technologies which integrate both network- and device- 
centric methods. The following are key positioning techniques (Sage, 2001; Giaglis et al., 2002; 
Zeimpekis et al., 2003; Grejner-Brzezinska, 2004):
■ N etwork Cell Identification (N C I) o r Cell ID  -  this network-centric method identifies 
the approximate position of a mobile device through locating which base station the 
device is using at the given time. The accuracy varies from about 250 metres in urban 
areas to over 10km in rural areas depending on the cell size. There is no specific 
hardware and software support required for the mobile device. There are also tw o types 
of enhanced Cell-ID methods. One of them uses timing advance method to improve the 
location accuracy while another improves accuracy by using measures of the signal 
strength to estimate the distance between a mobile device and a current base station.
■ Time of Difference O f Arrival (T D O A ) -  this network-centric method calculates the 
time difference of the transmitted signal from a mobile device arriving at three separate 
base stations. In theory, the locational accuracy of the T D O A  method can be between
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50 to  200 metres. However there is the need fo r high synchronisation w ithin the 
network o f base stations to  support T D O A  in a GSM network. There is no specific 
hardware and software support required fo r the mobile devices.
■ Angle o f Arrival (AOA) -  this network-centric method measures the angle o f the same 
signal arriving at tw o o r more base stations. An array of antennas, instead o f just the one 
antenna per cell, is needed fo r base stations to  measure the angles. The accuracy o f the 
AO A method is usually within 300m, however, it can be degraded significantly in rural 
areas. There are hardware support requirements fo r both the network and mobile 
devices.
■ Global Positioning System (GPS) -  this device-centric method works by including a 
satellite navigation receiver in a mobile device. The accuracy can be within 20 metres. 
However, it needs a clear view of the sky and signals from  three o r four satellites. 
Moreover, mobile devices w ith built-in GPS receivers have higher power consumption 
and shorter battery life. Assisted-GPS is required fo r covering situations such as in­
building areas and tunnels as a second supplement signal.
■ Enhanced-Observed Time Difference (E-OTD) -  a device-centric method which 
calculates the time taken fo r a signal to  arrive from at least three base stations. The 
method requires installed software on the mobile device. The accuracy is about 50 
metres. It can also be a network-centric solution as a modification o f TD O A  method 
explained above.
■ One hybrid method is GPS in conjunction w ith TD O A /A O A  - this solution works 
through GPS-enabled handheld mobile devices supplemented by Cell-ID, T D O A  o r AO A. 
The method, however, may create incompatibility as there is no standard fo r doing this 
amongst mobile network operators.
A  wide range of applications is emerging based on such technologies, from delivering various 
information and services, tracking and managing fleets and mobile commerce to  games and 
(in the future) digital TV delivered to  the mobile phone. One such application fo r delivering 
location related information to  individuals, LBS, has substantial relevance to  this research and 
will be discussed in detail in the following Section.
2.2 Location-based services (LBS)
Location-based services (LBS) entail “ the delivery of data and information services where the 
content o f those services is tailored to  the current o r some projected location of the user” 
(Brimicombe and Li, 2006). Such information and services are provided to  users by their
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mobile devices. LBS can be seen as the convergence of NICTs (discussed in §2.1), the 
Internet, GIS and spatial database as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
/  \  
I G IS / I
! Spatial Databases |
I Internet 
I GIS
\
Internet • WirelessInternet
Wireless. 
GIS f
y
NICTs
Figure 2.2 Convergence o f technologies (from Brimicombe and Li, 2006).
The Internet can be regarded as a ubiquitous source o f information and distributed services 
across networks, whereas the NICTs discussed in §2.1, provide capability fo r mobile 
access/delivery w ith location awareness. The other main area in Figure 2.2 is GIS which can 
be considered a mature technology fo r integrating, managing, analysing and visualising spatial 
data. Geographical information services have been offered over the Internet to  provide data 
and processes on demand to  distributed users through W eb browser interfaces. Major GIS 
software providers also offer versions o f their products fo r mobile handheld devices, giving 
rise to  wireless GIS (Braun, 2003). These GIS applications provide the ability to  deliver data, 
computing capability and integrated functionality to  individuals at distributed locations. LBS 
have only been made possible by the development and convergence of these technologies.
One of the main drivers o f LBS was the U.S. Federal Communications Commission’s 
adoption of the enhanced 91 1 (E9I I) mandate. The E9II mandate aimed to  improve the 
quality and reliability of the emergency services by being able to  locate wireless 911 callers 
(Federal Communications Commission www.fcc.gov/e9l I/). The benefit o f the E9I I mandate 
is that it provides the basis fo r a wide range of additional, value-added location based 
services. In Europe, the concerns of locating wireless emergency calls only started to  be 
tackled in 2000. Nevertheless, there has been fast development and deployment o f both 
wireless and location-aware networks. The provision o f location based services in Europe is 
driven by the motivation to  provide differentiating and value-added services in a competitive 
marketplace. From the middle of 2003, European registration requires network operators
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“ to  determine and forward the most reliable caller location information available fo r all calls 
to  the single European emergency call number I 12 (The Commission o f the European 
Communities, 2003).
W ith  considerable growth potential in location-based services, a range of applications has 
been identified and are discussed here. All o f these concern the delivery of information and 
services to  users on the move via their mobile devices. User-solicited services provide 
location specific information fo r business and social purposes. For example, local public 
transport options, traffic information and availability of local services can be delivered to  
users on the move in real-time whenever required. Pushed services are the delivery of 
unsolicited information to  users’ mobile devices, such as proximity-related advertising and 
warnings. Another category of LBS applications emphasises services related to  real-time 
tracking, such as managing vehicle fleets, o r knowing when a friend o r family member is 
nearby o r at certain locations. This can include instant messaging services which can be used 
fo r communicating with people within the same o r nearby localities. LBS can also be used fo r 
co-ordinating emergency services in responding to  accidents and disasters. Future 
applications may well include commercial services directly related to  a user’s current 
location, such as location-based tariffs and pay-as-you-go car insurance.
One of the important services which LBS offer is providing information to  people fo r 
exploring areas, planning routes and directing them to  reach destinations. In-car navigation 
systems, as one example, can identify shortest route o r fastest route given a start point and a 
destination point. Information is often given as route maps and/or sequential instructions. As 
another example, maps and/or instructions can be given through mobile devices to  orientate 
and direct individuals to  arrive at their required destinations. A  range of input and output 
methods has been proposed and offered, and some applications seek to  identify the desirable 
and more effective ways of delivering information. Voice has been suggested as a user- 
friendly method fo r inputting requests and giving instructions. Using speech via mobile 
phones to  provide navigating instructions during driving is just one example. Three- 
dimensional o r graphical images are being investigated fo r use in other applications.
Another aspect o f LBS currently being researched focuses on adapting content to  user needs. 
Here the emphasis is upon how to  obtain and interpret the location and context information 
from the environment and from users. For example, user-adaptive content fo r LBS 
applications have been studied as a means o f ascertaining users interest and preferences in 
areas such as map display fo r different countries, presentation of mapped zones with 
different levels of generalisation, and adaptation to  user orientation (e.g. Zipf, 2002).
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Brimicombe and Li (2006) oudine a publisher and subscriber model to  adapt information 
content based on location and context so as to  maximise utility to  the user. Furthermore, 
interactivity between a mobile computing device and its user has been studied w ith 
consideration of device ability to  obtain and interpret contextual information fo r user benefit 
(Dey, 2001; Schmidt & Van Laerhoven, 2001).
2.3 Implications for research questions and challenges
2.3.1 LBS applications perspective
As discussed in the previous Section, LBS applications aim to  provide locational information 
and services fo r people’s need. Although the information and services can vary, the main 
concerns are delivery o f more relevant, timely information to  people on the move. The 
emphases of current applications have been on the technical capability and the diversity o f 
mobile devices to  deliver and access locational information. The focus is also on the 
effectiveness and user friendliness o f the mode of delivery of such information and services, 
such as “ speak and listen” , maps, tex t and multi-media. For example, some applications fo r 
wayfinding assistance provide a number o f different interfaces by which users can access 
locational information. Such systems can navigate people by the use o f textual information o r 
voice instruction. Information can also be delivered to  mobile devices in combined formats, 
such as maps with calculated routes, o r graphics w ith text. All along, an important 
consideration of these applications must be to  provide pertinent and timely information to  
users. Therefore, the question arises as to  what information is likely to  be relevant in any 
given situation and how should it best be communicated to  the users? The use of detailed 
personal profiling, precise user location and user movement history have been suggested and 
discussed as a means of ensuring greater relevance (Mountain & Raper, 2001; Fogli et o/., 
2003).
Such emphases on improving information content have largely overlooked issues of individual 
spatial abilities. To date, little  systematic research has been carried out regarding individual’s 
cognitive abilities, spatial awareness and other related skills in accessing and using LBS 
applications. Moreover, few studies on the design and implementation of applications fo r 
assisting wayfinding have been based on an understanding o f wayfinding research.
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2.3.2 Human-computer interaction for mobile devices perspective
W ith  the availability and continuing development o f mobile devices, there has been research 
interest into human computer interaction fo r mobile devices over recent years. This field of 
research is often referred to  as mobile human computer interaction (mobile HCI). Human- 
computer interaction research has focused upon understanding the ways in which humans 
interact w ith computers, aiming to  have a system to  satisfy user needs and requirements in 
terms o f system functionality and operation (Nielsen, 1993; Preece et al., 1994). W ith  an 
increasing number o f applications using mobile devices (e.g. LBS), mobile HCI research gives 
more emphasis to  human-device interaction in terms of developing mobile context-aware 
applications (Borntrager et al., 2003). Kjeldskov and Graham (2003) have reviewed a number 
o f mobile HCI research methods. They note a tendency o f the research towards building 
systems and lack of emphasis on understanding design and usage which is limiting knowledge 
development in this area. Thus, the majority of the research tends not to  address the 
question of what is useful from a user perspective. Approaches have tended to  be 
laboratory-based, and whilst interaction between human and mobile devices can be studied 
in detail, the surrounding environment has not had a significant role.
In general, the interaction between users and mobile devices can be viewed as a new kind o f 
human-computer interaction. In conventional desktop based human-computer interaction, 
the surrounding environment is under-represented in the research. For mobile human- 
computer interaction, the surrounding environment has started to  be brought into 
consideration, fo r example by direcdy observing the phenomena and people (Oulasvirta et al., 
2003; Paay, 2003). However, the surrounding environment has not been regarded as a 
mutable information source w ith which people are interacting. Therefore, there has been no 
explicit focus upon the dynamic interactions between individuals, mobile devices and 
environments.
2.3.3 Wayfinding research perspective
There has been extensive research on wayfinding, which will be discussed in detail in 
Chapter 3. Research has been carried out aimed at understanding people’s spatial behaviour 
and the differences amongst individuals (Lloyd, 1989; Gopal & Smith, 1990; Golledge & 
Stimson, 1997; Allen, 1999). Much o f this w ork has focused on the nature of cognitive maps 
as internal spatial representations, as well as how they are developed and how information is 
acquired fo r performing spatial activities. When encountering a new environment, people are 
likely to  need a range of information fo r completing spatial tasks such as wayfinding. People
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acquire and develop their spatial knowledge through various experiences and processes, 
which may include recognising and understanding characteristics o f objects, localities and 
inter-relationship between elements in environments. Spatial knowledge can be acquired in 
different forms (Siegel & W hite, 1975; Kuipers, 1978; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth 1982; 
Golledge & Stimson, 1997). Interaction between people and the environment has also been 
researched from cognitive perspectives over several decades. A  range of conceptual models 
o r schema has been established to  understand how people structure and develop an inner 
representation through recording and processing of information based on their perceptions 
o f the real world and inferences about it (Downs, 1970; Pocock, 1973; Gold, 1980; Golledge 
& Stimson, 1997).
W ith  the wide usage of NICTs and the development o f LBS applications fo r assisting 
wayfinding activities, a number of questions and challenges are being raised fo r wayfinding 
research. The means by which people acquire spatial information is inevitably changed when 
mediated by technologies - spatial information can be acquired in real-time, at any location. 
The information can also be provided in a range of forms such as different scale of maps, te x t 
and/or voice route instructions, graphics and other multi-media forms. Mobile devices can be 
used to  access real-time dynamic locational information. All o f these differ from traditional 
ways of accessing spatial information to  assist wayfinding. Thus, the technologies and the 
availability o f location-based information and services pose research challenges fo r our 
understanding o f cognitive processes and spatial knowledge acquisition. How such 
information is provided and the way by which it is delivered is likely to  have an influence on 
the acquisition and development o f spatial knowledge. In addition, individual differences in 
spatial ability and behaviour should be considered in LBS applications. Importantly, how can 
these technologies assist our understanding o f the process by which spatial knowledge is 
acquired, valued, communicated and applied fo r completing wayfinding activities? On the 
other hand, these technologies are also poised to  impact the methods of spatial cognition 
research (Montello, 2001). Yet to  date, the role o f technology has not been included in 
wayfinding research. Moreover, mobile devices, as information sources, have not been 
considered in studies concerning interactions between people and the environment.
2.3.4 GIScience and spatial information perspective
The continuing development of NICTs and LBS provide the technological setting to  enhance 
and change the ways people access and utilise spatial information. Geographical information 
services (GIServices) can be considered in both a traditional mapping sense (e.g. through the 
Internet and W W W ) and at a conceptual level using NICTs. The applications of GIServices
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can be performed at a remote site, which allow the user to  take advantage o f remotely 
located data and services through their devices, and which provide ways of combining 
information gathered through the senses with information provided from digital sources 
(Longley et al., 2005). Applications o f GIServices continue to  grow steadily, but are to  some 
extent restricted by current technical impedances arising from limited communication 
bandwidth and reliability (particularly in densely-built urban settings), and the constraints o f 
battery technology. Still greater impediments arise out o f user difficulties of interacting w ith 
devices in field settings. The convergence o f technologies discussed above could lead to  the 
ubiquitous GIS through mobile geographic services and a focus on individuals in mobile 
contexts (Li and Maguire, 2003).
From a GIScience perspective, a shift from  generic to  user-centred mapping is one o f the 
important challenges (Longley et al., 2001). Given that the demand fo r real-time, fast- 
changing information is increasing, NICTs w ill mean that people will be able to  receive more 
relevant, timely information in various forms. Personal needs are also being increasingly 
emphasized. But what information do people require, and consequently what kinds of data 
are needed? The dynamics and complexity of the urban arena present another consideration. 
This is in regard to  mobile users accessing information whilst being located in real time 
within the environment to  which the information pertains. In these situations then, what 
constitutes relevant and meaningful information? The conventional means of communication 
of spatial information has been the map and most GIS are conventionally designed to  deliver 
map-based solutions. W ith in  LBS the map is likely to  be only one mode o f information 
communication. How might the modes o f communication evolve, particularly if they are to  
enhance people’s ability to  acquire spatial knowledge?
Another area requiring research is the semantics of communication between individuals and 
a database w ith o r w ithout the intermediary of a call operator. In navigation LBS applications, 
instructions are given to  people by means of maps, spoken word and text. It is envisaged that 
various landmarks, points of interest (POIs) and key features o f neighbourhood 
environments might be provided as spatial cues via mobile devices. On the other hand, 
people’s ability to  answer spatial questions may be limited either through lack of awareness 
o r confusion over vocabulary and map reading. This strikes at the traditional core principles 
of GIScience such as data modelling, data handling, generalisation and visualisation. Can 
objects be described in terms of neighbouring features in exactly the same way that people 
might describe them after looking at a map? The precise relation of cognition to  language 
remains controversial (Mark, 1999). Can we arrive at a common semantic fo r spatial
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descriptive terms between systems and people when they are receiving information through 
handheld mobile devices in the field?
W hat has come to  light in this Chapter is a considerable research agenda that has been 
prompted by the introduction o f mobile devices fo r spatial information query and delivery 
into wayfinding tasks -  more than can be addressed within this thesis. Moreover, many of the 
interwoven issues are real in as much as they have been triangulated from the perspectives 
of different disciplines. In this setting, the overarching aim of this thesis is to  investigate 
aspects of urban pedestrian wayfinding using mobile devices that fall within this w ider 
research agenda. In Chapter 3 the relevant research review is put forward and the specific 
research objectives fo r thesis refined.
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Wayfinding, Spatial Information and Interactions
As discussed in Chapter 2, the development of new information and communication 
technologies has had profound effects on many aspects of our post-modern society. From 
the perspective of the research being presented here, technologies such as the W orld  W ide 
W eb (W W W ) and mobile phones have mediated the ways in which spatial information is 
being delivered to  the individual. This in turn is likely to  impact upon the ways in which 
people are able to  access spatial information in real-time and whilst on the move. Thus, 
services such as LBS fo r wayfinding, delivered to  location-aware mobile devices w ith a more 
individual focus, are now a real possibility. These developments are pertinent to  the study of 
people’s spatial abilities, and the ways in which they acquire and develop spatial knowledge. 
In addition the interaction between people and the environment during wayfinding now 
needs to  be understood in conjunction w ith this further technological dimension.
This Chapter presents the literature review on human wayfinding and its constituent aspects, 
spatial acuity, spatial knowledge, methods of measuring spatial ability and spatial knowledge 
acquisition, and human-environment interaction. The research in these areas comes from  
different research disciplines, principally psychology and geography. However, rather than 
take a strictly disciplinary approach to  the review, the discussion is organised thematically. In 
the penultimate Section, a GIScience perspective is presented.
3.1 H um an  wayfinding
Wayfinding is one o f the basic spatial activities which people frequently experience when 
they interact w ith environments. The term ‘wayfinding’ can be regarded as the process in 
which paths/routes are identified, determined and followed between an origin and a 
destination (Bovy and Stern, 1990; Golledge, 1999). Wayfinding is differentiated from 
navigation as being different types of activities, although these tw o  words have been used 
indistinguishably in some papers. Navigation is formally defined as to  “ manage o r direct the 
course of (a ship, aircraft etc.)” (Fowler and Fowler, 1995), whilst it can colloquially mean to  
walk o r make one’s way deliberately through some place and is often referred to  as "the 
science of locating position and plotting a course fo r ships and aircraft” (Golledge, 1999). 
Wayfinding is described as purposive and motivated movement towards a specific and distant 
destination that cannot be seen directly by the traveller (Heft, 1983; Garling et al., 1984;
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Blades 1991; Golledge, 1992). In this thesis, the term  ‘wayfinding’ is used fo r the process just 
described. Downs and Stea (1973) define four stages in wayfinding activity, which are:
■ orientation to  determine self-location and estimated target-location;
■ initial route choice in selecting routes from origin to  target-location;
■ route monitoring, that is, checking the route taken by estimates of self-location and 
target-location as well as reassessing / confirming the route choice;
■ recognition o f the target.
Golledge (1999) has subsequently suggested what necessitates successful wayfinding tasks:
■ identifying origin and destination;
■ determining turn angles;
■ identifying segment lengths and directions of movement;
■ recognising routes and distant landmarks; and
■ embedding the routes taken into a larger reference frame.
There are three general types o f wayfinding tasks which can be categorised according to  
their functional goals (Allen, 1999a). The commute type o f wayfinding concerns travel 
between a known origin and a known destination along familiar routes, such as a commuter’s 
daily travel to  work. This type of wayfinding activity usually has low uncertainty and involves 
a high-level o f routinised behaviour. The exploratory type of wayfinding considers the activity 
o f exploring a surrounding environment starting from  a familiar origin and returning to  a 
known destination (often the place o f origin). In such wayfinding activities, people 
reconnoitre with the aim of discovering new places, routes and areas. There is a certain level 
of uncertainty involved in both the relation between current position to  familiar places and 
the usefulness o f the information received. Task-based wayfinding, which also refers to  quest 
type of wayfinding, involves travelling to  a novel destination from either a known origin o r an 
unfamiliar place. During this type of wayfinding task, there is a higher level o f uncertainty. 
There is likely to  be a variation in the traveller’s confidence in relating current position to  
final destination over the course of the task. Compared w ith exploratory type wayfinding, 
task-based wayfinding activities require higher levels o f ability to  comprehend all the 
information received. This last type of activity is often assisted by the provision o f spatial 
information either in a symbolic form such as maps o r in a description such as route 
instructions.
Wayfinding is interactive behaviour between people and their environments. The attributes 
of both people and their environments influence how and how well wayfinding is achieved 
(Allen, 1999b). Such interaction between people and environment is described by Tuan 
(1977) in a situation of getting lost, in the dark, during wayfinding:
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“Space is still organised in conformity with the sides of my body. There are the regions 
to my front and back, to my right and left, but they are not geared to external reference 
points and hence are quite useless. Front and back regions suddenly feel arbitrary, since 
I have no better reason to go forward than go back. Let a flickering light appear behind a 
distant clump of trees. I remain lost in the sense that I still do not know where I am in 
the forest but space has dramatically regained its structure. The flickering light has 
established a goal. As I move towards that goal, front and back, right and left, have 
resumed their meaning...”
Furthermore, wayfinding is viewed as entailing spatial problem solving processes fo r finding 
one’s way to  a destination, and consists o f the three interdependent processes o f decision 
making, decision execution and information processing (A rthur and Passini, 1992). During 
wayfinding activities, travellers are in a sequential process o f decision making in which the 
purpose is to  match internal w ith external information as it is obtained (Stern and Portugal-!,
1999). During wayfinding activities, the environment is a dynamic source of information used 
by travellers in their decision-making processes. Lynch (I960), in his seminal work, suggests 
that “ there is a consistent use and organization of definite sensory cues from the external 
environment”  during wayfinding. He emphasises the way that humans structure mental 
images of the city about landmarks, nodes, paths, edges, and districts. It is important to  
understand and know the external environment during wayfinding activities. However, there 
is a clear consensus that differences exist between the environments that people perceive 
subjectively and the objective reality, and the way people acquire, develop and use cognitive 
information fo r their wayfinding activities (Golledge, 1999). Cognitive information o r 
cognitive maps are regarded as the internal representation of the structure, entities and 
relations of space (Hart and Moore, 1973), and are viewed as devices fo r simplifying and 
conceptualising the complexities of human-environment interactions (Walmsley et al., 1990; 
Golledge and Stimson 1997).
Since wayfinding is purposive behaviour involving people and environment, another 
important aspect of wayfinding is the individual’s spatial ability fo r carrying out such activities. 
Individual differences in spatial ability w ill have an effect on spatial knowledge acquisition 
during wayfinding and hence the success of wayfinding activities. Furthermore, human 
wayfinding is often assisted by external aids such as maps, some forms o f instructions and 
devices. As discussed in Chapter 2, mobile devices have provided a new way to  deliver 
spatial information which can be used fo r assisting wayfinding. Spatial information can be 
accessed, in multiple communication modes, w ith more individual emphasis. The following 
Sections will discuss these aspects in detail, focusing on spatial ability, spatial knowledge 
acquisition, human-environment interactions and spatial information which are particularly 
related to  this research.
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3.2 Spatial acuity
People move about and in teract in space and places in daily life. Spatial in form ation  comes 
from  d irect sensory experience such as the senses o f touch, balance, hearing and o u r own 
sense o f m ovem ent as well as ind irect conceptual experiences such as interpersonal and 
mass communication (Banz, 1975; Gold 1980; Berthoz et al., 1995). Spatial ability develops as 
one grows up and increasingly sophisticated spatial knowledge can be developed in the la ter 
stages o f human development. The meaning which people attach to  space and place is 
com plex given the variety o f human spatial abilities, environm ents and social-cultural 
backgrounds (Tuan, 1977). According to  The Concise O x fo rd  D ictionary (Fow ler and 
Fowler, 1995), there  are nine definitions o f space as a noun and th ree  m ore as a transitive  
verb. Space and place can be viewed as a semantic sequence as illustrated in Figure 3 .1.
Experiential/Behavioural
Socio-Economic
Mathematical
Point -  Line -  Polygon/Cell
Location -  Route -  Region
Place -  Way -  Territory
Figure 3.1 Semantic sequence o f space and place (Brim icom be, 1999).
Space, when considered at its m ost objective, is a mathematical, physical space o f co ­
ord inate geometry. The prim itive  elements, as used in GIS, are point, line and polygon o r  cell; 
and th e ir spatial relations are a m atter o f topology. A t a socio-econom ic level, the neutra lity 
o f objects in mathematical space is replaced by a ttributes o f superio rity  o r  in fe rio r ity  fo r  
some purpose (Brim icombe, 1999). Thus a location can be considered to  have both site and 
situation resulting from  the spatial relations tha t emerge between consumers, producers, 
labour and raw  materials. A t  this level the prim itive  elements are translated in to  locations, 
routes and regions. Social and business interactions and transactions necessarily occur in some 
location o r are communicated between locations. Finally, in the experiential/behavioural
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domain, the spatial primitives are further translated into place, way and territory through an 
infusion of human meaning. Here space and place are defined and mediated through human 
activity and the construction o f meaning. The phrase ‘environment’ as used in this thesis 
encompasses this range of meanings of space and place. The term  ‘spatial acuity’ as used here 
encompasses the whole gamut of spatial ability and people’s innate sense of space and place.
3.2.1 Sense of space and place
Tuan’s (1977) seminal w ork on space and place refers to  space as abstract, openness, 
freedom, allowing movement in comparison w ith place as its identity, stability and familiarity. 
Space can be turned to  place when people feel familiar w ith the space and endow it w ith 
value. Place can been viewed as a type of object. Human beings recognise and become 
familiar w ith particular objects, and attach feeling to  them, such as the ways in which people 
learn about their neighbourhood through identifying street corners and particular landmarks 
within it. People develop strong psychological and emotional links to  place (Relph, 1976). 
The bond between people and place has been termed ‘topophilia’ (Tuan, 1974). Space and 
place are schematised with particular and enduring things. “ Space allows movement, place 
is pause, each pause in movement makes it possible fo r location to  be transformed into 
place”  (Tuan, 1977). Movements are often directed toward, o r repulsed by, object and places. 
Therefore, “ space can be variously experienced as relative location of objects o r places, as 
the distances and expanses that separate o r link places and as the area defined by a network 
of places” (Tuan, 1977). Casey (2001) has restated this concept: “ self, body and landscape 
address different dimensions of place in contrast to  space” .
Space can be viewed as three different types in the context o f spatial cognition, including 
space of the body, space around the body and space o f navigation, though all three appear to  
be used seamlessly (Tversky et al., 1999). Tversky et al. (1999) point out that these three 
spaces are conceptually different and serve different functions as people interact w ith them. 
Thus, space of the body concerns the motions and feeling of our bodies, which are essential 
to  our basic life and survival. Space around the body is one’s immediate surroundings 
organised into a mental framework based on body axes. Space o f navigation refers to  
environments schematised to  nodes and links (representing landmarks and routes) and their 
spatial relations, though frequently from a specific perspective (Lynch, I960; Kuiper, 1978). 
When the space of navigation is conceptualised as a two-dimensional map, the 
schematisation results in loss of detail thus permitting efficient memory storage, but the loss 
of detail also results in distortion.
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The sense o f space and place differs w ith the cultural background and living environments of 
people. Human groups vary widely in spatial skill and knowledge. Culture, w ithin which 
human beings develop, strongly influences people’s behaviour and values. This is suggested 
through research and empirical evidence. Studies show that the contrast in physical 
environments and the different social structures give people different senses of space and 
place, spatial awareness and knowledge (Berry, 1966; Gladwin, 1970; Lewis 1972; Hazen, 
1983). However, there are also shared traits in human beings that transcend cultural 
particularities and may therefore reflect the general human condition. Some studies have 
pointed out the universal aspects of spatial cognition (Appelle, 1972; Shepard and Hurwitz, 
1984; Wallace, 1989). Some argue that cultural commonalities are more significant in spatial 
cognition than the cultural differences, and many apparent differences are more likely caused 
by other factors (such as training, expertise and social classes) w ithin cultures other than 
cultural differences (Montello, 1995). The evidence fo r substantial culture differences in 
spatial cognition are then suggested as showing the differences primarily between traditional 
and technologically developed culture rather than the differences that exist between cultures. 
Intuitively, we believe that the cultural differences exist and emerge. Current studies do not 
seem to  prove how significant they are. Both the cultural commonalities and differences in 
the sense of space and place are widely recognised, however there remains the question of 
how substantial the influence of cultural difference is upon spatial knowledge acquisition.
Information environment and the 'invisible landscape' were considered to  be important from 
as early as the 1960s and 1970s (e.g. Stea, 1967; Gould 1975). W ith  rapid developments in 
computing, the Internet, W orld  W ide W eb and mobile wireless telecommunication 
technologies over the last tw o decades, a new kind of space is infusing into social, cultural 
and economic life. This new kind of space, referred to  as cyberspace, has been discussed in 
the literature (e.g. Castells, 1989, 1996; Batty, 1990, 1993; Graham, 1998; Kitchin, 1998; 
Dodge and Kitchin, 2000). Cyberspace may evolve to  become equally important as physical 
space and traditional notions of geographical space. The trend is towards cities becoming 
informational places, mediated through electronic networks (Castells, 1989; Batty, 1990, 
1993). Three possible futures fo r the inter-relationship between geographical space and 
cyberspace are discussed by Graham, ( 1998):
■ Technological determinism: this assumes that new telecommunications technologies will 
directly cause social and spatial changes in which distance effectively dies as a 
constraint on social, economic and cultural life. This would result in areal uniformity 
and urban dissolution into a global village. This theory has perhaps grossly over­
estimated the extent to  which aspatial networks might substitute fo r place-based o r 
face-to-face interactions.
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■ Co-evolution o f geographical and electronic spaces: this suggests that we will continue to  
have physical and localised existences. Computer networks are a predominantly 
metropolitan phenomenon developing out o f the old cities allowing the social 
reconstruction o f city spaces. Thus materially constructed urban spaces co-evolve w ith 
telecommunication networks and nodes. Space is becoming recast by the interaction 
of capital and technology.
■ Actor-network constructs o f space: there is not one single, unified cyberspace, but is a 
fragmented, divided multiplicity o f heterogeneous infra-structures and actor-networks. 
Space is no longer an objective, invariant external container fo r place w ith space being 
continually reconstituted by the actors on the network. The experience of place can 
thus be both real and virtual - it  becomes impossible to  define space and place 
separately from technological networks.
The increasingly widespread usage of NICTs and the integration of NICTs into people’s daily 
lives increase the types o f interactions among individuals, technologies and environments 
(space and place). Such rapid development o f NICTs is allowing new combinations o f people, 
technologies and places which may lead to  a dramatic change in the spatial organisation of 
activities within cities (Moss and Townsend, 2000). The characteristics o f some activities in 
people’s lives are being changed with the advent and diffusion o f such technologies. Moss and 
Townsend (2000) identify the need to  study the effects of new telecommunications and 
information technologies on commuting, home, w ork and public spaces. The ‘CoolTown’ 
project being carried out in HP Labs (U.S.A.) and ‘Mobile Bristol’ (U.K.), are aimed at 
establishing effective relationships between our physical world and an informational virtual 
world. The linkages created between them could perform “ roles in augmenting their 
counterparts across the physical-virtual divide”  (HP, 2001) to  produce a mixed-reality. In this 
way, technology is changing traditional concepts of space and place.
3.2.2 Spatial ability
Individual differences in performing wayfinding tasks are generally considered to  be related to  
people’s spatial abilities. Spatial ability carries a variety o f connotations from different 
perspectives and disciplines (Allen, 1999b). From a psychometric perspective, the studies 
carried out on people’s spatial abilities focus on the ability to  perceive, remember and 
mentally transform figure stimuli (McGee, 1979; Lohman, 1988). Visualisation, speeded 
rotation (spatial relations between objects) and spatial orientation are the three most widely 
used spatial factors, which mostly involve mentally manipulating shapes, solving mazes, and 
finding hidden figures. Some of these are described in the following paragraph. Spatial ability
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has also been studied from an information-processing perspective. This approach is driven by 
task analysis in general, that is, attempts are made to  characterise cognitive processes in 
terms o f a set o f constituent parts. Thus the types of analyses include visualisation and 
mental rotation, as incorporated into psychometric tests, visual-spatial memory, mental 
imagery, and spatial perspective-taking and orientation (Allen, 1999b). Research in spatial 
ability from a developmental perspective covers a wide range of aspects, similar to  the areas 
from the information processing perspective, w ith emphasis upon the 
development/improvement from early to  late childhood. Another perspective fo r studying 
spatial ability is from neuropsychology which mainly concerns the correlation between 
cognitive o r behavioural dysfunctions and specific neurological damage.
Three main dimensions o f spatial ability have been suggested from a psychological 
perspective: spatial visualisation, spatial orientation and spatial relations (Self et al., 1992; 
Golledge and Stimson, 1997). Spatial visualisation concerns the ability to  mentally rotate, 
invert and manipulate visually presented 2D and/or 3D objects. It is widely applied to  many 
studies and is regarded as an important factor in comprehending geometric structures. 
Psychometric paper-and-pencil tests have been used in most spatial visualisation studies. 
Some have employed this dimension to  examine the differences in spatial ability between 
male and female (Masters and Sanders, 1993; Stumpf, 1993), whilst others have argued that a 
single such dimension cannot be used to  account fo r over-all spatial ability (e.g. Self and 
Golledge, 1994).
Spatial orientation, as another dimension o f spatial ability, relates to  the ability to  imagine the 
configurations o f objects as they would appear from different perspectives. This ability 
involves distance and angle estimation and orientation-related pointing accuracy, which is 
viewed as being important in map reading and wayfinding. The third, spatial relations, 
dimension of spatial ability is less clearly defined and sometimes is not included in the 
dimension o f spatial ability from a psychometric standpoint. It includes a wide range of 
elements, from abilities to  recognise spatial pattern, layout, and connectivity, through to 
wayfinding ability in the real-world with regard to  landmark cognition, shortcutting and 
orientation. There are limited studies and tests on these aspects from a psychology 
perspective.
Spatial ability can also be studied and identified according to  its relation to  a common 
function (Rosch and Mervis, 1975). Allen (1999b) divides different types of spatial ability into 
three groups: a stationary individual w ith manipulate objects; a stationary o r mobile 
individual w ith moving objects; and a mobile individual w ith large stationary objects. In the
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first situation, the focus is upon the ability to  recognise objects based upon their constituent 
features, and concerns the interactions between individuals as observers and objects which 
can be rotated, disassembled and manipulated visually and mentally. This type is very similar 
to  the spatial visualisation dimension of spatial ability. The second type concerns the dynamic 
spatial skills required to  estimate objects’ velocities o r trajectories, and concerns the spatial 
relations between individuals (stationary o r  moving) and moving objects. The third type o f 
spatial ability concerns mobile individuals interacting w ith a surrounding environment 
consisting of large objects. This last type of spatial ability is more directly related to  
wayfinding activities. Differences between individuals in assimilating knowledge about a spatial 
layout may arise from differences in identifying and remembering environmental objects long 
enough to  establish their spatial relations, together w ith the variable capability to  create the 
spatial relations between objects and reference points. Furthermore, individual differences 
can also reflect knowledge and skills in communication of spatial information such as by 
cartographic, symbolic o r linguistic means.
As discussed above, individuals differ in identifying environmental objects and learning spatial 
relation and layout. Thus, the contents of individual internal representations of external 
environments, often referred to  as cognitive maps, would be different. Such differences 
would also exist in the process of cognitive mapping. Cognitive mapping is defined as a 
process consisting o f a range of psychological transformations through which individuals 
acquire, store, recall and decode information relating to  locations and attributes o f spatial 
environments (Downs and Stea, 1973). Types o f spatial knowledge and the ways in which 
they are acquired (see §3.3) might also reflect individual differences. On the other hand, the 
data acquired rather than the cognitive mapping processes may differentiate spatial learning 
between individuals (Allen, 1999b). Thus the way in which individuals understand the spatial 
information o f the environment such as distance and direction might vary according to  their 
processing speed, working memory capability and experiences.
Although psychometric testing has been used in many studies to  measure spatial ability, a 
number of studies point out that the spatial abilities identified through such tests exhibit only 
a weak positive association with the performance o f spatial tasks in geographic-scale spaces, 
such as real-world environments (Lorenz & Neisser, 1986; Bryant, 19 9 1; Allen et al., 1996;). 
O ther studies that address variation in spatial ability are more focused on relating large-scale 
environment task performance such as map and route learning, to  real-world wayfinding 
activities (Malinowski and Gillespie, 2001; Kato and Takeuchi, 2003). Spatial abilities in 
geographic-scale spaces involve spatial tasks such as wayfinding to  unfamiliar destinations and 
learning the layout of a new environment. How well people recognise objects and scenes
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from a learnt environment, estimate route distance, retrace routes, identify pointing 
direction, and comprehend the layout of the environment have all been used to  measure 
spatial ability (Evans, 1980; Garling and Golledge, 1987; Spencer et al., 1989). Another 
promising approach fo r predicting people’s spatial ability in geographic-scale space has 
entailed use of self-reporting questionnaires. A  number of studies have reported high 
correlations between such self-reported measures and environmental spatial task 
performance (Montello and Pick, 1993; Prestopnik and Roskos-Ewoldson, 2000; Sholl et al.,
2000). O ther issues that have been included into this type o f self-reported questionnaire 
have concerned general abilities such as judging distances, finding one’s way and shortcuts, 
and map reading. Similar correlations between these self-reported measures and spatial task 
performance in geographic-scale environments are also found in several studies (Byant, 1982; 
Lorenz & Neisser, 1986; Hegarty et al., 2002).
3.3 Spatial knowledge
Study o f the nature of spatial knowledge and how spatial knowledge is acquired, developed 
and used gives insight and understanding into how people behave and navigate while they 
interact w ith the environment. It also provides insight into individual and group 
commonalities and differences in spatial ability. Furthermore, it provides better 
understanding of the use of spatial information fo r assisting people in performing spatial tasks.
3.3.1 A  typology of spatial knowledge
Knowledge can be distinguished as tw o types: codified and tacit. “ Knowledge is codifiable if it 
can be w ritten down and transferred relatively easily to  others. Tacit knowledge is often 
slow to  acquire and much more difficult to  transfer”  (Longley et al., 2001). Knowledge of 
space and place is both codifiable and tacit.
Spatial knowledge allows individuals to  “ create large and complex schemata that exceed by 
far what an individual can encompass through direct experience That knowledge is 
transferable to  another person through explicit instruction in words, w ith diagrams, and in 
general by showing how complex motion consists of parts that can be analysed o r imitated” 
(Tuan, 1977). People’s spatial knowledge structures are generally viewed as providing the 
basis fo r interpreting places in the environment. Spatial knowledge structures are a subset of 
an individual’s knowledge of the environment. A  knowledge structure, from the perspective 
of information processing, is also viewed as a set o f symbolic structures representing certain 
aspects of an individual and the individual’s environment (Golledge, 1987).
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Spatial knowledge has been classified into different types in various research over the 
decades, including ego-centric and domi-centric knowledge (Trowbridge, 1913), strip map 
and comprehensive map knowledge (Tolman, 1943), and topological / projective I Euclidean 
knowledge (Piaget and Inhelder, 1956). The concepts of route and survey knowledge, and of 
landmark/route/configurational knowledge can been seen in the research of Shemyakin (1962) 
and Seigel and W hite (1975). Kuipers (1978, 1983a, 1983b) suggests sensorimotor, 
topological and metrical knowledge. Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth ( 1982) use procedural and 
survey knowledge. Stern and Leiser (1988) identify three levels o f spatial knowledge in 
landmark, route and survey knowledge. Golledge and Stimson (1987; 1997) contend that 
spatial knowledge comprises three basic components including declarative component, 
relational/configurational component and procedural knowledge.
Although different types of spatial knowledge have been defined, they are each in turn 
generally deemed to  fall within one o f the following categories:
■ Declarative knowledge: this type o f knowledge refers to  those objects and/or places with 
meaning o r significance attached to  them (Golledge et al. 1987). It is also referred to  as 
landmark knowledge, frames of reference (Minsky, 1975; Kuipers, 1978) o r cue 
knowledge.
■ Procedural knowledge: this concerns understanding of the process of how to  travel o r find 
one’s way from one locality to  another, and can also be defined as route knowledge. 
Route knowledge typically refers to  knowledge about movements and mostly consists of 
procedural descriptions, some landmarks and path elements.
■ Configurational knowledge: This generally refers to  the integrated knowledge of the layout 
o f a space and the interrelationship o f the elements within it, and people’s ability to  
traverse in complex configurations o f paths and nodes within some external frame of 
reference. This knowledge is considered to  comprise not only visual and geometric, 
relational, perceptive and descriptive information, but also spatial relations. Survey 
knowledge, relational knowledge and metric knowledge are generally deemed to  be in 
this category. Configurational o r relational knowledge, in particular, refers to  knowledge 
about spatial relationships between objects o r places, and allows people to  develop 
other knowledge structures including hierarchical networks and ‘chunking’ o f knowledge 
(Golledge et al. 1997). Configurational knowledge has been defined as comprising of 
several characteristics as follows (Golledge et al., 1995):
sets of identifiable ‘occurrences’ o f spatial phenomena, such as landmark
knowledge and routes linking them;
knowledge of the spatial distribution of such ‘occurrences’;
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the spatial processes that facilitate the integration and understanding of 
phenomena;
spatial contiguity and association; 
linkage and connectivity; and 
geographical regions and spatial hierarchies.
Knowledge relating to  ‘areal’ information, denoted as map-like knowledge, has been defined 
separately from configurational / survey knowledge in some of the literature (Aitken and 
Prosser, 1990). Configurational knowledge refers to  the concept of ‘sense of direction’ 
(Kozlowski and Bryant, 1977), while areal knowledge focuses more upon familiarity w ith 
places and routes in a neighbourhood. The exact distinction between configurational / survey 
knowledge and areal / map-like knowledge seems unclear in most o f the literature. There 
does not yet appear to  be a clear theoretical basis fo r separating configurational and areal 
knowledge, o r fo r relating areal knowledge to  the processing o f landmark, route and 
configurational information. However, Aitken and Prosser ( 1990) argue that areal knowledge 
provides people with different understanding about the environment from  the 
configurational knowledge. This will be discussed in the next Section.
3.3.2 Spatial knowledge acquisition
People acquire and develop their spatial knowledge through various experiences and 
processes, which may include recognising and understanding the characteristics of objects, 
localities, the inter-relationship between elements in environments, and so on.
Shemyakin’s Theory (Shemyakin, 1962) suggests that spatial knowledge can be acquired by a 
process of starting with landmark knowledge, progressing to  route knowledge and finally to  
survey (configurational) knowledge. As knowledge accumulates, so its accuracy in terms of 
angularity, direction and proxim ity improves. According to  Piaget and Inhelder’s 
development theories (Piaget and Inhelder, 1967), spatial knowledge development progresses 
over the four phrases of a human life: the sensorimotor period covering infancy, the pre- 
operational period covering pre-school age, the concrete operational period covering middle 
childhood and the formal operational period covering the age from adolescence onwards. An 
individual proceeds from an egocentric pre-representational space, to  topological, projective 
and finally to  a Euclidean metric relational structure through these development phrases. 
Stern and Leiser (1988) further contend that spatial knowledge progresses from landmark 
knowledge to  route knowledge and then to  survey (configurational) knowledge through 
accumulated direct navigation experience and/or map learning at different stages.
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Siegel and W hite (1975) suggest that the process of spatial knowledge acquisition comprises 
recognising landmarks, finding routes connecting the salient landmarks, and then developing a 
complex and general configurational survey representation. Thus spatial knowledge 
acquisition begins with landmarks and develops into route knowledge by the process of 
joining up the landmarks. This route knowledge progresses from being topological to  metric. 
Groups of landmarks and routes are then organised into clusters based on the metric 
relationships within them. The topological relationships remained between clusters. In the 
final stage, a co-ordinating frame o f reference develops and thus results in survey 
(configurational) knowledge. Kuiper (1978) also contends that knowledge of an external 
environment is hierarchically organised w ith landmarks, routes and configurations into a 
coherent structure organised around the relative location of landmarks. The anchorpoint 
theory o f Golledge (1978) is similar, w ith a hierarchical ordering o f locations, paths and areas. 
He suggests that some locations become primary nodes o r anchorpoints from which a 
skeletal structure develops as spatial knowledge develops outwards from these nodes. 
Through this spread effect, survey (configurational) knowledge develops.
Over the years, a considerable body o f literature (e.g. Kaplan and Kaplan 1982; Thorndyke 
and Hayes-Roth 1982; Smith et al., 1982; Golledge et al. 1985; Stern and Leiser, 1988) has 
demonstrated that there is a progression from  declarative to  procedural and from 
procedural to  configurational knowledge. Using an alternative terminology, there is a 
progression from landmark to  route and from route to  survey knowledge. This progression 
leads to  an increasingly complex cognitive representation. Moreover, configurational 
knowledge of spatial pattern and of spatial relations depends upon integrating landmark and 
route knowledge into configurational knowledge w ithin some frame o f reference. Some 
studies suggest that route knowledge is acquired by ‘chunking’ information spatially by 
splitting routes into segments (Pellegrino e t al., 1987; Gibson et al., 1989). However, Aitken 
and Prosser’s (1990) study suggests that the acquisition o f survey (configurational) 
knowledge is not always sufficient fo r areal knowledge, as areal knowledge includes 
propositions and facts in addition to  the knowledge necessary to  traverse an area. Aitken 
and Prosser provide evidence that areal knowledge gives individuals better understanding 
both on cardinal directionality and some non-cardinal features. They argue that knowledge of 
a complex network may not be enough to  provide an areal knowledge structure, and that as 
a consequence there may be no direct sequential relationship between linear- and areal- 
based knowledge. They conclude that theories of spatial knowledge acquisition and the 
relationship between linear knowledge and areal knowledge are still in need of more
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research despite some weighty studies that have developed some understanding o f the 
transition between landmark and linear knowledge.
Furthermore, Montello (1989) suggests that metric knowledge, such as survey 
(configurational) knowledge, is acquired and accumulated from the beginning of exposure to  
the environment. He also contends that non-metric knowledge, such as landmark and route 
knowledge, is not necessarily a precursor to  configurational knowledge and may exist 
concurrently w ith metric knowledge. Thus, the non-metric and relatively pure topological 
knowledge is described as being used in linguistic systems fo r storing and communicating 
spatial knowledge about places. Acquiring spatial knowledge in large-scale environments is, 
therefore, regarded as the quantitative accumulation and consequent refinement of metric 
information instead of a qualitative change from  non-metric to  metric knowledge. However, 
there is some doubt as to  the degree to  which spatial knowledge is itself qualitative o r 
quantitative (Egenhofer, 1991; Frank, 1992; Mark, 1993).
In the above theories of spatial knowledge acquisition, one has to  further consider whether 
such knowledge is obtained via d irect experience o r is acquired indirectly. ‘D irect’ 
experience is usually taken to  refer to  that gained through activities in a real environment, 
while ‘indirect’ and ‘conceptual’ experience relates to  that gained through assimilating 
simplified and symbolised representations rather than from exposure to  real environments. 
D irect experience can also refer to  active learning modes, in which people view o r 
experience an environment via perceptual focusing, head and body movement (Presson and 
Hazelrigg, 1984). Indirect experience can be referred to  as a passive learning mode, mostly 
involving only one mode at a time such as vision w ithout direct contact with the 
environment. From the perspective o f spatial knowledge acquisition, direct experiences 
include route-based learning in a spatial environment and indirect experiences include map 
study and verbal instructions. Internet o r mobile device approaches (such as 
www.streetmap.co.uk and www.mapquest.com) can be deemed as indirect experiences. 
Spatial knowledge can also be acquired through VR environments that are structured so as 
to  simulate real environments (see Chapter 4). The indirect experiences referred to  in most 
of the spatial knowledge acquisition literature are experiences of acquiring survey knowledge 
such as through map reading. Some authors have pointed out that the spatial knowledge 
acquired in this way is usually assumed to  be the most advanced level o f spatial knowledge 
(Shemyakin, 1962; Hart and Moore, 1973).
A  number of studies (Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982; Moeser, 1988; Lloyds, 1989; 
Giraudo and Pailhous, 1994; Taylor and Tversky, 1996) provide evidence that spatial
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knowledge acquired through direct experiences provides a better understanding o f route 
distance estimates and route knowledge, while that acquired through indirect experiences 
(e.g. map learning) facilitate better Euclidean distance and object judgements. In performing 
object location tasks, people with direct wayfinding experience have to  transform route 
knowledge into survey (configurational) knowledge and complete the task w ith less accuracy 
and longer time than those w ith conceptual map-reading experience. Also, the ability fo r 
object location has shown little improvement after repeating the task fo r those w ith direct 
experience. Moreover, fo r those acquiring spatial knowledge through a map, their verbal 
descriptions o f the environment can be from  either a route o r survey perspective. On the 
other hand, those acquiring spatial knowledge through direct wayfinding experience in an 
environment are more likely to  provide route-oriented descriptions. The study by Golledge, 
Dougherty and Bell (1995) further suggests that people’s knowledge acquired via map 
learning is better than that via direct route learning in understanding spatial relations and 
suggests that people who are new to  an environment w ill acquire more spatial knowledge if 
they learn from maps. It is commonly accepted that people acquire better survey 
(configurational) knowledge through indirect / conceptual experience, particularly through 
map study, and acquire better route knowledge through direct experience o f wayfinding in 
real environments. However, while Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982) show evidence that 
reasonably accurate survey knowledge of an environment can be achieved after a long time 
o f repeated direct experiences, Moeser (1988) finds no evidence fo r accurate survey 
(configurational) knowledge acquired through direct experience. This raises the question as 
to  whether direct experience invariably leads to  survey (configurational) knowledge o r 
whether this outcome depends upon the complexity of the environment.
Another difference existing between the spatial knowledge derived from direct experience 
and that o f indirect experiences concerns orientation specificity effects. Orientation 
specificity means that the knowledge concerning spatial objects and their layout is strongly 
associated w ith a specific orientation. For example, some people who use maps fo r 
wayfinding in an environment are likely to  associate ‘up’ on the map with proceeding forward 
(Shepard and Hurwitz, 1984). Orientation-free, therefore, means that there is no particular 
orientation attached to  people’s understanding of their surrounding environment. A  number 
o f studies have shown that orientation specificity fo r map acquired knowledge is a persistent 
phenomenon (Evans and Pezdek, 1980, Presson and Hazelrigg, 1984; MacEachren, 1992). 
Evans and Pezdek (1980) also suggest that there is little orientation specificity in the spatial 
knowledge derived from direct experience.
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Pazzaglia and Beni (2001), from a different angle, tested individuals and were able to  
differentiate between spatial knowledge acquired as isolated landmarks and knowledge 
acquired from landmarks within route connectivity. They refer to  the form er as landmark- 
centred representations, which contain landmarks but lack the routes connecting them. 
Individuals w ith landmark-centred and survey-centred representations have different 
strategies fo r acquiring and processing spatial information, w ith survey-centred individuals 
leading to  a spatial-holistic strategy. Their findings also show that landmark-centred 
individuals made fewer errors than survey-centred individuals in verbal description 
conditions.
VR experience, as a means of environmental exposure, has some considerable shared 
common characteristics w ith direct experience, despite subtle differences. A  number of 
studies provide evidence o f connections between direct experience and VR environment 
experience. For example, spatial knowledge acquired through direct and VR experiences are 
both shown to  be orientation-free when compared w ith map learning experience (Tlauka 
and Wilson, 1996). Studies also point out that people who acquire spatial knowledge in 
virtual reality often have similar capabilities to  those who acquire it via direct experience: 
however, while they can demonstrate extensive and accurate route knowledge, they have 
less well developed survey knowledge (W itm er et al., 1996; W ilson, 1997; Ruddle et al., 
1997). O ther studies show evidence that survey knowledge may be acquired more quickly 
using VR environments. It needs to  be noted that the differences amongst various VR 
systems are likely to  provide different levels of realism and active involvement w ith the 
environment. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the prevailing consensus on the different types of spatial knowledge and 
their associated characteristics, as summarised from the literature.
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Figure 3.2 An overview of the nature of spatial knowledge, its reference frames and salient
characteristics.
3.4 Methods for examining people’s spatial ability and spatial knowledge 
acquisition
A range of tests are widely used in the literature for examining and measuring people’s 
spatial ability and spatial knowledge acquisition (Shepard and Metzler, 1971; Gould, 1975; 
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982; Lloyd, 1989; Silverman and Eals, 1992; Golledge et al., 
1995; Montello et al., 1999; Rossano et al., 1999). In this Section, some of the commonly 
used methods are discussed.
The spatial ability of individuals is often measured from a psychometric perspective (see 
§3.2.2). Various psychometric tests can be used to indicate an individual’s mental ability at 
handling spatial objects, including mental rotation in three dimensions, orientation, two- 
dimensional or flat rotation, embedded figures and figural reasoning. One of the examples is 
the Minnesota Paper Form Board (Likert and Quasha, 1941) which tests participants’ 
decisions as to which of five 2D line-drawings of shapes can be made out of a set of 
fragmented parts. There are also the Hidden Patterns and Card Rotations developed by 
French et al. ( 1963), Shepard and Metzler’s ( 19 7 1) Mental Rotation task and the Vandenberg 
Mental Rotation Test that uses three-dimensional objects (Vandenberg and Kuse 1978).
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These tests measure both ‘visualisation’ and ‘orientation’ dimensions, static and dynamic 
spatial ability, two-dimensional and three-dimensional spaces. Previous experience might 
however influence performance.
A  different approach entails the use o f questionnaires to  provide indications of individual 
spatial ability, particular w ith respect to  ability in performing spatial tasks in geographic-scale 
spaces, as discussed in §3.2.2. Questionnaires, often in self-reported styles, can be applied to  
reveal people’s sense of direction, spatial aptitude, spatial preferences and spatial anxieties 
(Kozlowski and Bryant, 1977; Lorenz & Neisser, 1986; Hegarty et al., 2002). They can also 
indicate some level o f understanding of the individual’s spatial thinking (e.g. tend to  have 
landmark o r route oriented thinking) and spatial ability (Pazzaglia and Beni, 2001). In addition, 
questionnaires can be designed to  measure people’s knowledge about local, national and 
international places and locations which they know from direct experience o r indirect 
sources such as maps. People’s backgrounds, previous knowledge o f areas and familiarity in 
usage of any technologies can be also revealed.
People’s knowledge of directions and distances between locations are often measured to  
indicate how well and accurately people acquire spatial knowledge of an environment. 
Distance estimation between locations can be achieved through various methods, such as 
psychophysical ratio scaling, psychophysical interval and ordinal scaling, mapping, 
reproduction and route choice such as choosing shortest route tasks (Montello, 1991). 
Direction estimations can be carried out by estimating the direction between tw o locations 
in the environment, o r by pointing to  the direction o f one location from another. People are 
either required to  imagine both their location and facing direction in the simulated direction 
test, o r to  give directions from within the environment itself in the actual direction test. 
Distance and direction estimation methods have been used in many forms; however, the 
validity and reliability o f these measurements still needs to  be researched (Kitchin and Blades, 
2002).
There are various methods fo r assessing integrated understanding of an environment and the 
interrelationships between the elements within it. One o f these is configuration tests which 
require participants to  arrange objects o r locations in the correct spatial relations according 
to  the environment they represent. For instance, people can be required to  place a location 
in relation to  others along a route (Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982). As another example, 
people are asked to place building objects on a campus plan according to  their understanding 
of the actual arrangement in the real-world (Rossano et al., 1999).
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Map sketching is another commonly used method to  measure to  what degree and what type 
of spatial knowledge is acquired by people (e.g. Milgram and Jodolet, 1976). It requires 
participants to  sketch routes o r maps on paper showing landmark locations, estimated 
distances, directions, interrelationships and other details after themselves directly 
undertaking activities in a given environment o r gaining indirect conceptual experience o f an 
environment. The content o f such measurements can include route reproduction, cue 
location, distance estimation, orientation and directional tests. The outcome of this method 
could be influenced by individuals’ skill and applied effort in sketching maps.
Completing a wayfinding task in a given environment is another method used in research fo r 
assessing people’s spatial ability and spatial knowledge gained through experience o f the 
environment. Various tasks are assigned to  participants to  carry out in real environments, 
such as walking about and completing tasks in buildings, on campuses and in other 
environments (e.g. Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982; Malinowski and Gillespie, 2001). The 
environment fo r performing tasks can also be a VR environment, that is, a reality simulated 
by computer systems. Participants are asked to  perform required tasks in these simulated 
environments (Ruddle et o/., 1997; Sandstrom et o/., 1998; Steck and Mallot, 2000). 
Wayfinding performance can be measured by the tasks accomplished (e.g. finding 
destinations), the time needed and (virtual) distance travelled. The methods discussed in 
previous paragraphs are also used in conjunction w ith the wayfinding task performance.
Finally, in order to  assess the spatial knowledge gained from map learning, participants may 
be required to  study a map o f a given environment and then draw a sketch map including its 
landmark locations, distances and so on. They may also be asked to  provide a verbal 
description o f the route as if they were instructing someone how to  follow that route by 
giving them the most useful information, after having had direct experience o f that 
environment.
3.5 H um an -en v iro n m en t interactions
As discussed in the previous Sections, the acquisition of spatial knowledge and performance 
o f spatial tasks such as wayfinding involve interactions between people and their 
environments.
“It is commonly agreed in behavioural geography that the acquisition of environmental 
information, and the use of that information in some form of decision-making process, 
serves as a prelude to overt or ‘acted out’ behaviour. In many cases, however, the 
processing and evaluation of environmental information does not influence overt 
behaviour and human activities directly. Rather these processes operate to change how
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the mind construes the environment, very much in the way proposed in the 
transactional-constructivist approach to environmental awareness. Thus it is the changed 
mental construction of the environment that most immediately influences overt 
behaviour.” (Walmsley and Lewis, 1984)
W ith in the literature there has been considerable research to  conceptualize these processes 
of interaction with the environment and the role o f cognitive maps in determining spatial 
behaviour (Kitchin and Blades, 2002). A  wide range of conceptual models have been 
developed over the years. These have been extensively reviewed by Kitchin (1996) and 
Kitchin and Blades (2002). This Section does not aim to  cover all o f these models, but to  
demonstrate the general concepts embodied in these different conceptual models.
The model established by K irk (1963) is widely recognised to  have introduced the 
behavioural environment of the decision-maker as separate from the objective environment 
o f the physical world (Figure 3.3). In his model the decision-maker is embedded in a world of 
physical fact and a world of economic and social facts. The behavioural environment is the 
basis fo r rational human behaviour. The behavioural environment is the “ psycho-physical field 
in which phenomenal facts are arranged into patterns o r structures and acquire values in 
cultural contexts”  (Kirk, 1963). However, this model has been criticised by its failure to  
accommodate individual idiosyncrasies.
Decision F
The worfd qf social facts
The world of physical facts
Figure 3.3 Model o f behavioural environment of the decision-maker (Source: Kirk, 1963).
Another conceptual model is Downs’ (1970) environmental perception and behaviour 
schema, in which the dynamic process between individuals and environments is emphasised
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through receiving information and decision-making (Figure 3.4). In this schema individuals 
derive information about an environment through perception and evaluate this information 
through their own value system and then arrive at a cognitive image. The cognitive map 
knowledge is, therefore, continually updated by the flow of new information in order to  
inform decision-making. The decision might lead to  a search fo r new information from the 
real-world and start the whole process again until sufficient information has been acquired. 
O vert behaviour then follows the decision. Although individuals play an important role in this 
schema, they are still largely regarded as passive receivers and processors of information in 
the model. Based on Downs’ model, Lloyd (1976) and Pacione (1978) add further elements 
into their models w ith more emphasis on selecting and processing information by individuals.
Search
Individual Environment
Information
Behaviour
Image
Real world
Decision
Value
system
Perceptual
filters
Perceptual
receptors
Figure 3.4 Environmental perception and behaviour schema (Source: Downs, 1970).
A  more developed model is proposed by Pocock ( 1973). This model consists of three parts, 
showing how a perceiver interacts w ith an environment and processes information to  create 
a cognitive map of that environment (Figure 3.5). The environment includes current context, 
actual environment and previous information. Individuals’ psychological, physiological, and 
cultural backgrounds interact w ith their current states in order to  determine how they get 
information from the environment and how it contributes to  the development of an 
environmental image. In this model, individuals are not just regarded as passive receivers but 
have a more active role in selecting and processing information. Their responses, in this 
model, also have a feedback on both the environment and the perceiver. Another more 
complex conceptual framework, developed by Gold (1980) and refined by Golledge and 
Stimson (1987, 1997), suggests that the individual is part o f the objective environment as well 
as a behavioural environment. Decisions are then made by individuals based on the 
information received from the behavioural environment.
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Figure 3.5 Pocock’s ( 1973) model fo r interactions between environment and individuals.
Different from the sequential models above, Neisser (1976) proposes a schema with an 
active information-seeking structure (Figure 3.6). In this schema all elements are synchronous 
rather than temporally successive. Individuals actively and selectively search the environment 
to  gain information. In other words, individuals select the relevant information discriminately 
and actively fo r their needs. Furthermore, one schema can be embedded within another, and 
several o f them can be active simultaneously in a cyclic interaction w ith the environment.
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Figure 3.6 A  schema fo r individuals interacting w ith the environment (Source: Neisser, 1976).
An integrated conceptual schema is proposed by Kitchin (1996), which comprises three 
sections as illustrated in Figure 3.7. The firs t section, the ‘real-world’ section, is the 
environment acting as primary environmental interaction sources and secondary social 
interaction sources. Individuals interact w ith this environment which influences the 
development of the cognitive map and individuals’ spatial decisions. The ‘working memory’ 
section represents the effect o f personality and character upon the process of conscious and 
unconscious thinking, and includes senses filters and such factors as beliefs, needs, emotions, 
values, personality, preferences and desires, all of which will influence any decisions made. 
The third section, ‘long term memory’, illustrates how our knowledge is stored and accessed 
in the memory, which contains an events store and an information store. All sections in the 
model are embedded rather than successive, and the whole system is dynamic.
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Figure 3.7 A  conceptual schema by Kitchin (1996).
As pointed out by Kitchin and Blades (2002), many such conceptual models “ have not always 
generated much empirical research” . Many o f these models also have a strong emphasis on 
“ people’s thought, knowledge and decisions which influenced that behaviour, rather than by 
studying the behaviour itse lf’ (Golledge and Rushton, 1984).
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3.6 GIScience and spatial information
Geographic Information Science (GIScience) is pertinent to  the discussion in this Chapter 
from tw o perspectives. Firstly, the individual is increasingly at the heart o f GIScience and 
therefore an understanding of individual cognitive processes in understanding spatial 
concepts and reasoning w ith geographical data is important (Longley et al. 2005). Secondly, as 
discussed in §2.3.4, mobile technologies are transforming the ways in which geographical 
information (Gl) can be accessed and used in real-time whilst on the move and hence it is 
becoming more intimately connected w ith environmental contexts and individual decision­
making. In applications such as LBS, this looks set to  have implications fo r human- 
environment interactions during wayfinding.
Goodchild (1990, 1992) argued that the systematic study of geographical information 
constituted a scientific domain. He set forward tw o main criteria fo r the recognition of this 
science: that there were a legitimate set o f scientific questions and that spatial data were 
unique. Thus the spatial key {x, y), the presence of spatial dependence (Tobler’s First Law of 
Geography) and the durability o f the spatial data primitives of point, line, polygon and 
cell/pixel (Burrough, 2000) creates a well-defined class o f information in its own right. In this 
view, geographical information systems (GIS) provide tools fo r geographical information 
science. Whereas Information Science studies the fundamental issues arising from the 
creation, handling, storage, and use o f information, so GIScience studies fundamental 
questions fo r the creation, handling, storage, and use o f geographical information (Longley et 
al. 2005). Mark (2003) also lists key research themes o f GIScience as including data 
structures, algorithms, data quality, spatial analysis, visualisation, ontology, spatial reasoning, 
and cognition including human-computer interaction.
Mark (1999) has expressed a cognitive view of GIScience. It is assumed in any computational 
(digital) system, that the data (entities) and processes (algorithms) have some 
correspondence with and meaning in the real world. ‘Representation’ and the fidelity o f 
representation are key factors in usability. Representations of geographical things rely to  a 
greater o r lesser extent on our cognitive perspective of the real world and are therefore an 
important issue in GIScience. Some aspects of the geographical world can be determined 
objectively through measurement; while others rely more heavily on perception, reasoning 
and memory. Thus an object, such as place of worship, can take many forms (church, 
mosque, synagogue) which each need to provide cues that make them recognisable as places 
of worship. Once recognised and so classed their location and extent can be determined 
objectively using GPS, aerial imagery and/or land surveying. The reverse process from digital
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representation must also be possible fo r the digitisation of places of worship to  have any use. 
The ontology of geographical space determines what things are deemed to exist and also 
necessitates the use of language. Language is a specialised form of behaviour and can be a 
means of communicating thought. Thus we can differentiate basic geographical entities such 
as ‘point’, ‘line’, ‘polygon’ and ‘cell’ using linguistic terms fo r which there are very specific 
meanings. The classification of things according to  accepted ontologies is a fundamental 
cognitive process. W e tend to  view geographical objects as categories of things (road, hill, 
town). This can also be extended to  spatial relations between geographical objects such as 
‘north of \  ‘near’ o r ‘w ithin’.
“Nothing can be more abstract than, more unreal than what we actually see. W e know 
that all that we can see of the objective world, as human beings, never really exists as 
we understand it. Matter exists, of course, but has no intrinsic meaning of its own, such 
as the meanings that we attach to it. Only we can know that a cup is a cup, that a tree is 
a tree.” (Giorgio Morandi, artist, 1890-1964)
Goodchild (2003) considers that digital information has the advantage that it can be changed 
into other forms through transformations. GIS make it easy to  carry out such 
transformations fo r spatial information. He further proposes that rather than measuring 
‘quantity’ o f information in terms of, say, bytes, it would be better to  base such a measure 
using semantics, in other words, to  focus on the meaning o f the information (semantics) 
rather than its form (syntax) o r file size. Such a measure also needs to  distinguish between 
information which adds knowledge to  a user as separate from  that which only duplicates 
existing knowledge. Frank (2003) extends this discussion to  consider ‘pragmatic’ information 
content in the context of wayfinding. In doing so he suggests “ a formal approach to  relate 
data to  the practical situation in which it becomes information” . He defines the pragmatic 
information content as being a measure of the amount of information useful fo r decision- 
making. In his schema, information is received by an individual and is used fo r decision­
making as expressed in the individual’s overt action. However, from  the discussion o f §2.3.4 
and §3.5 we need to  extend this schema to  include the nature of the initial request for 
information by the user, say, using a mobile device, and how the server-side GIS might 
interpret the request and respond in relation to  the data sets that are available. W hat 
information is requested and the actual decision/overt action taken are likely to  depend on 
the nature of the problem/task facing the individual on the move, the nature of the 
surrounding environment and the immediate context o f the situation (e.g. day/night, 
sunny/raining). Hence, the introduction o f mobile devices and the access to  spatial 
information in real-time and whilst on the move, poses fundamental questions fo r GIScience.
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3.7 Conclusion
This Chapter has reviewed the research literature on spatial acuity, spatial knowledge 
acquisition, human-environment interaction and cognitive aspects o f GIScience. These are all 
closely interconnected when considering wayfinding activities in the presence of mobile 
information devices. However, there is a lack of research into the interactions and spatial 
information transactions between individual, environment and their mobile device. This 
research focuses on developing an understanding of these interactions and spatial 
information transactions. The methodology is developed in Chapter 5, but before doing so it 
is necessary to  consider the validity o f using virtual reality as a test environment to  study 
such interactions and transactions. This forms the subject matter of Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Virtual Reality
Virtual reality (VR), as a research domain, involves in a number of disciplines including 
computer science, psychology, planning, architecture and geography. In some of these 
disciplines, VR is becoming an indispensable tool. The purpose of this Chapter is to  review 
some issues which are related to  using VR in this research. In §4.1 the definition and 
components of VR are presented and different types of commonly used systems are 
described. In §4.2 issues of realism and presence are discussed. §4.3 presents a review of 
research on acquiring and learning spatial knowledge through VR in comparison w ith the real 
world experiences. The conclusions in §4.4 highlight the applicability o f VR as an 
environment fo r studying and understanding human spatial cognition in the real world.
4.1 Virtual reality
The definition o f virtual reality has been expressed differently by a number of authors. Virtual 
Reality (VR) o r Virtual Environment (VE), in a literal sense, provides three-dimensional 
representations of computer generated objects projected to  two-dimensional displays, within 
which people view and interact (Slater et al., 2002). One common characteristic o f VR is that 
it is not just the flat screen which people look at, but is a three dimensional visual world in 
which people feel a degree o f immersion (Lathrop, 1999). VR is also referred to  as virtual 
environments o r virtual worlds (Batty et al., 1998). In this thesis, the term ‘virtual reality’ (VR) 
is used. There are three major components that constitute virtual reality, as suggested by 
Ellis (1991). They are content, geometry and dynamics. The content is a set o f objects 
forming the virtual reality, whilst the geometry comprises dimension and extent. The 
dynamics of the virtual reality consists o f the interaction rules between the objects. VR can 
also be defined and used according to  the emphasis of different research domains. Thus, VR 
research can be classified according to  its emphasis upon different research foci o f 
visualisation and data modelling (Fisher & Unwin, 2000) and upon its substantive domain of 
application (specifically urban versus rural: see Lovett 2005). Batty et al. (2002) provide a 
time line showing the development of virtual environment w ith virtual built environments 
context (Figure 4 .1).
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Figure 4 .1 The development of virtual built environments: A time line 
(From Batty et al., 2002)
There is a range o f VR systems employed in various applications, from non-immersive 
desktop display to  immersive CAVE systems. Here some commonly used systems are 
discussed, which by no means includes all the VR systems. For desktop VR systems, virtual 
environments are viewed through a standard desktop monitor. Normally mice, joysticks, 
trackballs and keyboards are used fo r interacting with the VR environment displayed on the 
monitor. Such systems are non-immersive and provide only a limited field of view. However 
they can be implemented on most computers with different levels of graphics performance. 
Another type o f VR system is implemented using a large screen projection system and a 
relatively high performance graphics computing system. In some o f these systems, shutter 
glasses are used fo r stereographic images. A  range of devices is used fo r interacting within 
the VR environments such as joysticks. This type o f VR system provides some level of
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immersion compared w ith desktop VR systems, but is not regarded as fully immersive. Head 
Mounted Display (HMD) VR systems can be regarded as immersive. HMDs use a small 
screen (LCD -  Liquid Crystal Display o r CRT -  Cathode Ray Tubes) in fron t each eye to  
provide stereo views. User head movements can be tracked through a device located in the 
HMD system. The system updates the VR display continuously according to  the head 
movement and constructs views taken from changing perspectives. User views of the real 
world  are partially o r completely blocked, and what is seen is the w ider field of view 
provided in the VR environment. Therefore, users feel greater immersion in such VR 
environments. More powerful computer systems are always needed in order to  achieve 
higher levels of realism with acceptable fields o f view. Moreover, HMD equipment is heavy 
on the head. Similar to  HMD, Binocular Omni Orientation M onitor (BOOM) VR systems can 
be viewed as immersive. In these types o f VR systems, there are tw o  lenses in BOOM’s 
viewing box. Users put their foreheads against the box in order to  view the display. Handles, 
control buttons o r other devices can be used to  interact w ith the VR environment such as 
to  move around. Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE) systems are regarded as 
immersive VR systems (Cruz-Neira et al., 1993). In a CAVE, the images are projected onto 
the walls and floor. These projected images achieve a stereo effect by rapidly alternation 
between the tw o eye images. A person w ith shutter glasses in the room can see a 3-D effect 
view. Track devices may be used to  feed back changing locations and head movements to  the 
computer system fo r updating the display continuously. Users can look in different directions 
and ‘move’ through the environment by using joysticks, treadmills and other devices. Any 
real world objects located in the room can also be seen through the user’s shutter glasses.
4.2 The realism of VR and the sense of presence
It is extremely difficult to  create ‘reality’ in a computer projection display; VR aims to  
provide a sufficiently realistic display fo r people to  accept an illusion o f being in a form of 
reality. Slater et al. (2002) discuss the realism o f VR from several computer graphics 
meanings: geometric visual realism, illumination realism and behavioural realism. Geometric 
visual realism concerns the closeness o f geometrical resemblances between graphical objects 
in VR and corresponding objects in the real world. For example, a building needs to  have 
walls, windows and doors in the dimension corresponding to  a building in the real world if 
such a real world building is to  be represented in VR. Illumination realism is about correct 
lighting o f objects and scenes, which can be more important in some applications such as 
representing day- and night-time scenarios. Behavioural realism concerns the behaviour of 
objects in VR which give observers a sense o f realism despite a paucity of geometric and 
illumination realism. Taking the research results from Pertaub et al. (2002) as an example,
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participants with a phobia of speaking in public were placed in fron t o f a virtual audience. The 
participants experienced different levels of anxiety when the virtual audience showed 
different expressions and movements consistent w ith interest o r boredom although it was 
obvious to  the participants that such an audience was not geometrically real. Although 
realism is often the aim of computer graphics, in fact the results are often highly iconic and 
impressionistic.
More importantly, real-time performance in VR is essential (Slater, et al., 2002). The real­
time performance in VR, in general, means that the correct sequence o f many images are 
displayed w ith a speed fast enough fo r people to  see a continuous scene. Moreover, in VR, 
this display must also correspond w ith the actions and interventions of the people within the 
VR. Interaction w ith objects in real-time in VR is one situation requiring real-time 
performance. Yet another situation, which is particularly related to  this research, is real-time 
walk-through in VR. In a real-time walk-through situation, a person can move about in a VR 
setting and look around w ithout experiencing noticeable delay of images. For example, when 
walking down a street, a person might be able to  move along the street and look around the 
buildings on the either sides of the street. When he/she looks left o r right, the physical 
movement o f head is tracked w ith feedback to  the computer system. The system 
continuously updates the image display w ithin an acceptable time delay in order to  present 
the kind of smooth moving view that one would experience when moving one’s head around. 
Likewise, when looking down the street, a view of a row  of buildings would be seen, 
although the more images that need to  be rendered by the system, the longer the refresh 
interval. The ideal image updating rate should be at least 60Hz, i.e. 60 images per second 
(also called the frame rate) (Slater et al., 2002). Lower frame rates would give a jerky 
appearance which may cause ‘motion sickness’. Therefore, given the computer power, there 
is a balance (or tension) between degree o f realism and real-time performance. The level of 
detail of objects can be reduced in order to  improve the real-time performance. There are 
also approaches that create different levels of detail fo r objects from different view locations 
(Cote, 2005). For instance, near objects will have more realistic displays than those further 
away. However, there are few studies and guidelines available on the level o f acceptable 
detail w ith respect to  viewing distance, w ith consideration to  realism and real-time 
performance. Furthermore, the changing of detail is a more of a fuzzy process than a clear 
cut distance-related variable from a human perspective.
A  particular aspect o f VR research, which is relevant to  this research, has been the notion of 
‘presence’ in a virtual environment. Presence in VR means the concept that participants 
experience a ‘sense of being there’ within the environments created by VR systems (Held
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and Durlach, 1992; Sheridan, 1992). The issue o f sense of presence is a common thread in 
most VR applications because it  is believed likely to  be associated w ith behaviour in VR 
environments and has a close link w ith the effectiveness o f VR usage. There are tw o  different 
aspects to  the sense o f presence. One of them considers sense of presence as “ a mental 
state in which a user feels physically present within the computer-mediated environment” 
(Draper et al., 1998). People experiencing VR have a sense of being in the environment 
created by the VR technology instead o f in the actual environment where they are physically 
located. Another view on presence considers that it is not just the pure mental state but the 
actions in the environment that form the reality o f the experience (Zahoric and Jenison, 
1998). The action one undertakes in the VR is considered more important than just the 
appearance of the VR. From this perspective, sense of presence is fundamentally about a 
user’s ability to  do things. Furthermore, a distinction has been drawn between the concepts 
o f ‘presence’ and ‘immersion’ (Draper et al., 1998; Bystrom et al., 1999), and there is a sense 
in which level o f immersion has an effect on the degree o f presence in a VR environment 
(Sheridan, 1992; W itm er and Singer, 1998)
Studies have been carried out on the sense o f presence in VR environments. The sense of 
presence in VR is a multifaceted concept, and therefore has been studied from a number of 
aspects. The comparison between the experience in VR and the real-world has been studied. 
For example, in a study by Usoh et al. (2000), there were tw o groups of participants. One 
group carried out a task in a real site and another group performed the same task in a 
simulated VR of the same site. The questionnaire results identified the overall similar levels 
o f presence between participants in VR and in real site experiments. Various factors in VR 
which contribute to  the sense of presence have been studied and indicate that the 
involvement and control in VR contribute to  a strong sense o f presence (W itm er and Singer, 
1998). Involvement in VR concerns focusing one’s attention on meaningful activities, events 
and/or stimuli, and where control concerns the interaction w ith environments. Studies into 
the relation between body movement and presence have also been carried out. For example, 
a positive association between movement and presence was shown fo r people who actively 
interacted in the VR. This was shown by using questionnaires and measuring the number of 
transitions between the reported state in the VR and in the real world (Slater and Steed,
2000). In other studies, level o f measurable anxiety is shown in some stressful VR 
environments through physiological measures to  indicate a sense of presence (Rothbaum et 
al., 1995; Meehan et al., 2002). Moreover, people’s responses to  virtual motion stimuli in VR 
environments (e.g. flying objects) have been demonstrated, thus showing a sense o f presence 
in VR situations (Freeman et al., 2000). Sense of presence questionnaires o f people’s 
experience in VR do indicate that presence can be measured by these instruments. However,
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this method has been questioned because of the ethereal nature o f ‘presence’ and the ways 
in which participants interpret such questions (such as the feeling o f ‘presence’). Thus Slater 
(2004) has suggested the use o f a combination of methods, rather than heavy reliance upon 
questionnaires. In general though, studies show a common agreement on the sense of 
presence in VR and support the view that VR triggers a similar perception and set of 
behaviours as in reality.
4.3 Spatial learning through VR
VR technology has been used in a number o f areas: tools to  visualise and interact in 
situations and structures which cannot be seen o r are difficult to  manipulate direcdy by 
humans; training programmes in different scenarios; augmented reality which combines real 
world and virtual world; distributed collaboration of people at different geographical 
locations; entertainment such as computer games. In many VR technology applications, the 
knowledge gained from VR has been considered to  be similar to  that learned from the real- 
world. However, some differences might be expected to  exist between knowledge acquired 
through experiencing the real-world and experiencing the environments created by various 
VR systems. Research has been carried out from different aspects on the knowledge gained 
from the experiences in VR environments.
As discussed in Chapter 3, spatial knowledge can be acquired and gained through direct 
and/or indirect experience. D irect experience refers to  the activities in a real environment 
such as viewing o r experiencing an environment by interacting w ith the real-world, while 
indirect experience relates to  that gained through simplified and symbolised representation 
w ithout direct contact w ith the environment -  as, fo r example, when gaining knowledge of a 
spatial layout through reading maps. VR experience, as a means of environmental exposure, 
shares many characteristics w ith direct experience, despite subtle differences. The sense of 
presence in VR, as discussed in §4.2, also contributes to  the experience of being in a real 
geographically extensive environment. A  number o f studies give evidence fo r a connection 
between direct experience and VR experience. VR environments could be regarded as 
primary sources fo r spatial information instead of secondary sources (Liben, 1997; Wilson, 
1997). In general, VR environments simulate real environments in an iconic representation 
instead of using the kinds of abstract symbols used in conventional mapping. As such, VR 
environments provide a more natural source fo r acquiring and learning spatial information 
than learning from a symbolically-presented pace. Therefore, people acquire spatial 
information in VR environments w ith less cognitive effort than that required by maps (Hunt 
and Waller, 1999). In Rohrmann and Bishop’s (2002) studies, a VR walk-through urban
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environment w ith man-made feature and natural features was created in several variations 
(such as day/night, sunny/foggy, sound/no sound and shadow/no shadow) fo r investigating 
responses on validity of computer simulated environments. The findings from the responses 
on appraisals of relevant environmental attributes, perceived quality o f VR environments, 
comprehension and retention showed that such simulated environments were generally 
acceptable as valid representations of environmental features. The potential o f using VR 
environments fo r studying human behaviour is evident (van Veen, et al., 1998; Bishop, et al.,
2001). However, different aspects and forms of VR might not simulate exact direct 
experience in the real-world.
Another aspect studied is the orientation-specificity o f spatial knowledge acquired through 
direct and VR experience. Orientation-specific spatial knowledge has preference fo r a 
particular orientation. Orientation-specificity is one o f the main characteristics o f map 
acquired spatial knowledge, whilst knowledge learnt from direct experience shows little such 
orientation-specificity. For the VR experience, some studies show that spatial knowledge 
acquired through VR experience has no orientation-specificity, that is, knowledge similar to  
that acquired through direct experience (May et al. 1995; Tlauka and Wilson, 1996). 
However, the evidence of orientation-specificity in experiencing computer simulated 
environments was found in some studies such as the one carried out by Rossano et al. 
(1999). Nevertheless, it should be noted that the VR environments, in this experiment, were 
presented to  participants in an experimental setting, instead of participants exploring the VR 
environment Rossano and Moak (1998) found that when free exploration was allowed, 
orientation-specificity was weakened.
Studies also point out that people who acquire spatial knowledge in VR often have similar 
capabilities to  those who acquire their knowledge via d irect experience and can produce 
extensive and accurate route knowledge but less well developed configurational knowledge 
(W itm er et al., 1996; Wilson, 1997; Ruddle et al., 1997). O ther studies provide evidence that 
survey knowledge may be acquired more quickly using computer models. The study by 
Rossano et al. (1999) w ith regard to  spatial knowledge acquired using computer models, 
showed some tendency towards a better performance compared with map learning for 
route knowledge and poorer performance fo r survey knowledge. The degree to  which 
survey knowledge can be acquired through VR experience is not clear. This could be the fact 
that surveying knowledge is difficult to  acquire through direct experience in the real world. 
Thus the experiences in simulated VR environments, which similar to  direct experiences, 
have the same effect. Nevertheless, the study suggested that both route and survey 
knowledge can be acquired through VR experience. It should be noted, however, that some
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experiments carried out in this study were performed passively rather than w ith active 
movement. This could have had an impact on the results of acquisition of spatial knowledge.
That spatial information is acquired through VR and in a similar manner to  the real world is 
further confirmed by a number of studies that have been carried ou t on specific aspects of 
wayfinding and spatial learning in VR environments (Darken & Sibert, 1996; Sandstrom et al., 
1998; Murray, 2000; Ruddle & Peruch, 2004). For example, Sandstrom et al. ( 1998) studied 
gender differences in wayfinding using a VR environment. Steck and Mallot (2000) 
investigated the role o f global and local landmarks in completing wayfinding tasks by altering 
landmarks in VR environments. Furthermore, the use of navigational aids whilst in VR can 
improve spatial knowledge acquisition and wayfinding performance (Schlender et al. 2000; 
W itm er et al. 2002). In general, VR environments can be considered to  provide acceptable 
and valid representations of environments fo r most participants and can be used as an 
approach to  study human behaviour and human-environment relations.
4.4 Conclusion
In the above Sections, a number of arguments have been put forward concerning the validity 
o f using VR as a simulation environment that allows the study o f spatial cognition and 
learning as if in the real world (Loomis et al. 1999; Wilson, 1997; Montello et al., 2004). As 
discussed, there are several important facets to  this issue such as orientation specificity, 
acquisition o f route and survey knowledge and wayfinding performance. The general 
consensus is that VR experience and direct experience of the real world share many salient 
characteristics and that VR can be used in studies o f human behaviour.
Questions still remain concerning some aspects of VR that might not provide an accurate 
simulation of direct experience, particularly the issues of whole-body movement, control of 
locomotion and extent o f field o f view (Montello et al., 2004) Nevertheless, research has 
shown that spatial cognition and the acquisition o f spatial information can be studied 
effectively using VR simulated environments. D ifferent types o f VR systems used vary, which 
can affect the experience and learning o f spatial knowledge. As discussed in §4.1, different VR 
systems do give different scales of field o f view, different levels of immersion and interaction 
w ith environments. Activities and interaction w ith VR environments provide a more direct 
experience than passive viewing of the environment. Another important aspect, which is 
often overlooked, is the type of VR environments created fo r studies. The types of 
environments (e.g. inside buildings o r rooms, campus, streets) and complexity of 
environments created (e.g. different spatial layout, buildings and objects in environments)
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would have an influence the degree of similarity between experience in VR and the real 
world.
VR has certain advantages from a research perspective. Firstly, the VR environment can be 
purpose-built to  contain all the features that may be relevant to  the research. Secondly, it 
can offer a consistent environment over which there is a high level o f control yet allowing an 
equally high level o f user interaction (further discussed in Chapter 5). Thirdly, it  is possible to  
track the movement and m onitor overt behaviour w ithin the VR environment so that 
repeated experiments can be compared.
A  CAVE VR system is used fo r this research. As discussed in §4.1, there are different levels 
of immersion available through a range o f VR systems. Taking into account the level of 
immersion of the system and the feasibility o f using real-world mobile devices in a virtual 
environment, large screen projection VR systems and CAVE systems were considered 
initially in this research. In CAVE systems, a w ider field o f view and a relatively realistic 
change o f view w ith head movement can be obtained. Moreover, in a CAVE system, the 
technology can accurately track the movement o f the individual within the virtual 
environment. As will be discussed in Chapter 6 the realism of the images and the geometric 
fidelity o f the objects usually require some level o f trade-off in order to  achieve a smooth 
real-time performance. The overall goal is to  create a VR environment that provides a high 
level o f presence so that individuals can have a matching experience as if in the real world, 
particularly their wayfinding strategies.
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Conceptual Model and Methodology
As discussed in Chapter 2, the rapid development o f mobile telecommunication technologies 
and the foreseeable usage of LBS applications pose new challenges and research questions 
fo r geographical information science and research into wayfinding. On the other hand, while 
the changing aspects of new technologies can enable researchers to  explore different 
approaches, such as how a mobile device can be used fo r assisting people’s wayfinding, they 
can also be used to  collect data on the way in which people use spatial information (which 
will be discussed in this Chapter). Virtual reality, as discussed in Chapter 4, is used in this 
research fo r overcoming some of the methodological challenges fo r studying individual 
interactions with mobile technologies and environments in real-time. The extensive 
literature reviewed in Chapter 3, has identified the lack of research into the technological 
dimension to  the interaction of individuals w ith their environments; to  date there has been 
little  research that explicitly focuses on the real-time interactions and spatial information 
transactions. Therefore, in this Chapter, a conceptual model is proposed which brings into 
focus the interaction and spatial information transactions between three main elements: 
individuals, mobile devices and environments. Challenges in studying such interactions and 
information transactions will be discussed and a novel methodological approach which has 
been developed fo r this study is presented. The details of implementation will be discussed in 
Chapter 6.
5.1 An interactive conceptual model
As discussed in Chapter 3, there has been considerable research into the processes of 
human-environment interaction, and in particular the role o f spatial cognition, that is, the 
acquisition, storage and use of spatial knowledge in determining spatial behaviour. Since the 
1960s there have been numerous conceptual models which have sought to  embody 
theoretical understandings of the processes of such interactions in geographical space. These 
models have evolved considerably in their rem it and complexity. Yet the principal focus has 
remained fixed upon two main elements: human beings and their innate qualities, and the 
environment as perceived and socially constructed. However, modern information and 
communication technologies increasingly act as a mediator between humans and their 
environments. Consequendy there is a fundamental need to  include this new aspect into the 
research. Moreover, given the short-term dynamics of many interactions there is a need to
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study and understand real-time processes which in turn necessitates being able to  capture 
the actual dynamics taking place in real time.
Considering further the technological element, as discussed in Chapter 2, one of the main 
applications of fast developing mobile technologies is LBS, that is, the provision of location 
aware and context aware information which can be used to  assist people in various 
wayfinding activities. Many applications aim to  deliver spatial and spatially-related information 
to  individuals who increasingly require more relevant and timely information via their mobile 
devices in order to  perform various tasks. This shift from generic to  user-centred mapping is 
one of the important challenges currently facing geographic information science (Longley et 
al., 2001, Chapter 21). A  related challenge concerns people’s use o f mobile technologies to  
access spatial information fo r their spatial activities in real-time, at any location. For example, 
in the applications of LBS that entail navigation, instructions could be given to  people by 
means of maps, spoken word and/or text. It is envisaged that landmarks, points of interest 
and key features of neighbourhood environments will be provided as spatial cues via LBS. Yet 
there has been little research into understanding the way in which such spatial information 
services, via a mobile device in real-time, might be used at group- and individual-levels. 
W hilst interactivity between a mobile computing device and its user has been studied, the 
focus has been on the usability o f devices w ith a clear emphasis on the design and 
implementation o f systems with evaluation in laboratory settings. In such studies the 
surrounding environment is under-represented w ith limited attempt to  accommodate the 
spatial environment on the interactions studied (§2.3.2). Few studies have explicitly focused 
on the dynamic interaction between individuals, mobile technologies and their surrounding 
environments.
In this research, a conceptual interaction model is proposed, bringing together the individual, 
mobile devices and environments as three elements and putting the focus explicitly on the 
interaction and spatial information transactions between them (Figure 5.1). Individuals, as 
one o f the elements of the model, can access and acquire spatial information through a 
mobile device whilst acting and moving within the environment They can also gain 
information direcdy from the environment. Individuals have been shown to  have differences 
in terms of spatial ability, acquired knowledge and their social and cultural backgrounds. 
Mobile devices, as the technological element act as information sources. In LBS applications, 
the mobile device is the medium by which information and services, tailored to  the current 
o r some projected location within the environment, are delivered to  the individual. The 
environmental element can be viewed as including physical, socio-economic and cultural 
aspects (Gollege and Stimson, 1997, also seen Figure 3.1). The environment in which
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individuals act also identifies both spatial extent and context in terms of the various 
situations encountered.
Environment
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Figure 5 .1 The proposed dynamic interaction model.
This dynamic interaction model explicitly places an emphasis upon overt interactions 
between individuals, environments and mobile technologies, and focuses on spatial 
information transactions. Rather than considering the complex cognitive processes carried 
out internally when individuals encounter environments, this conceptual model takes a 
different approach to investigate real-time, overt interaction. Instead of looking at individual 
elements or individually paired interactions, the model proposes that all three elements and 
their interactions need to be considered in their totality. Furthermore, in order to reach an 
appropriate level of understanding, the model requires real-time interactions and spatial 
information transactions to be studied. Taking the scenario of completing wayfinding tasks, 
individuals gain information about the environment from its distinctive physical features and 
on-going activities. The environment itself can be a dynamic source of information. W hen  
individuals are on the move, the information delivered via LBS-enabled mobile devices can be 
updated depending on their specific location. Individuals can request information through 
their mobile device at any time they require assistance in completing their wayfinding task.
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Thus by studying the details o f these interactions and spatial information transactions, we can 
gain an understanding and insight into the level o f information that is sufficient to  individual 
needs, the desired types of information, frequency of use and preferred modes of 
communication fo r completing wayfinding tasks. This understanding can be set within the 
context of an individual’s spatial ability. Moreover, the actions taken in response to the 
knowledge gained from the acquired spatial information can also be studied in relation to the 
different spatial elements o f the environment -  such as layout and point o f choice.
In this research, in order to  study the real-time interactions and spatial information 
transactions of this conceptual model, a specific context o f pedestrian urban wayfinding using 
a mobile device has been implemented. The facility fo r real-time data capture creates a 
number o f methodological challenges, because the information transaction between 
environment and mobile devices can be both real-time and dynamic. The information 
regarding geographical locations can be constantly refreshed according to  changes at specific 
locations. Furthermore, information in mobile devices such as maps and instructions can also 
correspond to  and be updated w ith reference to  changing situations which might either be 
predictable factors such as day and night, o r largely unpredictable factors such as traffic 
situation. In order to  make the experiments tractable within the time available fo r the 
research, dynamic information transactions between the environment and mobile devices 
were not included in this research, and therefore are assumed to  be constant. The focus was 
therefore on studying the real-time interactions and spatial information transactions between 
the individual, the environment and their mobile device.
5.2 Methodology
There has been a range of methods established and adopted to  measure individual spatial 
ability, studying how people acquire spatial information and develop spatial knowledge. These 
are often used to  understand people’s inner representation of the environment, which is 
regarded as an important aspect o f wayfinding research. As discussed in Chapter 3, these 
methods include:
Self-reporting (self-rating) questionnaires.
Tasks based on estimating distance and direction (in order to  measure people’s 
spatial knowledge of locations) using various methods of measurement. Usually these 
are uni-dimensional, measuring a single element rather than the whole configuration 
of an area. Although the single elements can be combined to measure the whole, the 
knowledge gained is constructed afterwards.
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Sketch maps drawn o f an area in order to  understand people’s configurational 
knowledge about the area and of the locations of objects in relation to  each other. 
Completing tasks such as retracing a route, remembering landmarks and routes 
taken.
These methods are generally used to  investigate people’s cognitive mapping aspects of 
wayfinding. However, there are issues of validity and reliability o f these measures, as little 
research has been carried out to  assess them (Kitchin and Blades, 2002). Furthermore, such 
data and measurements taken in a static situation after actually carrying out spatial tasks are 
likely to  be influenced by a number o f confounding factors such as different levels of 
individual knowledge and skills to  perform such techniques, the ability to  remember, 
willingness/patience to  complete the measurement tasks and ex post facto rationale. However, 
the challenge of capturing the actual process in real-time still remains, since although it is 
possible to  measure various manifestations o f spatial knowledge and to  measure aspects of 
how people acquire and learn spatial information, many of these methods attempt 
measurement after the activities of the wayfinding tasks have ceased. Apart from the obvious 
difficulty o f making measurements in dynamic, mobile situations, there is also the issue of the 
extent to  which spatial information has practical use (Frank, 2003).
As discussed in the previous Section, the proposed conceptual model focuses on exploring 
interactions and spatial information transactions between individuals, mobile devices and 
environments (Figure 5.1). The approach fo r implementing such a conceptual model put its 
emphasis upon gaining insight into the actual process. There are, however, a number of 
implementation challenges. To begin with, a real-world environment usually encompasses a 
larger geographical area fo r movement compared w ith a laboratory- or desktop-based 
situation. A real-world environment is difficult to  control and can easily confound different 
aspects o f user behaviour and interactions. For example, a real urban environment may vary 
during the time period that experiments are being conducted, in terms of weather 
conditions, seasonality o f vegetation, busyness and so forth. Thus the seemingly infinite 
complexity of the real world is likely to  provide interrupting and disrupting stimuli that 
become a challenge in the conduct of controlled studies. In addition, the information 
provided through mobile devices should be available on demand fo r assisting individuals to  
complete tasks. However, such applications are not yet widely used and it may be difficult for 
some individuals to  understand their usefulness in relation to  a full range of personal 
information requirements. There are also practical issues of safety and the ethics of carrying 
out experiments in the street with traffic and other hazards. Thus many, current methods
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have severe limitations and present difficulties fo r capturing interactive behavioural data 
pertaining to  spatial information transactions by mobile individuals.
In this research, a different methodological approach has been established and implemented, 
w ith the focus on collecting and analysing data from real-time information transactions and 
overt interaction behaviour. The approach consisted of experiments in a VR-based test 
environment, combined w ith questionnaires and debriefing interviews. For the experiments, 
a multi-source data collection method was devised w ith a mix of automatic and semi­
automatic data recording programmes. The experiments were set up w ith the aim of 
simulating real world wayfinding scenarios in an immersive VR-based test environment. The 
multi-source data collection method aimed to  capture data on information transactions and 
overt behaviour in real-time. The conventional questionnaires conducted before and after 
wayfinding experiments were used to  gain a range of information about each participant, 
their feedback and the knowledge that they fe lt they had gained. Taken together, the overall 
approach provides a range of data on individual spatial abilities, spatial information acquired, 
spatial locations, task performance and overt interaction behaviour. Such data could then be 
integrated and analysed fo r investigating spatial information transactions and the interaction 
between the three main elements: individuals, mobile devices and environment. These details 
of the methodology are now discussed in relation to  Figure 5.2.
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Tasked-based Experiments 
in the VR-based Test Environment
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Post-Experiment Questionnaire Part 1
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Figure 5.2 The elements of the methodology.
The main objective of setting up a pre-experiment questionnaire was to  gain understanding 
o f individual spatial ability, and their familiarity in using spatially enabling technologies. 
People’s estimation of their sense of direction is believed to  reflect their abilities to  
comprehend surrounding environments, to  orientate themselves and to  navigate: “ A sense of 
direction is also derived from the perception o f the known environment within which people
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move” (Gibson, 1979). Thus, self-reporting (also referred to  as self-rating) questionnaires 
have been used to  gauge participant general spatial ability and to  provide indicators of ability 
to  perform spatial tasks such as wayfinding. Such tools typically comprise a number of 
questions aimed at rating individual ‘sense of direction’ and rating their ability to  perform 
various tasks. Kozlowski and Bryant (1977) consider that a sense of direction is an ability o r 
tra it that people can reliably identify as characteristics that they possess to  a greater o r 
lesser degree. A  number o f studies have demonstrated that people’s self-reported measures 
o f their sense o f direction and spatial ability is a valid indication of their ability in wayfinding 
in large-scale environments (Montello, et al., 1999; Hegarty et al., 2002; Cornell et al. 2003). 
In this research, a questionnaire was proposed to  be applied to  reveal individual spatial ability, 
including questions relating to  sense of direction, general spatial ability and spatial anxieties. 
The construction o f this questionnaire drew on the previous research mentioned above, and 
the detailed design of the questionnaire is discussed in Chapter 6. In addition, an intention of 
this questionnaire was also to  collect data on people’s self-reported tendency fo r landmark-, 
route- o r survey-centred thinking (Pazzaglia and de Beni, 2001). These were discussed in 
Chapter 3 as widely recognised types of spatial knowledge: landmark, route and 
configurational knowledge. The data collected from the questionnaire could, therefore, 
indicate the differences between individuals in terms o f their self-assessed spatial abilities. 
The data could then be analysed with the real time data collected during the wayfinding 
experiments. Also included in the questionnaire were a number of questions on the 
individual usage o f related technologies, such as mobile phones, PDA, the Internet and 
different forms o f virtual realities. The purpose of setting up these questions was to  identify 
variations amongst the selected participants in terms of familiarity w ith technologies. If 
different levels of the familiarity were to  be reported amongst participants, their influence on 
the outcomes of the wayfinding experiments might then need to  be considered.
An immersive VR-based test environment was proposed fo r carrying out the simulated real 
world  wayfinding scenarios, aimed at offering a stable setting within which to  study 
interactions and spatial information transactions at an individual level. The main focus of the 
test environment was to  provide realistic yet controlled environmental settings in which 
individuals could access information through a mobile device in order to  assist themselves in 
completing tasks, and where information transactions and user interaction could also be 
observed and recorded fo r analysis. This test environment comprised of Virtual Reality (VR) 
models of urban settings, a mobile device as information source and a multi-source data 
collection method fo r recording data on movement, information usage and actions. VR has 
several important characteristics useful as creating a test environment. First of all, when 
setting up a test environment in VR, it can be purpose built. For instance, different types of
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road network layout can be created and special landmark buildings can be located for 
evaluating how people find their way in response to  these features. Another important 
feature of VR is that it  can provide a controlled test scenario fo r experiments. Interference 
factors (deemed extraneous to  the experiment) that might affect the experiment in the real 
world can be removed. In researching wayfinding, the experiments might need to  be 
conducted over several months, and to  involve a number of participants. A  real urban 
environment may change during this time period, in terms of, fo r example, lighting conditions, 
weather conditions and effects of seasonality. The lack o f control over extraneous factors 
may bias the resulting data and confound analysis. The VR-based test environment provides a 
consistent setting that is equally unfamiliar to  each participant who is requested to  undertake 
clearly defined tasks. Any interference which is not specified within the rem it o f the 
investigation can therefore be avoided. The behaviour o f participants can then be analysed on 
a much more equivalent basis. In addition, a VR-based test environment allows experiments 
to  be monitored more easily and intensively. Participant movements can be recorded by the 
VR tracking system. Participant actions and overt behaviour can be closely observed either 
directly by the investigator o r through automated means -  which would be much more 
challenging in a real environment.
Figure 5.3 illustrates a range of test environments in relation to  key dimensions o f realism of 
the environment, interaction w ith the environment and control o f the experiments (Mallot et 
al., 2002). The real world (RW), construed as an experimental environment, has the 
advantage of being ‘real’ and allowing participants a high degree o f interaction w ith it. 
However, on the downside, there is a lack o f direct manipulation o r control o f confounding 
factors in the experiments. For the classical psychophysics (PP) type of test environments 
(that is, methods of studying the relationship between body and mind, usually carried out in 
laboratory situations), experiments can be well controlled but w ith very low levels of realism 
and w ith only limited interaction w ith the environment. Computer graphics psychophysics 
(CG) can provide a high level of realism along w ith control o f the experiments, but there is 
not much interaction w ith the environment. VR, in comparison w ith these other test 
environments, can produce high levels of realism and environmental interactivity, whilst 
retaining a sufficient level o f control over experimental conditions. Although there are 
concerns regarding the similarity of the experiences, memory and knowledge acquired 
between the real world and virtual reality (discussed in Chapter 4), the emphasis of this VR- 
based test environment is upon the way in which individuals complete their wayfinding tasks 
and interact w ith mobile devices fo r accessing information.
The desired objective in the research reported here was fo r participants to  replicate their 
usual wayfinding strategies in the VR test environment. In order to  test the extent to  which
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this was achieved, a debriefing questionnaire and interview was set up fo r obtaining 
participant feedback w ith regard to  this issue (discussed further below).
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Figure 5.3 A  range of experimental methods in relation to  characteristics of interactivity, 
realism and control. (RW = real world experiments, VR = virtual reality, CG = computer 
graphics psychophysics, PP = classical psychophysics). Adapted from Mallot et al. (2002).
W ith in  the test environment, and on the basis of knowledge of the literature, it was 
considered important to  create contrasting urban settings. The reason fo r this derives from 
the fact that individual wayfinding strategies may be influenced by the urban morphology itself 
(Lynch, I960; Gollege and Stimson, 1997). Consequently, and as further described in detail in 
Chapter 6, tw o contrasting urban models were constructed w ith their own distinctive 
layouts and mix of architectures. The layout o f one of them is characterised by grid-like 
street patterns and modern low-rise housing. The other is characterised by a more irregular 
layout with the features o f a traditional market town. Both are modelled on real UK towns.
The second component of the test environment is an information source delivered via a 
mobile device. This is an important new element in VR-based wayfinding experiments that 
allows participants to  undertake more complex tasks since they have an interactive source of 
information upon which to  call fo r assistance. A  key theme of the mobile device is to  
simulate LBS wayfinding applications so as to  research likely information usage from such 
services. The information that could be delivered via a mobile device could take a number of 
forms, including w ritten text, the spoken word, graphical symbols, photographs, 2D maps, 
3D maps, video clips, VR scenes, and audible tones. For the purposes of the experiments, the
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mobile device was a PDA w ith modes o f communication restricted to  text, voice and 2D 
maps (general layout map and zoomed-in detailed maps). This moves beyond the use of a 
single mode of communication fo r delivering information (most frequently the map) and 
allows wider testing of preferences.
The th ird component o f the test environment is the multi-source data collection method. 
The objective o f setting up this test environment is to  study the interaction between the 
individual, the mobile device and the environment. One of the challenges has been to  capture 
this process. Therefore, a multi-source data collection method has been established in the 
test environment which is able to  capture and integrate spatio-temporal data of respondent 
position/location within the environment, data on information access via the mobile device 
and data on respondent behaviour. This aims to  ensure that adequate data are collected with 
which to  analyse the interactions and information transactions. The data thus collected 
would include: positional data; information usage (frequency, types of spatial information 
accessed and used) through the PDA; participant actions and reactions through observational 
data.
The experiments to  be carried out in the VR-based test environment discussed above were 
in the form o f having to  complete sets o f wayfinding tasks. In general, three broad categories 
of wayfinding tasks have been recognised (Allen, 1999). The commuting type of wayfinding 
concerns travelling between familiar places along familiar routes. The exploratory type mainly 
considers the activities o f exploring a surrounding environment starting from a familiar place 
and returning to  the place o f origin. Goal based wayfinding relates to  tasks when travelling to  
reach some novel destination(s). This last type of activity is often assisted by the provision of 
spatial information either via maps o r instructions. The wayfinding experiments in this 
research were set up based on this last type o f wayfinding activity, which will be referred to  
as ‘task-based wayfinding’ in this thesis.
The objective o f the research is to  study spatial information transactions and the nature of 
interactions between individuals, mobile devices and environments. In the set up of the task- 
based experiments, individuals were required to  complete sets of wayfinding tasks in order 
to  find pre-specified destinations in tw o different urban settings. During the wayfinding tasks, 
individuals could utilise a mobile device in order to  retrieve spatial information that would 
assist them in completing their tasks. The mode of travel in the experiments was set as 
pedestrian. Compared with other modes o f travelling, pedestrian wayfinding has fewer 
constraints on the way in which participants could access information. For example, one 
should not study maps in detail o r read w ritten  instructions while driving, nor can one stop
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o r necessarily reduce speed at any location whenever one desires in order to  request and 
absorb information. There are also spatial constraints such as one-way systems and general 
conventions of the Highway Code.
For the settings where the experiments were to  take place, urban areas were considered 
most appropriate. Urban areas provide a level o f complexity that is yet tractable for 
wayfinding activities, whereas rural areas might have less changeable features and more open 
space in similarly sized spaces. Moreover, wayfinding in urban and rural areas are quite 
different in terms of orientation, view points, landmarks and distance. Consequently the 
types and levels of information required would also be different. The scope of this research 
is focused only on pedestrian wayfinding in urban areas. Moreover, the urban areas for 
carrying out the experiments were set up as un-familiar areas fo r all participants, aiming to 
eliminate the different levels of previous knowledge that might occur amongst the 
participants. Each participant would therefore commence the tasks on an equal footing. 
Before starting wayfinding experiments, a training session was introduced fo r all participants 
in a similar way to  which experiments would be carried out, but in a different, much simpler 
urban setting. The purpose was to  familiarise participants with the equipment, environment 
and procedure, and to  reduce the learning curve effect during the main experiments. Two 
sets of wayfinding tasks were set up, w ith one set o f tasks to  be carried out in one urban 
setting and w ith another similar set o f tasks to  be carried out in another (see §6.4 fo r detail). 
The sequence of these tw o urban settings was alternated amongst the participants in order 
to  counterbalance, and allow study of, any further learning effects that might occur. Another 
aspect o f setting up the wayfinding tasks was the provision o f information fo r assisting 
participants in completing the tasks. The spatial information transaction was aimed to  be 
recorded through the actual wayfinding activities during the experiments. Therefore, an 
approach of ‘choose information as you prefer’ was adopted. That is, all participants could 
access the available information from the PDA as they needed at any time. This was aimed at 
reducing any bias that would undoubtedly arise where groups are pre-assigned a specific 
mode of information, regardless of any differences in individual information preferences 
amongst the participants.
The objective of setting up post-experiment questionnaires was to  elicit feedback from 
participants after each set o f wayfinding tasks, in order to  reflect upon the following three 
aspects:
■ Participant feedback on their experience of a VR environment regarding their ‘sense 
of presence’ (discussed in Chapter 4). More importantly, participant feedback on the
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commonality between their wayfinding strategies used in a virtual test environment 
and those used by them in the real world.
■ The usefulness o f the information provided through the PDA.
■ Conventional route description and sketch map drawing to  recall their journey.
The questionnaire was devised in tw o parts. Post-experiment question part I was to  be 
carried out after the completion o f the first set o f wayfinding tasks, while part 2 was 
implemented after the completion o f the second set o f wayfinding tasks. The emphasis of 
questionnaire part I was upon participant experience in the VR test environment, such as 
their sense o f ‘being there’, and the commonalties between wayfinding approaches adopted 
in the VR environment and those used in the real world. Drawing o f a sketch map of the 
area w ith routes and any remembered features was also required. Route description and 
sketch map drawing tasks were ways to  measure individual spatial knowledge gained (as 
discussed above) as a static situation.
In order to  establish whether there was consistency in the feedback in the similarity of 
wayfinding strategies used in VR and in the real world, these same tw o questions were 
repeated in post-experiment part 2. The emphasis of the questions in part 2 was on the use 
of the information provided through the PDA, acting as the mobile device. The same route 
description and sketch map drawing tasks were also included here.
The purpose o f setting up an informal de-briefing interview, after the experiments, was to  
confirm that all questions had been answered and fully understood as well as to  provide an 
opportunity fo r participants to  raise any particular issues they wished to  address. Moreover, 
general participant feedback was solicited on their wayfinding experiences in the VR test 
environment in this informal de-briefing interview, particularly with regard to  any differences 
in the wayfinding strategies that respondents used in their daily life when compared to  those 
adopted in the VR test environment. All interviews were loosely structured around these 
purposes.
The objective of setting up a multi-source data collection method was discussed earlier in 
this Section and is a key component of the methodology. This method was devised to  enable 
collection o f data in real time, at a detailed level o f spatial granularity, and for multiple 
variables including location, time, information access, information usage and overt actions. 
Data were collected fo r each individual while he/she was performing the wayfinding tasks. 
Data on location and information usage were collected through automated methods through
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a series of existing and specifically programmed software. Observation methods were also 
applied during the experiments.
All o f the elements o f the methodology described here were developed and honed through a 
cycle of design, prototyping, testing, design improvement and utilisation fo r the final 
experiments. The testing o f the prototyped elements is described in Chapter 6.
The data collected from the questionnaires and the experiments were intended to  be 
integrated and analysed at different levels (individual and aggregate) and from different 
aspects. Both quantitative and qualitative analyses were deemed necessary in order to  
leverage maximum insight from the research.
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CHAPTER SIX 
Design and Setup of the Experiments
Following the methodology established in Chapter 5, this Chapter focuses on the design and 
set up of the experiment and all its elements. The Chapter is structured into five sections. 
The first Section describes how the pre-experiment questionnaire was complied. In §6.2, the 
creation of a test environment, which consists of implemented VR urban models, simulated 
wayfinding assistance delivered via a PDA and a multi-source data collection method, is 
described. §6.3 describes the set up of the tw o  parts o f the post-experiment questionnaire. 
§6.4 provides a description o f the design o f the task-based wayfinding experiment procedure. 
Finally, §6.5 describes the implementation o f a prototype prior to  conduct o f the main 
experiment.
6 .1 Creating a pre-experiment questionnaire
As discussed in the previous Chapter, the main objective of this pre-experiment 
questionnaire is to  obtain background information about participants, including their 
demographics, self-assessed spatial abilities and their familiarity w ith a range of technologies. 
The intention is to  analyse these data alongside the behavioural data recorded during the 
experiments. Although some of the data collected may not be used as variables in later 
analyses, such as age, ethnicity and occupation, the data provide some level o f understanding 
o f the individual participants and the generalisability o f the research findings. Another reason 
fo r the timing of this questionnaire before the experiment is so that individuals’ assessments 
o f their spatial abilities will not be influenced by their experience o f the wayfinding 
experiments.
The pre-experiment questionnaire was designed to  be self-administered, which means that 
participants would be required to  record responses to  all questions w ithout investigator 
supervision. All questions were structured w ith tick boxes indicating the degree of accord 
w ith the given statements, and all questions were closed. The content of this pre-experiment 
questionnaire was structured into four main parts:
■ demographic information;
■ self assessment of spatial ability;
■ familiarity with related technologies; 
a spatial-visual test.
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Following the first part o f the questionnaire requesting an individual’s gender, age, ethnicity, 
qualification and occupation, the main part o f the questionnaire aimed to  measure individual 
spatial ability through a range o f attitude-focused questions. In this part, the questions were 
devised with reference to  other pre-existing questionnaires discussed in the literature (e.g. 
Montello ef al., 1999, Pazzaglia and De Beni, 2001; Hegarty et al., 2002). The aspects of 
individual spatial ability are discussed in §3.2.2. The questionnaire was initially structured to 
reflect different aspects of people’s spatial abilities and awareness using 21 questions. Table
6.1 lists the 21 questions (Q l to  Q 2 I), grouped into nine aspects marked as A I to  A9. 
These nine aspects include sense of direction, preference fo r image thinking or verbal 
thinking, tendency towards landmark/route/map (configurational) thinking, as well as map 
usage, general ability in performing spatial tasks and spatial awareness. Aspects A4 through 
A6 are not intended to  be mutually exclusive but aim to  establish any tendency in the 
preference fo r the three generally recognised types of spatial knowledge (landmark, route, 
configurational) as discussed in Chapter 3. The draft questionnaire was then tested on 89 
participants. The process of evaluating the questionnaire w ill be discussed in detail in §6.5.1. 
A fte r analysing the results of the questionnaire and considering the feedback from the 
participants, a number of modifications were made. Reasons fo r these modifications can also 
be found in §6.5. The revised version of the questionnaire, shown in Table 6.2, has seven 
aspects w ith the seventeen questions. Tick box answers to  the questions were designed on a 
six point scale based on the level of agreement w ith the question posed from ‘strongly agree’ 
to  ‘strongly disagree’.
Al sense of direction
Q 1 My "sense of direction” is very good.
Q 2  My family/friends think that 1 have a good sense of direction.
Q 3  W hen I’m in a complex building (many floors, stairs, corridors), 1 
can indicate where the entrance is immediately.
Q 4  W hen I’m in a natural, open environm ent (e.g. countryside), 1 
naturally know  where no rth , south, east, and west are.
Q 5 W hen I’m in my hom etown, 1 naturally know  where north, south, 
east, and west are.
A2 preference of image thinking
Q 6  W hen someone is describing to  me the rou te  to  reach an 
unfamiliar place, 1 p refer to  make an image o f the route.
A3 preference of verbal thinking
Q 7  W hen someone is describing to  me the rou te  to  reach an 
unfamiliar place, 1 p refer to  rem em ber the verbal description.
A4 tendency towards route 
thinking
Q 8  1 usually orientate myself by remembering routes connecting one 
place to another
A5
tendency towards landmark 
thinking
Q 9  1 usually orientate myself by looking for features (landmarks) that 
are well-known to me.
A6
tendency towards map 
(configuration) thinking
Q IO  1 usually orientate myself by trying to create map-like image of 
the area.
A7 Map use
Q l  1 1 like using maps.
Q l  2 1 am very good at reading maps.
Q I3  A fte r reading a map once, 1 need to  keep re ferring to  it in o rde r 
to  find my way.
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A8
general spatial ability, such 
as judging distance, 
wayfinding
Q 14 1 am very good at judging distances.
Q 15 1 do not get lost very easily when visiting unfamiliar places. 
Q I6  1 don 't confuse righ t and le ft turns.
Q 17 1 remember routes very well while riding as a passenger. 
Q 18 If 1 go to a new place, 1 easily know the way back.
A9 spatial awareness and spatial 
anxiety
Q 19 I’m confident in finding my way when going to new places. 
Q 2 0  It is important to me to  know where 1 am.
Q 2 1 1 like to explore unfamiliar places.
Table 6.1 The initial version: nine aspects relating to  individual’s spatial ability (questions 
subsequently dropped/modified are printed in grey).
A l sense of direction
Q 1 My “sense of direction” is very good.
Q 2  My family/friends think that 1 have a good sense of direction. 
Q 3  W hen I’m in a complex building (many floors, stairs,
corridors), 1 can indicate where the entrance is immediately. 
Q 4  1 tend to think of my environment in terms of cardinal 
directions (N orth , South, East, W est).
Q 5  1 am very good at giving directions.
A2
tendency towards route 
thinking
Q 6  1 find my way best by remembering the routes connecting one 
place to another.
A3
tendency towards landmark 
thinking
Q 7  1 find my way best by looking for recognisable features 
(landmarks, e.g. pub, petrol station).
A4 tendency towards map 
(survey) thinking
Q 8  1 usually orientate myself by trying to create a map-like image 
of the area.
A5 Map use
Q 9  1 like using maps.
Q 10 1 am very good at reading maps.
A6
general spatial ability, such as 
judging distance, wayfinding
Q I I  1 am very good at judging distances.
Q 12 1 do not get lost very easily when visiting unfamiliar places. 
Q I3  1 remember routes very well while riding as a passenger. 
Q 14 If 1 go to  a new place, 1 easily know the way back.
A7
spatial awareness and spatial 
anxiety
Q 15 I’m confident in finding my way when going to new places. 
Q 16 It is important to me to know where 1 am.
Q 17 1 like to explore unfamiliar places.
Table 6.2 The revised questionnaire: seven aspects of people’s spatial ability.
The th ird part of the questionnaire consists of a number of fact-focused questions on the 
individual's usage of related technologies. Through these questions it should be possible to  
detect variations amongst the selected participants in terms of familiarity w ith technologies. If 
familiarity were at different levels then its influence on the wayfinding experiments may need 
to  be considered. The first four questions were designed to  elicit frequency of usage of 
mobile phones, palm computers, text messaging and electronic games. The frequency rate 
was set from daily use, 2-3 times a week, occasionally use, rarely use and never use. The 
next question was about using maps and/or travel instructions through the Internet. 
Considering the general usage differences o f mobile devices and map/travel information sites,
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the question was set up using a different scale as weekly, monthly, 2-5 times year, rarely and 
never. An additional question was about the experience o f various types o f virtual reality. 
The responses from these questions would give a good indication on the level o f familiarity 
w ith these technologies among the selected participants. The full pre-experiment 
questionnaire can be viewed in Appendix II.
The last part o f the pre-experiment questionnaire (see Appendix II) entailed a visuo-spatial 
test. The test was created fo r this research based on a visuo-spatial ability test used by the 
Department of Radiography at City University fo r testing aptitude in students. The test 
consists of five questions (Appendix II) w ith an intention of gradually increasing complexity. 
All five questions involve mental manipulation and visualisation of images and objects (see 
§3.4on psychometric measurement in Chapter 3). It is recognised, however, that this type of 
test may be a weak indicator of wayfinding ability (Sholl, 1998; Tackeuchi, 1992), but was 
included nevertheless in order to  gain better understanding o f individual ability.
6.2 Building a test environment
A test environment was set up fo r carrying out experiments to  study the interactions and 
information transactions between environments, individuals and mobile devices. This Section 
describes in detail how such a test environment was created. The test environment was 
designed around three main components:
■ Virtual Reality (VR) urban models and a projection system, which allowed individuals 
to  ‘walk around’ at street level w ith realistic views;
■ a mobile device (a PDA), used to  provide a simulated LBS , providing route and map 
wayfinding assistance to people on the move;
■ software fo r multi-source data collection, to  record participant actions, interactions 
and reactions during experiments within the test environment.
6.2.1 Test environment part I -  VR urban models
There is an important distinction between VR models, which offer the ability to  walk through 
realistic street scenes, and other models which are created for birds-eye views and ‘fly 
throughs’ o f urban areas but which do not contain the necessary realism at street level. 
These tw o approaches serve different objectives (Batty & Smith, 2002). The objective of the 
VR models in this test environment is to  create sufficient realism at street level such that 
participants, as pedestrians, might reasonably be expected to  behave (in wayfinding terms) as 
they would in a real street scene (discussion on this is provided in §6.2.3 with respect to  a
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post-experiment questionnaire and in Chapter 8 w ith respect to  analysis of the experiment 
results). This has implications fo r the level o f detail that needs to  be achieved and the 
corresponding consistency o f that detail (Tromp et al., 1998). The focus here is on the 
construction of urban VR models since the studied wayfinding activities are in urban areas. A 
four stage process has been adopted in creating the urban VR models, as illustrated in Figure 
6 . 1.
select
■=>
create basic 3D
■=>
generalise
■=>
texture object
test area model from 2D objects in the surface for realistic
map model 3D model
Figure 6 .1 Four stage process o f VR model creation.
Test areas need to  be carefully selected so that they are suitable fo r achieving the specific 
experimental objectives, that is, they contain the types o f features pertinent to  testing a 
particular set o f wayfinding activities. Moreover, the layout of the specific built environment 
is likely to  affect how participants will respond to  them in different situations (Lynch, I960; 
Gollege & Stimson, 1997). In order to  reflect this, more than one model has been used. Thus, 
tw o  contrasting urban models have been constructed, each having its own distinctive layout 
and mix of architectures. The layout of one of them is characterised by grid-like street 
patterns and modern low-rise housing, covering an area of approximately 48 hectares 
(approx. 800m by 600m). The other is characterised by a more irregular layout with the 
features o f a traditional market town, covering an area o f approximately 35 hectares (approx. 
700m by 500m). The layouts o f these tw o selected areas are shown in Figure 6.2 (a) and (b) 
respectively. These tw o  urban models will be referred to  as urban setting U l and urban 
setting U2 throughout the thesis. Both are modelled on parts of real UK towns: a residential 
area o f Milton Keynes and the town centre o f Saffron Walden. Although both are mentioned 
in the Doomsday Book (1086), Milton Keynes was planned and developed as a new town 
starting in the 1960s, whilst Saffron Walden has retained its basic old street layout and many 
old building styles. Almost all o f the features in these tw o models were based on the reality 
o f both areas. The only exceptions to  this rule fo r setting U l were the changes of the 
destination landmarks to  make them more easily recognised fo r the purpose of wayfinding 
experiments. These were: a modern church facade and its spire used to replace a Christian 
Centre that, in reality, had a very similar facade to  the surrounding buildings; a typical corner 
shop type of post office and a McDonalds fast food restaurant were added at tw o destination 
locations; and a cinema fa?ade was added instead o f the original building facade at another 
destination. For the same reason, in setting U2, the features which are different from the
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reality are the names o f shops and pubs (no t the buildings themselves) such as the name o f 
the superstore and the name o f the ‘George and Dragon’ pub.
Castlt
metres
Figure 6.2 Plan view o f the tw o  selected urban areas: (a) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
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Having selected test areas, the next stage was to  create basic three-dimensional (3D) models 
from two-dimensional (2D) digital maps. Initial 3D models were generated by extruding 
objects presented in 2D maps. Great Britain’s national mapping agency, Ordnance Survey, 
agreed to  provide digital map data fo r these tw o selected areas. The map product provided 
was MasterMap™ (www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/products/osmastermap). Ordnance 
Survey’s MasterMap™ offers image, polygon, line and point data at sufficient resolution fo r 
building urban models. The imagery layer is fully orthorectified aerial photography in 24 bit 
colour at a 25cm resolution. Its use in urban VR modelling is limited to  providing a textured 
ground surface, where desired. Draping o f the orthorectified imagery layer onto extruded 
objects cannot provide adequate realism in these VR models since fo r buildings only roofs 
(not usually visible in street scenes) are well represented but not their facades. The 
topographic layer contains polygon, line and point features which fo r urban areas are at a 
notional scale of 1:1,250. These features (over 400 million in the UK) are organised into 21 
descriptive groups of real-world topographic objects (Ordnance Survey, 2001). O f greatest 
interest fo r building VR models are the polygon features (buildings, roads) and some point 
features which can be used to  position trees and street furniture. Polygon features are easily 
extruded using GIS software, though additional attributes on building heights need to  be 
obtained from other sources (e.g. LiDAR). Also, whilst MasterMap™ provides detailed 
geometry o f the footprin t o f buildings, it does not provide roo f geometry and this either 
needs to  be interpreted from the imagery layer o r constructed using LiDAR data. For street- 
level VR applications, where roofs are rarely in full view, this is not the significant problem 
that it would be fo r ‘fly through’ visualisations. The reason fo r using existing mapping as the 
basis fo r constructing the VR models rather than devising new models was to  ensure that the 
urban morphology was as close as possible to  reality so as to  help ensure the validity of the 
wayfinding experience.
For the tw o urban models in this research, the real-world objects in the 2D topographic 
layer were generalised at the attribute level p rio r to  extruding them into 3D models. Thus 
by inspection o f the MasterMap™ ‘Legend’ attribute and the ‘Description Group’ attribute, 
objects were re-classified into five main categories: special landmarks which would need to 
be specifically constructed in 3D (e.g. churches), buildings, roads, natural surfaces (e.g. green 
space) and walls/hedges. The initially clipped areas that would form the two VR models 
comprised 3954 and 2235 individual objects respectively. Height data were assigned to  each 
object according to  the generalised category to  which they belonged. Building height 
attributes were calculated according to  broad architectural types and the number of floors 
was obtained from field observation. For example, old traditional houses and historic 
landmarks were treated differently to  modern office-like buildings, even though all may be
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described as ‘low  rise’. Natura l surfaces and roads w ere  given notional heights o f 0.1m. 3D 
models w ere  then extruded from  the 2D map data using ArcGIS™  and exported as Virtual 
Reality Modelling Language (VRML) form at. H ow ever, the objects in the urban models 
extruded in this way have many surfaces because o f the com plex shape o f buildings and the 
way by which ArcGIS™  extrudes objects as triangular facets. Taking a building object as 
example, Figure 6.3(a) shows the fo o tp r in t o f a single building object in 2D map fo rm at (from  
OS MasterMap™), w h ils t Figure 6.3(b) shows the plan view  o f the extruded 3D object o f the 
same building. Figure 6.3(c) is a fagade (profile ) view  showing how  the triangular facets make 
up the fagade (coloured to  assist visualisation). A lthough the basic extrusion technique 
provides generally realistic structures upon the digital foundations o f building footprin ts, 
difficulties nevertheless arise in tex tu ring  buildings using digital photographs o f the facades. 
Furtherm ore, com plex feature geom etry creates very large executable files which become 
d ifficu lt to  run as sm oothly flow ing VR models. For this reason, o u r models required fu rthe r 
generalisation, pruning and simplification.
(b)(a)
(c)
Figure 6.3 A  single building object: (a) the fo o tp r in t o f the object from  OS MasterMap; (b) 
the plan view o f the extruded object; (c) fagade view o f the object.
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The next stage of creating the VR models was to  generalise objects in the models. In setting 
up test environments, it is both unnecessary and difficult to  provide exact replicas of real 
urban areas. The models were created w ith the aim o f having consistent degrees of 
abstraction and detail whilst retaining sufficient realism fo r the application at hand. In this 
research, the smooth running o f a VR model w ith natural perspective views was assigned 
higher priority than incorporating precise details o f the geometric shape of buildings and 
roads. Thus a generalisation process was applied to  the geometric shapes of objects in the 
tw o models. The generalisation process adopted here has been based on similar principles to 
those of map generalisation (McMaster & Shea, 1992; Muller et al., 1995). First of all, 
simplification was applied particularly to  shapes of buildings and road objects, with 
aggregation also on buildings and hedge objects. These processes were carried out manually, 
mainly through a consideration of a desired set of criteria on shape, location and the 
character of entire objects. This was thus based on the principles of generalisation rather 
than on specific vector and/or raster generalisation algorithms. Taking the example of road 
features, road lines were considerably simplified through reducing the number of points 
along the feature lines on the basis of still retaining the general character of roads such as 
straight, bend, main and side road, various types of junctions and roundabouts. For building 
features, m inor details were reduced through simplifying building outlines, but the general 
shapes with their location were maintained. Triangulated objects within single buildings were 
aggregated into a single building object. Small clusters of hedges were aggregated into lines of 
hedge, while public greens and domestic gardens were aggregated into one category named 
as ‘natural surface’. Furthermore, amalgamation was carried out on numbers of fragmented 
in-road and roadside features. For instance, ‘sleeping policeman’ features were combined 
into the category of roads together w ith the pavement features. In addition, there was also 
selective removal o f objects where they contributed little  to  the overall objective of the test 
environment, such as outbuildings not visible from  the street by a pedestrian. Figure 6.4(a) 
and (b) show the plan view of a group of building objects in the setting U2 before and after 
the generalisation process. However, some specific features such as churches, museums and 
monuments have been left w ith much more detail and w ith a lesser degree of generalisation 
o f their geometric shapes in order to  more fully capture their unique character. In the final 
generalised models, there are 1250 buildings in the setting U l and 780 buildings in the setting 
U2. The tw o urban VR models (w ithout textures at this stage) are illustrated in Figure 6.5.
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metres
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4 The plan view  o f a group o f building objects in setting U2: (a) before the 
generalisation process; (b) a fter the generalisation process.
i i  ' - r -  ^  . r  • ,
(a)
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(b)
Figure 6.5 T w o  basic urban VR models: (a) urban setting U l viewed from  the east; (b) urban 
setting U2 viewed from  the north  (fo r maps see Figures 6.2(a) and (b) respectively).
The last stage o f creating the VR models was to  tex tu re  object surfaces fo r  pho to- realistic 
3D models. The main factors tha t w ere considered fo r  textu ring  the facets o f 3D objects in 
the tes t environm ent were: realistic appearance, vistas and consistency in the level o f detail. 
Here, the purpose o f textu ring  3D objects was to  create street-level realism in the VR test 
environments, from  the perspective o f someone walking along a street. The approach was to  
use street-level digital photographs taken during field w o rk  to  capture a range o f textures 
tha t exist. However, issues o f overall file size res tric t the number o f photographic images 
tha t can sensibly be used and th e ir reso lu tion (dots per inch). For large, bulky models, an 
im portan t param eter fo r  the p ro jection  o f VR scenes is the distance threshold fo r object 
inclusion in a scene. Thus, if set fo r  example at a 100m threshold, models w ill run faster and 
sm oother than if set at 500m, but any vistas w ill be lim ited to  100m. O n the o the r hand, 
using the whole  area w ith o u t restricted  vistas w ou ld  give participants a much m ore realistic 
feeling o f the walk through. Therefore , there  is a trade-o ff between this parameter and the 
length o f vistas tha t must be accommodated in o rd e r to  maintain realism. This trade-off can 
be offset by reducing the numbers o f individual photographic textures used and by lowering 
image resolution. For the models in this research, in o rd e r to  maintain larger vistas, the 
reso lu tion o f photographic images was systematically degraded to  a degree that was 
considered no t to  com prom ise building realism. In this way, sufficient variety o f textures 
could be achieved in a sm ooth running VR m odel. A ll digital photographs were taken from  
real sites at M ilton Keynes and Saffron W alden during field w ork . They w ere then rectified in
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Adobe Photoshop and reduced to  the same level o f reso lu tion  and then pasted on to  building 
facades. In to ta l, I I I  photo-rea listic images w ere  created fo r  setting U l (based on M ilton 
Keynes) and 162 fo r  setting U2 (based on Saffron W alden). The buildings in d ifferent d istricts 
w ere textu red  on the basis o f the characteristics o f those d istricts (see Appendix III). 
Inevitably, each photographic image has been used a num ber o f times. Thus, the te rm  ‘repeat 
rate ’ has been used, fo r  this purpose, to  re fe r to  the  num ber o f times that a photographic 
image has been used. It was defined as:
■ repeat rate as zero: fo r  images used only once
■ low  repeat rate: fo r  images used > I and <=5
■ medium repeat rate: fo r  images used >5 and <= 10
■ high repeat rate: fo r  images used > 10 times
In the urban model presenting setting U l,  w here  the re  are large numbers o f similar style 
houses in this residential area, each photographic image was used on average sixteen times. 
For special landmark buildings, images w ere  used w ith  repeat rate as zero, such as the 
church, the monument, the cinema and M cDonald ’s. Some areas w ere identified as suitable 
fo r  using images at medium repeat rate, w h ils t o thers w ere  deemed suitable fo r  high repeat 
rate. For the model representing setting U2 which is the central area o f a trad itional m arket 
tow n, each photographic image was used on average seven times. Similar to  the setting U I , 
special landmarks w ere  tex tu red  at zero repeat rate. The areas w ith  shops w ere identified 
fo r  using images at low  repeat rate. Medium repeat rate was used fo r  the areas w ith  similar 
style o f houses along the streets. In both models, these repeat rates w ere decided in the light 
o f field inspection and w ere  consistent w ith  the variety o f buildings encountered in the real 
environments. Roads, walls and hedges w ere  also tex tu red  using photo-realistic images. 
Sample scenes from  both VR models are given in Figure 6.6 and Appendix III.
(a)
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(b)
Figure 6.6 Sample scenes from  both urban VR models: (a) a view  from  model U I ; (b) a view
from  model U2.
A n o the r im portan t and unique feature in urban environments, which cannot be extruded 
from  2D  maps automatically, is s tree t names and o the r signage. In o u r VR urban models, 
s tree t name signs w ere  added as additional ob ject features. T w o  d ifferent forms o f these 3D 
objects w ere  created fo r  the d iffe ren t urban settings according to  th e ir appearances in real 
environments. One was treated as a plaque ob ject seen fixed on walls, and the o the r was as 
a s tree t sign object m ounted at the side o f streets (see Figure 6.7).
Figure 6.7 Examples o f s tree t signs used in the VR models.
An additional small VR model was created fo r  the purpose o f carrying ou t a training session 
fo r  participants to  familiarise themselves w ith  the technologies and being in an immersive VR. 
It was bu ilt in a sim ilar way as described above. H ow ever, the model was not based on any
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real areas, w ith a simple spatial layout containing five streets. The main characteristic of the 
area was a mix of residential houses and a store and a couple o f restaurants. It also contains 
tw o  types o f street signs used fo r urban settings U I and U2.
A  number o f elements have not been built into the VR models, such as topography of the 
areas, street furniture, moving traffic and people. For the topography of setting U I , the real 
world area of setting UI is quite flat terrain, therefore the area in VR model setting UI with 
flat terrain quite reflects the area. For the real world  area o f setting U2 there is slight valley 
running through the centre o f the town with a slight incline to  the north where the church is 
located. This was not reflected in the VR model. The view o f the church was not affected as 
the church spiral could still been seen from  a distance. Moving cars and people have not 
included in the current VR models. D ifferent elements in the VR models should be presented 
w ith a consistent level o f detail (Vinayagamoorthy, 2004). Creating moving traffic and people 
and building them into the models at a similar level detail to  the rest o f the urban model 
created a challenge that would have needed more extensive research, and therefore can be 
considered in future research. A  range of street furniture will also be considered in future 
studies.
6.2.2 Testing environment part 2 -  information source
The mobile device is an important component of the test environment, since it acts as an 
information source that can be accessed interactively as a simulated LBS application. The 
information delivered via a mobile device could take a number o f forms, including written 
text, the spoken word, graphical symbols, photographs, 2D maps, 3D maps, video clips, VR 
scenes, audible tones and so on. A t present, the mobile device is taken to  be either a PDA 
o r a mobile phone, and in this research a PDA was used w ith modes of communication 
available as text, voice and 2D maps.
The structuring o f information on a PDA needs to  address the issues o f mode of 
communication and level of detail provided. The approach adopted here was to  use parallel 
strands fo r each mode of communication (e.g. text, voice, maps), structured hierarchically 
w ith increasing levels of detail, and to  perm it switching between modes. Thus in this test 
environment, provision was made fo r simulating LBS wayfinding instructions as text, voice 
and maps which were selectable according to  each individual’s personal preference. 
Information fo r any defined geographical area was then organised into three levels of detail. 
In each mode of communication, individuals could access information initially in a general 
form  and then drill down to  more specific information content. Thus in order to  offer
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pedestrian wayfinding assistance, text instructions started w ith  a list o f routes identified by 
their start location and destination and followed by general route information on each route 
with further detailed instructions available fo r each section of route. Instructions in voice 
mode were designed in the same structure as the te x t instructions. For information 
presented as maps, the top level was a generalised sketch map featuring street layout. A t the 
next more detailed level, various landmarks and road names could be overlaid onto the 
sketch map. A final option was to  zoom the map to  show the most detailed level of 
information. Figure 6.8 shows the general structure of the information on the PDA.
sketch map with 
street layout
map
layout of the area
zoom-in of detailed 
map
route instruction of 
each route
routes with start point 
& destination point
voice mode 
route instructions
route instruction of 
each route - detailed
route instruction of 
each route
routes with start point 
& destination point
route instruction of 
each route - detailed
text mode 
route instructions
table of contents of three 
communication modes
sketch map with 
selected landmarks 
and/or road name
Figure 6.8 The structure o f the information content on the PDA.
Having designed the structure of information on the PDA, the detailed content of the 
information was organised into tw o groups: route instructions from starting point to 
destination point fo r text and voice mode; and maps o f the defined areas. Route instructions 
provide the sequential type of information using various features along and/or visual from the 
selected route and physical activities (e.g. turn, walk along) (Denis, 1999; Lovelace et al., 
1999). There is no consensus in the literature (Lovelace et al., 1999) as to  which components 
should be included in ‘good route directions’. Suggestions have been made on the elements 
o f route instructions. Such elements include upcoming points of choice, instructions fo r 
proceeding at choice points, use of landmarks (at choice points o r along routes), use of
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directions, use of distances, use of linear sequential information and use of other instructive 
information (Wunderlich and Reinelt, 1982; Allen, 1997; Denis et al., 1999). For the route 
instructions that were designed fo r the test environment, there were three main elements: 
direction/action from the starting point, actions/directions along the route and action toward 
destination point. Also the actions (e.g. turn left) were composed o f the consistent 
components which were landmarks, orientations and actions, fo r example, ‘at a location (e.g. 
the Cross-Keys Pub, o r the T-junction at the end o f some street) turn left’. The landmarks 
mentioned were either along the route o r visible from the route, which could either be 
buildings (such as shops, pubs) o r be road signs and road structures (square, roundabout, 
junctions). Another group o f content information was presented as maps. The maps were 
used to  show the layout o f the surrounding area o f wayfinding paths and destinations. As in 
most popularly used web sites fo r finding destinations (e.g. www.streetmaps.co.uk, 
www.multimap.co.uk,www.maps.google.com and www.mapquest.com), maps can be viewed 
at different scales w ith different levels o f detail. In this test environment, maps were 
organised into tw o levels: one level o f sketch map showing road layout with display of 
interactively selected landmarks and road names, and another level o f zoom-in map with 
more detailed information in one part o f the area at a time. In addition, there was also the 
information pertaining to  the exact current position of individuals, which could theoretically 
be displayed on the PDA. However in this research, this information was not included. The 
reasons fo r this are twofold. Firstly, although the locations of individuals can be identified in 
the real world through location-aware PDA, this would be to  different levels of accuracy 
depending on the positioning technologies used (GPS, cellular network based) and the nature 
o f urban area (high-rise city centre, low-rise suburban). Hence, given current technologies, 
the location o f PDA cannot accurately and consistently be expressed as a point in urban 
areas. Secondly and importantly, by not providing exact current position all participants are 
put on an equal footing regardless whether maps, voice o r tex t are being used.
Following the defined structure and content of information, it was necessary to  design a user 
interface fo r accessing information on the PDA. There were tw o broad options: it could 
either be a proprietary interface on the W indows CE platform, o r developed using markup 
languages (e.g. HTML) and Java fo r an interface using an Internet browser. Both methods 
were explored in this research. Use o f Visual Basic on a W indows CE platform offers 
flexibility o f programming and style of presentation. On the other hand, use of a Web 
browser style interface provides fo r easy adoption on any device. Its style is also more 
intuitive, corresponding with people’s experience of the Internet and thereby reducing the 
gradient of the learning curve in using any application. In addition, it provides an easy 
environment fo r modifying and testing the information content of pages. For this reason the
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Web browser approach was adopted here for the display and access of information on the 
PDA. According to the structuring of content as discussed in the previous paragraph, Figure 
6.9 illustrates a part of the Web page structure employed for the setting U2 and the 
hypertext links between them. On the PDA, navigation between pages is by means of touch 
screen using the handheld stylus.
j sw-| sw| sw-rdcsth>m|
[sw d m a sh trn j
jw-fdcorrt.l
|$wmap-z1.hj
[sw-sstcx.htmr^  s ' /
|sw-spub.htro| /  /
| sw-smklhtni} .
| sw-spost.html /
|w-scsthtm|
| gw-smm.html
| gw-?schhtm|
sw-sch htrnj
sw-txtld.
w fr & h tm l w-btl3d.html
sw-txt3.l
[ swbrt4.htrn
sw-txt5htm|
[sw-txtS-hbn]
lsw-home.html
sw-v2.html
Figure 6.9 The structure of web pages with its hyperlinks as installed in the in PDA (upper
levels of hierarchy only).
Currently, some basic guidelines should be considered when designing Web page content 
and style for mobile devices (Chu, 2002). The screen size of mobile devices is small -  
approximately 100x120 pixels for most mobile phones (some of the latest models have 
slightly larger screen sizes) and 240x360 pixels for palm PDA. Thus there are quite severe 
constraints upon display of content using small screens. Therefore, the focus for displaying 
information on the PDA is upon presenting essential information content with an adequate 
level of readability and providing easy navigation through the pages. Furthermore, it was 
necessary to devise an appropriate trade-off between the number of levels in the page 
hierarchy and the content of each page. A table of content style was used here for the start 
page incorporating icon and text alternatives. The icon bar for navigation was shown on each 
page at all levels (see Figure 6.10). Scrolling bars were avoided, except for the zoomed map
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level. Figure 6.10 (a) shows the simple layout o f the table o f con ten t page w ith  both icon and 
tex t. Figures 6 .10 (b) and 6 .10 (c) illustrate some example pages fo r  te x t and voice modes o f 
comm unication respectively, w h ils t Figures 6.10 (d) (e) and (f) display the area w ith  maps. In 
detail, Figure 6.10 (d) shows the sketch map o f the urban setting U2 w ith  a clickable 
landmarks list on the right and road name option  on the b o ttom  o f the page. Figure 6.10 (e) 
shows the same sketch map on which all the landmarks are displayed, also w ith  the name o f 
the road tha t was clicked. Figure 6.10 (f) shows a part o f the detailed map which was 
zoomed in from  the sketch map page. For the setting U l,  the fo rm at and style o f interface is 
exactly the same. See Appendix IV fo r  m ore example pages fo r  both settings. There was a 
to ta l num ber o f 78 web pages w ith  39 images created fo r  setting U l,  79 web pages w ith  41 
images fo r  setting U2.
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Figure 6.10 Sample pages o f in fo rm ation  content from  the PDA.
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6.2.3 Test environment part 3 -  multi-source data collection method
The th ird component o f the test environment is a series o f software fo r capturing individuals’ 
interactions and information transactions in completing wayfinding tasks. A  multi-source data 
collection method was established in the test environment which is able to  capture and 
integrate spatio-temporal data o f individual position/location w ithin the environment, data on 
information access via the mobile device and data on individual overt behaviour. This was to  
ensure that adequate data could be collected w ith which to  analyse the interactions. The 
data were recorded through a combination o f automated and semi-automated means, which 
included:
■ movement tracking data;
■ information access and usage data via PDA;
■ individual actions and reactions data through observations.
An individual’s location within the VR model can be tracked as spatial data with a time 
attribute stamp through the VR system. W ith in  the test environment, the movement of 
individuals can be recorded through a tracking device linked to  the Intersense IS900 system. 
Each individual’s entire route through the VR model can thus be collected in a time-location 
form at o f (X, Y, t,). Head height and head movements are also recorded through the 
tracking device in a form at of (Z, pitch, yaw, roll) along w ith each time-location record. This 
part o f the data capture can be performed automatically once every second by the system. 
As shown in Table 6.3, tw o  sets of position data (X, Y, Z, Pitch, Yaw, Roll) can be recorded 
along w ith the time when individuals move through the VR environment. The set (X_t, Y_t, 
Z_t, Pitch_t, Yaw_t, Roll_t) records the actual position in the VR Lab (t denotes ‘test’ in the 
VR system) where individuals physically stand o r move, but which is not used in this research. 
The set (X_w, Y_w, Z_w, Pitch_w, Yaw_w, Roll_w) is the position data in the VR 
environment (w denotes ‘world ’), which formed the movement tracking data. The exact 
position o f an individual at any time could then be provided through this detailed tracking 
data. The route that each individual took  and the time used fo r completing each task could 
subsequently be derived. The time and location of each interaction with the PDA could also 
be determined from this data set. In addition, the data on head movement could be used to 
get extra data on when individuals are using the PDA fo r information and to assist in 
analysing what individuals are observing in the test environment fo r future research.
Time in 
second
Position in VR 
environment
Head movement in VR 
environment
Position in VR lab 
coordinates
Head movement in VR lab 
coordinates
Time X_w Y_w Z_w Pitch_w Yaw_w Roll_w X _ t Y_t Z_t Pitch_t Yaw_t Roll_t
Table 6.3 The track data structure.
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In order to  record the information accessed through the PDA and the form at in which it is 
accessed, a set of software was designed and programmed fo r the PDA. The data on usage of 
the PDA, can be divided into three main categories: the type of information accessed, the 
mode of communication used and the time at which the information was accessed. By using a 
W eb browser as the user interface, as discussed in §6.2.2, a set o f Cookies was w ritten to 
record which W eb page was being accessed and at what time. Thus, referring to  the 
structuring of the W eb pages as previously described (Figure 6.8), it is possible to  use the 
Cookie data files to  identify what information was being accessed, at what detail and by 
which mode. Cookie functions were w ritten using JavaScript and embedded in each Web 
page. The main function of the Cookies was to  record the accessed W eb page name, as well 
as the access time with hour, minute and second. Also when the same W eb page was 
accessed again, the cookie was programmed to  capture the time again with a flag showing 
repeated access. Figure 6 .11 shows the structure o f a Cookie. Each time that a Web page 
was activated, a record was w ritten into a corresponding Cookie data file. For establishing a 
sequential record of the information accessed via the PDA throughout a session in the test 
environment, the Cookie data files could be combined and sorted by time attribute. This 
sequential record could also be formed fo r each individual, showing the progress in 
wayfinding activity in relation to  individual information usages and preferences, fo r example 
the most used mode of communication, the level o f detail required and the frequency of 
access. The spatial location o f where the information was accessed using the PDA could be 
derived by integrating the data from the Cookies w ith the movement tracking data (for 
details see Chapter 8).
function getCookie (name) {
/ retrieve relevant cookie file for write data into it 
}
function setCookie(name, value) {
/ save data such as accessed web page name and the access time into cookie file
}
function deleteCookie (name) {
/ delete a cookie 
}
function recording (name) {
/ record the name of the Web page and the access time (hour, minute and second) 
when the content of a Web page is accessed first time.
/ record the access time (hour, minute and second) with repeat access flag 
when the content of a Web page is accessed again
}
Figure 6 .11 The structure o f the Cookie.
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In addition to  these autom ated measurements, additional data pertaining to  participant 
behaviour was collected th rough d irect observation. These observations included: noting 
when and w here participants go t lost o r  needed to  ask fo r  help: the completion tim e o f 
individual tasks; any ro ta tion  o f the PDA in the hand (as if tu rn ing  the map around); and 
looking at PDA. Participants w ere  encouraged to  speak aloud th e ir  thoughts and feelings as 
they progressed through the tasks. O bservations o f the participants w ere recorded by the 
investigator through a semi-automated m ethod using an interface to  Access. Using Visual 
Basic Application (VBA), an observation record ing program  w ith  a user-interface (Figure 6.12) 
was program m ed w ith  clickable buttons to  reco rd  observations in to  an Access database. By 
clicking a bu tton  on the interface, the relevant action stated on the button  was recorded into 
the database table along w ith  the tim e o f record ing. This interface was structured around 
five broad classes o f observations. The firs t g roup concerned aspects o f performance such as 
s ta rt tim e, task com pletion, asking fo r  help and so on. Second, there  w ere observations 
relating to  the use o f PDA such as looking at it  o r  ro ta ting  it. The next tw o  groups 
concerned details about m ovem ent and any apparent confusion and disorientation. Specific 
m ovem ent-re lated observations included record ing w he the r participants w ere looking fo r  a 
s tree t name o r  specific landmarks. The final group concerned indicators o f confidence and 
any onset o f m otion  sickness (requiring the partic ipant to  take a rest). Such m otion  sickness 
can affect users o f immersive VR. The recorded observation data saved in the Access 
database files w ere  exported  fo r  integrating w ith  o th e r experim ent results. W h ils t some o f 
these observations entail subjective classification, they nevertheless provide valuable 
contextual in form ation  to  supplem ent autom atically collected data and assist in in terpreting a 
partic ipant’s overall perform ance. Because the experim ents w ere  carried o u t in the test 
environm ent, record ing o f observations by the investigator could be m ore discrete and 
consistent w ith o u t in te rrup ting  and d istracting participants as w ould  likely be the case if 
carried o u t in a real w o rld  environm ent.
PD A  related S ta tio n a ryP erfo rm an ce ConfidentL
t n ok  nt PDA S to tio nn ry C ontidentHX in r t
P D A  Map Inte rm ed in lM S -D e c is io n ConfidentM
Ask tor help 
lAsk for WAll
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Figure 6.12 The database interface fo r  record ing observational data.
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By using the multi-source data collection method, the three data sets - movement tracking, 
information accessed through PDA and participant action and reaction -  could be collected 
automatically and semi-automatically throughout the wayfinding experiments. These data sets 
together provided facets o f a comprehensive picture that could be used to  study the 
behaviour and interaction between individuals, mobile devices and the environment.
6.3 P o st-exp erim en t questionnaire
The post-experiment questionnaire was constructed in tw o  parts, in order to  assemble data 
on the feedback from participants following the experiments. The complete questionnaire of 
part I and part 2 are given in Appendix V.
Part I o f this questionnaire was designed to  be carried out by participants immediately 
following completion o f the first set o f wayfinding tasks in one of the settings. This part of 
the questionnaire contained tw o  different sections. W ith in  the first Section, all questions 
were set up in relation to  participant feedback on their experience in the urban VR models, 
such as their sense o f “ being there” and the ir experience in VR urban models in comparison 
to  experiences in real towns. These questions were compiled based upon similar questions 
used fo r studying sense of presence in immersive virtual environments (e.g. Usoh et a/., 2000; 
Slater ef a/., 2002). Importantly, tw o more questions were specifically created in order to  
elicit participant feedback on their wayfinding behaviour in VR urban environments. One 
question concerned whether o r not respondents fe lt that they used a similar manner / 
approach to  find their way in these virtual environments as they did in the real world, whilst 
another sought to  ascertain whether they used similar features to  find their way around in 
these virtual environments as they did in the real world. Each of these questions was 
designed as structured tick box questions w ith a six point rating scale from ‘strongly agree’ 
to  ‘strongly disagree’. In addition, tw o  semi-structured questions on the same topic were 
provided to  allow participants to  list any specific factors that gave them a sense of ‘really 
being’ in the street o r that pulled them away from ‘really being’ in the street. The second 
Section o f part I o f the questionnaire was designed as a series of open-ended questions, 
which requested a list o f features remembered, recall (if possible) o f the route and a sketch 
map w ith landmarks fo r the area w ith the route they took. The data collected using these 
methods were intended fo r subsequent analysis along w ith the data collected during the 
actual interaction process in completing wayfinding tasks.
In a similar way to  part I, part 2 o f the post-experiment questionnaire was designed to be 
completed after participants finished the second set o f wayfinding tasks in another setting.
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The tw o  same questions, as in part I, about participant feedback on wayfinding behaviour in 
urban VR environments were used again in order to  assess the consistency on this important 
aspect. O ther questions were compiled relating to  PDA usage in both wayfinding 
experiments, such as usefulness of information (maps, te x t and voice) fo r wayfinding, and the 
ease of using the PDA. Also open questions were designed fo r participants to  w rite  down if 
and why they found the PDA difficult to  use if this was the case, what improvement would 
be useful and what additional information could usefully be provided by the PDA. In the next 
Section o f the post-experiment questionnaire part 2, participants were requested to  describe 
the route taken if they could and to  draw a sketch map w ith landmarks fo r the area with the 
route they took. Finally, a short interview was carried ou t in an informal conversation style. 
The main purpose of this debriefing interview was to  confirm that all questions had been 
understood and answered. One o f the emphases was upon participant feedback on 
describing their actions and behaviour in VR in comparison w ith their normal wayfinding 
behaviour in the real world, particularly w ith regard to  information requirement preferences 
and strategies adopted in order to  complete wayfinding tasks.
6.4 Design o f th e  w ayfinding exp erim en ts
Having set up the test environment as well as the pre-experiment and post-experiment 
questionnaires, a wayfinding experiment was designed in order to  collect a range o f data with 
the focus on the interaction and information transactions between individuals, devices and 
environments. The whole wayfinding experiment was designed in four main parts: completing 
a pre-experiment questionnaire, undergoing a training session, carrying out tw o sets of 
wayfinding tasks and completing post-experiment questionnaires along w ith an informal 
interview. The pre-experiment questionnaire was set up fo r participants to  complete prior 
to  on-site experiments. The wayfinding experiments were designed fo r each participant to  
carry out wayfinding tasks in both urban setting U I and setting U2. The tw o settings were 
modelled in virtual environments as discussed early in §6.2 this Chapter. For the experiments, 
these tw o  urban models were then implemented in an immersive projection technology VR 
lab, the CAVE (Cruz-Neira et al., 1993). Post-experiment questionnaires were set up to  be 
completed immediately after each set o f wayfinding tasks whilst the informal interview was 
planned to  be conducted after the experiments.
For the tw o  different urban settings, tw o  specific sets o f wayfinding tasks were designed. In 
setting U l, the complete wayfinding task was to  begin at a car park and to  find five different 
destinations (a modern church, a post office, a McDonald’s, a cinema and a monument) 
sequentially before returning to  the car park as the finishing point (Figure 6.13 (a)). The
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design fo r each successive destination o f the wayfinding tasks was intended to entail a 
growing level o f complexity in terms o f length o f route, numbers o f turnings, and number of 
choice points passed. For example, the first wayfinding task was from  the car park to  the 
modern church at destination D I and entailed following a fairly straight road out from the 
starting point and only contained one obvious turning towards D l.  The subsequent tasks 
were designed to  incorporate an increasing number o f turnings, junctions and/or 
roundabouts along the routes. However, in setting U l, the layout o f the area was grid-like, 
therefore some routes in the later tasks might not have appeared to  be more difficult than 
others. To keep the experiment consistent, the set o f wayfinding tasks fo r setting U2 were 
designed in a similar way. In setting U2, the complete task was also to  begin at a car park and 
to  find five different destinations (a castle, St Mary’s Church, the Market Square, a superstore 
and the George & Dragon pub) sequentially before returning to  the car park as the finishing 
point (Figure 6.13 (b)). The wayfinding task fo r each destination was designed in such a way 
that the route fo r reaching each destination would become increasingly complicated. For 
instance, the first wayfinding task was from the car park as the starting point to  the castle as 
destination D l.  The route was a straight road w ith a left-right choice outside the starting 
point and tw o  junctions along the route. As fo r the th ird  wayfinding task from  the Market 
Square D3 to  the superstore at destination D4, the route not only contained a number of 
turnings, but also started at the square w ith a choice of four roads w ith which to  proceed.
In both wayfinding tasks, all routes selected between tw o  destinations fo r the text and voice 
instructions were chosen based on the easiest to  fo llow in comparison w ith other choices. 
Also the routes chosen avoided roads already travelled along in order to  avoid only a few 
routes being used during the experiments. These were subjective judgements. The maximum 
walking speed was set as 4.4 meters per second, slightly faster than normal walking speed. 
This was tested and arrived at after a number of test runs (see §6.5.3). This was the 
maximum speed which could be reached by participants. Participants could control the speed 
up to  the maximum o r proceed as slowly as they liked. This maximum walking speed was 
kept the same fo r both settings.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.13 T w o  urban settings w ith  wayfinding task destinations: 
(a) urban setting U I ; (b) urban setting U2.
Q  Start/Finish
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Another important aspect in designing these wayfinding experiments focused upon accessing 
the information by participants fo r assisting them in completing tasks. In §6.2.2, the structure 
and the communication modes used fo r the information content have been discussed. The 
information accessed through a PDA can be route instructions (in either tex t o r voice mode) 
and different levels o f map representation. Two options were considered fo r accessing the 
information from a PDA: assigning participants into groups before experiments with different 
restricted information fo r each group (e.g. a group o f participants using route instructions 
only, whilst another group using maps only); free choice fo r all participants to  choose the 
type o f information they preferred. The firs t option might result in bias if, fo r example, text 
were imposed upon participants w ith strong preferences fo r map use o r vice verse. 
Therefore, ‘choose information as you prefer’ approach was used to  explore information 
preferences during actual wayfinding tasks, instead o f assigning participants into groups 
before the experiments. During the experiments, participants were allowed to  choose any 
information available from  the PDA depending on their preference and needs in completing 
wayfinding tasks. There were no restrictions upon what type of information could be 
accessed through the PDA and in which communication mode it was conveyed. In addition, 
no lim it was set on the number of times that the information could be accessed.
All participants were treated as a single group to  carry ou t both sets of wayfinding tasks in 
tw o  urban settings U l and U2. The approach adopted followed the principle of within- 
subject design instead of between-subject design (Spector, 1981), although not a strict 
factorial design. Firstly, w ith  a consideration o f idiosyncratic differences between individual 
participants, particularly on their spatial ability w ith underlying characteristics such as gender 
and ethnicity, there would be difficulty in assigning participants into different groups 
randomly. This would be even more difficult in this research, because the number of 
participants was not a large sample size because o f the limitations of time and resources. 
These included the budget of using the VR lab and the time of PhD duration. Therefore, both 
sets o f prescribed wayfinding tasks were required to  be completed by all participants, one 
w ithin each o f the tw o different settings assisted by information provided through a PDA. 
The order of the tw o  settings used in the experiment was alternated according to  the 
concept o f counterbalance. Thus half o f the participants started their first set o f wayfinding 
tasks in setting UI and the half started in setting U2, allowing one to offset the other and to 
be able to  study any learning effect.
A  number o f elements were designed to  be held constant in the wayfinding experiment. For 
the wayfinding tasks in both settings, all the destinations were kept at the same locations and 
in the same order o f completion fo r all participants. Therefore participants would all visit the
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same destination locations which would put them on an equal footing to  develop their 
knowledge of the areas. This was further underlined by providing unfamiliar test settings for 
all participants. Furthermore, a range o f information fo r assisting the wayfinding tasks was 
provided to  all participants. For the last leg o f wayfinding tasks in both settings, the 
experiment was designed in such a way that all participants were provided only with map 
information (no route instruction available in either te x t mode o r voice mode). The 
information available fo r this final task was thus also kept at a constant level. This simulated 
situation, in which maps were the only available information, could be considered as a 
control factor in terms of information usage.
The implementation o f the entire wayfinding experiment was organised into six sequential 
sections. The first section entailed a pre-experiment questionnaire (Appendix II), which was 
required to  be completed p rio r to  the on-site experiment. There was also information 
accompanying the questionnaire explaining the whole experimental procedure, its broad 
objective, the nature of the experiment VR site and the equipment used. The second section, 
as a part o f the on-site experiment, was a training session before the main experiment that 
was used in order to  familiarise participants w ith the virtual environment and with the PDA. 
Following the training session, the th ird session was a prescribed set o f wayfinding tasks to  
be carried out in either setting U I o r setting U2 (Figure 6 .13 (a) and (b)). Post-experiment 
questionnaire part I (Appendix V) was the fourth part o f the experiment which was used 
immediately following the first set o f wayfinding tasks. The fifth part was another set of 
wayfinding tasks that was to  be carried out in the alternative setting. As the sixth part of the 
experiment, post-experiment questionnaire part 2 (Appendix V) was completed along w ith a 
short informal interview after participants finished the second set o f wayfinding tasks. During 
the wayfinding experiment, participants were encouraged to  speak aloud their thoughts and 
emotions. The detail o f the conduct o f the experiment w ill be discussed in Chapter 7.
6.5 Testing the design
The design and the setting of the experiment were tested in tw o parts: the questionnaires; 
and the test environment.
6.5.1 Testing the questionnaires
The principal objective of the pre-experiment questionnaire was to  see whether the 
questions could differentiate different groups o f people in term  of their spatial abilities. The 
testing o f the questionnaire served as a means o f identifying those elements that may need to
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be modified (see §6.1). The pre-experiment questionnaire was trialled on 89 participants 
from  a wide range o f age groups and backgrounds. The participant age ranges were from 18 
to  over 60. The percentages o f respondents in the 30 s age group, 40 s age group and 50 s 
age group were 14%, 27 % and 6.7% respectively, w ith 47.2% of them under 30. 40% of 
respondents were female and 60% male. 50.6% o f participants were academics/students from 
the disciplines of Geography, Surveying, GIS, Planning and Biology. The remaining 49.4% of 
participants came from  a wide range o f backgrounds including residents of a town outside 
London and its surrounding areas, and people working in London and Bristol. For the results 
from  all 21 questions, W ard ’s (1963) method w ith  Euclidean distance was used to  classify 
participant spatial ability and spatial awareness (see Chapter 8 fo r details). From Figure 6.14, 
it is evident that there is considerable linkage distance between three broad groups G l, G2 
and G3 regarding the 21 variables (questions). G l can be interpreted to  have low score 
responses to  the questionnaire. G2 have the highest scored responses whilst G3 have better 
than average scores. A  t-test on average scores per question showed significant differences 
between all three groups (p < .001). The analysis o f the questionnaires will be discussed in 
Chapter 8.
Classification of Respondents' Spatial Ability 
Ward's method 
Euclidean distances - questions 1-21
140
120
100
80
60
G1 G2 G340
20
0
Figure 6 .14 Classification tree based on participants’ spatial ability using W ard’s Method.
The subsequent modifications to  the initial questionnaire (Table 6 .1) may be summarised as 
follows. Questions Q4 and Q5 on the sense o f direction in aspect A I were originally set up 
to  ascertain individual thinking about the surrounding environment in terms of cardinal
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directions: one emphasising a natural open environment, the other emphasising a familiar 
environment such as their home town. From the results, participants tended to  answer both 
questions in the same way. In addition, the responses showed that these tw o questions were 
highly correlated (Spearman’s rho 0.68, p < .001). Therefore Q4 and Q5 were combined 
into a single question Q4 (Table 6.2) concerning the general environment. For questions Q6 
and Q7, the aim was to  differentiate people w ith preference o f image thinking from people 
w ith  verbal thinking. However, the responses indicated that these tw o questions were not 
significantly correlated (as opposed to  an expectation o f a strong negative correlation). From 
responses, this could have arisen either because people think they have both image and 
verbal thinking, o r because image thinking could be construed to  include images of landmarks 
and images of maps -  thereby giving rise to  some confusion. These tw o questions were 
therefore deemed ambiguous and were removed. For the Q 13 in aspect A7 on map use, the 
responses showed no distinct differences between participants. The other tw o questions, 
Q I I and Q 12 in A7 proved better indicators o f map use. Therefore, Q 13 was removed. 
Regarding Q I6  in aspect A8, over 91% of respondents agreed that there was no confusion 
between right and left turns and therefore this criterion did not appear to  differentiate any 
characteristic amongst the participants. It may be the case that very few participants did 
confuse left and right turns. O r perhaps even though people do confuse left and right turns, 
they tend not to  recognise it  when answering the question. Nevertheless, Q 16 was removed. 
For testing the post-experiment questionnaire part I and part 2, a further nine volunteers 
took  part in completing tw o  sets o f wayfinding tasks in the corresponding setting UI and U2. 
They completed both parts of the questionnaire after the completion o f wayfinding tasks. No 
difficulty was reported and a short informal interview in a conversation style was found to  be 
welcome and was informative fo r the investigator. None of these nine participants was 
included in the wayfinding experiment conducted later because o f their acquired experience 
and knowledge of the urban settings.
6.5.2 Evaluating the test environment
Tests were carried out on the running o f the VR models, the functioning of the PDA for 
providing wayfinding assistance and the functioning of the software fo r multi-source data 
collection. The focus of this evaluation was upon the design and technical functioning of the 
test environment.
W ith  the priority  o f smooth running o f the VR models w ith natural street views, the first 
test was carried out to  run both models in the VR lab (see §7.3 fo r detailed description of 
the laboratory setting) in the Department o f Computer Science, UCL. This process was
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assisted by the lab manager, D r David Swapp. In the firs t stage, both models were run only 
w ith their object geometry and w ithout their photo-realistic textures. Both object geometry 
models were found to  run smoothly, in their entireties, w ith  a fast response. Therefore, no 
further generalisation was required on the geometry o f the objects. In the second stage, the 
tw o models were run w ith  all the ir photo-realistic textures. For urban setting U2, there 
were 17.5Mb of image files fo r texturing. This model did not load successfully. Although the 
texture memory lim it fo r the SGI machine is 64Mb, the image files, saved as either as jpeg or 
gif, did not provide a reliable indication o f the actual memory space required to present the 
images. The actual size o f the tota l images used was thus too  large to  run the model in the 
system. As a consequence, a set o f test trials on reducing the vista range were carried out. 
W ith  a vista range o f 100 metres the model ran smoothly. However, the view in a straight 
line direction then had only a 100 metre vista range and did not appear realistic. W ith  an 
increased vista range as 200 metres, the model ran smoothly in a straight line, but responded 
very slowly when encountering more than 45 degree turns: this was not acceptable fo r the 
experiment purposes.
Therefore, as discussed in §6.2.1, in order to  maintain longer vistas, another option was to  
systematically reduce the resolution o f the photographic images used w ithout seriously 
compromising the model’s realism. A  series o f test runs was conducted. Firstly, only images 
w ith file size less than I00K were included in the model and the performance was found to  
be smooth. For these, the total file size o f texture images was 1.5Mb. N ext when the model 
was tested including all images w ith file sizes less than 150K, the performance was acceptable. 
The total size o f texture images used was 5.25Mb. According to  this guideline, the resolution 
o f the photographic images used fo r texturing was reduced by a proportional amount on the 
basis o f retaining acceptable visual quality. The number o f pixels used in the images was also 
constrained to  a power 2 series in order to  optimise the processing speed fo r the VR system. 
The model was tested again w ith these images. It ran smoothly and responded fast, w ith very 
similar levels o f realism to  the full sized images (see Figure 6.15). The total file size of images 
used fo r texturing this model was 4.84Mb. The same tests and adjustments were applied to  
urban setting U I . Here the total file size o f images used was reduced from 6.48Mb to  3.62Mb. 
The performance o f the revised model was comparable to  that o f model U2.
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Figure 6.15 Reduction o f image resolution, an example from  setting U2: (a) original image: 
738 by 738 pixels; (b) reduced reso lu tion: 256 by 256 pixels
The walking speed in the VR models could be con tro lled  by participants from  as slow as they 
desired up to  a maximum o f walking speed. The maximum walking speed was initially set as 
2.2m per second (7.9 km per hour), which w ould  be considered as a fast walking speed in 
the real w o rld . Three volunteers w ere  invited to  com plete the tw o  sets o f wayfinding tasks 
in both urban settings in the VR lab. From the  general feedback, the maximum speed was 
considered to  be to o  slow, and was perceived to  be much slow er than a walking speed in the 
real w o rld . This was particularly obvious on long straight stretches o f road. As each
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individual could decide when to  reach the set maximum speed and there was no physical 
tiredness involved, the maximum speed could be increased. As a further consideration, a low 
maximum speed would cause longer time in the VR lab in completing wayfinding tasks, which 
could result in more participants suffering from  ‘motion sickness’. In consideration of such 
feedback, the maximum speed was therefore doubled to  4.4m per second (10 mph). This 
maximum speed was tested again. The volunteers were more satisfied with the maximum 
speed w ith which they could reach, but still fe lt it  equated to  normal walking speed.
Another test on the VR models was to  check the consistency of scenes from street 
viewpoints. Two volunteers, who were both familiar w ith  VR and handling with computers, 
were invited to  inspect exhaustively fo r consistency o f scenes and completion of objects in 
all models. The tw o  volunteers ‘walked’ through every street in both urban models and the 
model fo r the training session; all models were run on-screen. Every facade of all objects (e.g. 
buildings) visible from  street viewpoints was checked. Any reported facades w ithout realistic 
photo images were then textured. Furthermore, the consistency of street signs was also 
inspected, w ith particular regard to  any missing street signs and the consistency of the style. 
The names on street signs were also checked to  make sure that they corresponded to  the 
street names shown on the maps. Improvement was thus made fo r the final version o f the 
VR models.
The wayfinding assistance provided by a PDA was tested in tw o  aspects: the completeness of 
the information and any difficulties experienced in PDA use. In the first stage of testing, two 
volunteers were invited to  access all instructions in both te x t and voice mode via the PDA, 
and to  ‘walk’ in the VR models (on-screen) following the instructions. The maps were also 
tested by accessing all options such as zoom-in maps, sketch maps w ith different landmarks 
and road names displayed. Any missing and incorrect information was recorded and then 
amended. There was no report on any difficulty in using the information provided. In the 
second stage o f testing, nine volunteers took part in completing the tw o sets of wayfinding 
tasks in both urban settings. The VR models were implemented on a large projected screen 
instead o f in the VR lab as the available grant fo r using the VR lab could only cover the time 
fo r the final experiments. During these tests, the investigator was available to  record any 
problems and feedback given. Any incorrect/missing information was recorded. Further 
m inor modifications were thus made. Regarding the difficulty encountered in using the PDA 
fo r accessing the information, it was recorded during the tests and the subsequent interview. 
Only tw o  concerns were raised in using the PDA: difficulties in using the stylus to  click the 
screen, and the need to  use reading glasses coupled w ith a stronger back light fo r some 
individuals. A  more clear instruction fo r using a stylus to  click relevant items was then built
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into the training session. It was also noted in the test procedure that participants should be 
invited to  adjust the back light according to  their needs before commencing the experiments.
Finally, tests were carried out on the multi-source data collection method. The recording of 
location (x, y, z) within the VR models was tested at the same time as three volunteers were 
tested fo r walking speed (see above). The tracks, derived from (x, y) coordinates, were 
plotted and overlaid w ith the area maps, which were found to  precisely represent the routes 
walked after a simple shift transformation to  real w orld  co-ordinates. The z value correctly 
recorded the eye-level height. The recording frequency was adjusted from once every 0.1 
second to  once every second to  avoid unnecessary large files. For recording the information 
access and usage via a PDA, the test was carried out while conducting the test fo r wayfinding 
assistance information provided on nine volunteers (see the previous paragraph). The data 
recorded through a set o f Cookies were exported from  the PDA and sorted by time 
sequence. The data were then compared w ith the actual access log recorded by the 
investigator. The results showed that the set of recordings fo r this purpose was working 
correctly. It was noted that there was limited storage capability fo r each Cookie data file. 
Therefore, it was decided that the recorded data files would be downloaded when 
participants took rests during the experiments instead of downloading all data files when the 
entire experiment was finished. Furthermore, the interface and the program fo r recording 
participant action during the wayfinding tasks were tested. The observation data were 
recorded correctly into the database tables in Access. The interface was improved by re­
arranging some o f the action buttons fo r convenience o f use. Buttons to  record rest periods 
and the onset of any motion sickness were added to  record these events.
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Conduct of the Experiments
In this Chapter, the conduct of the wayfinding experiments is described in five sections. It 
begins w ith a brief account of the preparatory w ork  carried out fo r the experiments and is 
followed by a summary o f the participants, a description of the implementation site of the 
experiments and the equipment used. The conduct o f the tw o sets of wayfinding 
experiments in tw o different urban settings is then presented in accordance with the 
experimental design discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, the procedures o f multi-source data 
capture during the experiment are described.
7.1 Preparation for the experiments
Before conducting the experiment designed fo r this research, extensive preparatory w ork 
was carried out. First o f all, an information sheet was w ritten  to  inform potential participants 
about the background to  the experiments, including the broad objective of the research, the 
general procedure, as well as the site and equipment used in the experiments. In addition, 
prospective participants were assured that all o f the information provided and collected 
during the experiments would be treated in strict confidence and that they would not be 
individually identifiable in the results in any way. Also included in the information sheet was a 
statement on the ir right to  w ithdraw from the experiments at any time and w ithout giving 
any reason. A  consent form was prepared fo r signature by participants in accordance with 
UCL regulations fo r using the VR lab. This was to  ensure that participants had understood all 
o f the information given, any risk that might occur during the experiments and their right to  
withdraw. A  copy of the information sheet and the consent form can be found in Appendix I. 
Furthermore, data protection and ethic approval forms were completed by the investigator. 
Approvals were issued by UCL Records Office and UCL Committee fo r the Ethics o f non- 
NHS Human Research respectively fo r recording participant contact data and using the VR 
lab fo r experiments.
Having anticipated that the period required to  complete the experiments on all participants 
would last a few months, a procedure and a check list was drawn up fo r the investigator to  
ensure that the experimental procedures used fo r each participant would be consistent. The 
procedure listed all the steps in the process which should be followed by the investigator 
before, during and after each experiment. The process steps included preparing fo r the 
experiment, such as by ensuring that VR models and equipment were ready, that participants
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were informed and that correct experiment procedure would be followed in the correct 
sequence. The check list included all the materials needed fo r the experiments such as all the 
questionnaires, task sheets and necessary equipment in the VR lab.
7.2 Participants
The length o f each experiment necessitated the use o f an opportunity sample of volunteers 
who were willing to  devote the necessary time and effort, often at short notice due the 
booking constraints of the VR lab. W ith in  this situation, an effort was made to include 
participants from  a range o f age groups, different backgrounds and different disciplines. 
Participants received no payment o r any form  o f incentive fo r their participation.
A  total o f 30 participants, who had not been involved in any of the pilot experiments 
discussed in §6.5, were recruited to  take part in the final experiment. There were 14 females 
and 16 males. One female decided to  terminate the experiment after the first task in the first 
test setting. Another tw o  participants, one male and one female, only completed 5 out the 6 
tasks in their firs t test setting because of motion sickness and VR lab booking time. However, 
these tw o  participants did complete the part I o f the post-experiment questionnaire. These 
tw o  questionnaire responses were included in the analysis in §8.3. The other data collected 
from these tw o  participants were not included in the data analysis. This reduced the total 
number o f completed participants to  27 w ith 12 females and 15 males. The mean age of the 
participants was 33, w ith ages ranging from  23 to  52 years. Among the full participants, were 
12 British and 15 non-British. A ll but tw o  of the participants (who were visitors with 
knowledge of UK) were residents of the UK. 20 participants were W hite  (including British 
W hite, European W hite, non-European W hite) w ith 7 non-W hite (including Asian, Orientals 
and Mixed). For educational background, all participants had a university degree. Participant 
occupations included university researcher, PhD student, police officer, lecturer, project 
manager and artist; educational backgrounds included GIScience, geography, planning, 
computer science, architecture, social science, arts and humanities. All participants had 
knowledge of using the Internet and searching travel information via the Web, but few of 
them used a PDA frequently. None o f them had previously used a mobile device as a 
navigation assistant in wayfinding tasks. In addition, none of the participants had any previous 
familiarity w ith either o f the tw o urban test settings. A general summary on all participants is 
shown in Table 7.1 below.
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Participants No. Males Females Average age British Non-British
Included in the result data 27 15 12 33 12 15
Excluded (because partially 
completed tasks) 2 1 1 29 1 1
Excluded (because 
withdraw from the 
experiment)
1 1 1
Table 7.1 Participants characteristics (small number data suppressed).
7.3 Experiment site and equipment
The study areas were tw o  urban areas which had been created as VR models (discussed in 
§6.2.1). referred to  here as urban setting I (U l)  and urban setting 2 (U2). These covered 
areas o f approximate 48 hectares and 35 hectares respectively. The tw o urban VR models 
were implemented in an Immersive Projection Technology (IPT) VR laboratory located in 
Department o f Computer Science at University College London.
This CAVE-like IPT system was used to  generate the virtual environment fo r the 
experiments. It was powered by a Silicon Graphics Onyx2 w ith eight 300MHz R12000 MIPS 
processors, 8GB RAM and four Infinite Reality2 graphics pipes (Swapp, 2004). This machine 
processed all the graphics input pertaining to  the system. The images were projected onto 
three 3 metre by 2.2 metre walls (front, left and right wall) and a 3 metre by 3 metre floor 
(Figure 7 .1 (a) and (b)). Participants wore CrystalEyes stereo glasses during the experiments. 
The stereo glasses incorporate tracking devices (Figure 7.2 (a)) that can record participant 
locations using an Intersense IS9000 system w ith 2mm accuracy, w ith an end-to-end latency 
o f 50ms. The IPT system runs at a maximum refresh rate o f 45Hz in stereo. In this 
experiment, participant locations w ithin the VR models were recorded once every second 
w ith 0. Im accuracy. In addition, a joy-stick like device was used to  control movement in the 
VR environments, as shown in Figure 7.2 (a). Although participants could physically move in 
the 9 square metres of VR laboratory space during the experiments, the ‘walking’ and 
‘moving around’ in the VR environments were actually controlled by using the joy-stick 
device. In the VR test environments, participants could turn their head to  the left o r to  the 
right in order to  view the surrounding environments. The view was not restricted to  a 
narrow angle. Figure 7.1(a) illustrates a close-up view of a participant navigating using a joy­
stick device in test urban setting I (U l)  w ith  projected images on the floor and the walls of 
the VR laboratory, whilst Figure 7 .1 (b) shows a more general scene with a participant in test
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urban setting 2 (U2) w ith  pro jected  images on the th ree  walls and the floor. O the r scenes 
from  both urban settings are given in Appendix III.
(b)
Figure 7 .1 Scenes o f the experim ent settings in the VR laboratory; the PDA can be seen on
top  o f the tr ip o d  to  the right in (b).
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stereo glasses track device
(b) (c)
Figure 7.2 Elements o f equipm ent used in the experiments:
(a) s tereo glasses, joystick and track  device; (b) a general view  o f the equipment in the CAVE;
(c) the PDA placed on a small platform .
A n o th e r set o f equipm ent used in the experim ents comprised a Personal Data Assistant 
(PDA) and a tr ip o d  w ith  a small p la tfo rm  fo r  placing the PDA (Figure 7.2(b) and Figure 
7.2(c)). The model o f the PDA was an HP Jornada 568 (donated by H ew le tt Packard Labs, 
B risto l) w ith  a 240 by 360 pixels screen and 63.32MB ARM SAI I 10 processor. A  stylus was 
used to  activate programmes o r  to  select items by tapping the screen. The inform ation fo r 
assisting wayfinding could be accessed th rough the PDA using a standard In ternet Explorer 
interface. In addition, a small p la tfo rm  w ith  a w ooden edge and fe lt surface was specially 
made fo r  the experim ents, shown in Figure 7.2 (c). This small p latform  fixed on top  o f a 
height adjustable tr ip o d  allowed participants to  easily place the PDA w ith in  reach (Figure 7.2
(b)). This was done to  reduce the inconvenience tha t participants m ight feel since they would 
have to  hold the joy-stick during the wayfinding tasks.
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Additionally, a laptop computer was used fo r running the observation recording program 
which was created fo r this research (discussed in §6.2.3). This program used a purpose-built 
clickable interface and was installed in the laptop as an interface to  a Microsoft Access 
database. The laptop was used solely by the investigator, in the background, to  record the 
direct observations o f participant actions during the experiments.
7.4 Experimental procedure
Prior to  the on-site experiments, an email o r a printed letter was sent out to  all recruited 
participants. Provided in the email/letter was the information sheet and the consent form 
discussed in §7.1. The pre-experiment questionnaire (see §6.1 and Appendix I) was also 
attached w ith the email/letter. All participants were required to  complete the questionnaire 
before the experiments, and to  bring the completed questionnaire and the consent form 
w ith them when attending the experiments. In addition, a map was included giving the 
location o f University College London and Department o f Computer Science building where 
the VR Lab is located, together w ith  a w ritten  instruction on how to  get the VR Lab.
W hen the participants came fo r the on-site experiments, the investigator checked with them 
if the pre-experiment questionnaire had been completed. Then the experiment procedure 
and the equipment were further explained to  the participants. All questions concerning the 
procedure were answered. Items in the consent form  were also explained to  make sure that 
the participants fully understood their right to  withdrawn from the experiment and the 
possible potential risks (e.g. motion sickness) caused by using VR environments. No 
information was given on the real towns upon which the VR urban models had been based. 
All participants were satisfied w ith the information provided about the experiments. The 
consent form  was signed by all participants. This process took approximately five to  ten 
minutes.
A t the beginning of the wayfinding experiments, a training session was provided to  all 
participants inside the VR environment. Figure 7.3 (a) shows the map of the training area, 
whilst Figure 7.3 (b) and (c) shows tw o views o f it. One aspect o f the training session was to 
familiarise the participants w ith navigating in a VR environment. The participants, wearing a 
pair o f stereo glasses, were shown how to  use the joystick to  ‘walk’ around inside the VR 
training area. They were informed that they could move their head left o r right / up o r down 
to  view the surroundings as in the real world. They were also informed that they could 
physically move around in the 3m by 3m lab floo r area, but that the movement in the VR 
environment was controlled by the joystick. In addition, all participants were advised to
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‘w alk ’ along the road n e tw o rk , ra ther than roam amongst the buildings o r  across the lawns 
which would be parts o f residents’ garden areas. The participants w ere then allowed to  
practice navigating inside the VR tra in ing area fo r  approxim ate ly 5 minutes. Another aspect 
o f the train ing session was to  ins truc t the participants on how  to  access the information 
using a PDA when attem pting the wayfinding tasks. A ll options were shown to  the 
participants fo r  acquiring maps, te x t and voice in form ation ; and they w ere informed that they 
could choose any available in form ation  from  the PDA during the experiments, at any time 
according to  th e ir preference and needs in com pleting the wayfinding tasks. The participants 
w ere given about a fu rth e r 5 m inutes to  practice. The to ta l training session to o k  
approxim ately 15 minutes.
(a)
metres
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(c)
Figure 7.3 The train ing area: (a) map o f the  area; (b) and (c) views o f the training area.
The main wayfinding tasks w ere  carried o u t in tw o  VR urban models: urban setting I (U l)  
and urban setting 2 (U2). A ll participants w ere  required to  com plete the pre-described 
wayfinding tasks in both  settings. Half o f them  started the firs t set o f wayfinding tasks in U I , 
w h ils t the o the r half started in U2, thus a lternating the setting in which the participants 
started and finished th e ir tasks (Table 7.2). Before the experim ents w ere started, the 
participants w ere  advised and encouraged to  voice th e ir thoughts and emotions during the ir 
wayfinding activities. H ow ever, the participants w ere  no t in te rrup ted  o r  reminded to  do this 
during the experiments. D uring  the experim ent fo r  each urban setting, an A4 page was 
provided on which all pre-described wayfinding destinations w ere  printed in sequence. This 
paper, which was fixed on the top  o f the tr ipod , can be seen in Figure 7.2 (b). N o  required 
tim e lim it was set fo r  the participants to  finish the wayfinding tasks.
The urban setting used fo r  the firs t 
part o f wayfinding tasks
Participants
Urban setting 1 (U l)
POI, P03, P05, P07, P09, PI 1, P I3 
P I5, P I7, P I9, P 2 I.P 23, P25, P27
Urban setting 2 (U2)
P02, P04, P06, P08, P 10, P I2, P I4 
P I6, P I8, P20, P22, P24, P26
Table 7.2 Sequence o f urban settings used fo r  each o f the participants.
The process o f conducting the experim ents fo llow ed  the designed wayfinding experim ent 
p rocedure as discussed in §6.4. For the f irs t set o f wayfinding tasks, all participants w ere
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instructed to  begin at a car park (marked P in Figure 6.12 (a) and (b)) as the starting point 
and to  then find five destinations D l to  D5 sequentially before returning to  the car park (see 
Table 7.3). Figure 7.4 (a) to  (f) and Figure 7.5 (a) to  (f) show scenes of the start/finish point 
and five destinations D l to  D5 in both VR urban settings U l and U2 respectively. The 
participants were advised to  take rests either at any one o f the destinations o r any other 
time when they fe lt this was needed. During the experiments the participant’s exact current 
position was not displayed on the PDA. The reasons fo r this are twofold. Firstly, in the real 
world, although the location o f individuals can be identified through location-aware mobile 
devices, this would be to  different levels of accuracy depending on the positioning 
technologies used (GPS, cellular network based) and the nature o f the urban area (high-rise 
city centre, low-rise suburban). Hence, given current technologies, the location of a mobile 
device cannot accurately and consistently be expressed as a point in urban areas. Secondly, 
not providing exact current position puts all participants on an equal footing regardless of 
whether maps, voice o r te x t are used. However, the starting point could be clearly identified 
by participants. No participants had problems in locating the start points in settings UI and 
U2. During the experiment, all participants used the PDA to  access information (route 
instructions and/or maps o f the area) fo r assisting their wayfinding activities. O f the 30 
participants that took  part in the firs t set o f wayfinding tasks, 27 completed all o f the pre­
specified tasks. Among the three participants who did not complete the tasks, one decided 
to  w ithdraw from the experiment after reaching the firs t destination D l in setting U l. This 
participant did not feel very well yet still wanted to  carry on. Later, this participant was 
advised to  stop. The o ther tw o  participants that did not complete the tasks stopped at 
destination D5 (one in setting U I whilst another in setting U2) after finished five wayfinding 
destinations. Both were ended due to  motion sickness caused by navigating in VR. The time 
taken fo r completing the first set o f wayfinding tasks varied depending on each participant’s 
situation, ranging from 40 minutes to  I hour. This also included time taken fo r rests. The 
post-experiment questionnaire part I (discussed in §6.3, see also Appendix V) was given to 
each participant after he/she finished the first set o f wayfinding tasks whether in setting UI 
o r U2. Participants were led to  an adjacent room in order to  finish the questionnaire and the 
investigator was on hand to  answer any questions that they might have about the 
questionnaire. The time fo r completing the post-experiment questionnaire part I was 
approximately 15 minutes.
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Destinations in U l Destinations in U2
start P - car park P - car park
D l t  - m odern church Castle
D2 P O  -  Post O ffice t  - Church
D3 M acDonald’s M k t  - M arket Square
D4 Cinema Superstore
D5 M onum ent P ub  -  public house
finish P - car park P - car park
Table 7.3 The destinations in urban settings U l and U2.
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(0
Figure 7.4 The scenes at the starting p o in t and five destinations in setting U l:
(a) the start/fin ish point; (b) destination D l ;  (c) destination D2; (d) destination D3; 
(e) destination D4; (f) destination D5.
(a)
(b)
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(0
Figure 7.5 The scenes at the starting p o in t and five destinations in setting U2:
(a) the start/fin ish point; (b) destination D l ;  (c) destination D2; (d) destination D3;
(e) destination D4; (f) destination D5.
The procedure  fo r  the second set o f wayfinding tasks was carried o u t in the same way as the 
firs t, except tha t it  was perform ed in a d iffe ren t test setting. The 27 participants, who 
finished the firs t set o f wayfinding tasks, had all com pleted the wayfinding tasks in the o ther 
setting. The tim e taken ranged from  40 m inutes to  I hour, which also varied from  person to  
person. The post-experim en t questionnaire part 2 (Appendix V) was then completed in a 
sim ilar m anner to  part I by the  participants, which to o k  approximately 15 minutes. An 
approxim ate five m inute inform al de-briefing in terv iew  was conducted in a conversation style 
and m inuted on paper afterw ards by the  investigator. The entire  on-site experiments to o k  
about 2 -3 hours to  com plete fo r  each participant.
7.5 Data capture
Data w ere  captured during the experim ent automatically and semi-automatically using 
d iffe ren t devices. These m ulti-source data w ere  the positional track through the VR systems, 
the PDA usage data via cookie files and the observation data recorded by using an Access 
database w ith  a purpose-bu ilt clickable interface.
D uring the course o f the wayfinding experim ents, the location o f each participant w ith in  each 
urban setting was tracked w ith  a tim e  stamp using the tracking device and the VR system. 
The VR system was run and m on ito red  by the CAVE manager during the experiments. The 
en tire  rou te  o f each partic ipant was recorded in a tim e-location fo rm at o f (t, x, y). Head
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height and head movements were also logged in a form at o f (z, pitch, yaw, roll). Figure 7.6 (a) 
illustrates the positional data, whilst Figures 7.6 (b) demonstrates the head movements. 
These data were captured automatically once every second and saved in tex t files. A  sample 
o f the track data is shown in Table 7.4. The six columns (X_w, Y_w, Z_w, Pitch_w, Yaw_w, 
Roll_w) are the position data in the VR environment, which include x  y z coordinates and
head movements. The following six columns (X_t, Y_t, Z_t, Pitch_t, Yaw_t, Roll t) record
the actual position data in VR Lab where individuals physically stand o r move, which is not 
used in this research.
t
(a)
roll
ym r
pitch
(b)
Figure 7.6 Positional data (X, Y, Z) and head movements (Pitch, Roll, Yaw): 
(a) positional data; (b) head movement.
Tim e X w Y w  Z  w Pitch w  Roll w Yaw  w  X t Y t Z  t Pitch t Roll t Yaw t
1791 0 5 8 4 211 .6 1.6 -10 .6 8.4 45 .0 0 .5 -0.7 1.5 -10.6 8.4 -12.2
792 .0 58 .4 211 .5 1.6 -10.6 8.4 32.6 0 .5 -0.7 1.5 -10.6 8.4 -12.2
793 1 58 .2 211 .7 1.6 -10.4 8 7 30.8 0 .5 -0.7 1.5 -10.4 8.7 -10.7
; 794 .0 57 .2 212 .7 1.6 -10.2 8 .9 32.4 0 .5 -0.7 1.5 -10.2 8.9 -9 1
795 .0 56 .0 213 .7 1.6 -10 .9 7 .8 27.1 0 .5 -0.7 1.5 -10.9 7.8 -14.3
796 .0 54 .9 214 .8 1.6 - 9 5 10.7 39 .3 0 .5 -0.7 1.5 -9.5 10.7 -2.1
797 .0 53 .8 215 .8 1.6 -9 .5 11.0 41.7 0 .5 -0.7 1.5 -9 .5 11 0 0.3
798  1 52 .6 216 .8 1 6 -10.4 1 0 2 36 .3 0 5 -0.7 1.5 -10.4 10.2 -3.8
799 .0 52 .2 217 .3 1.6 -10.5 10.1 26 .2 0 .5 -0.7 1.5 -10.5 10.1 -4 4
800 .0 51 6 2 1 8 0 1.6 -10.0 9.2 31 .0 0.5 -0.6 1.5 -10.0 9.2 0.5
801 .0 50 .8 219 .3 1.6 -10.7 9.1 31.7 0 .5 -0.6 1.5 -10.7 9.1 1.2
802 0 4 9 9 220  4 1.6 -7 .3 9 .6 36 .6 0 .5 -0.7 1 5 -7.3 9.6 6.1
803.1 49 .0 2 21 .7 1.6 - 8 9 9 2 34.7 0 .5 -0.7 1.5 -8.9 9.2 4.1
804 .0 48 .5 222 .4 1.5 -39.7 10.3 37.8 0.5 -0.6 1.4 -39.7 10.3 7.2
805 .0 48 .2 2 22 .8 1.6 -6 .9 7.7 36.3 0 5 -0.7 1.5 -6.9 7.7 5.7
806.1 47.3 224 2 1.6 -8 .9 7 .7 36.5 0 .5 -0.7 1.5 -8.9 7 7 5.9
807 .0 4 6 5 2 25 .4 1 6 -8.9 7.7 36.5 0 .5 -0.7 1.5 -8.9 7.7 5.9
Table 7.4 Sample data from  of the movement track data.
The second set o f data captured during the experiment was PDA usage. On each occasion 
that participants used the PDA to  acquire information, the pages accessed along with the 
access time were recorded automatically through the programmed Cookies. A  sample of the
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recorded Cookie data files is shown in Figure 7.7. The firs t line is the name of the 
information page that was accessed; and the second line is the time when it was accessed. 
The subsequent lines record the file d irectory in which the page was stored and the system 
expiring time. A fter the **’ sign, there is another record showing that the same page was 
accessed again. For the record shown in Figure 7.7, a sketch map page with all landmarks 
shown (SW-SALL) was accessed twice, once at 16:45:55 and another time at 16:55:10.
SW-SALL
I6M45S55
— local— Asw-pda\sw-sall\
0
12771655683107929272877555229645113
*
I6M 55SI0
V
— local— Asw-pda\sw-sall\
0
127716556831079292198380825629645114
Figure 7.7 Sample data from Cookie data files.
Additional observations fo r each participant’s actions were carried out by the investigator 
throughout the experiment. These observations were recorded by clicking the relevant 
action buttons through the observation recording program interface (Figure 6.11). These 
observations included when participants looked at the PDA fo r information, where 
participants got lost, the completion time o f individual tasks, any rotation of the PDA in the 
hand (as if turning the map around) and so on. Participants were encouraged to  speak aloud 
their thoughts and feelings as they progressed through the tasks. Thus, some observations 
on emotion and the confidence level o f participants during the wayfinding tasks could also 
captured. Figure 7.8 illustrates a part o f a recorded observation data table in an Access 
database file. The action column corresponds to  the option buttons in the interface, whilst 
the time was captured automatically when buttons were clicked.
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c o u n t a c tio n tim e
3 3 F o u n d  D 2 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 3 :1 2
3 4 S ta t io n a ry 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 3 :5 3
3 5 L o o k  a t P D A 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 3 :5 4
3 6  V o ic e  In s t - B 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 3 :5 7
3 7 S lo w 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 4 :0 6
3 8 C o n fid e n tM 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 4 :2 8
3 9 In te rm e d ia te 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 4 :2 9
4 0 L o o k  fo r S tr  N a m e 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 4 :5 1
41 In te rm e d ia te 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 4 :5 2
4 2 S -L o s t 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 5 :0 4
4 3 L o o k  fo r S tr  N a m e 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 5 :0 8
4 4 L o o k  fo r S tr  N a m e 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 5 :1 4
4 5  S ta t io n a ry 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 5 :1 6
4 6 L o o k  at P D A 2 5 /0 8 /2 0 0 4  11 4 5 :1 7
Figure 7.8 Sample data from  recorded observation data files.
Throughout the experiments, the multi-source data were captured, including the positional 
track data, information usage data and observation data. The data could then be 
synchronised and integrated. The exact position o f an individual in VR urban settings at any 
time could thus be re-traced through the detailed tracking data. Furthermore, the 
information usage data and observation data could subsequently be explored along with the 
location and time.
7.6 Conclusion
The final wayfinding experiments including the pre-experiment questionnaire and post­
experiment questionnaire and debrief interview were carried out successfully following the 
designed procedure. A  wide range of empirical data was collected through the experiments. 
In the next Chapter, these data are discussed in detail and analysed.
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Data Integration, Analysis and Discussion
As discussed in Chapter 7, data have been collected through a range of different data 
sources. There are four principal data sets that have been created by this research: 
movement tracking, information accessed through a PDA, observation data of participant 
actions and data from questionnaires. The integrated data and derived variables together 
provide elements o f a comprehensive picture that can be used to  study the behaviour, 
interaction and spatial information transactions between individuals, mobile devices and 
environments. Formatting and integrating the original data collected from the experiments is 
described in §8.1. The pre-experiment questionnaire is analysed in §8.2, whilst the questions 
relating to  sense o f presence in VR and the commonality o f wayfinding strategies in VR and 
the real world in the post-experiment questionnaire are examined in §8.3. In §8.4 position, 
distance and time variables are analysed in terms o f wayfinding behaviour. PDA spatial 
information usage is analysed in §8.5 and a classification of individual patterns of PDA usage is 
presented in §8.6. In §8.7 a number o f group and individual case studies are provided.
8.1 Data Formatting and Integration
Data from the experiment results were collected through four different data sources: 
positional data tracked through the VR system, PDA spatial information usage data captured 
through the Cookies w ritten  and installed in the PDA (§6.2.3), observation data of 
participant actions recorded through an Access database w ith an interface programmed and 
installed in a laptop (§6.2.3), self-assessed individual spatial ability measures obtained through 
the pre-experiment questionnaire (§6.1 and Appendix II) and feedback to  the experiments in 
the post-experiment questionnaires (§6.3 and Appendix V). These original data can then be 
categorised as follows:
■ positional data w ith time showing the movement track of each participant: P((t, x, 
y) along w ith  head height data z and head movement data pitch, yaw and roll, as 
discussed in §7.5;
■ PDA information usage: Info-PDAj {t, Ptype, Pmode, Poccess} which are respectively the 
type o f information acquired from  the PDA (e.g. map information, route 
information), the mode by which it was acquired (e.g. through voice, text o r map 
layout) and the way in which it  was accessed (either click fo r new information o r 
look again at the same information);
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■ observational data: Oi{t, BPDa, B,comf)/ete, Bmow, BConf,dence} which are respectively the
usage o f PDA (such as rotation o f the device and looking at PDA), the 
completion o f individual tasks, movement characteristics (e.g. looking fo r street 
name, hesitation o r making decision), and the level of confidence expressed 
during the wayfinding tasks;
■ response data from  the pre-experiment questionnaire on participant self­
assessed spatial ability SAj{Ss<i, Smu, S?s<fc Sso} which respectively represent the self­
assessed sense o f direction, map use, general spatial ability and spatial awareness 
(the details o f these four aspects are discussed in §6.1 and §6.5.1); TKj{T/Coute. 
TKiandmark, TKmop} presents individual tendency fo r route-oriented, landmark- 
oriented and map-oriented thinking in wayfinding, visual-spatial ability and 
technology familiarity;
■ feedback data from  post-experiment questionnaires on the experience o f VR
w ith respect to  ‘sense o f presence’, and commonality between wayfinding 
approaches adopted in VR environments and those used in the real world;
■ sketch maps of the settings and w ritten  descriptions o f the routes taken; 
where i = I to  27 fo r each participant; t is the time recorded in seconds.
8 .1. 1 Form atting of the Original Data Sets
The positional track data record the movement of each participant, Pj(tj, Xi, y) i = I to  27. 
The (x, y) coordinates recorded through the VR system were not in the GB National Grid 
coordinate system. Following the principle o f geo-rectification commonly used for satellite 
imagery, coordinates recorded through the VR system were compared with the coordinates 
in the GB National Grid system fo r shift, rotation and scaling in order to  transform the 
original track data to  the National Grid. N o scaling and rotation was needed to  position data 
in both settings U I and U2. Only shift was required:
■ Xi = xi + 485,273, Yi = yi + 237,528 fo r setting UI
- Xi = Xi + 553,831, Yi = y( + 238,435 fo r setting U2
The track data, therefore, can be overlaid w ith  OS MasterMap™ data. Data on head height z
and head movement (pitch, yaw, roll) are not used fo r analysis in this thesis, and are only
used to  confirm observation data such as whether an individual was looking at the PDA or 
looking at street names. Thus no formatting has been carried out on these data. 
Furthermore, according to  the observation records of resting time fo r each participant, the 
position data recorded by the VR system during these rest times were removed. Finally, for 
the positional track data, 54 data tables were created using time as index field covering all 27
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participants in both settings U l (total 43,985 positional track points) and U2 (total 44,156 
positional track points).
PDA information usage data were recorded through Cookies installed in a PDA. There are 
I 132 recorded Cookie te x t files fo r the 27 participants, 463 files fo r setting U l and 670 for 
setting U2. Scripts were w ritten  to  extract, from  these tex t files, the data on PDA 
information accessed and the access time, and to  join all the records fo r each participant into 
a data table w ith time as the index field. Thus PDA information usage data were in 54 data 
tables comprising 27 tables fo r U I and 27 tables fo r U2.
Participant overt actions were recorded through observation during the experiments. These 
were stored in Access database tables w ith time as the index field. These data tables were 
exported into 54 observation data tables which are fo r 27 participants in both settings UI 
and U2.
For the pre-experiment questionnaire (§6.1 and Appendix II), responses to  questions I to  17 
were coded into numeric 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 representing answers from ‘strongly disagree’ 
to  ‘strongly agree’. The responses to  questions 18 to  22 relating to  familiarity with 
technologies were coded as 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 representing answers from ‘never’ used to ‘daily’ or 
‘weekly’ usage. A  spreadsheet was created fo r all 27 participants with all coded responses for 
all 22 questions along w ith  participant demographic background. The last two questions were 
coded as descriptions in te x t format. The responses to  the visio-spatial ability test were 
scored as the number o f correct answers.
Feedback from the post-experiment questionnaire (§6.3 and Appendix V) was also coded 
into a spreadsheet. The responses to  the firs t 6 questions concerning the experience after 
wayfinding in VR environment were coded as 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 representing answers from 
‘strongly disagree’ to  ‘strongly agree’. The next 2 questions, which are descriptions o f the 
experience in VR, were coded in te x t format. In addition, the features remembered and the 
description o f routes taken were coded as descriptions in text format. Sketch maps drawn 
by each participant were also coded w ith  scanned image and explanatory text with 
participant ID attached.
In all the above data sets, participant ID numbers were used as references for each individual 
and all names were removed from  the data sets.
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8 .1.2 Data Integration
The data sets discussed above can be integrated to  provide a data source containing a range 
o f elements which perm it the study o f behaviour and interactions between individuals, 
mobile devices and environments. There were three stages fo r integrating these data sets. 
Firstly, the PDA information usage data sets and observation data sets for each participant 
were combined and sorted sequentially through the time field t in both data sets to  form a 
time series. This process was carried ou t fo r all 54 tables covering 27 participants in both 
settings U I and U2. Thus 54 actions tables were created comprising both PDA information 
usage and observed overt actions in a time sequence. Secondly, these action data tables were 
joined w ith  positional track tables using common time field t as the primary key in both data 
sets. Thus geographical coordinates were added to  the PDA information usage data and the 
observation data. This integration was performed on the 54 action tables and 54 positional 
track data tables. Thirdly, these data were further linked w ith individual spatial ability elicited 
from  pre-experiment questionnaire data, using participant ID as a primary key. Responses 
from  the post-experiment questionnaires were also linked w ith these data in the same way. 
Figure 8 .1 illustrates these stages o f the data integration.
PDA usage
PID Action t
P03 sw-map 366
P03 sw-smus 370
P03 swmap-z 374
P03 swmap-z1 375
P03 sw-txt 391
P03 sw-txt2 394
P03 sw-txt2d 395
Observation data
sequential combine
PID Action f
P03 Look at PDA 10
P03 Slow 15
P03 Look for Str Name 20
P03 Move +  Observe 22
P03 Stationary 24
P03 Look at PDA 27
P03 Slow 29
P03 Look at PDA 37
P03 Intermediate 39
P03 Move +  Observe 46
P03 Look for Str Name 54
P03 Slow 61
P03 Intermediate 66
P03 Look for Str Name 87
P03 Look at PDA 92
P03 Slow 94
P03 Move + Observe 106
P03 Stationary 111
P03 Found D1 113
join with t as primary key
Positional track
PID t X y X Y
P03 1 178.841: 94.996 554010; 238530
P03 ; 2 178.877: 95.039 554010 238530
P03 3 178.892 94.974 554010 238530
P03 4 178.951 95.082 554010; 238530
P03 5 178.937 95.086 554010 238530
P03 6 178.9 94.988 554010 238530
Pre-experiment questionnaire
link
PID
P03 Responses spreadsheet
Post-experiment questionnaire
PID
Responses spreadsheetP03
Figure 8 .1 The data integration process 
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Through integrating the different data sets, additional variables could be calculated such as 
completion time, distance travelled, route taken, when and where information was required, 
when and where e rrors occurred. Additionally, individual and aggregated routes could be 
mapped and studied. Thus, the integrated data set was able to  capture many pertinent 
aspects o f information usage, overt actions, wayfinding performance, and an indication of 
user preferences. Table 8.1 provides an example o f the finished integrated data table 
including some additionally calculated variables.
Ref PID Lapse X V  Action POAuse PDAelapse Time4tesk route Distance static-time PDA-timeT Plan-time
43646 P03 983 553923 238343 5 1 41 PDAuse PDA-routeT planning
43647 P03 984 553923 238343 5 0 POAuse PDA-routeT planning
43648 P03 985 553923 238343 5 0 PDAuse PDA-routeT planning
43649 P03 986 553921 238344 5 2 24 PDAuse PDA-routeT planning
43650 P03 987 553921 238344 5 0 PDAuse PDA-routeT planning
43651 P03 988 553921 238344 5 0 PDAuse PDA-routeT planning
43652 P03 989 553921 238344 5 0: PDAuse PDA-routeT planning
43653 P03 990 553921 238344 Move ♦ Observe 52 5 0 PDAuse PDA-routeT planning
43654 P03 991 553921 238344 Look at PDA PDA-W-look 23 53 5 0 PDAuse PDA-routeT planning
43655 P03 992 553921 238344 5 0 PDAuse PDA-routeT planning
43656 P03 993 553921 238344 5 0 PDAuse PDA-routeT planning
43657 P03 994 553921 238344 sw-map PDA-mapS-dick 3 56 5 0 PDAuse PDA-mapS planning
43658 P03 995 553921 238344 5 0 PDAuse PDA-mapS planning
43659 P03 996 553921 238344 5 0 PDAuse PDA-mapS planning
43660 P03 997 553921 238344 5 0 PDAuse PDA-mapS planning
43661 P03 998 553921 238344 5 0 PDAuse PDA-mapS planning
43662 P03 999 553921 238344 5 0 PDAuse PDA-mapS planning
43663 P03 1000 553921 238344 sw-sall PDA-mapS-dick-lmk 6 62 5 0 PDAuse PDA-mapS planning
43664 P03 1001 553921 238344 5 0 PDAuse PDA-mapS planning
43665 P03 1002 553921 238344 5 0 PDAuse PDA-mapS planning
43666 P03 1003 553921 238344 sw-rdelmsa PDA-mapS-dick-stm 3 65 5 0 PDAuse PDA-mapS planning
Figure 8 .1 Example o f integrated data table.
8.2 Analysis o f P re -E x p e rim e n t Q uestionna ire
8.2.1 Variables
Four variables indicating individual spatial ability have been derived from the results of the 
pre-experiment questionnaire. The firs t variable, denoted as Ss<j in this thesis, concerns the 
sense o f direction aspect o f spatial ability. The initial value of variable SSd fo r each participant 
is the ir combined total score fo r questions Q l to  Q5 in Table 6.2. The second variable, Smu, 
reflects map use ability w ith  its initial value as the combined total score of questions Q9 and 
Q IO  in Table 6.2. General spatial ability as the th ird  variable, denoted as SjJ0, concerns 
people’s ability performing spatial tasks related to  wayfinding in life. The initial value of Sgso is 
the combined total score of questions Q l I to  Q 14 in Table 6.2. The fourth variable, Sso, 
reflects people’s spatial awareness w ith  its initial value as the combined total score of 
questions Q I5  to  Q I7  in Table 6.2. A ll the above combined scores are with equal weighting. 
Therefore, individual spatial ability can be expressed as SA{Ss<f(i), Smu(i), Sfs0(i), Sso(i)} with i = 
I to  27 from  the responses to  the questionnaire. Because of the different number of 
questions included in each o f these four aspects, the final value fo r each composite indicator
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was the initial value o f combined total scores divided by the corresponding number of 
questions in each aspect, in o rder that the four variables can be represented on the same 
scale (0, 10). Table 8.2 shows these four variables fo r each participant.
s * Smu s „
P 0 2 7.6 8 9.5 8.7
P 0 3 8 9 6 8.7
P 0 4 6 .4 10 8 10
P 0 5 3.6 6 2 4
P 0 6 3.6 6 3 6.7
P 0 7 8 6 7 7.3
P 0 8 3 .6 10 1 8
P 0 9 8 10 8.5 8.7
P11 6 .8 9 7.5 9.3
P 1 2 8 .4 10 8 10
P 1 3 3 .6 7 7 .5 8
P 1 4 8 .4 10 8 9.3
P 1 5 6 .8 10 7 8
P 1 6 6 .4 7 7.5 8
P 1 7 4 .4 6 4 5 3
P 18 3 .6 7 4 5.3
P 1 9 4 3 2 .5 5.3
P 2 0 6 10 6 7.3
P21 4 8 4 .5 7.3
P 2 2 6 .4 7 4 .5 4
P 2 3 6 .4 8 6 7.3
P 2 4 5 .6 10 4 8
P 25 5 .6 7 5.5 7.3
P 26 8 .8 9 6.5 8
P 2 7 5 .6 7 5 7.3
P 2 9 6 .4 10 5.5 10
P 3 0 6 9 5.5 8
Table 8.2 Four composite variables indicating individual spatial ability.
The next set o f variables {TKroute(i), TKion<jmark(i). TK„10<>(i)} where i = I to  27, indicate individual 
tendency fo r route, landmark and map thinking during wayfinding. These were derived from 
the responses to  Q6, Q 7 and Q8 in the pre-experiment questionnaire (Table 6.2). As shown 
in Figure 8.2 a higher proportion o f the participants reported that they tend to  have 
landmark-orientated thinking while carrying out wayfinding tasks in comparison with route- 
oriented o r map-oriented thinking. In addition, participants showed that route-oriented, 
landmark-oriented and map-oriented thinking are not mutually exclusive to  each other. 
These three variables {7Xf0ute, TKian<imark, TKmap) w ill be further analysed in the next Section.
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06 - Tendency for route thinking
Strongly
agree
Strongly Disagree Slightly Slightly Agree
disagree disagree agree
(a)
3  8 -a~•£ 6
Q7 • Tendency for landmark thinking
15
Strongly Disagree Slightly Slightly Agree Strongly 
disagree disagree agree agree
(b)
08 - Tendency for map thinking
Strongly Disagree Slightly Slightly Agree
disagree disagree agree
Strongly
agree
(C)
Figure 8.2 Bar charts o f the responses to  questions: (a) Q6; (b) Q7; (c) Q8.
The responses fo r the next part o f the pre-experiment questionnaire give an indication of 
individual’s usage o f related technologies (Table 6.2). Through these questions (see Appendix 
II) it is possible to  detect variations amongst the selected participants in terms of familiarity 
w ith  technologies. The set of technologies are: use o f mobile phone; use of text messaging; 
use of palm computer; playing electronic games; usage of the Internet fo r finding maps or 
travel instructions; and having experience o f VR. The purpose is to  see if individuals are 
generally familiar w ith  o r have experience o f these technologies. From the responses, all 
participants were familiar w ith the Internet and have had experience o f using the Internet to 
find maps and travel instructions. They all also had knowledge of using mobile phones,
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although some o f them expressed that they did not like using mobile phones due to  personal 
preferences. Half o f the participants used palm computers at least rarely, but ail had 
experience o f using computers. The majority o f participants did not play electronic games 
(only three ou t o f the twenty-seven participants played electronic games regularly). The 
participants had different levels o f experiences o f VR environments, such as on screen, 
projected wide screen and immersive VR. To conclude, although there are different levels of 
usage o f these various technologies, all participants are technology-aware and familiar with 
using the Internet and computers. Therefore, the variables on differences in familiarity with 
technologies have not been considered further in this research.
The variable, VT(i) where i = I to  27, is the total score of the responses to the visio-spatial 
ability test in the pre-experiment questionnaire (see §6.1 and Appendix II). The results, 
summarised in Figure 8.3, show a range o f scores w ith  only one third of participants giving a 
correct answer to  all five questions. These results w ill be further used in §8.2.3 in relation to 
o ther spatial variables.
Vido-Spatial Ability Test
0 1 2 3 4 5
Score
Figure 8.3 Results o f visio-spatial ability test
8.2.2 Classifications
All 27 participants were grouped according to  the ir self-assessed spatial ability which is 
represented through the four composite variables {Sst/(i), Smu(i), Stso(i), SI0(i)} (where i = I to 
27) discussed in the previous Section. W ard ’s method (Ward, 1963) with Euclidean distance 
was used to  classify the participants. W ard ’s method is an analysis of variance approach and 
is generally regarded as effective though w ith some tendency to  create small sized clusters. 
The data used are shown in Table 8.2 above. From the results shown in Figure 8.4, there is 
considerable linkage distance between three broad groups marked I, 2 and 3. Because these 
three groups are established based upon the spatial ability variables SA{Ssai, Smu, Sgsa, Sso}, they 
are denoted as SA-GI, SA-G2 and SA-G3 in this thesis. A  Kruskal-Wallis test was carried
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ou t fo r these three groups fo r each o f the spatial ability variables. The Kruskall-Wallis test is 
a non-parametric equivalent o f one-way AN O VA used to  compare three or more groups 
based on ranks (G riffith  and Amrhein, 1991). From the results shown in Table 8.3, the three 
groups are significantly different (p < .005) fo r all four variables (SSd, Smu, Sgsa, Ssa} with respect 
to  spatial ability. The three group classification is therefore taken as being sound.
Tree Diagram for 27 Cases (Pre-Experiment Questionnaire) 
W ard's method - S ^ , 8 * .  Sg„, S „  (equalised score) 
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Figure 8.4 Classification based on participant spatial ability
Variable Kruskal-Wallis test for three SA groups
s - H ( 2, N= 27) = 13.42423 p =.0012
^mu H ( 2, N= 27) = 16.51543 p =.0003
Sg*a H ( 2, N= 27) =14.89946 p =.0006
S„ H ( 2, N= 27) = 17.49137 p =0002
Table 8.3 Kruskal-Wallis test fo r three SA groups
The scores of all participants in the three different groups (SA-GI, SA-G2 and SA-G3) are 
plotted against the four spatial ability variables SSd, Smu, Sgsa and Ssa in parallel plots (Figure 8.5). 
The participants in Group SA-GI, shown in the parallel p lot o f Figure 8.5(a), generally have 
low er scores on all four variables compared w ith the other tw o groups, particularly on sense 
o f direction Ss</ and general spatial ability S,so. Compared w ith Group SA-GI and Group SA- 
G2, the participants in Group SA-G3 have higher scores on all four variables as shown in 
Figure 8.5 (c). For the participants in Group SA-G2, the scores are generally intermediate 
between Group SA-GI and Group SA-G2 (Figure 8.5(b)). These parallel plots also 
demonstrate that participants in all three groups assessed themselves with higher scores on
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map usage Smu, and spatial awareness Ss0 than the other tw o variables, that is sense of 
d irection Ssd and general spatial ability Sgsa.
Parallel Plot (Spatial Ability* Group!)
12
10
8
0
4
2
0 Smu
(a)
Parallel Plot (Spatial Ability* Group2)
12
10
8
8
4
2
0 SgsaSmu
P07P13
pieP21P23
P25P27
(b)
Parallel Plot (Spatial Ability* Group3)
12
10
8
0
4
2
0 SgsaSmu
P02P03P04P0«P11
P12P14P13
P20P24P20
P20P30
(c)
Figure 8 . 5  Parallel plots: individual scores fo r four variables S sd> S m m  5gsa> S$
(a) SA-GI; (b) SA-G2; (c) SA-G3
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The classification using W ard ’s method was also carried out fo r 27 cases based on the 
variables (TKroute, TKia„dmark, TKmap}, which indicate individual tendencies fo r route-oriented, 
landmark- oriented o r map- oriented thinking. Three broad groups marked A, B and C in 
Figure 8.6 can be identified, and are denoted as TK -G I, TK-G2 and TK-G3 in this thesis. The 
Kruskal-Wallis test was also carried out fo r these three groups. The results, given in Table 
8.4, show significant differences between the three groups (p < .05) fo r all three variables
{TK route, TKiandmarkt TKmap) •
Tree Diagram for 27 Cases (Pre-Experiment Questionnaire) 
Ward’ s method - Route, Landmark, Map thinking 
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Figure 8.6 Classification o f participant tendency fo r route, landmark and map thinking
Variable Kruskal-Wallis test for three TK groups
Route H ( 2, N= 27) = 13.24033 p =.0013
Landmark H ( 2, N= 27) =7.310186 p =.0259
Map H ( 2. N= 27) =19.69620 p =.0001
Table 8.4 Kruskal-Wallis test fo r three TK groups
Parallel plots were also used to  show the scores of the three variables TKroute, TKia„dmork, TKmap 
fo r all participants in these three different groups (TK -G I, TK-G2 and TK-G3). The parallel 
plots fo r each group are given in Figure 8.7. Shown in Figure 8.7(a), Group TK-G I exhibits a 
lower self-assessed tendency fo r route-orientated thinking w ith higher self-assessed tendency 
fo r map-orientated thinking alongside landmark-orientated thinking. Figure 8.7(b) indicates 
that Group TK-G2 has a self-assessed tendency fo r route-oriented thinking alongside 
landmark-orientated thinking w ith least self-assessed tendency for map-orientated thinking.
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Group TK -G 3 (Figure 8.7(c)) expressed a high self-assessed tendency fo r all modes of 
thinking. Moreover, as demonstrated in these parallel plots, the modes of thinking are not 
mutually exclusive amongst the participants with landmark-orientated thinking common to  all 
three groups.
Route L a n d m a *
P ara lle l P lo t ( 0 0 .0 7 ,0 8  • Oroup 2)
Route Landm  jfc
P a ra lle l P lo t( 0 6 ,0 7 .0 8  • Oroup 3)
Route
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 8.7 Parallel plots: individual scores fo r TKroute, TKhndmark, TKmap: 
(a) TK-G I ; (b) TK-G 2; (c) TK-G3
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Furthermore, the SA and TK groups were tested fo r differences in respect to  variable VT -  
derived from  the responses to  the visio-spatial psychometric test. In both cases no significant 
differences were found. This would appear to  be consistent w ith the opinion of some 
researchers (see §3.2.2) that psychometric testing has weak association with spatial ability in 
real-world wayfinding.
Discussion: As discussed in §3.2.2 and §3.4, individual spatial ability can be viewed from 
different perspectives and measured in different ways. Individual spatial ability has previously 
been studied in relation to  various measures o f wayfinding ability. In such studies, individuals 
have usually been grouped into having ‘good’ o r ‘poor’ sense of direction according to  their 
self-assessed spatial abilities (e.g. Cornell et o/., 2003). From the results presented here, three, 
rather than two, groups are identified based on composite variables Ss</, Smu, Sgsa and Sso with 
regard to  individual sense of direction, map use, general spatial ability related to  wayfinding 
and spatial awareness. The tests show that there are significant differences between each of 
these three groups. Tw o o f these groups can be identified as self-perceiving ‘good’ (high SA­
GS scores) and ‘poor’ (low SA-GI scores) spatial abilities. However, the existence of a third 
Group SA-G2 w ith intermediate but distinctive spatial ability scores suggests that self 
perception of individual spatial ability may not be as clear cut as the binary divide of ‘good’ 
versus ‘poor’ ability has previously suggested. This in turn suggests that the emphasis on 
studying individual spatial ability should be more on how such ability reflects on wayfinding 
behaviour. Moreover, the differences in individual spatial ability may also reflect differences in 
preference fo r different types o f spatial information required while carrying out spatial tasks 
such as wayfinding.
Three different groups TK-G I, TK-G2 and TK-G3 were also identified regarding individual 
perceived tendencies towards route-oriented, landmark-oriented and map-oriented thinking 
fo r wayfinding activities. There is significant difference between these three groups according 
to  the statistical test results (Table 8.4). These three tendencies correspond to  the types of 
spatial knowledge discussed in §3.3.1. From the results shown in Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7, 
the participants in Group TK-G I perceive clear tendency towards map-oriented thinking, 
whilst the participants in Group TK-G2 perceive clear tendency towards route-oriented 
thinking. However, the results also indicate that the three groups are not identified with a 
single, mutually exclusive tendency fo r route-oriented, landmark-oriented or map-oriented 
thinking. In particular, landmark-oriented thinking is not a factor which could be used to 
differentiate between these groups. Participants in all three groups reported that they tend 
to  have landmark-oriented thinking. Thus, landmarks could be considered as an important 
element in both route-oriented and map-oriented thinking.
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Regarding the three variables TKroute, TKhndmark, TKmop, the Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that 
there is no significant difference between three spatial ability groups SA-GI, SA-G2 and SA­
GS. A  cross classification table (Table 8.5) is used here to  show the number of participants in 
each o f three SA groups (SA-G I, SA-G2 and SA-G3) and in three TK groups (TK-G I, TK-G2 
and TK-G3). Interestingly, the numbers in Table 8.5 display that the majority o f the 
participants in Group SA-G3 (with high score in spatial ability) tend towards map-oriented 
thinking, whilst a larger proportion o f the participants in Group SA-G I (with low score in 
spatial ability) tend towards route-oriented thinking. The participants in Group SA-G2 (with 
intermediate score in spatial ability) tend to  have mixed modes o f thinking. In other words, 
there is no clear majority o f participants in Group SA-G2 who tend to  prefer one of route- 
oriented, landmark-oriented o r map-oriented thinking.
SA-Group
SA-G1 (low score)
SA-G2 (intermediate score) 
SA-G3 (high score)
TK-Group
TK-G1 (map + landmk) TK-G2 (route + landmk) TK-G3
Table 8.5 A  cross classification of SA groups and TK groups
These spatial ability groups and their self-perceived tendencies towards route/landmark/map 
thinking groups w ill be analysed together w ith  their observed spatial information usage and 
observed wayfinding behaviours in later sections.
8.3 Analysis of Post-Experiment Questionnaire
Part o f the post-experiment questionnaire has important bearing on the validity of the 
experiment in VR environment. Thus this Section examines participant feedback on sense of 
presence in the VR test environment and the commonality o f wayfinding strategies used in 
VR test environment and in the real-world p rio r to  analysis of wayfinding data. In part I of 
the post-experiment questionnaire, questions Q l to  Q6 elicited the feedback information 
stated on the captions to  Figures 8.8 (a) to  (f). The focus of the responses shown in Figure 
8.8 (a) to  (d) is on the sense of presence after the wayfinding experiences in the VR test 
environment. There were 29' participants who answered this part o f the questionnaire. 
From all four questions, the balance is clearly that most respondents experienced a sense of 
presence, which is consistent w ith the studies discussed in §4.2. Figure 8.8(e) shows that a 
smaller majority (19 o f 27) o f participants agree that they remember their experience of the
1 27 participants complete all parts of total experiments. Tw o participants only complete most of one set of 
wayfinding and Part I of feedback questionnaire (§7.4). Hence 29 participant responses are analysis in this Section.
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virtual town in the same way as they would remember places they had visited. The 
responses to  the fu rther tw o  questions which emphasise the feedback on their wayfinding 
behaviour in VR environments reveals the overwhelming view that participants felt that they 
used a similar approach and similar features in the VR environment fo r wayfinding as in the 
real world.
P o^-E xp«rim tnt Q u tt fo n m ir t :  P arti - Q1
14
„  12
I  10 ? 8
* 6
Strongly Disagree Slightly Slightly Agree
disagree disagree agree
(a) have a sense of ‘being there’ in the street
Post-Experiment Questionnaire: Parti - Q3
12
J L
Strongly Disagree Slightly Slightly Agree Strongly 
disagree disagree agree agree
(c) feel like just visited somewhere instead of just 
looking at some images
Post-Experiment Questionnaire: P arti - Q5
12 12 
. 1 1
Strongly Disagree Slightly Slightly Agree Strongly 
disagree disagree agree agree
(e) find my way in these VR environments in a 
similar approach as I do in the real world
Post-Experiment Questionnaire: Parti - Q2
Strongly Disagree Slightly Slightly Agree Strongly 
disagree disagree agree agree
(b) the virtual town becomes the ‘reality’, almost 
forget about the ‘real world’ of the laboratory
Post-Experiment Questionnaire: Parti - 0 4
Strongly Disagree Slightly Slightly Agree Strongly 
disagree disagree agree agree
(e) remember the virtual town experienced in the 
same way as remembering some visited places
Post-Experiment Questionnaire: Parti - 06
Strongly Disagree Slightly Slightly Agree Strongly 
disagree disagree agree agree
(f) use similar features to find my way around in these 
VR environments as I do in the real world
Figure 8.8 Bar charts o f responses o f the post experiment questionnaire Part I (Q l to  Q6)
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In part 2 o f the questionnaire, which was completed by participants after their wayfinding 
tasks in the second setting, tw o  o f the questions shown in Figure 8.8(e) and (f) in the part I 
were repeated so that consistency o f the responses could be seen. There are 27 participants 
who answered these tw o  questions in part 2 because tw o  o f 29 participants only completed 
the wayfinding tasks in one o f the settings. Shown in Figure 8.9 (b), all 27 participants agreed 
that they use similar features in the VR environment fo r wayfinding as in the real world, 
whilst 26 ou t o f 27 participants agreed that they use a similar approach in the VR 
environment fo r wayfinding as in the real world. Moreover, the responses from the debrief 
interview fu rther confirmed the commonality in the strategies and features used in 
wayfinding during the experiment and that used in the real world.
Poat-Exporimont Questionnaire: Part2 -  Q1 Post-Experiment Questionnaire: Part2 - Q2
18 1 1816
16 - 16
14 ■ 14 ■ 13 13
*  12 ' 10 >. 12 ^ B B  B B |£ 10 - H 10 ■s 3
?  « ?  8
*  6 - *  6 -
4 - 4
2 2
o 0 ■ ■ ■ ■  H
Strongly Disagree Slightly Slightly Agree Strongly Strongly Disagree Slightly Slightly Agree Strongly
disagree disagree agree agree disagree disagree agree agree
(a) find my way in these VR environments in a (b) use similar features to  find my way around in these 
similar approach as I do in the real world VR environments as I do in the real world
Figure 8.9 Bar charts o f responses o f the post experiment questionnaire Part 2 (Q I and Q2)
Discussion: The responses elicited from  the above questions show the general agreement 
among the participants that there is a degree o f sense of presence whilst they were in the 
VR urban environments. As discussed in Chapter 4, because of the ethereal nature of 
‘presence’ and the ways in which participants might interpret and measure the degree of 
‘being’ there, it was anticipated that the responses to  these questions would show various 
levels o f certainty. The results shown here are consistent w ith the general findings in the 
studies discussed in §4.2 and §4.3. More importantly, the responses to the two questions 
which concern the commonality of wayfinding strategies used in the VR test environment 
and in the real-world shows that all participants reported that they use a similar approach 
and features in the VR urban environments during the wayfinding experiments as they do in 
the real world. This finding is consistent between the tw o sets of wayfinding experiments. 
This has important bearing on the validity o f the methodology adopted in these experiments.
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8.4 Position, Distance and Time
In this Section the focus is on the Pj(t, X, Y) i = I to  27 collected every second on 
participants’ movements while undertaking the wayfinding tasks in the tw o urban settings. 
The track position can be studied as intensity maps whilst the tw o  key variables extracted 
from the tracks -  distance travelled and time taken fo r completion -  can also be analysed. 
The positional track data, as discussed in §8.1.1, were transformed into the GB National Grid 
coordinate system. Thus, all position points could be referenced w ith the corresponding 
features in the OS MasterMap™ product. Furthermore, from the positional data, the 
distance travelled fo r each wayfinding task can be calculated fo r all participants. Also, fo r 
each participant, the completion time can be calculated fo r each wayfinding task. There are 
six separate wayfinding tasks to  different destinations as from a starting point to  D I, D I to 
D2, D2 to  D3, D3 to  D4, D4 to  D5 and returning to  the starting point (see §6.4). These 6 
tasks w ill be referred to  as Route I to  Route6 in this thesis.
8.4.1 Spatial Distribution of Tracks
From the complete positional track data fo r each o f the 27 participants, a general picture can 
be mapped o f the routes that are most frequently travelled and the locations where 
participants tend to  pause o r stop. For urban setting U l, the 27 positional data tables were 
combined to  form  a new positional data table comprising all participant track data. This 
combined file contained a total 43,985 points. An intensity map (Figure 8.10) o f these track 
points was created in ArcGIS, using kernel density estimation w ith a I metre grid cell and a 
10 metre bandwidth. The intensity map was overlain onto the base map of the area, marked 
w ith starting/finishing points o f the prescribed wayfinding tasks and the five destinations for 
each o f the tasks (D I to  D5). As shown in Figure 8 .10, the locations w ith highest densities 
are the start point o f the whole wayfinding experiment and the destinations of each separate 
task (which are also the start points fo r the next task in the sequence) where the 
participants usually access information from  the PDA as part o f their planning/determining 
which routes are to  be taken next. Another set o f locations w ith high intensity are road 
junctions; however, some of the road junctions have higher intensities than others. Some 
road junctions present only a simple choice o f routes that might be taken, whilst others pose 
greater challenges, as manifest by the higher intensities at roundabout junctions compared 
w ith  other junctions in this setting. In addition, the diversity o f routes taken by participants 
to  reach the same destinations can also be clearly seen, although some routes are shown as 
having been taken more frequently as options than others. The intensity map also illustrates 
that some starting points fo r individual tasks have higher densities than others. For instance,
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the density fo r  the starting points at D l and D2 are higher than at D4. Hence less tim e is 
spent on average at D4 than at D I and D2 before taking the rou te  fo r  the next task.
Intensity
M  High
metres
Figure 8.10 Intensity map o f track  points fo r  all participants -  setting U I
The same procedure was carried o u t to  create an intensity map fo r  all positional track points 
(all 27 partic ipant tracks) in urban setting U2. There are a to ta l o f 44,156 track points. This 
intensity map was also overla in on to  the base map fo r  the area, w ith  starting/finishing points 
and the five destinations fo r  each task (D l to  D5) marked (Figure 8 .11). Destinations D l to  
D5 also served as the starting po in t fo r  the subsequent wayfinding task. From this density 
map, a sim ilar pattern  can be identified as in setting U l (Figure 8.10), that is, the highest 
densities are m ostly located at starting points. A t some o f the destination points such as D2 
and D3, there  are several high intensity points ra ther than a single high density point. This is 
because these locations are m ore  open (w id e r space), as in the case o f squares which have a 
num ber o f arrival points and many choices fo r  leaving on the next task. Another set o f 
locations w ith  high intensities are road junctions. These appear d ifferent from  the density 
d is tribu tions at road junctions in setting U l ,  as m ost o f the road junctions in setting U2 
consistently have higher intensities. This suggests tha t m ost o f the junctions in U2 pose
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greater wayfinding challenges than those in U l.  D ivers ity  o f routes taken can also be 
observed. A n o the r particular location in this setting is a cul-de-sac w ith  very high densities. 
Here the spatial layout posed certain difficulties fo r  certain participants in th e ir wayfinding 
tasks. This w ill be studied fu rth e r in §8.7 together w ith  spatial in form ation use.
Intensity
■ i  High
metres
Figure 8 .11 Intensity map o f track  points fo r  all participants -  setting U2
From the data recorded, all 27 participants reached the prescribed destinations in both 
settings. Hence, all participants w ere able to  find th e ir  way using the inform ation accessed 
th rough the PDA, although some experienced greater d ifficulty than others. As shown in 
Figure 8.10 and Figure 8 .1 1, d ifferent routes w ere  chosen by participants. The completion 
tim es also varied amongst the participants fo r  each o f the wayfinding tasks. The fo llow ing 
sections w ill discuss the distance travelled variable and the com pletion tim e variable derived 
from  the positional data. In the Sections tha t fo llow , a ‘rou te ’ denotes the path taken 
between successive destinations and the routes are numbered thus: Route I fo r the path 
taken to  destination D I .
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8.4.2 Distance Travelled
Distances travelled during the wayfinding tasks, denoted as Dtraveiied, were calculated fo r each 
setting from  the positional track data Pj(tj, Xj, Y), i = I to  27 (for each o f the 27 participants). 
Six variables were derived: Dtravelled-total, Dtravelled-RI, Dtravelled-R2, Dtravelled-R3, Dtravelled-R4, Dtravelled-RS 
and Dtraveiie6-R6, representing the distance travelled fo r the total wayfinding journey and the 
distance travelled fo r each successive route taken to  reach D I to  D5 w ith Route6 the return 
to  the starting point. These Dtraveiied  variables are in metres. The statistical summary of the 
Dtraveiied  variables fo r settings U I and U2 are shown in Table 8.6 (a) and (b) respectively. The 
second column, ‘Total’, refers to  the total wayfinding journey. For total distance travelled, 
Dtraveiied-totai, the mean approximates the median fo r both settings UI and U2. The 
distributions have a slight positive skew. As shown in Table 8.6 and corresponding boxplots 
in Figure 8 .12, the distribution of variable Dtraveiied-totai fo r U2 is more skewed with higher 
kurtosis than the distribution o f variable Duaveiied-totai fo r U l. There is an outlier/extreme 
value in each o f the boxplots, P02 in U l and PI 7 in U2 respectively.
Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 3313.44 317.13 452.08 449.61 898.30 516.13 680.20
Std. Error of Mean 74.99 10.23 24.35 29.73 33.38 11.45 24.42
Median 3242 297 425 398 837 509 640
Std. Deviation 389.65 53.15 126.53 154.50 173.45 59.52 126.90
Skewness 1.38 2.07 2.32 3.66 2.44 1.48 1.89
Kurtosis 2.64 3.97 9.55 15.78 6.04 4.10 2.19 (a)
Urban Setting U2 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 2570.27 236.94 420.16 402.83 454.13 402.97 653.26
Std. Error of Mean 60.37 6.08 13.90 25.82 18.33 13.82 34.00
Median 2563 229 400 397 420 370 604
Std. Deviation 313.71 31.61 72.25 134.15 95.23 71.83 176.68
Skewness 2.11 2.01 1.68 0.75 0.71 0.79 4.63
Kurtosis 6.30 4.94 3.18 -0.30 -0.48 -0.36 22.57 (b)
Table 8.6 Statistical summary o f Dtraveiied variables: (a) setting U I; (b) setting U2.
Total Owtanca Trava*ad - Ul Total Datanc a - U2
(a) (b)
Figure 8.12 Boxplots fo r Dtraveiied-totai (n=27): (a) setting U l and (b) setting U2.
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In o rder to  test the normality o f the distribution Duaveiied-totai, the Shapiro-Wilk test was 
chosen because the size o f sample in these tw o data sets are both < 50. From the results 
shown in Table 8.7, the null hypothesis (Ho) can be rejected fo r Dtroveiied-totai in both U l and 
U2. However, when the respective outlier/extreme values (P02 fo r U l, P I7 fo r U2) are 
removed then Ho can be accepted and the data taken as normally distributed. Thus the non­
normality o f the distributions is derived from a single outlier/extreme value in each case. It is 
w orth  noting that the participants that are outlier/extreme value are different in each case 
(P02 in setting U I, P I7 in setting U2) and that it is not one participant who travelled further 
and took more time such as might occur w ith someone seriously getting lost in both settings. 
Nevertheless it would be prudent to  use non-parametric test fo r statistical inference.
Urban Setting U1 Statistic df Sig. Urban Setting U2 Statistic df Sig.
Dtravelled-total 0.892 27 0 .01** Dtravelled-total 0.816 27 0.01**
Dtravelled-total less P02 0.934 26 0.112 Dtravelled-total less P 17 0.937 26 0.152
** This is an upper bound of the true significance.
Table 8.7 Normality test fo r variable Dtraveiied-totai (n=27)
Statistical summaries fo r the distance variable fo r individual routes are also given in Figure 
8.6 (a) and (b). There is a considerable variability in the distributions in each of the routes in 
both settings. The variable distributions fo r some of the routes are more skewed and with 
higher kurtosis than others. This is also illustrated in the boxplots in Figure 8.13 (a) and (b). 
The median values are a good reflection o f the relative length of route choices between 
successive destinations. The range o f values in each boxplot arises from the individual route 
choices, some being longer than others. There are considerable numbers of outlier/extreme 
values. P02 in setting U I generates outliers and extreme values in four out of the six routes, 
reflecting that this participant often became confused and repeated sections of route. P I7 in 
U2 as an extreme value in Dtraveiied-totai discussed above (Figure 8.12 (b)), however, is an 
extreme value only in Route6. In this setting, P02 also appears as an outlier/extreme value in 
tw o  o f the routes fo r the same reasons as in U I . From the boxplots, it can be observed that, 
o ther than in the case o f P02, it  is not the same individuals that always generate outlying and 
extreme values. Thus, the differences in the distribution of each Dtraveiied variable appear to 
vary according to  the perceived complexity (by the participants) o f route choice between 
successive destinations.
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Figure 8 .13 Distance travelled fo r six separated wayfinding tasks:
(a) setting U I (n=27); (b) setting U2 (n=27)
As discussed in §6.4 and Table 7.1, half o f the participants started the first set of wayfinding 
tasks in setting U l, whilst the other half started in setting U2, in order to  control in the 
experimental design fo r the effects of sequencing. The variable Dtraveiied-totai between these 
tw o  groups o f participants is now tested to  see if there is any sequence effect. 14 
participants took  U l as their first setting fo r the wayfinding experiment, and another 13 
participants took  U l as their second setting. A  Mann-Whitney U test was used: U(14, 13) = 
87.00, p = 0.867. The Ho hypothesis could not be rejected. Therefore, this result shows that 
there is no significant difference in this variable between the participants starting UI as their 
first setting and the participants taking U l as their second setting. The same test was carried
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ou t fo r setting U2 w ith  following result: U (I3, 14) = 75.00, p = 0.458. Again, the Ho 
hypothesis cannot be rejected. Thus, fo r both settings, the sequence in which the settings 
were used had no significant influence on the distance travelled o r the routes chosen by the 
participants.
8.4.3 Completion T im e
From the positional track data Pj(tj, Xi, Y) i = I to  27, the time taken to  complete wayfinding 
tasks fo r each route and the total journey in each setting was calculated based on £ and the 
(X, Y) locations of starting and finishing points of each task. This variable, denoted as 
Tcompletion in this thesis, is the completion time. There is a set of Tcompietion variables: Tcompietion- 
total , Tcompletion-RI , Tcompletion-R2, Tcompletion-R3, Tcompletion-R4, Tcompletion-R5 and Tcompletion-R6 
representing the completion time fo r the total journey, Routel, Route2, Route3, Route4, 
Route5 and Route6 respectively. These variables are in seconds. The variable Tcompietion was 
calculated fo r all 27 participants fo r both settings UI and U2. The statistical summary of the 
Tcompietion variables is shown in Table 8.8 (a) and (b). The second column, ‘Total’, refers to  the 
tota l wayfinding journey. The mean o f total completion time, Tcompietion-totai, approximates the 
median fo r both setting U l and U2. The distribution o f Tcompietion-totai fo r setting U l has a 
slight positive skew, w ith less fo r setting U2. Boxplots fo r Tcompietion-totai in each setting are 
given in Figure 8.14 (a) and (b). There is an outlier value (P23) in setting U l and an outlier 
value (P05) in setting U2.
Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 1629.07 176.81 275.63 241.04 405.67 243.93 286.00
Std. Error of Mean 67.26 10.67 28.06 21.18 19.55 12.55 10.75
Median 1610 165 257 209 399 222 271
Std. Deviation 349.48 55.46 145.78 110.07 101.58 65.19 55.87
Skewness 1.46 1.06 3.44 2.06 0.85 0.52 0.59
Kurtosis 3.62 0.87 14.95 4.41 0.32 -0.79 -0.79
Urban Setting U2 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Routes Route6
Mean 1630.56 166.48 243.44 257.81 324.89 333.70 304.22
Std. Error of Mean 64.94 12.79 14.47 21.45 23.80 16.65 18.98
Median 1605 157 240 219 292 301 278
Std. Deviation 337.42 66.48 75.17 111.48 123.68 86.50 98.64
Skewness 0:55 1.16 0.74 1.31 0.45 0.68 1.21
Kurtosis 1.01 0.92 -0.07 1.64 -0.47 -0.12 0.78
Table 8.8 Statistical summary o f Tcompietion variables: (a) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8 .14 Boxplots o f Tcompietion-totai (n=27): (a) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
As w ith Dtraveiied-totai, a test fo r normality was carried out on the variable Tcompietion-totai for 
settings U I and U2. Table 8.9 gives the results of a Shapiro-Wilk test. For setting U l, the null 
hypothesis (H o ) o f no difference can be rejected at p < .05; however, when the outlier value 
(P23) is removed then Ho cannot be safely rejected and the data can be accepted as normally 
distributed. For setting U2, the Ho cannot be rejected safely and the data can be accepted as 
normally distributed.
Urban Setting U1 Statistic df Sig. Urban Setting U2 Statistic df Sig.
T completion-total 0.9 27 0.015 Tcompletion-total 0.973 27 0.681
Tcompletion-total less P23 0.967 26 0.545
Table 8.9 Norm ality test fo r the total completion time
The completion time fo r each route in both setting UI and U2 were also calculated. From 
the statistical summary (Table 8.8 (a) and (b)) and the boxplots (Figure 8 .15 (a) and (b)) for 
these variables (Tcompletion-R I , Tcompletion-R2, Tcompletion-R3, Tcompletion-R4, Tcompletion-R5 and Tcompletion-Rd), 
considerable variation in the distributions can be observed. The distributions of the variables 
Tcompietion are highly skewed fo r some o f routes. The median values are a good reflection of 
the relative completion time fo r reaching successive destinations. The range of values for 
each boxplot reflects individual completion times, showing that some participants took 
longer than others. There are a good few numbers o f outlier/extreme values on some of the 
routes, such as Route3 in setting U l. This illustrates that some participants took 
considerably longer to  complete this wayfinding task than others. Some routes have a wider 
spread but no outliers, such as Route4 in setting U2. However, there is no single individual 
who consistently takes longer o r shorter times to  complete every one of the routes. Thus
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the variable Tcompietion appears to  be influenced by the participant difficulty in determining 
routes between successive destinations, and the time taken fo r accessing and assimilating 
information through the PDA.
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Figure 8 .15 Completion time fo r each route (n=27): (a) setting U l; (b) setting U2
In o rder to  establish any significant difference arising from the sequence in which the settings 
were used, the variable Tcompietion-totai was also tested in the same way as discussed in §8.4.2 
fo r the variable Dtraveiied-totai. For setting U l, 14 participants were required to  take U l as their 
firs t setting in which to  start the ir wayfinding tasks, and the other 13 participants took UI as 
the ir second setting. The result o f a Mann-Whitney U test is: U( 14, 13) = 46.00, p  = 0.029. 
Thus the Ho o f no significant difference can be rejected at p  < 0.05 level, giving a significant
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difference in Tcompietion-totai between these tw o groups o f participants. For setting U2, 13 
participants to ok  U2 as the ir first setting, and another 14 participants took U2 as their 
second setting. The result, U( 13, 14) = 57.00, p  = 0.105, shows that Ho cannot be rejected. 
Thus, fo r setting U2 there is no significant difference in Tcompietion-totai between the tw o groups. 
However, w ith  regard to  the statistically significant result fo r UI , only Route6 is significantly 
different at p  < 0.05 (Table 8.10). For individual routes in setting U2, there is a significant 
difference at p <  0.05 in Route4 only. The result fo r Tcompietion-totai in setting UI is clearly an 
effect o f aggregation. Therefore, on the basis o f this analysis o f each o f the two complete 
routes, i t  seems reasonable to  conclude that the overall differences in the variable Tcompietion, 
particularly on individual tasks, do not show any consistently significant change resulting from 
the ir experience in the ir wayfinding in the firs t setting.
Urban Setting U1 Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mann-Whitney U 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)]
69
0.286
0.302
51.5
0.055
0.054
52.5
0.062
0.061
85
0.771
0.793
56
0.089
0.094
49
0.041
0.043
Urban Setting U2 Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mann-Whitney U 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)]
67
0.244
0.259
71
0.332
0.35
84
0.734
0.756
50.5
0.049
0.048
68.5
0.275
0.28
81
0.627
0.65
Table 8 .10 Significance test fo r differences in sequence by route fo r settings UI and U2. 
8.4.4 T im e and Distance
The completion time and the distance travelled are tw o obvious variables for assessing 
wayfinding task performance. The correlations between these tw o variables could vary 
according to  the differences in routes travelled, the time spent fo r accessing information for 
assisting wayfinding, the stopping time fo r either observing o r hesitating, and so on. Table
8.1 I shows the correlation between Tcompietion-totai and Dtraveiied-totai fo r all wayfinding tasks 
(from a starting point and back to  the starting point) in both setting U l and U2. The 
correlations are: 0.518 (significant at p  < .05 and also p  < .01 fo r setting U l and 0.465 
significant at p  < .05 level fo r setting U2). The scatter diagrams (Figure 8 .16) also illustrate 
the relationship between the variables Tcompietion-totai and Dtraveiied-totai. However, the low R2 for 
both settings shows that total distanced travelled does not explain sufficient variance in the 
total time taken, perhaps counter to  what one might expect. Thus from the scatter diagrams, 
it is easy to  pick out participants who have travelled further than average and yet covered 
the distance relatively quickly and others who have travelled no further than average yet
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covered the distance relatively slowly. This relationship fo r setting U2 (Figure 8.16(b)) is still 
weaker tharv that fo r setting U I (Figure8.16(b)).
Urban Setting U1 Tcompletion-total
Spearman's rho Dtraveiied-totai Correlation Coefficient 0.518
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.006
N 27
Urban Setting U2 Tcompletion-total
Spearman's rho Dtraveiied-totai Correlation Coefficient 0.465
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.015
N 27
Table 8.1 I Correlation coefficients between distance travelled and completion time in
settings U I and U2.
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Figure 8 .16 Regression o f total completion time again total distance travelled with 95% 
confidence limits: (a) setting U l; (b) setting U2.
The relationship between Tcompietion and Dtraveiied was further studied for each of the six 
wayfinding tasks (Routel to  Route6). The scatter diagrams were plotted with same scale on 
x, y axis throughout fo r visual comparison (Figure 8.17 and Figure 8.18). Firstly, what can be 
observed is that the nature o f the relationship between Tcompietion and Dtraveiied for each route 
varies. For setting U I (Figure 8 .17), some routes have a higher R2 between variables Tcompietion 
and Dtraveiied than others. For example, the R2 fo r Route3 (Figure 8.17(c)) is the highest 
(though influenced by the positive leverage effect o f an outlier), and the lowest is R2 shown 
fo r Route6 in Figure 8.17(f), in which most of participants have very similar values on the 
distanced travelled but considerable variation in time taken. This phenomenon can also be
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observed in setting U2 (Figure 8.18). For instance, fo r both Routel and Route6, the distance 
travelled, Dtraveiied, varies little  yet completion times Tcompietion are highly variable (particular in 
Route6, ignoring the outlier). When considered in isolation, the variables Tcompietion and 
Dtraveiied fo r Route3 and Route4 have stronger correlations than the other routes. These 
results may be manifestations o f the variable complexity in the layout of the chosen routes, 
the variable time necessary fo r information access, and variation in any time spent whilst lost 
o r confused. Secondly, the relationship between the tw o  variables Tcompietion and Dtraveiied in 
each route shows differences when comparing settings U l w ith U2. For example, the 
relations shown in Route6 fo r both settings (Figure 8.17(f) and Figure 8.18(f)) indicate that 
there is greater diversity in completion time, Tcompietion, fo r the participants when in setting 
U2 than in U I . In addition, the outlier points, such as the ones shown in Figure 8.17 (b), (c), 
(d), (f) and Figure 8 .18(f), could seriously affect the measures o f central tendency. Therefore, 
the regression lines and the ir R2 values are sometimes biased as a result, though the scatter 
diagrams can still allow the more detailed pattern to  be visualised.
The correlation o f Tcompietion-totai and Dtraveiied-totai fo r the aggregated routes in UI and U2 does 
not appear to  be a good reflection of the relationship fo r each route (the individual 
wayfinding tasks). From the relationship between the completion time and distance travelled, 
it appears that the perceived complexity and different spatial layout of each route affects 
participant ability in wayfinding. Furthermore, fo r the similar distance travelled, the variable 
Tcompietion can differ between different routes and does not form the expected strong 
relationship o f longer time fo r longer distance travelled. This may arise because a certain 
p roportion o f the time is being used to  plan each route and otherwise accessing and 
assimilating information from  the PDA. The time spent on accessing information via the PDA 
w ill be investigated in the next Section.
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Figure 8 .17 Time against distance fo r six routes in setting U I .
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Figure 8 .18 Time against distance fo r six routes in setting U2.
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Discussion: In Section 8.4, the distance travelled Dtraveiied and the time taken, Tcompietion, are 
tw o  im portant factors in performing wayfinding tasks. Both of these variables can reflect the 
routes taken. The upper speed at which participants can ‘walk’ through the settings is limited 
and therefore differences in Tcompietion are more likely to  reflect time fo r accessing 
information, observing the environment, and time spent being lost o r confused. From the 
observation made o f the participants, some do nevertheless access information on the ‘fly’. 
The values o f these tw o  variables fo r all 27 participants in both settings were calculated from 
the 54 positional track data files discussed in §8.1. 1.
For counterbalancing the sequences by which the settings were used in wayfinding 
experiments, half o f the participants started the first set o f wayfinding tasks in setting U l, 
w hilst the o ther half started in setting U2. The test fo r any significant differences between 
these tw o  groups was carried ou t on both sets o f variables Dtraveiied and Tcompietion for both 
settings. The overall results showed that there is no consistent significant difference between 
these tw o  groups o f participants regarding the wayfinding performance as measured by 
distance travelled and time taken. Thus, fo r both settings, the sequence in which the settings 
were used has had no significant influence on the distance travelled and time needed to 
complete the tasks. Therefore, no significant change arises in learning from the experience of 
wayfinding in the ir firs t setting. In the following analysis, these tw o groups of participants will 
therefore be treated as a single group. The apparent lack o f any further learning from the 
wayfinding in the firs t setting may result from sufficient training in the pre-experiment 
familiarisation fo r participants p rio r to  the main experiments (§7.4). This is a positive sign as 
the data collected reflects participants’ unaltered abilities applied to  both settings. This is not 
to  argue against any longer term  learning effect, but this is beyond the scope of this research. 
This aspect w ill be fu rthe r investigated fo r PDA information usage time in §8.5.3.
The spatial distribution o f the wayfinding tracks taken by all 27 participants is illustrated in 
tw o  intensity maps (Figure 8 .10 fo r U I , Figure 8 .1 I fo r setting U2). Diversity o f routes taken 
fo r each o f the tasks and the different intensities o f positional points strongly indicates that 
the characteristics o f spatial locations have a major influence on wayfinding behaviour. The 
distributions o f variables Dtraveiied shown in Figure 8.13 and Tcompietion in Figure 8.15 exhibit 
differences fo r each route and appear to  vary according to  the perceived complexity of 
wayfinding between successive destinations in the tw o  settings, and the time used for 
accessing and using information via the PDA. Additionally, the scatter diagrams shown in 
Figure 8.17 and Figure 8.18 demonstrate the variety of relationships between Dtraveiied and 
Tcompietion amongst the routes. This also suggests that different wayfinding behaviour is 
characteristic in areas o f different urban morphology (i.e. setting UI versus setting U2) and in
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differences in adopting routes which have a range of spatial layouts (route geometry). This 
w ill be analysed fu rthe r in the next Section w ith respect to  the accessing and use of spatial 
information during wayfinding.
Also illustrated in the intensity maps is that the starting points of each route have high 
intensities in the figures, which could be explained by more time being spent at these 
locations p rio r to  moving on. Such periods will have been used to  plan the wayfinding 
strategy. This use o f tim e is particularly noticeable in the scatter diagrams in Figure 8.17(a) 
and Figure 8.18(a) fo r Routel in setting U l and setting U2 respectively. The descriptive 
summaries o f Tcompietion suggest very similar distances travelled by each participant, but 
differences in tim e used fo r planning (as well as more general familiarisation with the setting) 
amongst the participants. This period o f ‘planning time’, therefore, should be extracted out 
from  the completion time, Tcompietion, to  form  a new variable which can be studied (see §8.5.4).
The ability to  study participants’ wayfinding behaviours at these different levels of detail and 
from  different aspects is as a consequence o f the data collection methods adopted for 
carrying ou t the experiments. In o rder to  examine the interaction between the individual, 
mobile device and environment, the variables already analysed can be studied alongside the 
information accessed through the PDA.
8.5 P D A  spatial in fo rm a tio n  usage
The access and usage o f spatial information via the PDA was collected during participants’ 
wayfinding. In this Section, a range o f variables are derived from the integrated data sets to  
describe individual spatial information usage through the PDA (e.g. frequency of accessing 
information, tim e spent on PDA usage, planning time fo r wayfinding tasks). These variables 
are then analysed in relation to  the spatial layout o f the environment in which the wayfinding 
activities to o k  place as represented in the tw o  urban settings. The term ‘PDA information’ 
used in this and subsequent Sections generally refers to  all the spatial information accessed 
through the PDA such as the maps w ith overview layout of the area, the maps with detailed 
zoom-in and route descriptions. Also the term  ‘overview map’ refers to  the sketch map with 
co rrect scaled street layout o f the area and selectable landmarks and road names (see §6.2.2), 
whilst ‘detailed map’ refers to  the zoom-in maps of partial areas (also see §6.2.2). Although 
the route information was available in both voice and tex t formats, few participants used 
voice and therefore both types o f information have been grouped as ‘route’ information. An 
advantage o f the VR environment over ‘real w orld ’ studies, as will be clear in the following
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Sections, is that it  is possible to  ascertain exactly where, when and fo r how long participants 
consult external sources o f information, specifically the sources available through the PDA.
8 .5 .1 Spatial distribution of PD A  information access
The spatial d istribution o f PDA information access can be mapped by using the integrated 
data sets discussed in §8.1.1. The points where participants accessed and studied PDA 
information were extracted from  these integrated data sets containing positional point data 
and PDA information usage data. A  new data set was then created combining the 27 
integrated data tables in setting U l.  There are a total o f 1,252 points. The intensity map 
(Figure 8.19) fo r setting U l was created in ArcGIS, using kernel density estimation with a I 
m etre grid cell and a 10 metre bandwidth. The starting/finishing point and five destinations 
(D I to  D5) are also shown on the intensity map along w ith all the road centre lines of the 
area. Firstly, i t  clearly demonstrates that the PDA information was frequently used for 
assisting wayfinding along all routes travelled by participants. The information was accessed 
and used more frequently on some routes than on others. For instance, the segments of 
boundary roads in the southern half o f the area have lower intensities than the segments of 
inner roads. This could have resulted from  the fact that one side of these boundary roads is 
lined w ith  homogeneous high trees o r hedges (see images in Appendix III), which only gave 
participants the option o f turning into the built-up area fo r their wayfinding tasks, thus 
necessitating less frequent recourse to  the PDA fo r information. Secondly, most of higher 
intensity locations were at the start point o f the whole wayfinding experiment and at the 
destinations o f each separate task (which also marked the starting points fo r the next task). 
These were usually locations where participants accessed information, in order to  plan and 
determ ine how they were going to  reach the next destination. Thus the greater time spent 
on these locations led to  more positional points being recorded at these locations. However, 
the intensities at the start points fo r some routes are higher than others. For example, the 
densities at D l and at D2 are higher than those at D4 and at D5. This could have been 
influenced by the anticipated complexity o f the routes to  be encountered during the 
subsequent wayfinding task.
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Figure 8 .19 In tensity map (num ber o f recorded points per m etre2) o f points where PDA
in fo rm a tion  is used - setting U l.
For the setting U2, the  same procedure  fo r  creating the intensity map was followed using the 
to ta l o f 1,508 position  points w here  PD A in fo rm ation  was accessed and studied in setting U2. 
The in tensity map is overla id  on the  centra l road lines o f the area w ith  marked start/finish 
points and the five destination points D l to  D5. Here to o  the frequent usage o f PDA 
in fo rm ation  is evident along all o f the trave lled routes. A ll o f the starting points o f individual 
wayfinding task are locations w ith  higher intensities, which is consistent w ith  the pattern 
observed in setting U l.  H ow ever, in th is setting, each o f the start points (D l and D5) 
dem onstrates higher intensities than o th e r locations, m ore so than in setting U I . This could 
arise because o f the  m ore  irregu la r spatial layout o f the area in setting U2 compared w ith 
setting U I . The s ta rt p o in t fo r  the w ho le  wayfinding experim ent in this setting is the location 
w ith  the  highest intensity, correspondingly w ith  the equivalent start point in setting U l.  In 
addition, both  sides o f the boundary roads in this setting are lined w ith  urban style houses 
(see images shown in Appendix III). This is d iffe ren t from  the boundary road environment in 
setting U l (discussed above). This has resulted in a d ifferent pattern o f PDA information 
usage along those boundary roads trave lled by participants in this setting.
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Figure 8.20 In tensity map (per m e tre 2) o f points w here PDA inform ation is used - setting U2. 
8 .5 .2  F re q u e n c y  o f  P D A  in fo r m a t io n  access
The frequency o f PD A in fo rm a tion  access as a variable, denoted as Fpda-totai, refers to  the 
num bers o f tim es th a t the  in fo rm a tion  is accessed using the PDA. This access is both that 
achieved by means o f clicking the  PD A fo r  new pages and also referring again to  the current 
page on the  PDA. The variable Fpda-totai was derived from  the action data set (Table 8.1). The 
variable Fpda-totai depicts the  frequency o f PD A in form ation  access fo r  all information. Then a 
fu rth e r lis t o f specific frequency variables w ere  derived fo r  accessing all types o f maps (Fpda- 
map), accessing overv iew  map only (Fpda-o_map), accessing detailed map only (Fpda-d_map) and 
accessing ro u te  in fo rm a tion  (Fpda-route). The statistical summaries (Table 8.12) show the mean 
values w ith  the  standard deviation fo r  all these frequency variables fo r  both settings U l and 
U2. Median value and skewness, kurtosis o f the d is tribu tion  o f these variables are also shown 
in the  Table. The boxp lo ts  (Figure 21) illustrate  these d istributions w ith  outlier/extrem e 
values marked.
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Urban Setting U1 Total Map OverviewMap DetailedMap Route
Mean 46.37 38.19 29.70 8.48 8.63
Std. Error of Mean 2.26 3.20 3.09 2.55 2.09
Median 45 41 28 3 1
Std. Deviation 11.72 16.62 16.05 13.23 10.88
Skewness 0.54 0.08 0.53 2.41 0.64
Kurtosis -0.17 -0.50 -0.41 6.80 -1.52
Urban Setting U2 Total Map OverviewMap DetailedMap Route
Mean 55.74 45.96 35.48 10.48 9.78
Std. Error of Mean 3.99 3.96 3.68 2.32 2.18
Median 55 48 33 7 5
Std. Deviation 20.72 20.57 19.10 12.06 11.32
Skewness 1.26 -0.38 0.32 1.24 1.96
Kurtosis 3.47 -0.67 -0.40 0.69 3.88
Table 8 .12 Statistical summary o f the frequency variables (Fpda) fo r setting UI and U2 where 
Total is fo r Fpda-totai, Map is fo r Fpda-map and so on.
The average and median values in setting U2 are higher than those in setting U l which 
suggests that participants found setting U2 to  be the more challenging to  navigate. Both the 
figures in Table 8.12 and the boxplots in Figure 8.21 (a) and (b) show that the distribution of 
the variables Fpda-d_map (the frequency o f accessing detailed map information) and Fpda^oute (the 
frequency o f accessing route information) are different from the distribution of the 
aggregated frequency variable Fpda-totai fo r both settings. There are a number of 
outlier/extrem e values fo r these tw o  variables. These differences can also be found between 
these tw o  variables and the variable Fpda-map (the frequency of accessing total map 
information) and Fpda-o_map (the frequency o f accessing overview map information). The large 
spread in the distribution o f the variables Fpda-route fo r settings UI and U2 is evident in both 
the high standard deviations (Table 8.12) and the boxplots (Figure 8.21(a) and (b)). Also from 
the boxplots, it  can be seen that there is a clear preference fo r map information as 
compared w ith route information.
PDA Information Access • U1
Total Map OverviewMap DetailedMap Route
(a)
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Figure 8 .21 Frequency o f PDA information accessed (n=27):
(a) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
The frequency variable fo r  tota l information accessed, Fpda-totai, was further investigated for 
each individual task (Routel to  Route6). Table 8 .13 shows the statistical summaries of the 
variable fo r each route, while Figure 8.22 (a) and (b) illustrates the distribution of these 
frequency variables fo r setting U I and setting U2 respectively. There is considerable variety 
between the routes w ith  contrasting distributions. This perhaps reflects the relative 
complexity o f each o f the routes and the consequent need fo r consulting the PDA for 
information. Setting U2 has consistently higher standard deviations suggesting that there is 
greater range o f behaviours given the irregular layout of this setting. Route4 in setting U l has 
the highest overall frequency o f PDA information access. This corresponds to the time- 
distance relation shown in Figure 8 .17 (d). Although this is the longest route in the U l 
experiment, the scatter diagram illustrates how, despite the similar route lengths travelled by 
participants, proportionately more time was spent on the task (with considerable spread) 
and is reflected in the higher frequency o f PDA access. Overall these results of frequency of 
PDA access appear to  be consistent w ith  the results analysed from completion time Tcompietion 
and distance travelled Dtraveiied.
For each o f the six routes (Routel to  Route6) in both settings U l and U2, the statistical 
summaries and boxplots fo r each frequency variable, Fpda-map, Fpda-o_map, Fpda-d_map and Fpda-route 
are shown fo r reference in Appendix VI.
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Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 46.37 6.00 9.63 6.74 10.63 6.37 7.00
Std. Error of Mean 2.26 0.74 0.77 0.68 0.87 0.77 0.80
Median 45 6 9 6 11 5 7
Std. Deviation 11.72 3.84 4.02 3.51 4.50 3.99 4.15
Skewness 0.54 1.48 0.91 1.57 0.40 1.40 1.83
Kurtosis -0.17 3.84 2.17 3.19 -0.06 1.86 5.60
Urban Setting U2 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 55.74 6.70 7.11 8.22 10.89 13.81 9.00
Std. Error of Mean 3.99 0.79 0.78 1.06 1.28 1.28 1.13
Median 55 7 6 6 9 14 8
Std. Deviation 20.72 4.09 4.05 5.50 6.64 6.63 5.88
Skewness 1.26 0.79 1.80 1.63 1.85 0.03 1.15
Kurtosis 3.47 -0.12 3.61 2.51 5.60 -1.15 1.49
Table 8 .13 Statistical summary o f the variable Fpda-totai (the frequency o f PDA information
accessed) in tota l and fo r each route.
Total PDA frif ormation Access - U1
Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
(a)
Total PDA Information Access - U2
51c
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Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
(b)
Figure 8.22 The frequency o f PDA information accessed fo r each route (n=27): 
(a) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
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The differences in the frequencies o f PDA information access between the two groups of 
participants according to  the sequence in which the settings were used have also been tested. 
The results o f the Mann-Whitney U tests are as follows:
■ fo r variable Fpda-totai in setting U I : U( 14, 13) = 28.5, p  = 0.002;
■ fo r variable Fpda-totai in setting U2: U (I3, 14) = 79.5, p  = 0.583.
Thus the Ho o f no significant difference can be rejected at p  < 0.05 level fo r setting U I, giving 
a significant difference in Fpda-totai between these tw o  groups o f participants. The Ho of no 
significant difference cannot be rejected at p  < 0.05 level fo r setting U2. By further analysing
the differences in each o f the six routes (Table 8.14), the majority of routes show that there
is no significant difference between the tw o  groups, only one route shows the significant 
difference at the p  < 0.05 level. Route 5 (from D4 to  D5) in setting U l is a relatively 
straightforward wayfinding task (distance travelled and time taken both have a relatively low 
standard deviation). This route configuration may allow a significant learning effect to  be 
detected in a short-term  experiment. Nevertheless, no significant effect can be detected for 
the o the r routes. The significant difference fo r the experiment may be overly influenced by 
aggregation effects. Therefore, on the basis o f this more detailed analysis o f each route, the 
overall differences in Fpda-totai do no t show any consistently significant change resulting from 
the ir experience in the ir wayfinding in the firs t setting.
Urban Setting U1 Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mann-Whitney U 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1 -tailed Sig.)]
68
0.261
0.28
64.5
0.196
0.202
53.5
0.061
0.063
87.5
0.864
0.867
33.5
0.015
0.014
51.5
0.056
0.055
Urban Setting U2 Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mann-Whitney U 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)]
71
0.332
0.35
72
0.356
0.375
68
0.264
0.28
63
0.174
0.185
68.5
0.275
0.28
73
0.382
0.402
Table 8.14 Significance test fo r differences in sequence by individual route.
For urban setting U I and U2, the mean and median values o f the variable Fpda-totai, as shown 
in Table 8.1 I, are higher in setting U2 than in setting U l. This suggests that participants 
found setting U2 needed more information to  complete tasks. However, there is no 
significant difference from  the result o f a Man-Whitney U Test:
Total PDA frequency U I and U2: Mann-Whitney U test: U(27, 27) = 265, p  = 0.085;
Ho cannot be rejected at p  < 0.05 and there is no significant difference between total PDA 
frequency between U I and U2. This result may seem counter-intuitive. However, this may 
reflect that, in general, the PDA was accessed frequently on all routes travelled despite the 
tw o  different urban layouts (Figures 8 .19 and 8.20). The frequency of usage does not reflect 
the time used in studying information and the PDA can easily be consulted to  re-confirm
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routes being taken and thereby increasing the frequency o f usage. In the next section when 
the time span o f PDA information usage is analysed, the result does show a significant 
difference between the tw o  settings.
8.5.3 T im e spent for PD A  information usage
Although the frequency o f PDA information accessed provides an important factor in the use 
o f spatial information during the wayfinding tasks, the time spent studying PDA information 
reflects the different lengths o f time used by participants to  access and assimilate the 
information. Furthermore, different lengths o f time might be used in studying different types 
o f spatial information (e.g. overview map o f the area layout, detailed zoom-in map, route 
information). The variable o f the tota l time spent fo r PDA information usage is denoted as 
Tpda-totai, comprising the time spent fo r using all the information through the PDA. The 
variable Tpda-totai was derived from  the action data set (Table 8.1). Then some further specific 
time variables were derived for: using all types of maps (Tpda-map), using overview map only 
( Tpda-o_map), using detailed map only (Tpda-d_map) and using route information (Tpda-route). Shown 
in the statistical summary in Table 8.15, the mean and median values of time are generally 
higher in U2. W hen looking at the median time usage, fo r example, of detailed map Tpda-d_map 
it is nearly tw ice as high in setting U2; use o f route information Tpda-route is also 
correspondingly much higher. Boxplots o f the distribution of these variables is shown in 
Figure 8.23 (a) and (b).
Urban Setting U1 Total Map OverviewMap DetailedMap Route
Mean 366.89 307.00 210.63 96.37 59.89
Std. Error of Mean 26.97 29.47 21.92 25.37 14.84
Median 374 289 215 38 0
Std. Deviation 140.15 153.14 113.92 131.81 77.09
Skewness 0.11 0.16 0.39 1.57 0.85
Kurtosis -0.64 -0.88 -0.64 1.70 -0.80
Urban Setting U2 Total Map OverviewMap DetailedMap Route
Mean 487.48 382.00 268.48 113.52 105.48
Std. Error of Mean 39.92 35.48 24.47 24.58 21.96
Median 467 371 254 66 65
Std. Deviation 207.42 184.37 127.16 127.70 114.13
Skewness 1.67 0.52 0.09 1.19 2.11
Kurtosis 3.60 0.64 -0.55 0.50 5.15
Table 8 .15 Statistical summary o f the time (Tpda) variables fo r settings UI and U2 where 
Total is fo r Tpda-totai, Map is fo r Tpda-map and so on.
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Figure 8.23 Frequency o f PDA information accessed (n=27):
(a) setting U I; (b) setting U2.
The time variable fo r total information usage, Tpda-totai, was further investigated for each 
individual task (Routel to  Route6). Table 8 .16 shows the statistical summaries of the variable 
fo r each route, whilst Figure 8.24 (a) and (b) illustrates the distribution of these frequencies 
fo r setting U I and setting U2 respectively. There is considerable variation between the 
routes w ith  contrasting distributions. Route4 in setting U l has the highest overall median 
time o f PDA information access. This corresponds to  the time-distance relation shown in 
Figure 8 .17 (d). Route5 in setting U2 has the highest mean and median there, and this too 
corresponds to  the relevant time-distance relation shown in Figure 8 .18 (e). This reflects the
Total Information Map OverviewMap DetailedMap Route
Total Information Map OverviewMap DetailedMap Route
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complexity encountered during this particular task and forms a case study discussed in 
Section 8.7. Overall these results o f the frequency of PDA access appear to  be consistent 
w ith  the results analysed from  completion time Tcompietion and distance travelled Dtraveiied.
Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 366.89 48.81 83.81 53.44 78.63 50.22 51.96
Std. Error of Mean 26.97 6.40 13.50 7.08 9.78 6.43 7.47
Median 374 44 60 48 64 39 39
Std. Deviation 140.15 33.23 70.17 36.79 50.84 33.41 38.81
Skewness 0.11 0.81 2.02 1.55 0.90 0.38 1.24
Kurtosis -0.64 0.12 5.99 2.45 0.07 -1.32 2.40
Urban Setting U2 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 487.48 60.67 58.04 73.70 97.70 134.44 62.93
Std. Error of Mean 39.92 10.26 6.63 13.06 13.48 12.98 11.37
Median 467 47 42 56 89 118 45
Std. Deviation 207.42 53.32 34.47 67.86 70.02 67.47 59.09
Skewness 1.67 1.65 1.14 2.20 1.53 1.06 1.46
Kurtosis 3.60 3.20 0.76 6.04 3.84 1.41 0.97
Table 8 .16 Statistical summary o f the variable Fpda-totai (the frequency of PDA information
accessed) in tota l and fo r each route.
Time spent fo r using PDA inforamtion - U1
Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
00
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Tim e spent for using PDA inforamtion - U2
R outel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
(b)
Figure 8.24 Time spent fo r PDA information usage on each route (n=27): 
(a) setting U I; (b) setting U2.
For each o f the six routes (Routel to  Route6) in both settings U l and U2, the statistical 
summaries and boxplots fo r each frequency variable, Tpda-o_map, Tpda-d_map and Tpda-route are 
shown fo r reference in Appendix VII.
The differences in the time fo r PDA information access between the two groups of 
participants according to  the sequence in which the settings were used are also tested. The 
results o f the Mann-Whitney U tests are as follows:
■ fo r variable Tpda-totai in setting U I : U( 14, 13) = 4 1.00, p  = 0.014;
■ fo r variable Tpda-totai in setting U2: U( 13, 14) = 61.00, p  = 0.155.
Thus the Ho o f no significant difference can be rejected at p  < 0.05 level fo r setting U I, giving 
a significant difference in Tpda-totai between these tw o  groups o f participants. The Ho of no 
significant difference cannot be rejected at p  < 0.05 level fo r setting U2. Further analysing the 
differences in each o f the six routes (Table 8.17), the majority o f routes show that there is 
no significant difference between the tw o  groups, only Route5 in setting U l shows a 
significant difference at p  < 0.05 level. Therefore the overall differences do not show any 
consistently significant change in total time spent fo r PDA usage resulting from their 
experience in the ir wayfinding in the firs t setting.
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Urban Setting U1 Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mann-Whitney U 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)l
77.5
0.512
0.519
55
0.081
0.085
56
0.089
0.094
74
0.409
0.43
37
0.009
0.008
52
0.053
0.052
Urban Setting U2 Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mann-Whitney U 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)]
71
0.332
0.35
72
0.356
0.375
68
0.264
0.28
63
0.174
0.185
68.5
0.275
0.28
73
0.382
0.402
Table 8.17 Significance test fo r differences in sequence by individual route.
The mean and median values o f the variable Tpda-mai, as shown in Table 8.15, are higher in 
setting U2 than in setting U l.  This suggests that participants found setting U2 to be more 
challenging to  navigate requiring more PDA time. The result o f a Man-Whitney U Test:
Total PDA tim e U I and U2: Mann-Whitney U test: U(27, 27) = 241.50, p = 0.033 
shows that the null hypothesis (Ho) can be rejected at p < 0.05 w ith a significant difference 
between setting U I and U2. It is therefore the length o f time of PDA usage rather than the 
frequency o f PDA usage which differentiates the tw o  urban settings.
8.5.4 Task planning t im e
As discussed in §8.4.5 and illustrated in Figure 8.19 and 8.20, the time spent at the start 
points o f each wayfinding task was identified as being used fo r planning and determining how 
to  reach the next destination. This time could include the time fo r familiarising oneself with 
the environment and fo r accessing and studying the spatial information from the PDA. A new 
variable is consequently formed here fo r task planning time, denoted as Tpian, which is the 
time period elapsing while participants plan a new wayfinding task before they actually begin 
to  navigate the chosen route. This variable was calculated from the integrated data sets 
described in §8.1.1. The variable Tpian can be measured as seven variables comprising: Tpian-totai 
fo r the whole wayfinding experiment; and Tpian-Ri to  Tpian-R6 fo r each of the six routes. Table 
8.18 presents a statistical summary fo r these seven variables with the column ‘Total’ for 
variable Tpian-totai and ‘Route I to  ‘Route6 fo r variables Tpian-Ri to  Tpian-R6 respectively. The 
mean and median values o f the total planning time (Tpian-totai) in setting U2 is also higher than 
in setting U l.  The boxplots in Figure 8.25 show the distribution of variable Tpian-totai in both 
settings, where the distribution fo r setting U2 has a positive skew.
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Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 247.30 43.41 43.93 38.81 43.63 34.81 42.70
Std. Error of Mean 16.80 5.41 6.12 4.36 5.62 4.13 5.34
Median 235 40 33 30 35 33 33
Std. Deviation 87.27 28.10 31.81 22.66 29.21 21.47 27.76
Skewness 0.62 0.73 1.48 1.14 1.20 1.34 1.08
Kurtosis 0.65 0.25 1.94 0.79 1.00 2.57 0.09
Urban Setting U2 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 343.67 54.63 40.52 54.89 48.93 102.81 41.89
Std. Error of Mean 31.16 9.21 5.17 7.69 5.80 13.76 6.67
Median 294 42 37 42 45 91 29
Std. Deviation 161.93 47.88 26.84 39.98 30.15 71.52 34.68
Skewness 1.69 2.29 1.13 1.30 0.84 1.06 1.65
Kurtosis 2.93 6.25 1.37 1.14 -0.08 0.64 2.80
Table 8 .18 Planning time fo r total wayfinding experiment and fo r the six routes
Total bme used for planning at beginning of each route • U1 Total time used fo r planning at beginning of each route - U2
no
1
xc
(a) (b)
Figure 8.25 Total planning time (Tpian-totai): (a) setting U l; (b) setting U2.
The distributions o f the variable Tpian-Ri to  Tpian-R6 fo r each route in both settings are shown 
in Figure 8.26. The variability o f the distributions is evident across the six routes in both 
settings. However, the planning time variables in setting U l have less variability than in 
setting U2. This could indicate that participants perceived different levels of complexity in 
the urban morphology o f the tw o  settings using the planning time variables.
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Time used fo r  planning at beginning of a route - U1
O "
$ 150
0)e
Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Time used fo r  planning at beginning of a route - U2
(a)
Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
(b)
Figure 8.26 Planning time fo r each route: (a) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
For setting U2, the mean and median o f the planning time variable Tpian-totai are higher than in 
setting U l (Table 8.15). This difference is shown to  be significant from the result o f the 
Mann-Whitney U test: U(27, 27) = 212.00, p = 0.008. Therefore, it is clear that participants 
spent more tim e planning in setting U2 than in U l.  This further confirms that participants, in 
general, perceive the setting o f the U2 environment as more challenging than U I .
8.5.5 Combining frequency and tim e of PD A  usage
In this Section the relationship o f total frequency Fpda-totai, total time Tpda-totai and planning 
time Tpian-totai are investigated. Correlations between the three variables for both settings are
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given in Figure 8.19. It can be seen that Fpda-totai and Tpda-totai in both settings have a significant 
positive correlation in excess o f 0.6. Tpda-totai also has a significant positive correlation with 
Tpian-totai > 0.6. However, Fpda-totai and Tpian-totai are not significantly correlated.
Urban Setting U1 Tpda-totai T  plan-total
Spearman's rho Fpda-totai Correlation Coefficient 0.620 0.187
N = 27 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.001 0.349
T  pda-total Correlation Coefficient 0.731
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000
Urban Setting U2 Tpda-totai Tplarvtotal
Spearman's rho Fpda-totai Correlation Coefficient 0.653 0.354
N = 27 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.070
T  pda-total Correlation Coefficient 0.696
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000
Table 8.19 Correlation matrices (significant correlations p < 0.05 in bold).
O rdinary least squares (OLS) regression was carried out between Fpda-totai and Tpda-totai fo r 
settings U l and U2 w ith  the results given in Figure 8.27 and Table 8.20. Both models are 
significant at p < 0.05. The regression model has a higher R2 in U2, but this may be 
influenced by the outlier. In setting U l,  the total frequency explains less of the variance in 
tota l tim e o f PDA usage. This may relate to  differences in the way PDA spatial information is 
used in setting U I as compared w ith  setting U2. This is further discussed in §8.7.
Urban Setting U1
m
R sq - 0  3074
«D
CD
Total Frequency of PDA Usage
Urban Setting U2
Rsq -  0.5843
am
cm
a
<a 60 60
Total Frequency of PDA Usage
Figure 8.27 Regression models w ith  95% confidence intervals fo r Fpda-totai against Tpda-totai for
settings UI and U2
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Urban SatOng U1 
Model Summary
R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate
Urban SatOng 1/2
Model Summary
R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate
0.554 0.307 0.280 118.940 0.764 0.584 0.568 136.379
Predictors: (Constant), Fpdnom Predictors: (Constant). Fpd«-tot»i
Dependent Variable: Tpdnow Dependent Variable: Tpa»-total
ANO VA
Sum of Squares df M ean Square F Sig.
Regression 156989 394 1 156989 .394  1 1 0 9 7 0  003
Residual 3 53669  273 25 14146.771
Total 5 10658  667 26
ANOVA
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Regression 653613.578 1 653613 578 35.142 0 000
Residual 464981.162 25 18599.246
Total 1118594.741 26
Coefficients
Coefficients Std. Error t Sig.
(Constant) 59.576 95.049 0.627 0.536
Fpda-totai 6.627 1.989 3.331 0.003
Coefficients
Coefficients Std Error t Sig.
(Constant) 60.923 76.593 0.795 0.434
Fpda-totai 7.653 1.291 5.928 0.000
Table 8.20: Regression statistics fo r Fpda-totai and Tpda-totai fo r settings UI and U2
Similarly, regression has been carried ou t between Tpda-totai and Tpian-totai and fo r settings UI 
and U2 w ith  the results given in Figure 8.28 and Table 8.21. Tpda-totai only consists the time 
spent in using the PDA. However, Tpian-totai includes time spent using the PDA and time spent 
observing the environment and deciding the wayfinding strategy. Tpian-totai is therefore not an 
inclusion set o f Tpda-totai. These have higher R2 values as expected from the correlation matrix. 
Hence the planning tim e explains more variance in the total PDA time than the total 
frequency. Again, setting U2 has the stronger correlation. This also reflects differences in the 
planning o f wayfinding between the tw o  settings.
Urban Setting U1
£
75
75
HE
R sq -0.5141
933
«D
Urban Setting U2
Rsq *  0 6353
443
<aa.o
|
28
75
Total Planning Time (seconds)
fU ZE 3E 40 SO 60 TO 80 90
Total Planning Time (seconds)
Figure 8.28 Regression models w ith  95% confidence intervals fo r Tpian-totai and Tpda-totai for
settings U I and U2
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Urban Setting U1 
Model Summary
R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of trie Estimate
Urban Setting U2 
Model Summary
R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate
0.717 0.514 0.495 99.625 0.797 0635 0.621 127.736
Predictors (Constant). Fpda-totai Predictors: (Constant), Tpim-tota
Dependent Variable: Tpian-totai Dependent Variable: Tpda-totai
ANOVA
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Regression 262528.943 1 262528.943 26.451 0.000
Residual 248129.723 25 9925.189
Total 510658.667 26
ANOVA
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Regression 710680.616 1 710680.616 43.556 0.000
Residual 407914.125 25 16316.565
Total 1118594.741 26
Coefficients
Coefficients Std. Error t Sig.
(Constant) 82.154 58.589 1.402 0.173
Tpian-totai 1.151 0.224 5.143 0.000
Coefficients
Coefficients Std. Error t Sig.
(Constant) 136.606 58.574 2.332 0.028
Tplan-total 1.021 0.155 6.600 0.000
Table 8.21 Regression statistics fo r  Tpian-totai and Tpda-totai fo r  settings U l and U2
Given th a t Fpda-totai and Tpian-totai are n o t significantly corre la ted, w ith  both correlating well 
w ith  Tpda-totai., i t  was considered possible to  construc t a m ultip le  regression model fo r  each 
setting betw een these tw o  variables and the dependent variable Tpda-totai. The results are 
given in Figure 8.29 (a) and (b) and Table 8.22. The results o f the A N O V A  given in Table 
8.22 show  th a t bo th  m u ltip le  regression models are significant at p < 0.001. Again the R2 is 
higher in se tting  U2 bu t w ith  bo th  in excess o f 0.7. The am ount o f variance explained is high 
and th e re fo re  Fpda-totai and Tpian-totai can be taken as the  main determ inants o f Tpda-totai.
Urban Setting Ul
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Urban Settng U2
(b)
Figure 8.29 M ultip le  regression m odel (a) fo r  setting U l ;  (b) fo r  setting U2.
Urban Setting U1
Model Summary
R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate
0.854 0.729 0.706 75.939
Predictors: (Constant), Tpian-totai, Fpda-totai 
Dependent Variable: Tpda-totai
ANOVA
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Regression 372256.510 2 186128.255 32.276 0.000
Residual 138402.157 24 5766.757
Total 510658.667 26
Coefficients
Coefficients Std. Error t Sig.
(Constant) -152.448 69.907 -2.181 0.039
Fpda-totai 5.590 1.281 4.362 0.000
Tplan-total 1.052 0.172 6.110 0.000
Urban Setting U2
Model Summary
R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate
0.923 0.852 0.839 83.099
Predictors: (Constant), Tplan-total, Fpda-totai 
Dependent Variable: Tpda-totai
Coefficients
Coefficients Std. Error t Sig.
(Constant) -53.090 49.780 -1.066 0.297
Fpda-totai 5.167 0.872 5.922 0.000
T plan-total 0.735 0.112 6.583 0.000
ANOVA
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Regression 952864 896 2 476432 448 68.994 0.000
Residual 165729.845 24 6905.410
Total 1118594.741 26
Table 8.22 Statistics fo r  m u ltip le  regression in Figure 8.29
D is c u s s io n : In Section 8.5, th re e  main variables have been identified as key descriptors o f 
PDA usage, namely the  frequency o f PD A in fo rm ation  access, the task planning tim e and the
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time spent on PDA usage. In all cases, a significant difference was found between settings U l 
and U2, w ith  U2 having higher median values. Thus setting U2 appears to  have been more 
challenging fo r participants. Furthermore, this analysis supports the suggestion that spatial 
layout and environment along the route  do have an influence on frequency of PDA access 
and usage. This is fu rthe r supported by the patterns o f spatial distribution of PDA usage 
given in the intensity maps (Figures 8.19 and 8.20). Furthermore, there is evidence that 
particular routes present participants w ith  specific challenges as reflected in the heightened 
PDA information access and tim e spent using the PDA. This will be further explored as part 
o f the case studies in §8.7.
W h ils t the preceding analysis has focused on aggregate PDA information usage, as discussed 
in §8.5.2 and §8.5.3, it is nevertheless im portant to  study the variables on frequency and time 
spent using the constituent types o f information, such as overview maps, detailed maps and 
route  information. This w ill be fu rthe r addressed in the next Section.
The sequence in which participants undertook experiments in urban setting UI and U2 has 
been fu rthe r analysed fo r any effects on PDA information usage that such sequencing might 
produce. For example, there might be a learning effect which could change the way in which 
the PDA was being consulted fo r  information (frequency, time). If this was found to  be the 
case, it would be difficult to  combine all participants in a single analysis o f each setting. The 
significance tests have shown that there are no consistent differences between participants 
undertaking the various tasks in a different sequence and therefore all the results for a 
setting can be studied together. M oreover, this is a positive sign as the data collected reflects 
participants’ unaltered abilities applied to  both settings.
From the regression models (Figure 8.29) it  can been seen that frequency of PDA access and 
planning time, when specified as uncorrelated independent variables, have a strong 
relationship w ith  to ta l PDA usage time. There is, however, a difference between setting UI 
and U2 w ith  a higher R2 goodness o f f it  in setting U2.
8.6 Classification of individual PDA spatial information usage
The usage o f spatial information through consulting the PDA can be quantified using two 
main categories o f variables: the frequency o f information access and the time spent for 
consulting and studying the information. As discussed in the previous Section, there are 
different types o f information which can be accessed and used via the PDA during the 
wayfinding tasks. To  recap, these variables on PDA spatial information transaction are:
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■ Frequency fo r to ta l (any) PDA information access -  Fpda-totai
■ Frequency fo r all types o f map information access -  Fpda-map
■ Frequency fo r overview map information access -  Fpda-o_map
■ Frequency fo r detailed map information access -  Fpda-d_map
■ Frequency fo r rou te  information access -  Fpda-route
■ Time spent on to ta l PDA information usage -  Tpda-totai
■ Time spent on all types o f map information usage -  Tpda-map
■ Time spent on overview map information usage -  Tpda-o_map
■ Time spent on detailed map information usage -  Tpda-d_map
■ Time spent on rou te  inform ation usage -  Tpda-route
The values o f frequency o f PDA information access and time spent fo r PDA information 
usage include the tim e spent on accessing information during task planning. Therefore, 
planning tim e is no t considered separately here. In this Section, analysis of the variables on 
frequency o f access and time spent fo r each type o f information (overview map, detailed map 
and rou te  information) w ill be carried out. Patterns o f individual preferences fo r types of 
information w ill be derived from  this analysis.
For eight ou t o f the ten variables listed above, factor analysis has been used to  explore 
whether the PDA spatial information usage variables can reasonably be reduced to  a smaller 
number o f dimensions. The motivation fo r so doing was to  use such dimensions in order to 
classify individual participants according to  the ir PDA spatial information usage. The variables 
Fpda-totai and Tpda-totai were not included in the factor analysis, because the value of these 
variables sum from  the others. However, variables Fpda-map and Tpda-map have been included 
because, as w ill become evident from  the factor analysis, these tw o variables do inform 
patterns o f preference over and above what the ir constituent parts are able to  show on their 
own. Although these may result in an ill-conditioned correlation matrix (Longley, 1967; 
Mather, 1976), the software (Statistica) handles this by reducing the maximum number of 
factors that can be extracted. In this analysis, however, the number o f factors taken forward 
is in any case much smaller than the total extracted and the exploratory analysis should be 
safe.
For the factor analysis, the Kaiser crite rion  and scree test have been used to  select the 
number o f factors which should be retained. Following the Kaiser criterion, the only factors 
that should normally be retained are those w ith  eigenvalues greater than I . In other words, 
only the factors extracting at least as much as the equivalent o f one original variable are 
retained. Therefore, the three factors given in Table 8.23 can be retained because their 
eigenvalues are all greater than I. From the scree plot (Figure 8.30), the factors to  be
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retained are normally those above the inflection where the eignevalues level off (the scree). 
From these tw o  criteria, th ree factors have been retained. Additionally, the cumulative 
percentage values o f explained variance given in Table 8.23 show that the variance explained 
by these three factors is 93.948%.
Plot of Eigenvalues
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Figure 8.30 Scree p lo t o f Eigenvalues
Eigenvalues
Extraction: Principal components
Eigenvalue % Total 
variance
Cumulative
Eigenvalue
Cumulative
%
1 3.709 46.362 3.709 46.362
2 2.504 31.297 6.213 77.659
3 1.303 16.289 7.516 93.948
Table 8.23 The Eigenvalues and the percentages of variance explained.
Table 8.24 gives the factor loadings after rotation using Varimax normalisation. Taking the 
usually accepted cut-o ff value o f > 0.7, it  can be seen that the variables with high loadings 
(>0.7) are mutually exclusive to  the three factors. It is therefore straightforward to  interpret 
these factors as follows:
■ Factor I is marked by high loadings on variables Tpda-o_map, Fpda-map and Fpda-o_map. This 
indicates that Factor I is characterised by the usage of the overview map through 
the PDA both in frequency o f access (Fpda-o_map) and time spent on studying such 
information through the PDA (Tpda-o_map). Furthermore, there is a high loading on 
the to ta l frequency o f PDA map information access (Fpda-map). This may reflect the 
relationship between overview map usage and the total frequency o f map
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information access whereby the usage o f the overview map is characterised by more 
clicking o f the PDA to  find landmarks and street names.
■ Factor 2 is marked by high loadings on variables Tpda-map, Tpda-d_map, Fpda-d_map. Thus
Factor 2 reveals the usage o f the detailed map via the PDA both in time spent
studying such information, Tpda-d_map, and the frequency of access, Fpda-d_map.
Additionally, there is a high loading on the variable fo r total time spent on PDA map 
information usage (Tpda-map). This could indicate that detailed map usage is linked to  
the to ta l tim e spent fo r PDA map information usage (Tpda-map), but not on the 
frequency fo r to ta l PDA map information access (Fpda-map). This then differs from 
Factor I.
■ Factor 3 is marked by high loadings on variables Tpad-route, and Fpda-route. This factor
thus evidently reflects the usage o f PDA route information in both frequency of 
access and tim e spent in PDA usage fo r such information.
Factor Loadings (Varimax normalized)
Extraction: Principle Components
(Marked loadings are >7000)
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
Tpda-map -0.6471 0.7113 0.0966
Tpda-o_map -0 .9320 -0.0377 0.1721
Tpda-d_map 0.0261 0.9861 -0.0354
Tpda-route 0.1092 0.0676 -0 .9713
Fpda-map -0 .8254 0.4331 0.1868
Fpda-o_map -0.9193 -0.2293 0.2083
Fpda-d_map 0.0525 0.9751 -0.0122
Fpda-route 0.2999 -0.0765 -0 .9240
Explained Variance 2.9189 2.6810 1.9160
Propotin of Total 0.3649 0.3351 0.2395
Table 8.24 Factor loadings on the raw variables.
From the factor analysis results and the discussion above, the three factors extracted from 
the eight PDA spatial information usage variables, can be regarded as describing three 
different aspects o f the PDA spatial information usage. They are referred as three 
dimensions o f PDA spatial information usage here, denoted as PDA-DI, PDA-D2 and PDA- 
D3. Dimension PD A-D I reflects overview map usage w ith some additional measure of 
frequency o f to ta l PDA map information access, including variables Tpda-o_map, Fpda-o_map and 
Fpda-map. Dimension PDA-D2 reflects detailed map usage w ith additional loading on time 
spent on studying to ta l PDA map information, including variables Tpda-map, Tpda-d_map and Fpda- 
d_map. The th ird  dimension, PDA-D3, reflects route information usage, including variables 
Tpda-route and Fpda-route. Having thus arrived at a classification of the variables, it is now possible 
to  take this forw ard to  a classification o f PDA usage by individuals.
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Using the variables in each o f the three dimensions, the value of each variable was 
normalised to  [0,1] using a min/max transformation. Three indices were then created by 
combining the relevant variables giving equal weighting. These three indices were used to 
derive a classification tree  using W ard ’s method. Four groups have been identified, marked 
as I to  4 in Figure 8. 31. These four groups are denoted as IN -G I through IN-G4 and are 
used to  represent individual preferences in PDA spatial information usage. The IN-GI and 
IN-G2 groups are clearly separated from  the rest as shown by the linkage distance in the 
tree diagram (Figure 8.31); however, it  is arguable that IN-G3 and IN-G4 should be 
combined in to  a single group. Therefore, fu rther analysis was carried out both in plotting 
these groups against the three PDA dimensions and in statistical tests.
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Figure 8 .31 Classification tree o f individual PDA information usage.
The value o f the three indices, representing the three PDA usage dimensions, fo r all 
participants in the fou r PDA spatial information usage groups (IN -G I to  IN-G4) are 
illustrated using parallel plots. The four groups are shown in Figure 8.32(a), (b), (c) and (d) 
respectively. As illustrated in these parallel plots, the participants in IN-GI have much higher 
scores in the dimension PDA-D3 (PDA route information usage) compared to  the other two 
dimensions w ith in  the group. In addition, the ir scores in the dimension PDA-D3 are also 
higher than any o f the o the r usage groups. Thus the Group IN-GI can be concluded as 
having a pattern o f preferring rou te  information to  other types o f information fo r their 
wayfinding tasks. The participants in both groups IN-G2 and IN-G4 have low scores in the 
dimension PDA-D3. However, participants in IN-G4 Group have much higher scores in the
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dimension P D A -D I (overview map information) w ith much lower scores in the dimension 
PDA-D2 (detailed map information). The scores in PDA-DI are also much higher than those 
o f any o the r usage group. On the o ther hand, the participants in IN-G2 have high scores on 
both dimensions PDA-D I and PDA-D2. These might reflect the ways in which members of 
Group IN -G 2 use both types o f map fo r the ir wayfinding tasks, o r use the overview map to  
access the detailed maps o f particular areas. Finally, the participants in the IN-G3 Group do 
have slightly higher scores in the dimension PDA-DI and slightly lower scores in the 
dimension PDA-D3. Thus, the participant pattern of using PDA spatial information in this 
group does no t seem to  show any particular preference fo r any one type of spatial 
information. This also confirms that the classification w ith  IN-G3 and IN-G4 as tw o separate 
groups is m ore acceptable than any which might combine them into a single group. 
Moreover, the distinctive (Figure 8.32(d)) pattern o f preferences amongst the members of 
Group IN -G4 might be difficult to  discern in any such combined group.
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Figure 8.32 Parallel plots fo r four PDA spatial information groups:
(a) IN -G I; (b) IN-G2; (c) IN-G3; (d) IN-G4.
Kruskal-Wallis tests were carried ou t fo r the four PDA spatial information usage groups. 
These four groups are all significantly different at p < 0.05 w ith regard to  the three
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underlying variables (Table 8.25), reinforcing the conclusion that the classification of 
individual PDA usage in to  fou r groups is sound.
Dimension Kruskal-Wallis test result
PDA-D I H ( 3, N= 27) =20.698 p =.0001
PDA-D2 H ( 3, N= 27) =11.787 p =.0082
PDA-D3 H ( 3, N= 27) =13.656 p =.0034
Table 8.25 Statistical tests fo r the four groups IN -G I to  IN-G4
The four PDA spatial information usage groups (abbreviated here as PDA information usage, 
o r just PDA usage) were also cross tabulated w ith participant self-assessments of spatial 
abilities (SA) using the groups SA-GI to  SA-G3 (Table 8.26). These SA groups were derived 
from  the analysis o f self-assessed spatial ability scores, which were discussed in §8.2. The 
figures in Table 8.26 show the numbers o f the participants falling throughout the cross 
classification. A t  firs t glance, there appears to  be no strong match between these tw o types 
o f groups. However, the general tendency shows that the majority o f the participants in SA­
GS (w ith higher self-assessed spatial ability scores) have preferences fo r map-oriented spatial 
information, w hilst participants in SA-G2 use a range o f spatial information. Interestingly, 
nearly half o f the participants in SA-G I (w ith low self-assessed spatial ability scores) have 
preferences fo r rou te  information, while the remainder prefer the m ixture of route and map 
information fo rm  the overview maps. The numbers of participants in the four PDA spatial 
information usage groups have also been compared w ith  the numbers of participants in the 
three groups w ith  tendencies fo r route, landmark and map thinking (TK-Groups) TK-G I to  
TK -G3 (Table 8.27). These TK  groups were derived from the analysis of self-assessed spatial 
ability scores, (§8.2.2). Again, although there is no simple match between these tw o groups, 
the numbers o f the participants in TK-G  I (w ith a self-assessed tendency fo r map and 
landmark thinking) all fall in to  the PDA usage groups IN-G2 to  IN-G4, which have strong 
preferences on the map information usage. However, the participants in TK-G2 (with a self­
assessed tendency fo r route  and landmark thinking) are split between the Group IN-GI 
(route information usage) and the Group IN-G3 (mixed spatial information usage). Because 
o f the small numbers falling into each category in the crosstables, no statistical tests have 
been carried out.
PDA-Usage
SA-Group IN-G1 (route) IN-G2 (detailed map) IN-G3 (mixed) IN-G4 (overview map)
SA-G1 (low score) 3 0 1 3
SA-G2 (intermediate score) 1 1 5
SA-G3 (high score) _________2__________________3_________________ 4__________________4________
Table 8.26 Crosstabulation o f observed PDA usage and self assessment of spatial ability (SA).
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TK-Group
TK-G1 (map + landmark) 
TK-G2 (route + landmark) 
TK-G3 (all)
PDA-Usage
IN-G1 (route) IN-G2 (detailed map) IN-G3 (mixed) IN-G4 (overview map)
3 2
5
3
6
4
2 0 0
Table 8.27 Crosstabulation o f observed PDA usage and tendency fo r route, landmark and
Discussion: In this Section, a range o f variables on the usage of spatial information by 
consulting the PDA have been classified into three dimensions using factor analysis. These 
three dimensions, PDA-D I to  PDA-D3, can be identified relating to  route information usage, 
overview map usage and detailed map usage. The four resultant PDA spatial information 
usage groups, IN -G I to  IN-G4, have been established by means o f a classification tree based 
on the three PDA dimensions (Figure 8 .31). From the parallel plots (Figure 8.32), the 
different patterns between these four groups show that there are clear preferences in types 
o f spatial information used by individuals during their wayfinding tasks. The participants in 
Group IN -G I have a preference fo r route information during wayfinding tasks. Members of 
the Group IN-G4 have strong preference fo r overview maps of the area over other types of 
information. This group also uses (IN-G4) overview maps in association w ith landmark 
information. The access o f landmark information by clicking on the overview map may be 
manifest in the frequency o f to ta l PDA map information (Fpda-map) scores, which is one of the 
underlying variables in PD A-D I (overview map usage). The participants in Group IN-G2 
have a preference fo r detailed maps over route information. The preference fo r overview 
maps is also evident amongst the members o f this group. This could result from the ways in 
which detailed map information is accessed through the initial display o f an overview map. 
However, the participants in this G roup (IN-G2) tend to  have their main preference as using 
detailed maps. The variable Tpda-map, which is one of the underlying variables in PDA-D2 
(detailed map usage), reflects the time spent on studying PDA map information. In other 
words, high scores in PDA-D2 could also be indicative of greater time spent studying 
detailed PDA maps. Furthermore, the figures shown in the crosstable (Table 8.26), suggest 
discernible relations between self-assignments o f spatial ability groups (SA groups) and 
observed PDA spatial information usage (IN groups). Similarly, trends can be identified 
between assignments to  the four IN groups and the three TK groups (tendency fo r route, 
landmark and map thinking). The self-assessed SA groups and TK groups, therefore, may 
provide a useful means o f understanding preferences fo r spatial information usage. However, 
there is no t a clear relationship. The four individual PDA groups, established through the 
three PDA dimensions from  measured activities, do have a clear pattern in preferences in 
PDA spatial information usage.
map thinking (TK).
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8.7 Case studies
In the preceding Sections, a range o f variables has been elicited from the empirical data to 
describe and measure wayfinding behaviour and PDA spatial information usage. Analyses 
have been carried ou t to  investigate these variables in relation to  the tw o different urban 
settings and the three different self-assessed spatial ability groups. Furthermore, a 
classification has been established based on the individual PDA spatial information usage. In 
§8.7.1, group level case studies o f three self-assessed spatial ability (SA) groups and the four 
PDA information usage (IN) groups are presented in respect of spatial layout and spatial 
information usage. In §8.7.2, individual level case studies are examined, largely qualitatively, in 
respect o f spatial information usage, wayfinding strategies and spatial knowledge recall. These 
cases concerns eight individuals picked from  different SA and IN groups.
8 .7 .1 Case studies: group level
The firs t group level study is o f the three spatial ability groups (SA-G I , SA-G2 and SA-G3) 
which have been derived from  the analysis o f self-assessed questionnaire responses (see 
§8.2.2). To  recap, SA-G I is low  self-assessed spatial ability group, SA-G2 suggest 
intermediate self-assessed spatial ability and SA-G3 suggest high self-assessed spatial ability. 
The intensities o f the wayfinding position track points were mapped fo r the participants in 
these three groups fo r both settings U I and U2, as shown in Figures 8.33 to  8.35. These 
intensity maps were created using kernel density estimation w ith I metre cell size and 10 
metre bandwidth. Although the method used is the same as the one used to illustrate the 
spatial d istribution fo r all participant tracks (Figure 8.10 and Figure 8 .11), it is also possible to 
map similar distributions fo r the different spatial ability groups. In these maps, higher 
intensity locations show where participants move less o r dwell fo r prolonged periods. Low 
intensities are where participants spend less time. In a similar way to  the analysis carried out 
in previous Sections on the variables which describe wayfinding behaviour and PDA 
information usage, the patterns shown in these intensity maps can be used to  identify 
differences in wayfinding behaviour between the three groups.
Before investigating the intensity maps o f wayfinding tracks, the differences between the 
three spatial ability groups were tested in respect o f tw o  variables: distance travelled 
( Dtraveiied) and time taken fo r completion (Tcompietion). These tw o variables were discussed in 
§8.4 as tw o  factors describing wayfinding performance. The results from Kruskal-Wallis tests 
show that there is a significant difference (H(2,27)= 10.300 , p=0.006) between the three 
groups fo r setting U I w ith  respect to  the distance travelled: however, there is no significant
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difference between them with respect to  time taken for completion. From the distribution of 
variable Dtraveiied shown in Figure 8.33, the participants in SA-G2 and SA-G3 have a high 
median value o f Dtraveiied, whilst the participants in SA-G I have low median values of Dtraveiied. 
This might reflect that the participants from SA-G2 and SA-G3 were able to exercise more 
diversity in their route choices in setting U I . Nevertheless, they did not spend more time in 
completing the wayfinding tasks. This is confirmed in the discussion below. There is no 
significant difference between the three SA groups in settings U2 with respect of Dtraveiied and 
Tcompletion.
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Figure 8.33 Boxplot of variable Dtraveiied for three SA groups in settings U I and U2
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Figure 8.34 In tensity maps fo r  self-assessed spatial ability G roup SA-G I (low  score):
(a) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
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Figure 8.35 Intensity maps fo r  self-assessed spatial ability G roup SA-G2 (medium score):
(a) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
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Figure 8.36 In tensity maps fo r  self-assessed spatial ability G roup SA-3 (high score):
(a) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
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T he  pa tte rns  in th e  in tens ity  maps fo r  the  th re e  groups reveal a num ber o f differences 
be tw een  them . T he  lo w e s t in tens ity  areas represen t locations th rough  which participants 
pass w ith o u t stopp ing. A ll in tensities above th is  indicate locations w he re  participants stopped 
o r  lingered e ith e r to  consu lt th e  P D A  o r  to  observe the  environm ent. Thus apart from  
show ing w h ich  ro u te  o p tio ns  w e re  used by participants, any in tensity  above the  low est is o f 
in te res t. T o  begin w ith , th e re  is g re a te r d ive rs ity  in the  num ber o f d iffe ren t rou tes chosen 
(o u t o f  th e  to ta l available) by th e  partic ipants in SA-G3 fo r  th e ir  wayfinding (Figure 8.36 (a) 
and (b)) com pared  w ith  th e  o th e r  tw o  groups. W h e n  observing th is  d ivers ity  across the  tw o  
d iffe re n t settings, i t  occurs in bo th  though such d ive rs ity  is dem onstrated m ore  obviously in 
se tting  U I than in se tting  U2. N e x t, th e re  is a s im ilarity  in the  locations w ith  higher intensity 
am ongst th e  th re e  groups fo r  bo th  settings. A n  example is the  higher intensity locations at 
th e  s ta rt po in ts  fo r  each wayfind ing task. A  location w ith  h igher intensity (above low est 
in tens ity ) w ill be re fe rre d  to  as a ‘h o ts p o t’, a lthough hotspots themselves can have d iffe ren t 
in tensities. Th is  phenom enon shows th a t partic ipants fro m  all th re e  SA groups spent tim e  fo r  
p lanning th e ir  w ayfind ing a t th e  beginning o f the  tasks. This is consistent w ith  the  analysis o f 
th e  task planning tim e  (§8.5.4). H ow eve r, an im p o rta n t d ifference in the  patterns o f hotspots 
can be observed betw een  the  th re e  groups, th a t is the  d iffe ren t d is tribu tion  o f such hotspots. 
Shown in Figure 8.34 (a), fo r  th e  partic ipants in SA-G I, on ly  a num ber o f the  hotspots are 
loca ted  a t th e  s ta rt po in ts o f  th e  w ayfinding tasks (e.g. a t D 2 and D 5) w h ils t o the rs  are 
located a t road junctions. For th e  partic ipants in SA-G2, shown in Figure 8.35 (a), the 
h o tsp o ts  are  located bo th  a t s ta rt po ints and some o f road junctions. But fo r  SA-G3 
partic ipants  (Figure 8.36 (a)), th e re  is a clear concen tra tion  o f such hotspots a t the  starting 
po in ts  o f  w ayfind ing  tasks, pa rticu la rly  in the  early part o f the  en tire  journey. This is even 
m o re  obv ious in setting  U2 (Figure 8.36(b)), w he re  the  s ta rt po in t o f the  w ho le  jou rney is 
th e  highest in tens ity  loca tion  th ro u g h o u t the  e n tire  wayfinding routes.
C om paring  th e  tw o  d iffe ren t settings, the  partic ipants in SA-G I G roup  have m ore  evenly 
d is tr ib u te d  h o tsp o ts  a t s ta rt po in ts  and road junctions in setting U2 (Figure 8.34(b)). The 
h igher in tens ity  h o ts p o t a t D 4  m ight re fle c t th a t the  partic ipants perceived some challenge 
fo r  th e  com ing  w ayfind ing task fro m  D 4 to  D 5 (this location w ill be analysed in detail in 
§8.7.2). Th is ro u te  in setting  U2 also posed a challenge to  the  participants in SA-G2 (see the 
ho tspo ts  a long th e  ro u te  betw een D 4 and D5 in Figure 8.35 (b)). In setting U2, the 
d is tr ib u tio n  o f  h o tspo ts  fo r  th e  partic ipants in SA-G2 are mainly a t the  starting points o f the 
va rious w ayfind ing  tasks and som e locations w here  participants fe lt the  need fo r  m ore  
in fo rm a tio n . T he  ro u te  D 4  to  D 5 in setting  U2, which appears to  be a challenge to  the 
partic ipants  in SA-G I and SA-G2, does n o t cause such high intensity ho tspo t fo r  the 
partic ipants  in SA-G3 (Figure 8 .36(b)).
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The three spatial ability groups are further investigated in terms of the frequency of being 
lost o r confused. These frequency data were elicited from the individual wayfinding track 
position data and observation data based on the number of time participants were lost 
and/or confused. The track position data can show behaviour consistent with being lost 
(such as taking an obvious wrong turning, overshoot and turning back) or confused (such as 
dwelling at points of choice not knowing where to go). The observation data also recorded 
such incidences either from the investigator direct observation or from participants’ own 
admissions. As shown in the Figure 8.37, the frequency of being lost or confused for the 
participants in SA-G I is higher in setting U2 than in setting U I . The participants in SA-G2 
and SA-G 3 performed m ore consistently in both settings in terms of the number of times 
that they w ere lost o r confused. In other words, the difference between urban settings has 
greater effect upon participant wayfinding performance in SA-G I than for participants in the 
other groups. Kruskal-Wallis tests show that there is a significant difference between the 
three groups in setting U I in respect of the frequency of being lost or confused, H(2,27) =
9.006 p = 0 .0 1 I , but not in setting U2, 1-1(2,27) = 1.300 p = 0.522.
Fig 8.37 Frequency of being lost o r confused for three SA groups in settings U I and U2
The second case study here is of the four PDA spatial information usage groups, which were  
classified based on the three indices derived from a range of PDA information usage variables 
(see §8.6). T o  recap, these four groups are: Group IN -G I with route information oriented 
usage; G roup IN -G 2  with map oriented usage with clear preferences for detailed maps; 
G roup IN -G 3  with mix mode of information usage; and Group IN -G 4 with map oriented 
usage and clear preferences for overview maps.
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T o  begin with, statistically, there is no significant difference between these four groups in 
terms of distance travelled o r time taken for completing wayfinding tasks. However, the time 
used for task planning shows a significant difference, at p < 0.05 level, between the four 
groups in setting U l ,  but not in setting U2: setting U l H(3, N =27) = 10.688 p = 0.014; 
setting U2 H (3, N = 2 7 ) = 7.584 p = 0.055. As shown in Figure 8.38, the participants in 
information usage G roup IN -G 2  have highest values for total planning time (Tplan-total) 
compared with the other groups. W hen in setting U2, there appears to be a greater range in 
Tpian-totai amongst the participants in this group. This appears to have been caused by the 
more irregular layout of setting U2 giving participants additional challenges in planning their 
routes, predominantly using detailed maps. Furthermore, the influence of the setting has a 
much less marked effect on Tpian-totai for groups IN -G I and IN -G 3, which are the route 
information usage and mix mode information usage groups. The settings do appear to  have 
an influence on the median value of Tpian-totai for the participants in IN -G 4 which is the 
overview map information usage group, setting U I requiring this group to spend less time 
for planning.
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Figure 8.38 Boxplots of planning time (Tplan-total) for the four IN groups in settings U I and U2
Eight intensity maps of the track position points recorded during wayfinding (Figure 8.39 to  
Figure 8.42) w ere  also created for these four groups in both settings, in a similar way as 
described in the first case study above. The patterns shown in these intensity maps are 
discussed below to  explore aspects of wayfinding behaviour of the four PDA information 
usage groups.
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Figure 8.39 Intensity maps for PDA spatial information usage group IN -G I:
(a) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
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Figure 8.40 Intensity maps for PDA spatial information usage Group IN-G2:
(b) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
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Figure 8 .4 1 Intensity maps for PDA spatial information usage Group IN-G3:
(c) setting U l;  (b) setting U2.
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Figure 8.42 Intensity maps for PDA spatial information usage Group IN-G4:
(d) setting U I ; (b) setting U2.
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The intensity maps in Figure 8.39 to Figure 8.42 reveal a number of characteristics of these 
four groups relating to their wayfinding behaviours. Firstly, the patterns show that there is 
less diversity in the number of routes chosen by the IN -G I Group of participants during 
their wayfinding (Figure 8.39(a) and (b)) compared with the participants in other groups. The 
participants in the IN -G I Group have preferences for route information; therefore they 
were more likely to follow the routes described by the route information. This general lack 
of route diversity amongst the participants could also reflect that the knowledge gained from 
the route information was not sufficient to enable the participants to choose other routes. 
The greatest diversity in route choice is amongst the participants in IN-G3 in setting U l 
(Figure 8.41(a)), which could have resulted from the mixed mode of information usage. It 
could either be the situation that the participants had gained more knowledge about the 
spatial layout by using different types of information, or the participants may have faced some 
difficulties but got around them by using a richer mix of information. Moreover, amongst the 
participants in Group IN-G2, IN -G3 and IN-G4, the difference in the diversity of route 
choices is less obvious in setting U2 (Figure 8.40 (b), Figure 8.41(b) and Figure 8.42(b)) than 
in setting U l. The participants in these groups all have some degree of map-oriented 
information usage although with different emphasis either in overview maps or detailed maps. 
It may also be that setting U2 offers a more restricted choice of rational routes between 
successive destinations.
Secondly, there are different patterns of hotspots between the four groups. As shown in 
Figure 8.42 (a) and (b), for IN-G4, the hotspots with the highest intensities are clearly 
located at the starting point for the whole wayfinding journey. For setting U2, the hotspot at 
the starting point has an even greater intensity. This implies that the participants with map- 
oriented usage with preference for overview maps spent more time at the beginning of the 
whole journey in familiarising themselves and studying the spatial information via the PDA to 
plan the wayfinding tasks. In contrast, for the participants in IN -G I (route information 
oriented usage group), the hotspots are located at some of the starting points and most of 
the road junctions (Figure 8.39(a) and (b)). In other words, these participants tended not to 
spend much planning time at the beginning of wayfinding tasks, but access the information 
more frequently along the routes. This phenomenon can be observed in both settings U l 
and U2. This may result from the nature of the route information which provides successive 
instructions along the route. Participants may well find it difficult to remember the whole 
route information, but are likely to access the information incrementally along the routes. 
However the participants in this group might need more information when they encounter 
challenging routes such as from D4 to D5 (in setting U2) along which is a cul-de-sac where 
many participants became lost or confused. For the participants in IN-G2 (Figure 8.40(a) and
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(b)), most of the hotspots are concentrated at the starting points of each wayfinding task. 
The intensity o f such hotspots is noticeably higher at the starting points of each wayfinding 
task in U2, although this pattern of hotspots is similar in both settings. Such a pattern implies 
that the participants studied the spatial information more intensively in planning each coming 
wayfinding task. This is consistent with the results shown in Figure 8.38. The distributions of 
the hotpots in Figure 8.41(a) and (b) show that the concentration of hotspots are at the 
starting points and at locations having a more challenging spatial layout (e.g. the cul-de-sac on 
the route form  D 4  to  D5 in setting U2, the roundabout on the route from D 2 to D3 in 
setting U I).
The frequency of being lost o r confused was also studied in relation to  these PDA spatial 
information usage groups. For the four groups, a Kruskal-Wallis test shows that there is no 
significant difference with respect to  these frequencies. This may be because of the small 
sample size in each group. Nevertheless, it can be seen from the boxplots (Figure 8.43) that 
the median frequency of being lost o r confused is consistently higher in U2 amongst all 
groups compared with U l.  The effect of setting appears to have had more influence on the 
participants in IN -G I Group (Figure 8.43), with setting U2 having the greatest interquartile 
range in the frequency of being lost and confused.
T
IN-G1 IN-G2 IN-G3 IN-G4
Fig 8.43 Frequency of being lost o r confused for four IN  groups in settings U I and U2
Discussion: For the three spatial ability groups SA-GI to SA-G3, the hotspots for SA-G3 
are most concentrated at the starting point of the whole wayfinding journeys and early parts 
of the wayfinding tasks whilst the o ther tw o  groups have a more even spread of high 
intensity locations at different start points for each task, road junctions and some more 
challenging locations. This phenomenon may reflect that the participants in SA-G3 (self-
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assessed high sco re  in spatial ab ility ) are m ore  likely to  fam iliarise themselves and study the 
spatial in fo rm a tio n  fro m  th e  P D A  a t the  early stage o f wayfinding and seem to  benefit from  
deve loping th e ir  spatial know ledge o f the  layout a t an early stage. F urtherm ore, the 
partic ipants in SA-G3 seem to  have exercised m ore  d ivers ity  in th e ir  rou te  choices which 
m igh t have resu lted  fro m  gaining good spatial know ledge a t the  beginning o f the whole  
jou rney. T he  partic ipants  in S A -G I are less likely to  spend m ore  tim e  at the beginning o f 
tasks fo r  in fo rm a tio n  b u t access in fo rm a tion  m ore  frequen tly  along the rou tes taken. For 
G ro u p  SA-G 2, th e  partic ipants appear to  spend tim e  studying the  in fo rm ation  fo r  task 
planning and access in fo rm a tion  w h e re ve r d ifficu lties occur. M oreover, the spatial layout 
does appear to  have m o re  o f  an influence on the  wayfinding behaviour amongst the 
partic ipants in S A -G I and SA-G2.
F or d iffe re n t P D A  in fo rm a tio n  usage groups, w hich  represent the  d iffe ren t preferences in 
using spatial in fo rm a tio n  wayfinding, th e re  are observable differences in the patterns o f 
wayfinding. T he  partic ipants w ith  ro u te  in fo rm a tion  o rien ted  usage ( IN -G I)  tend to  take less 
tim e  fo r  studying the  in fo rm a tio n  in planning the  task, bu t access in fo rm ation  m ore 
in tensive ly along the  rou tes. In con tras t, the  partic ipants w ith  overv iew  map o rien ted  usage 
(IN -G 4 ) spent m o re  tim e  studying in fo rm a tion  at the  beginning o f the  w ho le  jou rney and 
have gained m o re  know ledge abou t the  layout and acquire less in fo rm ation  during the routes. 
A n o th e r  map o rie n te d  g roup, IN -G 2 , w ith  preferences in detailed maps also spent m ore  
tim e  planning b u t th is  was concen tra ted  a t the  starting points o f each wayfinding task. The 
m ixed m ode  in fo rm a tio n  usage g roup  (IN -G 3 ) tends to  need in fo rm ation  at both  starting 
po in ts  o f  w ayfind ing  tasks and at som e decision points such as road junctions. Furtherm ore, 
com p lex  settings and loca tions w ith  m o re  challenging spatial layouts tend to  have m ore  an 
e ffect on the  partic ipants in IN -G I and in IN -G 3.
The  planning tim e  is an im p o rta n t and measurable aspect o f wayfinding behaviour and 
in fo rm a tio n  usage. W h ils t the  b oxp lo ts  in Figure 8.38 show  differences between groups, the 
in tens ity  maps have shed ligh t on d ifferences in the  spatial locations at w hich planning 
activ ities  take  place.
The g ro up  case studies have p rov ided  fu rth e r  insights in to  the relationships between 
d iffe re n t individuals, th e ir  w ayfind ing behaviours and the ways in which spatial in form ation  
was acquired. T he  design o f LBS w ayfind ing applications w ill thus need to  consider individual 
spatial ab ility  and in fo rm a tio n  preferences. F u rthe rm ore  the re  are implications as to  w here 
and in w h a t s itua tions m o re  precise and detailed in fo rm ation  w ill be required by these 
d iffe re n t groups.
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8.7.2 Case studies: individual level
This p a rt o f the  case study analysis focuses on individual partic ipants selected fro m  d iffe ren t 
self-assessed spatial ab ility  g roups (SA groups) and PD A spatial in fo rm ation  usage groups (IN  
groups). T he  emphasis is on th e ir  strategies in using spatial in fo rm ation  via the PD A during 
th e ir  w ayfinding activ ities. T o  begin w ith , an ove rv iew  o f all 27 participants w ith  th e ir  SA- 
g roup ing  and IN -g rou p in g  is given in Table 8.28. In these case studies, the re  w ill be reference 
made to  the  num ber o f  tim es these partic ipants w e re  lost o r  confused, so also listed in Table 
8.28 is the  frequency w ith  w h ich  partic ipants w ere  los t o r  confused during th e ir  wayfinding 
tasks in settings U l and U2. For the  aggregated 27 participants, Figure 8.44 shows tha t 
partic ipants are m o re  like ly  to  be lo s t o r  confused in setting U2 than in setting U I , a Mann- 
W h itn e y  U test: U (27,27) = 248.5 p = 0.043 confirm ing  the significant difference. This again 
indicates th a t se tting  U2 is m o re  challenging th a t U I .
PID SA-group IN-group Setting U1 Setting U2
P02 3 1 15 10
P03 3 4 2 3
P04 3 3 3
P05 1 2 3
P06 1 4 0 0
P07 2 1 2
P08 1 4 1 5
P09 3 2 2
P11 3 7 3
P12 3 4 2 2
P13 2 5 6
P14 3 4 5 7
P15 3 3 1 2
P16 2 1 5 3
P17 1 1 2 9
P18 1 3 0 5
P19 1 4 1 6
P20 3 3 4 1
P21 2 3 4 5
P22 1 1 1 4
P23 2 3 6 4
P24 3 3 1 5
P25 2 3 3 4
P26 3 2 0 5
P27 2 3 4 4
P29 3 1 3 3
P30 3 4 4 4
Setting U1 Setting U2
Table 8.28 Frequency o f being los t and confused Figure 8.44 B oxp lo t o f the frequency 
fo r  all partic ipants in bo th  settings in both  settings
For the  e ight partic ipants selected fo r  th is  Section, the re  are tw o  participants in each o f the 
fo u r  IN  groups. The tw o  partic ipants in each o f fo u r IN  groups are no t from  the  same SA 
groups. A ll SA groups are represented. Listed in Table 8.29 are the  eight participants w ith  a 
num ber o f  variables describ ing th e ir  w ayfinding characteristics. The variables shown in the 
tab le  are: pa rtic ipan t id (PID ); self-assessed spatial ability group (SA group); PDA spatial 
in fo rm a tio n  g roup  (IN  g roup); frequency o f being los t o r  confused (Lost/Confused); the  to ta l 
distance trave lled  fo r  the  w ayfind ing tasks (Dtraveiied-totai); the  tim e  taken fo r  com pleting the
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wayfinding tasks (Tcompietion-totai); frequency o f PDA inform ation  access (Fpda-totai); the time 
spent using the  in fo rm a tion  fro m  the  PDA (Tpda-totai); the tim e used fo r  task planning (Tpian-
total).
P ID SA-Group IN-Group Lost/Confused D  travelled-total 
U1 U 2  U1 U 2
T  completion-total 
U1 U2
F  pda-total 
U1 U 2
T  pda-total 
U1 U2
T  plan-total 
U1 U2
P05 1 1 2 3 2840.7 2563.3 1319 2548 37 125 197 1161 174 601
P07 2 2 1 2 3268.5 2261.8 1614 1888 48 55 428 808 429 853
P11 3 2 7 3 3535.7 2590.2 2083 1578 73 64 598 523 353 350
P19 1 4 1 6 2966.4 2618.7 1366 1605 43 63 341 473 197 245
P20 3 3 4 1 3780.2 2419.4 1636 1356 25 33 268 330 223 360
P27 2 3 ! 4 4 3242.1 2596.5 1817 1898 63 57 394 497 235 292
P29 3 1 3 3 3161.4 2689.8 1612 1467 41 37 477 467 321 169
P30 3 4 4 4 3109.6 2340.8 1254 1384 54 78 149 409 78 264
Table 8.29 Eight partic ipants studied at the  individual level (shaded figures are above median
values fo r  all 27 participants).
An in fo rm a tion  usage tra ck  map was created fo r  each o f these participants based on the 
integrated PD A in fo rm a tion  usage data set w ith  wayfinding position points. The type o f 
spatial in fo rm a tion  accessed and the  location w here  the PDA was consulted are mapped 
along the ro u te  taken during wayfinding activities. Thus a to ta l o f 16 inform ation usage track 
maps w ere  created fo r  the  8 participants, one fo r  each o f the tw o  settings. These are shown 
in Figures 8.45 to  8.52. A lso  illustra ted  in Figures 8.45 to  8.52 are the sketch maps that the 
partic ipants d re w  as a pa rt o f the  post-experim ent questionnaires immediately after each set 
o f wayfinding tasks. Each o f these sketch maps is displayed under the corresponding 
wayfinding tra ck  com ple ted by tha t participant. T o  recap a design element o f the 
experim ents (§ 6.4), the  last task in each setting (the re tu rn  from  D5 back to  the car park 
fro m  whence they had sta rted) had no rou te  assistance available through the PDA. This was 
to  ensure tha t all partic ipants w ere  only able to  access map in form ation fo r  this final task. To 
recap: ‘rou te  in fo rm a tion ’ refers to  the  in form ation  which provides procedural inform ation 
such as a ro u te  descrip tion; ‘overv iew  map’ refers to  the general layout map o f the area w ith  
landm arks/road names w hich  can be shown by clicking on the map; and ‘detailed map’ refers 
to  zoom ed in maps show ing a res tric ted  part o f the area but can be scrolled and resembles 
trad itiona l paper maps in its co n te n t and symbology.
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Participant P29. This p a rtic ip a n t (Figure 8.45) is fro m  G roup  IN -G I, w hich is the rou te  
in fo rm a tio n  o rie n ta te d  usage g roup , and is also classified as part o f the  SA-G3 G roup  w ith  
high self-assessed spatial ab ility . F or the  wayfinding tasks com pleted in setting U l,  the 
d istance trave led  by th is  pa rtic ip a n t is be low  the  median (Table 8.29) w ith  an above median 
value on th e  tim e  taken fo r  com p le tion . Regarding the  PD A in fo rm ation  usage, this 
p a rtic ip a n t has b e lo w  m edian frequency o f in fo rm a tion  access, bu t the tim e  spent fo r  using 
the  in fo rm a tio n  accessed via th e  P D A  is above median. The to ta l planning tim e  is also above 
median. Shown in Figure 8.45(a), a noticeable preference fo r  ro u te  in form ation  usage can be 
observed. H o w e ve r, th is  ro u te  dom inated  in fo rm a tion  pattern  started to  change when the 
p a rtic ip a n t perce ived th a t the  com ing tasks w ere  m ore  com plex. For example at D2 and D3 
is se tting  U l ,  a sw itch ing  be tw een ro u te  in fo rm a tion  and map in form ation  is evident. The 
o ve rv ie w  maps and deta iled maps w e re  bo th  used to  assist in understanding the rou tes to  be 
taken. A n o th e r  s itua tion  w h e re  th is  strategy was used is w here  the  partic ipant encountered 
challenging s itua tions (e.g. th e  rou nd ab ou t along the  ro u te  between D2 to  D3 in setting U l) ,  
w h e re  b o th  o ve rv ie w  map and deta iled map w ere  b rought in to  use. The rou te  in form ation  
was resum ed as th e  main source  once the  maps had been used. A  sim ilar strategy in spatial 
in fo rm a tio n  access and usage is observable in setting U2. Route in fo rm ation  dom inates the 
P D A  usage b u t a t D3 o ve rv ie w  and detailed maps w ere  accessed and used fo r  assisting the 
planning the  n e x t task to  D4. A f te r  resum ing the  use o f rou te  in form ation , a fu rth e r 
challenge arose  p a rtw ay  be tw een  D3 and D 4  necessitating the  use again o f overv iew  maps 
and deta iled  maps. W h e n  the  ro u te  in fo rm a tion  was n o t available th rough the PD A on the 
last leg, o v e rv ie w  maps and deta iled  map w e re  again used. For setting U2, the Tpda-totd fo r  this 
p a rtic ip a n t is h igher than m edian b u t the  Fpda-totai is lo w e r than the  median value, m irro rin g  
pe rfo rm ance  in se tting  U I . This im plies th a t the  partic ipant was m ore  likely to  spend tim e  to  
co nsu lt th e  in fo rm a tio n  accessed on th e  PD A than to  jus t glance at it. The partic ipant 
became lo s t o r  confused th re e  tim es each in settings U l and U2. Both o f the sketch maps 
d raw n  by th is  p a rtic ip a n t e xh ib it s im ila r characteristics in th a t they are simple and only the 
last leg o f th e  jo u rn e y  was reco rded . The sketch map fo r  U l has the main landmarks w h ils t 
sketch map fo r  U 2 has the  c o rre c t o rien ta tion  bu t only the starting po in t and destination 
show n. This m igh t re fle c t the  fact th a t th is individual had lo w  comprehension o f the whole 
spatial layo u t o f  th e  setting, b u t had nevertheless developed a degree o f spatial knowledge 
w ith  help fro m  the  P D A  su ffic ien t fo r  the  wayfinding tasks.
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P a rtic ip a n t P05. This p a rtic ip a n t (Figure 8.46) is also fro m  the IN -G I G roup  (rou te  
in fo rm a tio n  o rie n ta te d  usage g roup ), bu t belongs to  G roup  SA-G I w ith  low  self-assessed 
spatial ab ility . Th is p a rtic ip a n t has b e low  median values fo r  variables Dtraveiied, Tcompietion, Fpda- 
totd, Tpda-totai, Tpian-totai fo r  th e  w ayfinding tasks com pleted in setting U l ,  bu t w ith  all these 
variables a t above m edian values in setting  U2 (Table 8.29). Thus setting U2 appears to  have 
been p a rticu la rly  challenging fo r  th is  partic ipant, m ore  so than fo r  many o th e r participants. 
F rom  th e  in fo rm a tio n  usage tra c k  map fo r  setting U l (Figure 8.46(a)), the re  is clear 
p re fe rence  fo r  ro u te  in fo rm a tio n  usage concentra ted  in areas around the starting points o f 
each w ayfind ing  task and decision po in ts  such as road junctions. O n ly  on the last leg o f the 
w h o le  w ayfind ing  jo u rn e y  was map in fo rm a tion  used, p rim arily  because the  rou te  
in fo rm a tio n  was n o t available fro m  th e  PDA. The overv iew  maps w ith  detailed maps w ere  
used a t th e  s ta rting  p o in t o f th e  last leg w h ils t the  overv iew  maps w ere  frequently consulted 
during  th e  f irs t  ha lf o f  th e  final leg. In setting  U2, a c learer strategy emerges in the  pattern  o f 
the  in fo rm a tio n  access and usage. R oute  in fo rm a tion  is used until a challenging situation is 
encoun te red  w h e re u po n  o ve rv ie w  and detailed maps are used to  resolve it. This is no t 
d iss im ila r to  p a rtic ip a n t P29 discussed above bu t w ith  m ore  intensive use o f the  PDA. Again, 
on the  final leg o f  the  jou rney , th e  deta iled map is used frequen tly  as no rou te  instructions 
are available. F or th e  sketch map fo r  se tting U l ,  again on ly the  last lag o f the w ho le  journey 
is reco rd ed . As n o ted  in the  p a rtic ip a n t’s w ritte n  comm ents, this is only ‘rem em bered ’ 
because o f the  en fo rced  map use on the  last leg. The sketch map fo r  setting U2 has many o f 
the  c o rre c t features, including the  destinations. The ro u te  shown, however, is linear and 
de fic ien t in spatial con figu ra tion  and is d irec tiona lly  a m ir ro r  image o f the real w o r ld  setting. 
This suggests th a t th e  know ledge gained fro m  the rou te  in form ation  has n o t con tribu ted  to  
th is  p a rtic ip a n t’s know ledge o f the  spatial layout. H ow ever, it is interesting to  note  tha t 
ro u te  in fo rm a tio n  in a m o re  regu la r g rid  layout did n o t help the  partic ipant to  create  a linear 
ro u te  map.
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P a rtic ip a n t P I I. This p a rtic ip a n t (Figure 8.47) is fro m  G roup  IN -G 2, w hich is map orien ted  
usage g ro up  w ith  a p re fe rence  fo r  detailed maps. This partic ipant also belongs to  G roup  SA­
GS w ith  high self-assessed spatial ability. The value o f variables Dtraveiied, Tcompietion, Fpda-totai, 
Tpda-totai, Tpian-totai are all above the  respective medians. As shown in Figure 8.47(a), in setting 
U I , th e re  is a c lea r p re fe rence  fo r  the  use o f the  detailed map. The use o f the  overv iew  map 
is re s tr ic te d  to  th e  s ta rting  p o in t o f each o f the  wayfinding tasks w hereupon th is partic ipant 
re tu rns  back to  co nsu lt th e  deta iled maps along the  routes. This w ou ld  indicate tha t 
o ve rv ie w  maps are  used to  gain know ledge on the configuration o f the area when planning 
the  w ayfind ing  tasks and ro u te  choices. It also suggests tha t the detailed maps (showing only 
p a rt o f  th e  w h o le  area, though  they  can be scrolled) do n o t provide  participants w ith  
su ffic ien t know ledge  o f  the  e n tire  spatial layout. O n  the  last leg o f the  jou rney only the 
deta iled map is used. In se tting  U 2 (Figure 8.47(b)), th is partic ipant uses a sim ilar strategy. 
Again, all th e  variables are above median apart fro m  Tcompietion w hich is be low  the median. Use 
o f  deta iled  maps predom inates w ith  ove rv iew  maps used at the starting points o f each 
w ayfind ing  task. The o ve rv ie w  maps w ere  also used at locations w here  th is partic ipant 
encoun te red  som e d ifficu lties, such as along the rou te  between D2 to  D3. The last leg is 
cons is ten t w ith  se tting  U l in the  use o f detailed maps. The frequency o f getting lost o r  
confused fo r  th is  pa rtic ipan t was: 7 tim es in setting U I and 3 tim es in setting U2. The sketch 
map fo r  se tting  U l (Figure 8 .47(c)) has on ly  p a rt o f the  area w ith  only the  last th ree  
destina tions d raw n, b u t w ith  ve ry  detailed local landmarks such as s tree t names, and has the 
c o rre c t o rie n ta tio n . The  sketch map fo r  setting U2 (Figure 8.47(d)) has been placed in a 
n o rth -s o u th  d ire c tio n , has a sim plified  ro u te  layout bu t is m ore  detailed in some local areas. 
Again, the  use o f  deta iled maps appears n o t to  have con tribu ted  as much as m ight be 
expected  to  th is  p a rtic ip a n t’s know ledge o f the  spatial layout o f the setting. A lso, this 
p a rtic ip a n t d id  n o t manage to  sketch the  en tire  rou te  in setting U l despite its m ore  regular 
layout.
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Figure 48 Participant P07 (IN -G 2, SA-G2): (a) information track map -  setting U l; (b)
information track map -  setting U2; (c) sketch map -  setting U l; (d) sketch map -  setting U2.
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P a rtic ip a n t P07. This p a rtic ip a n t (Figure 8.48) is also fro m  G roup  IN -G 2, map oriented 
in fo rm a tio n  usage w ith  p re fe rence  fo r  detailed maps. This partic ipant also belongs to  G roup 
SA-G 2 w ith  in te rm e d ia te  self-assessed spatial ab ility and has higher than median values in all 
variables Dtraveiied, Tcompietion, Fpda-totai, Tpda-totai, Tpian-totai in setting U l.  Shown in Figure 8.48(a), 
th is  p a rtic ip a n t began m oving  in a s im ilar pa ttern  to  partic ipant PI I (above), th a t is, using the 
o ve rv ie w  m ap a t th e  s ta rting  p o in t o f  the  wayfinding task and then using the detailed map 
a fte rw ards  and along the  ro u te . H ow ever, th is strategy changed a fte r D 2 w here  the 
o ve rv ie w  map com es to  dom ina te  th e  type  o f in fo rm ation  accessed and used. O n ly  on the 
w ayfind ing  task fro m  D 4  to  D 5 does the  previous pattern  reappear. In setting U2, this 
pa rtic ip a n t has values in variables Dtraveiied and Fpda-totai below  the median, w ith  the  o the r 
values above th e  m edian value. Thus detailed map usage appears to  take up m ore  tim e  both 
in tim e  taken  fo r  com p le ting  wayfind ing tasks and the  tim e  spent in consulting the PDA fo r  
in fo rm a tio n . Figure 8 .48(b) shows a c lear pa ttern  in w hich the  overv iew  maps are used at the 
s ta rting  po in ts  a long w ith  deta iled maps, and detailed maps are used along the routes. This 
im plies th a t th e  o ve rv ie w  maps a re  used to  gain general know ledge o f the  spatial layout. This 
is ve ry  m uch like  the  p a rtic ip a n t PI I in the  same PD A in fo rm ation  usage G roup  IN -G 2. The 
frequencies w ith  w h ich  th is  p a rtic ip a n t was los t o r  confused w ere  once is setting U l and 
tw ic e  in se tting  U2. T he  sketch map fo r  setting U l (Figure 4.48(c)) has been o rien ta ted  in a 
n o rth -s o u th  d ire c tio n , b u t has c lea r ro u te  geom etry  and destinations marked. The sketch 
map fo r  se tting  U 2  (Figure 4 .48(d )) again is o rien ta ted  in a north -sou th  d irection , bu t has a 
m o re  sim p lified  ro u te  con figu ra tion . The sketch maps also show  the  approxim ate ly co rre c t 
re la tive  scales o f  settings U l and U2.
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Figure 49 Participant P20 (IN -G 3, SA-G3): (a) information track map -  setting U l; (b)
information track map -  setting U2; (c) sketch map -  setting U l; (d) sketch map -  setting U2.
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P a r t ic ip a n t  P 20 . This p a rtic ip a n t (Figure 8.49) is fro m  G rou p  IN -G 3, which is m ix  mode o f 
in fo rm a tio n  usage. This p a rtic ip a n t also belongs to  G roup  SA-G3 w ith  high self-assessed 
spatial ab ility . This p a rtic ip a n t has lo w e r than median values in variables Fpda-totai, Tpda-totai, Tpian- 
totai and h igher than m edian value in variables Dtraveiied, Tcompietion in setting U I . For setting U2, 
th is  p a rtic ip a n t has lo w e r  than m edian value in variables Dtraveiied, Tcompietion, Fpda-totai, Tpda-totai, - 
total and h igher than m edian value in variable Tpian-totai. The maps shown fo r  settings U l (Figure 
8.49(a)) sh ow  th a t th is  p a rtic ip a n t p redom inan tly  used overv iew  maps w ith  particu larly heavy 
usage a t th e  s ta rting  po in ts  o f  each wayfinding task, and a t decision points such as road 
junctions. F o r se tting  U 2 (Figure 8 .49(b)) again, overv iew  maps dom inated the usage. A t  the 
beginning o f w h o le  w ayfind ing  jou rney , detailed maps w ere  also used (which m ight re flect the 
longe r planning tim e). R oute  in fo rm a tio n  was also used at D 4 in setting U2. The maps and 
variables show  th a t th is  p a rtic ip a n t had lo w e r PD A in fo rm a tion  usage in general. The 
p a rtic ip a n t is also ra ted  highly in self-assessed spatial ability, w hich may help explain the 
lo w e r P D A  usage in com p le ting  the  tasks. This partic ipant became lost o r  confused 4 times 
in se tting  U I and o n ly  once in se tting  U2. The sketch maps given in Figure 8.49 (c) and (d) 
are cons is ten t, and b o th  have com p le te  rou tes w ith  all destination. The knowledge o f the 
area seems w e ll developed. F or se tting  U l ,  no s tree t names w ere  used as landmarks fo r  
w ayfinding, w h ich  is unusual com pared  to  m ost o f the  o th e r participants.
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Figure 50 Participant P27 (IN -G 3, SA-G2): (a) information track map -  setting U l; (b)
information track map -  setting U2; (c) sketch map -  setting U I ; (d) sketch map -  setting U2.
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P a rtic ip a n t P27. This p a rtic ip a n t (Figure 8.50) is also fro m  IN - G3 G roup, w hich is m ixed 
m ode o f  in fo rm a tio n  usage. F u rth e rm ore  th is partic ipant is fro m  G roup  SA-G2 w ith  
in te rm e d ia te  self-assessed spatial ability . This partic ipant has higher than median values in all 
variables Dtraveiied, Tcompietion, Fpda-totai, Tpda-totai, Tpian-totai in setting U l .  For setting U2, this 
p a rtic ip a n t again has h igher than m edian value in variables Dtraveiied, Tcompietion, Fpda-totai, Tpda-totai 
and a lo w e r  than  m edian value in variable Tpian-totai. Thus th is partic ipant consistently used 
m o re  tim e  fo r  com p le ting  tasks and fo r  consulting the  PDA. In setting U I (Figure 8.50 (a)), 
the  d o m in a n t usage was the  o ve rv ie w  map, w ith  only a single consultation o f the rou te  
in fo rm a tio n  a t th e  beginning o f w h o le  wayfinding journey. The overv iew  map was then used 
in o rd e r  to  assist th e  re s t o f the  w ayfind ing tasks. H ow ever, the re  is a very high frequency in 
using th e  P D A  fo r  in fo rm a tio n  along th e  rou te . In setting U2 (Figure 8.50(b)), the re  is a 
co m p le te ly  d iffe re n t p a tte rn  o f  in fo rm a tion  usage in th a t rou te  in fo rm ation  was used 
th ro u g h o u t th e  f irs t  th re e  w ayfind ing tasks. For the  nex t tw o  wayfinding tasks, overv iew  
maps w e re  used a t a num ber o f locations w here  th is partic ipant encountered some 
d ifficu lties. F o r th e  last leg, on ly  o ve rv ie w  maps w ere  used when the  rou te  in fo rm ation  was 
n o t available fro m  the  PD A. The frequency o f being lost o r  confused fo r  this partic ipant was 
4 occasions in each setting. The sketch map fo r  setting U I shown in Figure 8.50(a) has all 
destina tions show n. T he  sketch map fo r  setting U2 shown in Figure 8.50(b) om its the  firs t 
tw o  w ayfind ing  tasks, and these happen to  be those w here  rou te  in form ation  was exclusively 
used. Th is suggests th a t ro u te  in fo rm a tio n  did n o t appear to  help this partic ipant to  develop 
con figu ra tiona l know ledge  during  these tw o  tasks suffic ient fo r  knowledge recall in the 
sketch map.
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Figure 5 1 Partic ipant P I9 (IN -G 4 , S A -G I): (a) in form ation track map -  setting U l;  (b) 
in fo rm a tion  tra c k  map -  setting U2; (c) sketch map -  setting U l;  (d) sketch map -  setting U2.
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P a rtic ip a n t P I 9. This p a rtic ip a n t (Figure 8.51) is in G roup  IN -G 4  w hich is map o rien ted  
in fo rm a tio n  usage w ith  p re fe rence  fo r  ove rv iew  maps. This partic ipant is from  G roup  SA-GI 
w h ich  is lo w  self-assessed spatial ab ility . This partic ipant has lo w e r than median values in all 
variables Dtraveiied, Tcompietion, Fpda-totai, Tpdatotai, Tpian-totai in setting U l .  In contrast, in setting U2 
th is  p a rtic ip a n t has h igher than m edian value in variables Dtraveiied, Tcompietion, Fpda-totai, Tpda-totai 
and lo w e r than m edian value in variab le  Tpian-totai. I t  appears th a t the  m ore  com plex setting 
made th is  p a rtic ip a n t take  com para tive ly  longer in all aspects except the planning. For setting 
U I (Figure 8 .5 1 (a)), th is  p a rtic ip a n t used ove rv iew  maps exclusively w ith  the  detailed map 
used o n ly  once, a t a road jun c tion . For setting U2 (Figure 8.51(b)), again, use o f overv iew  
maps dom ina ted . R oute  in fo rm a tio n  was used, how ever, fo r  the wayfinding task from  D4 to  
D5, along w ith  o ve rv ie w  maps. The  frequency w ith  w hich th is partic ipant became lost o r  
confused was once in se tting  U l ,  b u t 6 tim es in setting U2, again reflecting the  differences in 
co m p le x ity  be tw een  th e  tw o  settings fo r  th is  individual.
Both  o f  the  sketch maps are  ro ta te d  90 degrees clockw ise. The sketch map fo r  setting U I 
(Figure 8 .5 1 (c)) is w e ll s tru c tu re d , shows the  rou te  taken and includes m ost o f the 
destinations (one is m issing). The  sketch map fo r  setting U2 (Figure 8.51(b)) shows many 
features includ ing destinations, road features and some annotations. The map is dood le-like  
in appearance. This and pa rticu la rly  th e  ro ta tio n  m ight re flec t the  low  self-assessed sense o f 
d ire c tio n  cha rac te ris tic  o f  G ro u p  S A -G I.
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Figure 52 Participant P30 (IN -G 4, SA-G3): (a) information track map -  setting U l; (b)
information track map -  setting U2; (c) sketch map -  setting U I ; (d) sketch map -  setting U2.
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P a rtic ip a n t P30. This p a rtic ip a n t (Figure 8.52) is also fro m  G roup  IN -G 4, w hich  is map 
o rie n te d  in fo rm a tio n  usage g ro up  w ith  preference fo r  overv iew  maps, bu t fro m  G roup  SA­
GS w ith  high self-assessed spatial ability. This partic ipant has lo w e r than median values in 
variables Dtraveiied, Tcompietion, Tpda-totai, Tpian-totai and higher than median value in the  variable Fpda- 
totai in se tting  U l .  F or se tting  U2, th is  partic ipant has the  same pattern  w ith  lo w e r than 
m edian values in variab les Dtraveiied, Tcompietion, Tpda-totai, Tpian-totai and higher than median value in 
the  variab le  Fpda-totai. The frequency o f  being los t o r  confused was fo u r tim es in both  settings. 
Thus th e  p e rfo rm an ce  be tw een  th e  tw o  settings is very consistent regardless o f the 
co n tras tin g  urban m orpho log ies. F o r bo th  settings U l and U2, the maps given in Figure 
8.52(a) and (b) ind icate  th a t o ve rv ie w  map usage is a lm ost exclusive. O n ly  once was rou te  
in fo rm a tio n  used: a t th e  s ta rting  p o in t o f wayfinding task D 4 to  D5 in setting U2. There is a 
ve ry  high frequency  o f  in fo rm a tio n  usage reflected in the variable Fpda-totai values. Both sketch 
maps fo r  se tting  U l (Figure 8 .52(c)) and U2 (Figure 8.52(b)) are w ell s tructu red , detailed 
maps w h ich  inc lude roads w h ich  w e re  n o t trave led by th is partic ipant. The o rien ta tion  is 
s lightly askew.
Discussion: This s tudy o f ind ividual spatial in fo rm a tion  usage (via the PDA) in wayfinding 
and th e  reca ll o f th e  experience  in sketch maps has provided additional insights n o t available 
fro m  the  sta tistica l analyses alone. For th e  fo u r d iffe ren t PD A in form ation  usage groups, 
th e re  appear to  be p a rticu la r s trateg ies th a t can be identified at the  individual level, and could 
re fle c t on th e  characte ris tics  o f  th e  groups to  w hich these individuals belong.
F or th e  ro u te  in fo rm a tio n  o rie n te d  usage, the  partic ipants em ploy overv iew  and detailed 
maps w he ne ve r e ncoun te ring  d ifficu lties  o r  uncerta in ty e ithe r w ith  respect to  ro u te  choices 
o r  decis ion po in ts. The  s tra tegy used is consistent fo r  both  settings, although the re  is a 
d iffe re n t level o f  in tens ity  in consu lting  the  PD A between high and low  self-assessed spatial 
a b ility  individuals. T he  partic ipants  fro m  the  low  self-assessed spatial ability g roup  tended to  
have high in tens ity  o f accessing and using PD A spatial in fo rm ation  in the m ore  challenging o f 
the  settings (U 2). T he  know ledge o f  the  areas does n o t appear to  include com prehension o f 
th e ir  spatial con figura tions, a lthough th is is suffic ient fo r  com pleting the wayfinding tasks.
F or th e  deta iled  map o rie n te d  usage, th e re  is a pattern  o f using overv iew  maps fo r  planning 
w ayfind ing  tasks and ro u te  choices. The  case studies developed here also indicated tha t these 
partic ipan ts  d o  n o t appear to  deve lop know ledge o f the  w ho le  area configuration fro m  the 
in fo rm a tio n  fro m  deta iled maps in w h ich  the  area can only partially be viewed. Again, the 
d iffe rence  in spatial ab ility  g roup  does n o t appear to  have the main effect on the strategies o f
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in fo rm a tio n  usages. M o re o ve r, the  strategy used is generally consistent between both 
settings.
F or th e  m ixed  m ode  o f in fo rm a tio n  usage, the re  is an a lterna tion  in using d iffe ren t types o f 
in fo rm a tio n  am ongst th e  tw o  d iffe re n t settings. It appears th a t participants choose w hatever 
suites th e ir  p u rpose  fo r  th e  p a rticu la r environm ent. This implies th a t the  d iffe ren t settings 
have an in fluence on  th e  types o f  in fo rm a tion  used fo r  the wayfinding tasks.
F or th e  o v e rv ie w  map o rie n te d  in fo rm a tion  usage, the overv iew  maps are used dom inantly, 
w ith  o n ly  v e ry  fe w  o th e r  types o f  in fo rm a tion  used occasionally. Again there  is consistency in 
th e  usage s tra tegy be tw een  th e  tw o  settings and between the  tw o  individuals from  the 
d iffe re n t self-assessed spatial ab ility  groups. H ow ever, differences arise between the  tw o  self­
assessed spatial a b ility  g roups represen ted  here in respect o f the knowledge developed o f 
th e  areas. T h is  analysis o f th e  ind ividual level strategies is consistent w ith  the  group level 
studies in th e  p rev ious Section.
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Conclusions and Future Research
As a fundamental spatial activity in people’s daily lives, wayfinding is an interactive behaviour 
between people and the ir environments. The acquisition of spatial knowledge and 
performance o f spatial tasks such as wayfinding involves interactions between people and 
the ir environments. Interaction between humans and the environment has been researched 
from  cognitive aspects over the decades and various conceptual models o r schema have 
been established to  understand how people structure and develop an inner representation 
through recording and processing information based on their perception o f the real-world 
and inferences about it. There has been rather less focus upon studying overt behaviour 
during the actual process o f wayfinding (Chapter 3). On the other hand, the rapid 
development o f wireless mobile information and communication technologies is providing 
new ways to  deliver spatial information to  the individual on the move. Thus there is every 
possibility fo r spatial information to  be acquired by individuals using their wireless mobile 
devices in real-time, at any location. Much o f this information could be used to  assist 
wayfinding, be interactive and have the content dynamically refreshed with updates. These 
developments are pertinent to  the study o f people’s spatial abilities, and the ways in which 
they acquire spatial information and develop spatial knowledge. Yet to  date, the role of new 
technologies has not been assimilated into wayfinding research. This thesis has highlighted 
the implications and articulates the questions and challenges arising from the impacts of 
NICTs (Chapter 2) fo r wayfinding and spatial information research. It seems axiomatic that 
these new ways o f accessing spatial information are affecting the nature of human wayfinding, 
but as yet we understand rather little  about these developments.
In this research, urban wayfinding has been studied from a new perspective. The 
technological element has been included into the wayfinding research, both as a new aspect 
o f interaction between people and a source of spatial information, and as mediation between 
people and the environment. W ireless mobile devices as sources of spatial information have 
a pivotal role. Thus by studying the details o f these interactions and spatial information 
transactions, we can gain an understanding and insight into the level o f information that is 
sufficient to  individual needs, the desired types of information, frequency of use and 
preferred modes o f communication fo r completing wayfinding tasks. This understanding can 
be set w ithin the context o f an individual’s spatial ability. Moreover, the actions taken in 
response to  the knowledge gained from  the acquired spatial information can also be studied 
in relation to  the different spatial configurations o f the environment.
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To restate the aim o f this research: it has been to  investigate the real-time interactions and 
information transactions between individuals, their mobile devices and urban environments 
during pedestrian wayfinding activities.
In this research, a dynamic interaction model (Chapter 5) has been devised at a conceptual 
level w ith  an explicit focus on the overt interactions and spatial information transactions 
between individuals, mobile devices and urban environments. This conceptual model 
provides the fram ework fo r the research w ithin which many aspects of the interactions, 
spatial information acquisition, and individual wayfinding behaviour can be studied. The 
conceptual model differs from  many existing human-environment interaction models because 
the technological element, in the form  o f wireless mobile devices, has been brought into the 
interaction between people and the ir environments. Furthermore, the mobile device is 
considered as an information source w ith which individuals actively interact during spatial 
wayfinding tasks.
In o rder to  implement aspects o f the conceptual model, a novel methodological approach 
(Chapter 5) has been developed w ith  the focus on collecting and analysing data from real­
time spatial information transactions and overt interaction behaviour during spatial activities 
such as wayfinding. The approach consisted of experiments in a VR-based test environment, 
combined w ith  questionnaires and debriefing interviews. This approach provided the means 
to  collect a rich data set regarding individuals, their spatial information transactions and 
usage, overt spatial behaviour and interactions w ith the environment. It could be used to 
overcome many o f the challenges faced in studying the actual process in real-time, whilst 
avoiding the shortcomings that result when such measurements are carried out after the 
wayfinding activities have ceased. Furthermore, this approach could be deployed in the study 
o f needs and uses o f spatial information in mobile situations w ith the emphasis on the 
individual user.
For this research, a VR-based test environment has been designed and created. It provides 
realistic stable urban settings in which individuals can ‘walk’ and access spatial information 
using the ir mobile devices in o rder to  complete wayfinding tasks. During these tasks users 
can interact w ith  the mobile device to  obtain different types of spatial information, and at the 
same time the details o f these transactions can be observed and recorded. The test 
environment comprises o f three main parts: tw o  contrasting VR urban models w ith their 
own distinctive layouts and mix o f architectures, a mobile device (a PDA) providing 
simulated LBS applications and multi-source data collection software fo r recording individual 
behaviour and interactions w ith  the mobile device. Such a test environment could also be
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deployed fo r  a wide range o f investigations in the design and use o f LBS applications, and 
o the r mobile technologies, w ith  a user focus.
The validity o f wayfinding experiments in the VR-based test environments has been assured 
from  three aspects. Firstly, the commonality of wayfinding strategies and features used by the 
participants in the VR test environment and in the real-world was confirmed through the 
tw o  consistent sets o f feedback following wayfinding experiments in tw o different urban 
settings. The results show that all participants reported that they used a similar approach and 
features in the VR urban environments during the experiments as they would do in the real 
world . Secondly, the VR-based test environments were created based on real urban areas 
from  the dual perspective o f geometry (layout) and characteristics such as the arrangement 
o f buildings and the realism o f the facades. This was to  provide a consistently realistic setting 
fo r the experiments. Thirdly, is the contro l o f the alternating sequencing in which 
participants experienced the tw o  contrasting urban settings. The findings show that there 
was no consistent significant differences in the setting sequence amongst the participants in 
terms o f the ir wayfinding behaviour as measured by distance travelled, time taken to  
complete, frequency o f PDA spatial information access, time spent consulting PDA fo r the 
information and task planning times. These findings suggest that all participants exhibited 
consistent behaviour in completing wayfinding tasks and in using spatial information via the 
PDA. This is a positive sign that the data collected and analysed reflects participants’ 
unaltered abilities during the wayfinding experiments in both test settings. Finally it should be 
reiterated that no participant had any p rio r knowledge o f these areas. For these reasons, the 
experiments are considered to  have validity in respect o f their generalisable outcomes.
A  series o f detailed empirical wayfinding experiments concerning geographically extensive 
areas have been carried ou t using this methodology. The empirical data on interactions and 
information transactions thus generated have allowed a number of aspects of spatial 
information usage and wayfinding behaviour to  be investigated in this research. N o t only has 
every movement o f the individual been tracked and their position plotted, but the frequency 
o f spatial information access, the type o f information accessed, when and where, and the 
tim e spent studying the information have all been quantified and analysed. The data make 
possible the investigation o f wayfinding behaviour as expressed in route choice, distance 
travelled, tim e taken to  complete, frequency of being lost/confused in the tw o contrasting 
urban settings. The data also enable the investigation o f spatial information usage to  be 
carried ou t when expressed as frequency o f access, location of access, time spent and types 
o f information consulted. In this respect, the conceptual model and the methodology used in
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its implementation have shown the ir advantages, not only at a theoretical level but also being 
applied empirically.
To reiterate fo r this discussion, the term  ‘spatial information usage’ in this research refers to  
the situation where the spatial information is accessed and studied via a mobile device at 
real-time during wayfinding activities.
One aspect investigated in this research is the patterns of individual spatial information usage 
in assisting wayfinding. A  set o f variables have been elicited from the empirical data for 
describing the real-time usage o f spatial information, including the frequency and time spent 
consulting the PDA fo r d ifferent types o f spatial information, along with geographical position. 
Four d istinct groups o f individuals have been identified through the analysis o f these variables 
(§8.6). Each o f these four groups has marked differences in terms o f their pattern of access 
and usage o f spatial information via the PDA. These differences are statistically significant. 
These groups have been labelled as IN -G I to  IN-G4, where:
■ G roup IN-G I w ith  a preference fo r route information (sequential instructions).
■ G roup IN-G2 w ith  a preference fo r maps, particularly more detailed localised map 
information.
■ G roup IN -G 3 w ith  mixed mode information, that is, either having an equal tendency 
to  use route  and map information o r show greater flexibility in matching choice of 
information to  the specific instances o f spatial decision-making.
■ G roup IN-G4 w ith  a strong preference fo r overview maps providing a more 
generalised spatial layout.
This grouping indicates that there are clear patterns of preferences in using different types of 
spatial information in wayfinding. These four groups are not just identifiable by their 
preference fo r particular types o f spatial information, but also show discernable patterns in 
the ir temporal and spatial behaviour during wayfinding.
Whereas the preferences fo r particular types o f information can be identified, the patterns of 
spatio-temporal usage also reveal that there are different but consistent strategies employed 
by individuals which reflect on the behaviour o f the groups. Thus:
■ For G roup IN-G I, there is consistent reference to  route information during the 
wayfinding tasks. However, where individuals encounter perceived difficulties or 
uncertainty either fo r planning the route o r making choices at decision points, 
overview and detailed maps would be used w ith route information.
■ For G roup IN-G2, there is a pattern o f using overview maps in conjunction with 
detailed maps fo r the planning o f routes (at the start) but that all other information
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along the route is acquired from detailed maps that provide localised information.
■ For Group IN-G3, there is an alternation in using different types o f information in 
different situations and settings. It appears that these individuals choose whatever 
suites their purpose in response to  the surrounding environment.
■ For Group IN-G4, overview maps are the dominant source o f spatial information, 
w ith  only very occasional use of alternative types o f information. Individuals in this 
group are characterised by high frequency of spatial information access.
Moreover, the study indicates that the strategies used are consistent between the two 
contrasting urban settings. However the different urban settings did appear have an influence 
on the information usage strategies fo r Group IN-G3 as a consequence of their flexibility or 
willingness to  change the ir information use in response to  the changing situation.
From position/time data and PDA usage data, this study has identified a distinct period of 
higher spatial information access at the start o f wayfinding tasks coupled w ith time spent in 
consulting and assimilating the information. This period is identified in this research as 
planning time. The planning time variable shows further differences between the groups and 
is an im portant aspect o f their wayfinding strategies. Thus:
■ For Group IN-G I, there is a tendency to  take less time in planning the task more 
concentrating on the procedural route information and some detailed local layout 
that allows them to  start quickly. Access of spatial information is more intensive 
along the routes as more information is required. This suggests a lack of 
configurational knowledge gained during task planning.
■ For Group IN-G2, there is more time spent on planning tasks with some reference 
to  overview maps but moving to  detailed maps fo r local layout. Tasks tend to  be 
planned sequentially w ith  planning time equally distributed at the starting points of 
each successive task. This also suggests that the configurational knowledge gained is 
not spatially extensive but is locally focused.
■ For Group IN-G3, there is time spent planning, however, overall there is a tendency 
to  trea t start points fo r tasks equally w ith decision points (such as road junctions) 
along the route.
■ For Group IN-G4, there is considerable time spent on planning tasks with decreasing 
planning time used on successive tasks. This indicates that individuals within this 
group develop configurational knowledge o f the area from their experience of the 
wayfinding.
Furthermore, complex settings and locations w ith more challenging spatial layouts tend to 
have more o f an effect on individuals in Groups IN-G I and IN-G3 in as much as they
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increase the frequency o f spatial information access and change the type o f information being 
accessed.
A nother indication o f differences between these groups has been evidenced through the 
sketch maps that capture the ir recall o f spatial knowledge gained during the wayfinding tasks. 
Thus the individuals in Groups IN-G I and IN-G2 do not seem to  develop well structured 
configurational knowledge o f the whole area. Recall o f spatial knowledge and its 
representation as a sketch map can have its shortcomings (§3.4) but does nevertheless 
appear to  be reflect self-assessed spatial ability. However, as identified in this research, self­
assessed spatial ability does not appear to  be the main determinant o f patterns of spatial 
information usage strategies in wayfinding.
This new typology o f spatial information usage groups has been shown to  reflect a number of 
characteristics o f wayfinding behaviour. These groups can be applied to  a broader range of 
studies concerning the spatial information needs o f individuals on the move. The four 
Groups have been fu rthe r studied in relation to  self-assessed spatial ability groups.
From the self-assessed questionnaires administered in this study, three different self-assessed 
spatial ability groups have been identified (§8.2) based on existing theoretical considerations. 
These three groups, SA-GI to  SA-G3 reflect low, intermediate and high self-assessed spatial 
ability respectively. This indicates that individual spatial ability may not be as clear cut as the 
binary divide o f ‘good’ versus ‘poor’ ability as has previously been suggested.
The three SA Groups have been studied in relation to  their wayfinding behaviour and in 
terms o f the ir spatial information usage. The analysis indicates that the individuals w ith high 
self-assessed spatial ability (SA-G3) are more likely to  familiarise themselves and study the 
spatial information from  the mobile device (PDA) in the early stages of wayfinding. By 
contrast those individuals w ith  low  self-assessed spatial ability (SA-GI) are less likely to  
behave in this manner but tend to  access information more frequently along the routes taken. 
Individuals in G roup SA-G3 seem to  have exercised more diversity in their route choices. 
Despite broad apparent similarities between SA and IN Groups, the cross tabulation o f these 
tw o  types o f groups (§8.6) show that SA Groups are a poor predictor o f preferences fo r 
spatial information usage as expressed in the IN Groups. Thus although self-assessed spatial 
ability groups give an indication o f people’s ability in respect o f completing wayfinding tasks, 
they are no t fully reflect the pattern o f spatial information usage fo r assisting such wayfinding. 
This would suggest that spatial ability and, in particular, people’s spatial information 
preferences are better determined through real-time data collection of wayfinding activities.
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In this regard, measures o f spatial information usage should be included as an integral 
indicator o f individual spatial ability.
From the perspective o f spatial knowledge acquisition discussed in §3.3, there are deemed to 
be three defined types o f spatial knowledge: landmark, route and configurational knowledge. 
The groups based on spatial information usage (IN Groups) have preferences fo r route 
information, overview (synoptic) map information and detailed (localised) map information. 
In the usage o f this information it  is suggested that landmark are embedded and acting as part 
o f rou te  knowledge and configurational knowledge. W hilst the information in a detailed map 
may be considered as configurational, the evidence o f this research is that such maps do not 
confer configurational knowledge to  a great extent as they tend to  represent only localised 
collections o f landmarks.
Also from  the self-assessed questionnaire, participants could be identified according to  their 
tendency fo r route/landmark/map thinking. This research has shown that individuals with a 
tendency fo r route-orientated thinking also expressed a tendency fo r landmark-orientated 
thinking. The same was true  o f individuals w ith  self-assessed map-orientated thinking. This 
fu rthe r indicates that landmarks should be considered as an important element in all forms of 
spatial thinking.
Another aspect o f this investigation has been the influence o f urban morphology on individual 
wayfinding behaviour and spatial information usage. The attributes of the environment can 
have an im portant influence on wayfinding behaviour, and the VR-based approach has 
allowed such influences to  be investigated in a systematic manner. In this research, tw o 
contrasting urban models w ith  the ir own distinctive layouts and mix of architectures were 
used fo r the wayfinding experiments. Firstly, the effect o f urban morphology on individual 
wayfinding behaviour has been analysed in terms of distance travelled, time taken to  
complete, time-distance relationships and route choices. There is a strong indication from 
these variables that the characteristics o f spatial locations do have an influence on wayfinding 
behaviour. Also exhibited are the differences in wayfinding behaviour fo r each individual 
route. These differences can be quite marked (e.g. §8.4.4) and appears to  vary according to  
the perceived complexity o f each wayfinding task. Secondly, the effect o f urban morphology 
on behaviour has been studied in terms o f spatial information usage in wayfinding and found 
to  have an influence on how spatial information is used fo r wayfinding. Significant differences 
were found between the tw o  different urban settings in respect o f the task planning time and 
the time spent on spatial information usage. Although the frequency of information access is 
higher in what would be considered the more challenging setting (U2), it is not statistically
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significant. The study also suggests that spatial layout and environment along the route do 
have an influence on frequency o f PDA access and usage. Moreover, the study suggests that 
differences in urban layout seem to  influence the pattern o f information usage such as 
switching between different types o f information. This is further supported by the patterns of 
spatial d istribution o f spatial information usage via the mobile device (§8.7).
W h ils t this study has developed a number o f important conclusions, a number of limitations 
to  the study can be identified. Firstly, this study could have benefited from a larger sample. 
The funding obtained fo r the use o f the VR facilities was limited to  30 participants. Three 
participants could not complete the experiments due to  motion sickness. A t an overall 
aggregate level, 27 participants have been sufficient fo r non-parametric statistical inference. 
However, at group level, the samples have sometimes been too  small to  statistically verify 
effects. Novel usage o f a PDA fo r wayfinding and VR-based test environments may have been 
a distraction to  participants. However, the findings would indicate that the experiments 
measured stable behaviour and does not appear to  have been an effect from the feedback of 
the participants. For the urban models used in the VR-based test environments, there are no 
moving objects such as people, animals and vehicles. W hilst this may be construed as being 
artificial, it results in very little  distraction during the wayfinding. One purpose of the VR test 
environments was to  lim it any confounding distractions that might otherwise occur is real 
w orld  situations. It provides more a consistent setting fo r studying specific factors. VR does, 
however, have the drawback in that it  can induce motion sickness. Finally, the methodology 
resulted in such a rich empirical data set, that it  has not been possible to  analyse all aspects 
w ithin this thesis (but see future research below).
W h ils t this research has achieved its aims and has answered a number of questions on the 
way spatial information, delivered to  a mobile device, is used during pedestrian wayfinding, 
new questions have been provoked by these outcomes. The investigator has already received 
confirmation o f an ESRC post-doctoral fellowship in order to  explore these. Firstly, as 
intimated above, the volume o f data generated by the methodology could not be analysed in 
all its aspects w ithin the confines o f this PhD thesis. Given space-time data on spatial 
information access, and the classification o f preference groups already achieved, is it possible 
to  develop a predictive model (either Markovian o r Bayesian) o f spatial information access? 
The results from  this could result in some form  o f intelligent agent modelling. The VR urban 
settings could be enhanced w ith, fo r example, trees and vehicles (stationary and moving) as 
well as even people and used to  conduct further experiments. Thus wayfinding and spatial 
information access behaviours could be studied fo r a broader range o f age groups and fo r 
groups from  different socio-economic and cultural backgrounds. Changes to  building types,
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particularly height, w ithin the same road geometry would allow investigation of any 3-D 
effect o f urban morphology on wayfinding and spatial information usage. By changing certain 
parameters w ith in the test settings it  would be further possible to  investigate the effects of 
day and night on individual wayfinding. Finally, whilst the current research has focused on the 
use o f spatial information as text, voice and maps, an extended range o f formats fo r spatial 
information as might be offered by multi-media could be studied.
This thesis has been a beginning, not an end
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Appendix I Information provided prior to the experiments 
Information Sheet:
Dear Sir/Madam,
Wayfinding Experiment in Virtual Reality
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this experiment. Your participation is important to me 
and I think that you will find it interesting. This set of experiments is part of my PhD research 
work. The broad objective is to collect data on how people carry out wayfinding tasks using map 
and/or handheld electronic devices in urban environments. These environments are presented 
in a virtual reality laboratory. Participants will need to wear a shutterglasses and to use joystick­
like device in order to move around the test areas. No previous experience of virtual reality is 
required.
All the information that you provide and that be collected during the experiments will be treated 
in strict confidence, and you will not be individually identifiable in the results in any wav.
The following is a brief description of the experiment, which will give you an idea of the whole 
process. Please read it before you participate.
The whole experiment is conducted in four parts:
■ S tart questionna ire : There are no right or wrong answers to the questions on the first
page. Most of the questions are about what you think or do as an individual during normal 
wayfinding tasks.
■ W ayfind ing  quest in urban environm ent Setting 1: You will start from a car park and 
‘walk’ through virtual reality to a castle, a church, a bank of your choice in Market Square, 
‘SuperMart’ superstore, the George & Dragon pub and back to the car park. There are 
maps of the area, text instructions and voice instructions available for you to use 
depending on your preference. These are available through the electronic handheld device. 
You can rest whenever you want during the wayfinding quest, and you will be asked to take 
a short break after you have finished with Setting 1.
■ W ayfind ing  quest in urban environm ent Setting 2: This will have similar wayfinding 
tasks to Setting 1 but in a totally different setting. You will again start from a car park ‘walk’ 
to a church, a post office, a McDonalds, a cinema, a monument, and return to the car park.
As previously, there are maps, text instructions and voice instructions available for your
use.
During the two wayfinding quests, it would be helpful if you could speak aloud your 
thoughts and emotions in finding your way around the two Settings.
■ D ebrie f questionna ire  and interview : Again there are no right or wrong answers to the 
questions, which intend to ascertain your experience and opinions about the experiments. 
One part will be carried out after wayfinding in Setting 1, with the second part after 
wayfinding in Setting 2.
There will be a training session before the main experiment starts, in order to familiarise you 
with moving around the virtual environment and with acquiring information through the handheld 
electronic device. In accordance with UCL regulations, you will be required to sign a Consent 
Form (sample attached) prior to starting. You are free to withdraw from this experiment at any 
time and without giving any reason.
Thank you and I hope you will find the experiment interesting and enjoyable.
Yours sincerely,
(Lily) Chao Li 
PhD Candidate
Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis, University College London,
1-19 Torrington Place, London
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Consent Form:
Wayfinding Experiment Consent Form
Please read and answer the following questions carefully:
Have you read the information sheet about this study?
Have you had an opportunity to ask questions about the procedure? 
Have you received satisfactory answers to all your questions?
Have you received enough information about this study?
Do you understand that your are free to withdraw from this study 
at any time and without giving a reason for withdrawing?
Do you understand and accept the risks associated with the use of 
virtual reality equipment? Known risks are listed below:
- Using virtual systems, occasionally people experience some 
degree of nausea. You can stop and have a rest during the 
experiment at any time.
- There has been some research suggesting that people using virtual 
reality display might experience some disturbances in vision 
afterwards. No long term effects are known to us. Participants
are advised not to drive a car, motorcycle, or use any machinery 
in the three hours immediately following being in virtual reality.
Do you agree to take part in this study?
Please check:
I certify that I do not have epilepsy
I certify that I will not be driving a car, motorcycle, bicycle, 
or use other types of complex machinery that could be a danger 
to myself or others, within 3 hours after the termination of the study
Signed Date
Name in block letters
YES / NO 
YES / NO 
YES / NO 
YES / NO
Y E S / NO 
Y E S / NO
Y E S / NO
□
□
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Appendix II Pre-experiment questionnaire
Gender: □  Male □  Female Age (optional):______
Ethnicity: □  White □  Asian □  Black □  Oriental □  Arab □  Mixed Other:
Qualifications: □  GCSE □  Undergraduate dPostgraduate Occupation:_____
Please tick the appropriate answer to the following questions Strongly
Agree
A gree  Slightly 
Agree
Slightly
Disagree
Disagree Strongly  
Disagree
My “sense of direction’ is very good. □ □ □ □ □ □
My family/friends think that 1 have a good sense of direction. □ □ □ □ □ □
When I’m in a complex building (many floors, stairs, 
corridors), 1 can indicate where the entrance is immediately. □ □ □ □ □ □
1 tend to think of my environment in terms of cardinal 
directions (North, South, East, West). □ □ □ □ □ □
1 am very good at giving directions. □ □ □ □ □ □
1 find my way best by remembering the routes connecting one 
place to another. □ □ □ □ □ □
1 find my way best by looking for recognisable features 
(landmarks, e.g. pub, petrol station). □ □ □ □ □ □
1 usually orientate myself by trying to create a map-like image 
of the area. □ □ □ □ □ □
1 like using maps. □ □ □ □ □ □
1 am very good at reading maps. □ □ □ □ □ □
1 am very good at judging distances. □ □ □ □ □ □
1 do not get lost very easily when visiting unfamiliar places. □ □ □ □ □ □
1 remember routes very well while riding as a passenger. □ □ □ □ □ □
If 1 go to a new place, 1 easily know the way back. □ □ □ □ □ □
I’m confident in finding my way when going to new places. □ □ □ □ □ □
It is important to me to know where 1 am. □ □ □ □ □ □
1 like to explore unfamiliar places. □ □ □ □ □ □
Daily 2 -3  times  
a w eek
Occasionally Rarely N ever
How often do you use mobile phone? □ □ □ □ □
How often do you use palm computer? □ □ □ □ □
How often do you use text messaging? □ □ □ □ □
How often do you play electronic games? □ □ □ □ □
How often in the last year have you used the Internet to find 
maps or travel instructions?
W eekly
□
Monthly
□
2-5  times 
□
Rarely
□
N ever
□
Have you had experience of virtual reality before? 
Do you drive a motorised vehicle?
Com puter Projected on Immersive O ther N ever 
Screen wide-screen V R  Lab. Lab.
□  □  □  □  □  
Rarely  □  Occasionally □  Regularly □
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1. Find the odd one out:
VISIO-SPATIAL ABILITY TEST
2. Find the odd one out:
3. Find the odd two out:
4. Find the odd one out not in a pair:
(Ld \
■
(md \
VF
5. Find the odd one out not in a pair:
answer
answer
answer
answer
answer
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Appendix III VR urban settings
Sample VR scenes of the areas in urban setting U1
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Appendix III
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Sample VR scenes of the areas in urban setting U2
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Urban setting U1: boundary road
Appendix III
Urban setting U2: boundary road
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A ppendix IV Inform ation provided on the PDA
Sample PDA images for urban setting U1:
Text instructions
Voice instructions
•
Maps
S i  te x t instructions S i Car park ->  Modern church
■from car park
■turn right & along Evans Gate 
■take the first left and 
■Church on the right
1f t  <  •
1f t  S i  <  •
< I ■ I I t < 1 ■ 1 I t < 1 ■ 1 I t
View Tools ♦  § )  ££) 5|* ]  B | - View Tools ^  Q  § )  S | * View Tools 4  < 0  Q  £?  ©  @ | -
Content of table Text instruction list A sample of text instruction
Si McDonalds ->  Cinema S) McDonalds - > Cinema S) Monument back to  the car park
■from McDonalds
■turn right into Brook Avenue & proceed 
^ong t
■take the third right into Verity Place & 
pass the school 
■turn left into Ednch Avenue 
■turn right into Phoenix Place 
■Cinema is ahead
■from McDonalds
■ turn right into Brook Avenue & proceed 
along in an easterly direction 
■pass the junction with Trueman Place 
and the junction with Underwood Place 
■ turn r t f *  into Verity Place & pass the 
school
■continue and pass the junction with
Century Avenue
■turn left into Edrich Avenue
■take the first right turn into Phenix
Place
■Cinema is ahead
i f t  m  <  •
■System is down!
Please refer to the map. Retim to the car 
park by a route of your choice.
1f t  1  <  •
1f t  S i  «  •
< I « I I t < i ■ i i t 4 1 » 1 I t
View Tools <4 -§ | (2 £ ?  Q  E3|~ View Tools ^  0 | - View Tools 4  £) Q Q  g| Q |~
A sample of text instruction Detailed text instruction Text instruction for last leg
I In ternet Explorer 11:53 © l-V  In terne t Explorer 11:58 0 \ £  In ternet Explorer 11:30 o
voice instructions
ICar r w k  ->  modern chirch
i  MacDonalds - > cinema
■  C n «m a->  the monument
■  Monument ->  car park------
1 ft  S) •
^  Car park ->  modern church
Click for
■ b rie f directions 
■  detailed directions
i f t  m  <  •
n
show :
Road Name: (Ckk on road)
H ± L
View Tools ■> § )  £5 iq5 E 3 |- View Tools t 3  Q View Tools 4  ■§) @
Voice instruction list Voice instruction Overview map of the area
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In ternet Explorer 11:31 I  In ternet Explorer ^  11:32 I  In ternet Explorer 11:33 o
momument
E B oosta ffr
• Pear oark
n m m  in 
map
Road Name: (CKck on road)
f t  m  <  •
yjSk show:
school
\  Vc V> mnrrnment 
\ V E B o o s t o f f i c
m n m  i n
\C- ' ' ma p  
Road Name: (Ckk on road)
f t  i )  «  •
✓jSk show: 
tcbixch
\  Y\ \ \  momtimftnt
EBpostflffc
n n a l
zo o m  m 
map
Road Name: (Ckk on road)
f t  1  «  •
-<i * i ^ < 1 * 1  I t S | * |  | t
V.ew Tools >  Q  (Q  £ )  B | a View Tools ^  £ )  Q  £ ?  @  S | - View Tools <$ 1^| § )  fig ||-
Overview map of the area Overview map of the area Overview map of the area 
with a selected landmark with a selected landmark with all landmarks selected
jQ i show:
trh iir rh
‘■school
\?Ss 7Qom in 
m a p
Road Name: Evans Gate
ft ii < •
< i * i ; t
iflll«
View Tools *  § |  Q  ^  g j  B | ~ View Tools ^  £ }  |qp Q  B j * [view Tools ^  (25 lq3 ^ *) B | -
Overview map of the area with Zoom-in map Zoom-in map
road “Evans Gate” clicked
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Sample PDA images for urban setting U2:
Text Instructions
4
Voice instructions
•
Mops
te x t instructions S ) Car park ->  ruined Castle
^Church A barii of yotf chacer
■from car park 
■right along Common Hi 
■cross Church Street 
■Castle on the left
■ P f l  M  Bflrh___________
t f t  4 •
ft 1  4 •
< 1 ■ 1 1 ► <I ■ I l> < 1 ■ 1 i t
vie«  Tools *  Q  ^  Q  0 1 - View Tools 4 < 3  O  ^  0|- View Tools 4  “0  £3 O  § |  0 | -
Content of table Text instruction list A sample of text instruction
S ) Church ->  A bank of your choice 
in Market Square
S i Church ->  A bank of your choice 
in Market Square
S i George & Dragon pub back to 
the car park
■90  to the end of Abbey Lane 
■left nto Bridget Steet 
■ a t the "Cross Keys’  turn left into King 
Street and
■on to Market Square
■with your back to the Church go to the 
end of Abbey Lane
■turn left into Bridge Street, proceed in
a southerly direction
■  past Church Street
■ a t the "Cross Keys", turn left into King
Street
■proceed to Market Square & find a bank 
of your choice.
t f t  1  4  •
■System is down1 Please refer to the 
map. Return to the car park by a route of 
your choice.
f t  S i 4 •
«  m  4 •
< 1 *  1 1 ► < 1 ■ 1 i t < | m | Li
View Tools 4 •§) £ 5  3|* ]  0|- View Tools Q @ | - View Tools <4 •§) f i i  § |  0 1 -
A sample of text instruction Detailed text instruction TeXt instruction for last leg
4 voice instructions 4  Car park - > ruined Castle
Ckk for
■brief drections
\  J=rr  1) 13 museum
\ \  GMoostoffic 
\ \  EaCQAttAL
p i
Road Name: (Ckk on road)
f t  S i  4 •
■Church •> A bank of your choice in
■Piia t f t  1  4 •
1 ft  S i  •
4 I III | I * « 1 ■ 1 i> < i » 1 1 1
View Tools 4  § |  £J ©  S | A View Tools <4 ■§] C? ^  H | a View Tools *  $  a  £ )  ©  0|-
Voice instruction list Voice instruction Overview map of the area
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jj^ fi In terne t Explorer H ;  8:00 ^ In ternet Explorer 8:03 Q  I  ^  In ternet Explorer 4 ?  7:45 ©
—t r ^  show:
IA t  church 
\  --------- school
E l museum
Road name: (Ckk on road)
f t  i )  «  •
----s|i»w
v s £ r= = ^ St****( f it ' E l  museum
lO = r
Road Name: (Ckk on road)
•  i l  <  •
___— show:
ifSr
Road Name: (Cldc on road)
f t  i l  «  •
4 1 W 1 1 ► 4 1 W 1 !► 4 | III | I ►
V ie* Tool. *  § View Tools 4  § 1  £5 £5  ©  E 3 |- View Tools *  £ )  £ }  £ 5  g )  Q |~
Overview map of the area Overview map of the area Overview map of the area 
with a selected landmark with a selected landmark with all landmarks selected
'S y x  (f+  Ax t v s ^ l i  Eipousfium 
A. ^ h uast k
\Wfk V\Q an post off 1C
'■ GSJautieL
1 | 5 6
Road Name: Common HI
f t  i l  <  f t w s i f i i
V i w 1 LL. 4 f | l» | ► ! I 4 III 1 1
View Tools -Q  ( 3  lc=) § )  B | * view Tools <♦ a  e ?  a h  h ew Too,s *  € i  f t  e ?  ®  ® h
Overview map of the area with Zoom-in map Zoom-in map
road “Common Hill” clicked
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Appendix V Post-experiment questionnaires
Part 1
Please tick the appropriate answer to the following questions Strongly
Agree
Agree Slightly
Agree
Slightly
Disagree
D isagree Strongly
D isagree
I had a sense of ‘being there' in the street. □ □ □ □ □ □
During the experiment, the virtual town becomes the ’reality’, 
and I almost forgot about the 'real world' of the laboratory. □ □ □ □ □ □
For the virtual town 1 just experienced, it feels like 1 just visited 
somewhere instead of just looking at some images. □ □ □ □ □ □
In terms of memory, 1 think of the virtual town 1 have just 
experienced in the same way 1 think of other places 1 have 
been to recently.
□ □ □ □ □ □
1 find my way around in these virtual environments in a similar 
manner / approach as 1 do in the real world. □ □ □ □ □ □
1 do use similar features to find my way around in the real 
world as in these virtual environments. □ □ □ □ □ □
Are there any specific factors which gave you a sense of 
‘really being’ in the street?
Which specific factors pulled you out of ‘really being’ in the 
street and back to being just in a laboratory?
Please list any features you remembered about the place, 
and rank the most remembered as 1, 2, 3  and so on.
Please describe the route you just took as an instruction to Draw a sketch map with landmarks for the area with
somebody unfamiliar with the place as much as you can. the route you taken (as best as you can):
Also, if you can, draw the route with approximate distance 
and orientation of the features you remembered.
The route description:
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Part 2
Please tick the appropriate answer to the following questions strongly Agree Slightly Slightly Disagree Strongly
__________________________________   Agree_Agree Disagree__________ Disagree
I find my way around in these virtual environments in a similar 
manner / approach as I do in the real world.
I do use similar features to find my way around in the real 
world as in these virtual environments.
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
Using the handheld device (e.g. PDA) on both experiments:
I find the map provided by PDA is helpful to find my way 
around?
I find the text provided by PDA is helpful to find my way 
around?
I find the voice provided by PDA is helpful to find my way 
around?
Rank the information sources in order of usefulness (1 ,2 , 3).
Did you find the PDA easy to use? Yes □  No □
If not, explain why.
□ □ □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □ □
□ □ □ □ □ □
Map □ Text □ Voice □
What improvements should be made to the information 
currently presented on the PDA?
What additional information would also be useful on the PDA?
Please list any features you remembered about the place, 
and rank the most remembered as 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  and so on.
Please describe the route you just took as an instruction to Draw a sketch map with landmarks for the area with
somebody unfamiliar with the place as much as you can. the route you taken (as best as you can):
Also, if you can, draw the route with approximate distance 
and orientation of the features you remembered.
The route description:
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Appendix VI Frequency of PDA information access for each route
Frequency of PDA map information access in settings U1 and U2 
Statistical summary:
Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Routes Rnntni;
Mean
Std. Error of Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
38.19
3.20
41
16.62
0.08
-0.50
4.81 7.26 5.52 9.04 " 5.00 6.56 
0.77 0.99 0.60 1.21 0.92 0.72 
5 9 6 11 5 6 
402 5.16 3.12 6.28 4.80 3,77 
0.33 -0.37 0.26 -0.10 1.00 1.81 
-0.54 -1.28 -0.30 -0.93 0.83 5 27
Urban Setting U2
Mean
Std. Error of Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
Total
45.96
3.96
48
20.57
-0.38
-0.67
Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
5.96 5.63 6.96 9.11 9.59 8.70 
0.92 0.80 1.06 1.13 1.28 1.06
6 5 6 8 10 8
4.76 4.17 5.50 5.85 6.67 5 52 
0.38 0.80 0.76 0.16 0.04 0.91 
-0.68 1.52 0.43 -0.92 -1.08 0 96
Boxplots:
PDA Map ^formation A ccess - U1
Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
PDA Map Information A ccess - U2
Route 1 Route3 Route5 Route6
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Frequency of PDA overview-map information access in settings U1 and U2
Statistical summary:
Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 29.70 3.85 5.41 4.44 7.30 3.81 4.89
Std. Error of Mean 3.09 0.69 0.86 0.58 1.21 0.70 0.75
Median 28 3 5 4 7 4 4
Std. Deviation 16.05 3.58 4.47 3.00 6.26 3.62 3.90
Skewness 0.53 0.76 0.32 0.48 0.55 1.11 1.23
Kurtosis -0.41 -0.03 -1.04 0.04 -0.60 1.85 2.28
Urban Setting U2 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 35.48 5.11 4.44 5.33 6.52 7.81 6.26
Std. Error of Mean 3.68 0.82 0.68 0.86 1.04 1.14 0.77
Median 33 5 4 5 5 7 6
Std. Deviation 19.10 4.25 3.53 4.45 5.42 5.91 4.02
Skewness 0.32 0.68 0.62 1.47 0.67 0.47 0.66
Kurtosis -0.40 0.03 -0.43 4.86 -0.68 -0.45 -0.01
Boxplots:
PDA O verview -M ap information A ccess - U1
Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
PDA O verview -M ap Information A ccess - U2
On
Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
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Frequency of PDA detailed map information access in settings U1 and U2
Statistical summary:
Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 8.48 0.96 1.85 1.07 1.74 1.19 1.67
Std. Error of Mean 2.55 0.32 0.51 0.31 0.69 0.61 0.52
Median 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Std. Deviation 13.23 1.65 2.63 1.59 3.60 3.19 2.69
Skewness 2.41 1.72 1.37 1.35 2.41 4.18 1.87
Kurtosis 6.80 2.25 0.89 0.43 5.49 19.31 3.08
Urban Setting U2 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 10.48 0.85 1.19 1.63 2.59 1.78 2.44
Std. Error of Mean 2.32 0.38 0.37 0.53 0.59 0.59 0.67
Median 7 0 0 0 2 0 0
Std. Deviation 12.06 1.97 1.92 2.73 3.05 3.08 3.50
Skewness 1.24 2.81 1.86 1.93 0.97 1.85 1.99
Kurtosis 0.69 7.52 3.00 3.17 -0.12 2.27 5.16
Boxplots:
PDA Detailed-Map hformation Access - U1
20
15
10
5
o
Route6Route4 Route5Route2 Route3Routel
PDA Detailed-Map hformation Access - U2
■#p i i
T
Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
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Frequency of PDA route information access in settings U1 and U2
Statistical summary:
Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 8.63 1.41 2.33 1.26 2.00 1.19 0.46
Std. Error of Mean 2.09 0.36 0.59 0.36 0.54 0.37 0.14
Median 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Std. Deviation 10.88 1.87 3.09 1.87 2.83 1.94 0.71
Skewness 0.64 0.92 1.17 1.19 1.00 1.32 1.26
Kurtosis -1.52 -0.71 0.63 0.14 -0.65 0.19 0.31
Urban Setting U2 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 9.78 0.74 1.48 1.26 1.78 4.22 0.30
Std. Error of Mean 2.18 0.25 0.60 0.45 0.69 0.43 0.13
Median 5 0 0 0 0 4 0
Std. Deviation 11.32 1.32 3.12 2.31 3.58 2.26 0.67
Skewness 1.96 1.61 2.88 1.79 2.39 0.18 2.91
Kurtosis 3.88 1.25 9.66 2.04 6.33 -0.20 9.90
Boxplots:
PDA Route Information Access - U1
T
Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 RouteS Route6
PDA Route Information Access - U2
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0 Q
Route5 Route6Route3 Route4Route2Routel
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Appendix VII Time spent on PDA information usage for each route
Time spent for using PDA overview map information in settings U1 and U2
Statistical summary:
Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 210.63 30.52 43.67 31.48 49.26 26.48 29.22
Std. Error of Mean 21.92 5.62 8.82 4.91 9.53 4.23 5.42
Median 215 28 31 28 42 25 22
Std. Deviation 113.92 29.21 45.84 25.49 49.50 21.99 28.18
Skewness 0.39 1.07 1.47 0.78 1.69 0.59 1.50
Kurtosis -0.64 1.36 2.26 -0.08 3.43 -0.16 2.49
Urban Setting U2 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 268.48 48.78 33.93 40.74 52.04 58.30 34.70
Std. Error of Mean 24.47 9.70 5.24 7.62 8.13 6.80 4.85
Median 254 44 28 35 41 67 29
Std. Deviation 127.16 50.41 27.21 39.60 42.24 35.31 25.21
Skewness 0.09 1.68 1.15 1.93 0.81 -0.32 1.92
Kurtosis -0.55 3.64 1.67 5.73 -0.20 -0.83 5.13
Boxplots:
Time spent fo r using PDA overview map inforarrtion - U1
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Time spent fo r using PDA overview map inforarrtion - U2
Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
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Time spent for using detailed PDA map information in settings U1 and U2
Statistical summary:
Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean
Std. Error of Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
96.37
25.37 
38
131.81
1.57
1.70
9.30 24.56 13.48 19.19 12.33 17.52 
3.46 6.83 3.95 7.47 4.82 4.88 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
17.99 35.50 20.55 38.82 25.04 25.34 
2.23 1.42 1.61 2.09 2.04 1.00 
4.94 1.06 2.17 3.29 3.10 -0 78
Urban Setting U2 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6Mean
Std. Error of Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis
113.52
24.58
66
127.70
1.19
0.50
7.07 12.41 18.74 27.30 23.89 24.11 
2.97 4.05 5.89 5.99 8.17 7.33 
0 0 0 15 0 0 
15.42 21.04 30.60 31.13 42.46 38.08 
2.44 1.70 1.86 0.72 2.11 1.92 
5.58 1.83 3.00 -0.82 4.08 2 88
Boxplots:
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Time spent fo r using PDA detailed map inforamtion - U2
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Time spent fo r  using PDA detailed map inforamtion - U1
0>n
Routel Route2 Route4 Route5 Route6
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Tim e spent for using PDA route information in settings U1 and U2
Statistical summary:
Urban Setting U1 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 59.89 9.00 15.59 8.48 10.19 11.41 5.22
Std. Error of Mean 14.84 2.64 4.72 2.92 3.42 3.62 1.69
Median 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Std. Deviation 77.09 13.74 24.50 15.20 17.76 18.83 8.78
Skewness 0.85 1.78 1.78 1.66 1.45 1.71 1.77
Kurtosis -0.80 2.76 2.93 1.50 0.52 2.08 2.71
Urban Setting U2 Total Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Route6
Mean 105.48 4.81 11.70 14.22 18.37 52.26 4.11
Std. Error of Mean 21.96 1.60 4.26 6.73 8.80 7.32 2.06
Median 65 0 0 0 0 48 0
Std. Deviation 114.13 8.29 22.14 34.98 45.74 38.05 10.69
Skewness 2.11 1.49 2.06 4.17 3.28 2.61 3.10
Kurtosis 5.15 0.87 3.71 19.39 11.71 9.99 9.80
Boxplots:
Time spent fo r using PDA route inforarrtion - U1
Routel Route2 Route3 Route4 Route5 Rsute6
Time spent for using PDA route inforamtion - U2
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■1(817
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